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700 789
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Junior" 807
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Huts, conical, of the Wangilima, on one of
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born and cared for during the first week
or ten days of its life 79S

Mount Elgon, plateau to the east of 790
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in the bamboos near timber-line on 806

Mount Ivenia, vista, an open, in the bamboo
jungle of 796

Natives smoke-curing elephant flesh 802

Oarsmen on one of the upper tributaries of

the Congo 384
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Shelter, pit-diggers' 801

Tree half decayed because of tusk wounds... 805

Trees in the elephant country show scars of

wounds from elephant tusks 803

Uganda, forests of, in the 780

Wangilima oarsmen 385

Egypt:
Sinai Peninsula

:

Bedouins at home with their goat-hair tents,

in the valley in the Sinai country 1278

Bedouin, blind, who has lived under the rock

on the Plain of the Assemblage for 40

years 1255
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the Arabian Desert 1281
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foot of the Mountain of the Ten Com-
mandments 1248

Hill of the Golden Calf, top of the, with its

round Mohammedan chapel 1269

Jebel Aaron, supposed to be the hill where
Aaron set up the Golden Calf 1268

Jebel Safsafah, Bedouin gardens in the ravine

of 1262

Jebel Safsafah, looking eastward from the

summit of, toward the Mount Sinai Range. 1261

Jebel Safsafah, rock, strangely worn, on one

of the slopes of 1266

Monastery inclosure, south side of. Living-

rooms of humble brethren 1247

Monastery of the Forty Martyrs who were
slain by Saracens 1274

Moses' Spring, in one of the richest oases of

the Sinai Peninsula 1267

"Mountain of the Law" 1256

Mount Serbel, looking northeast from the

rigid slopes of 1264

Mount Sinai, dome of, as seen from the Plain

of Cypress 127

1

Mount Sinai: Gate, stone, half way up 1252

Mount Sinai: One thousand feet above the

bed of the valley, looking south 1276

Mount Sinai: Place from which Moses pro-

claimed to the Children of Israel the

commands he had received from Jehovah

while on the mountain top 1259

Mount Sinai, pool in the desert of 1279

Mount Sinai towering above the Plain of As-

semblage 1251

Mount Sinai, the highest peak of Jebel Musa,

Chapel of St. Catherine on the top of... 1253

Mount Sinai: St. Catherine's Monastery 1246

Plain of Assemblage, rock, huge, on the, under

which a blind Bedouin has lived for 40

years 1254

Plain of Assemblage, the 1250

Sinai Range, view of, from the summit of

Jebel Safsafah 1260

Stream of water, the largest in the Sinai

Peninsula 1275

Valley of El Raha: Showing to the right the

Plain of Assemblage 1243

Wady (valley) Firan: Two miles west of the

Oasis of Firan 1265

Wady (valley) of Esh Shekh 1277
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Jumper, the champion high, of Africa 387
Jump, high, by a Watussi 386
Kividschwi Island, in Lake Kiwu : Tree-ferns

in the virgin forest 379
Lip ornament, considered very beautiful by

the natives 372
Ruanda, caravan on the march in 370
Ruanda, Sultan Msinga of, arrives, borne on

his palanquin or litter 374
Ruanda, Sultan of, and Captain von Grawert,

the resident 373
Scarrings, ornamental, which are popular. . . . 367

Semliki, Duke of Mecklenburg with the tusks

of the elephant killed on the 376
Semliki River, pygmies of the great forest,

near 380,381

Watussi, a 368

Nigeria:

Egbo house and juju trees 35

Ekoi coilTure, one of the many modes of.... 36

Ekoi girl attendant on juju "image" 33

Ekoi girl with nsibidi writing on face 36

Ekoi girls in "fatting-house" costume 32

Ekoi hunting juju 35

Ekoi, type of 33

Mersa, Kajji women of 1240

Nigerian natives with tails 1241

Tuku Tozo, Kagoro women, the tailed, of... 1240

Tripoli :

Turkish officers 2S5, 286

Date gardens in North Africa 278

Tunis:
Mahdia: Aphrodite, heroic marble bust of.... 102

Mahdia: Boat, the little divers', used in re-

covering the bronzes 90

Mahdia: Cakewalk of the Grecians 2,000 years

ago, and the hobble-skirt of ancient, Athens,

statuette showing 94

Mahdia: Dwarf dancing the cakewalk, statu-

ette of a male 97

Mahdia: Eros, attributed to Praxiteles 91

Mahdia: Eros playing on his lyre, statuette of 98

Mahdia: Hermes of Dionysos, by Boethos the

Chalcedonian 99

Mahdia: Horse, bronze head of, used for

decoration 100

Mahdia: Pendant to the cakewalk dance 95

Mahdia: Satyr about to run, statuette of 92

Zanzibar:

British steamer unloading at 820

Cloves, picking 818

Door, typical Arab, showing the delicate carv-

ing 823

Elephant tusks, a wide variety in 815

Elephant tusks, probably the most symmetri-

cal in the world 822

Elephant tusks, two largest in the world, now

in the British Museum 823

Ivory, a fortune in 812

Ivory, fireproof vault for storing 813

Main street, where each of its 160,000 inhabit-

ants wishes to pass daily 817

Market, native: Commentary on Zanzibar's

consumption of bananas 821

Message from Pemba sped in a native catama-

ran 816

Plantation, a 810

ALASKA.: Page
Cape Nome : Racing team, a 311
Kadiak, A. C. Company dwelling-house at.... 828
Kadiak, house at, ruined by avalanche of ashes

from hillside 830

Kadiak Island, dock at St. Paul on, showing
the heavy fall of ashes 829

Kadiak, on board the "Metha Nelson" at 829
Kadiak: On the "Manning's" bridge 827

Kadiak, refugees from, on board the "Mann-
ing" 832

Kadiak, residence at, made uninhabitable by

the fall of ashes 828

Kadiak, roof of fish house at, broken down
from weight of ashes, June 14, 1912 830

Kadiak, scene at, after the eruption of Katmai
volcano: Volcanic dust 2 feet deep 831

Kadiak: Structure, frame, crushed by weight

of ashes 825

Kadiak, view of, showing volcanic ash 826

Kenai and Russian rivers, junction of the.... 470

Kenai Peninsula:

Benjamin Creek: Marmot, a hoary 434,435
Ewe, the sentinel 490

Gulls, colony of 444
Gulls, young, whose later coloring harmonized

with the rocks and gray brush 445

Half-mile, an easy, where the original forests

on the bank were cut down by Russians

in 1857 437
Meadow, high, still covered with much snow.. 482

Moose antlers, boat-load of, gathered on the

marshes in a single afternoon 461

Moose, fair-sized bull, at edge of lick 459

Moose horns, fine collection of 460

Moose horns, three types found 464, 465

Moose, large cow, that educated herself.. 451-453

Moose, young bull, that was forcibly edu-

cated 455-458

Mountain slopes of the sheep country 475

Partridge, spruce, female of 467

Porcupine, yellow-haired or northwestern.... 463

Ptarmigan, rock, female and three young of.. 469

Ptarmigan, rock, female, photographed at 5

feet 469

Ptarmigan, willow and rock, mounted group

of, showing winter, summer, spring, and

fall dress 468

Ptarmigan, willow, female of, standing erect.. 467

Ptarmigan, willow, male of 466

Ptarmigan, willow, parent birds of, guarding

retreat of their young 466

Ram, a big, photographed at 50 feet from am-

bush 492

Ram, typical head of white 473

Resurrection Bay: Seward, steamship docks of 427

Resurrection Bay, head of, showing the town

of Seward 4^7

Sheep, a large band of, near the mountain top. 481

Sheep, a small band of, that have just come

from the mountain top 478

Sheep on high slopes bordering the snow

fields, typical view of 47^

Sheep quenching their thirst with snow.. 484, 487

Sheep, these, fed for hours without looking

about, except the sentinel 489
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Sheep traveling toward the largest snow-field

in the vicinity 488

Sheep which were badly frightened when
photographed, running up a rough moun-

tain 491

Tracking, worst part of: Wading in swift

water of uncertain depth 437

Kenai River, antlers, a splendid pair of, with

the skull attached, found on the banks of

the 462

Kenai River, imprisoned salmon of the upper. 471

Kenai River, salmon fighting in 471

Kenai River, towing our boat up, on the re-

turn trip 436

Nome express ready to start, the 310

Seward: Dogs, winter sledge, loitering ex-

pectantly around steward's pantry 431

Skilak L,ake : Breeding rookery of the black

cormorant 438

Skilak Lake, cormorants in nest, two young

featherless, about eight days old, and the

same two months later, on islet of . . . 440, 441

Skilak Lake, cormorants, nest of three on

islet of 44-

Skilak Lake, entrance to the sheep country

3,000 feet above 474

Skilak Lake: Jay, Alaska or Canada: The

most typical non-game bird of the north-

ern wilderness 432

Skilak Lake, moose lick of 448

Skilak Lake: Nest of cormorants on a pin-

nacle of the island in 439

Skilak Lake, otter swimming in a bay of, seek-

ing salmon 433
Skilak Lake, tern, arctic, enjoying a ride on

a dead limb floating in the center of.... 446

Skilak Lake, view of 447

Yakutat Bay, mountains near 684

Alaskan Boundary:

Alsek Mountains and the valley of the Desa-

deash. On the road to the White River. . 697

Arctic Circle, topographers at work on the. . . 708

Arctic Range, or British Mountains 708

Bear Creek summit, stuck on the: On the

road to the White River from Whitehorse 694

Boundary Peak "5300" from a triangulation

station 690

Boundary peaks from a triangulation station. 686

Boundary Peak "5300," surveyors ascending.. 692

Boundary Peak "5300," surveyors near the

base of 691

Boundary Peak "6900," view from summit of 687

Boutellier summit on the road to Lake Kluane 695

'Crevasse, climbing a, on a snow bridge while

ascending "5300" 692

De Blondeau Glacier, preparing to cross the:

Working on the coast boundary 689

Dogs are utilized for packing in summer by

the Indians 707

Donjek River, following the banks of 697

Edmonds Island, fumigating on 711

Edmonds Island, smallpox camp on 711

TIdmonds Island: Smith, Dr., on the way to

visit smallpox patients 711

Inspection for smallpox daily: Vaccinating

Indians 71°

Rluane, mudhole, a bad, on the way to 694

ALASKA—Continued

Klutlan Glacier, surveyor's camp on the 703
Klutlan Glacier, surveyors climbing onto the. 701

Ladue River, cairn signal on the divide be-

tween the two forks of 704
Lake Kluane, crossing a pressure crack 696
Monument, type of aluminum-bronze conical,

used for marking the less important points

along the boundary' 704
Mosquitoes are so thick that unless some pro-

tection is given the horses cannot graze.. 707
Mount Natazhat and the mountains to the

westward 69S
Mount Natazhat, camp on the side of 701

Mount Natazhat from the northwest 699
Mount Natazhat, mapping in the foothills of.. 700
One hundred and forty-first meridian, a cache

on 705
One hundred and forty-first meridian: Home

of the squaw-man 712

One hundred and forty-first meridian: Horns,

a wonderful set of 705

One hundred and forty-first meridian: Sur-

veyor's camp far up on a mountain side. . 691

One hundred and forty-first meridian : Tri-

angulation station, a 688, 706

Rampart House: Fur, one and one-half cords

of, awaiting shipment 712

Rampart House, Indian women at, watching

the approach of the steamer "Vidette"... 709

Salmon River, boundary monument near the. 688

Survey launch, "Midnight Sun" 709

Whitehorse and Kluane, skirting an overflow

on the road between 696

White River, west base 706

ANTS:
Ant, American slave-making, portion of a

colony of 755

Ant, carpenter, incipient colony of 763

Ant gardens of the Amazon 766

Ant guest or parasite soliciting food from a

worker 760

Ant nest or formicary, interior of a 732

Ant plant, an epiphytic, of the Bismarck

Archipelago 765

Ant, South African driver, male and workers

of a 761

Ants repairing a rent in the nest of the red-

tree ant 764

Ant which hoards the eggs of the corn-root

louse in its nests over winter, colony of

the 744

Ant which pastures and guards plant-lice,

workers and cocoons of 743

Aphaenogaster picea, colony of 756

Aphaenogaster picea, workers of a colony of. 757

Camponotus americanus, major and minor

workers of 737

Camponotus americanus, portion of colony

of 738, 739

Camponotus americanus, portion of a colony

of, at the height of the breeding season.. 72S

Camponotus americanus, portion of a colony

of, with workers and, virgin queens 734

Formica suVsericea in various stages of pig-

mentatioiij 74°

Gardens of a fungus-growing ant of the

Southern States 75°
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Honey ant, whose stomach is developed into

a food reservoir for the rest of the ant

colony 746

Larvffi of the Texan agricultural ant 754

Lasins {Acanthomyops) claviger, colony of, a

common subterranean ant in the Eastern

States 745

Mound of the thatching ant of Colorado 760

Nest-chamber of a small Texan fungus-grow-

ing ant 753

Nest, large, of the mound-building ant 75S

Nest of an arboreal Brazilian ant 762

Nest of a small Texan fungus-growing ant,

section of the 752

Nest of a very common ant 742

Nest of the Occident ant, which builds incu-

bators for its young 759

Queens of a common ant 733

"Replete" workers hang from the vaulted roof

of a chamber in a cluster 747

Stomach or "repletes," the family, of the

honey ant of the Garden of the Gods. . . . 748

ASIA:
Ceylon :

Anuradhpura, Buddhist Monastery, remains of

the brazen palace at 152

Anuradhpura: King Dutthagamini, statue of,

three Buddhas, and King Batiyatissa I... 155

Anuradhpura: "Moonstone," semi-circular, at

foot of steps 157

Anuradhpura: Ruanweli Dagoba, a solid mass

of brickwork 200 feet high 154

Anuradhpura: Steps, flight of, with guardian

stones at either side and "moonstone" at

foot 156

Boat, first to leave the banks after the morn-

ing dive 183

Buddhist temple and dagoba, with Sinhalese

nuns and priest 109

Candle tree, or Parmentiera 124

Canoe, outrigger no
Carts, bullock, on a country road 106

Colombo, banyan tree in the gardens of 142

Colombo: Mount Livinia, outrigger canoe on

sea beach 112

Colombo, shore road near, bordered with

cocoa, palms 114

Dambool, cavern, natural, in the great Rock

of, where King Walagambahn took refuge 148

Dambool, cave temple in the Rock of, rear

of the, with statue of King Walagambahn
and 50 images of Buddha 149

Diver, an Arab, from the Persian Gulf, with

nose-clip i79

Divers receiving their wages in oysters , 189

Elephant, a baby, at lunch time 118

Elephant clearing land 116

Fleet returning from the pearling grounds... 184

Graphite, women hand-cleaning, sifting, and

breaking large pieces of, after screening. 172

Hakgalla Botanical Garden, tree ferns in 139

.,-
^

Jack-fruit tree, the 123

.J.uggler, the basket trick, showing boy after

^ j.
• ,. the, sword has been run repeatedly

. ; through the basket. 120

Kandyan chief, daughters of a 132

ASIA: Ceylon—Continued Page
Kandyan country, view of the, looking toward

the Matele Hills 137

Kandyan king, a 147

Kandy : Assam rubber tree, Peradeniya Gar-

dens 131

Kandy, bamboo, clump of giant, by the river

bank in Peradeniya Gardens 130

Kandy, Buddah and -elaborately decorated

shrine, Lankatilaka Temple, ir miles from 138

Kandy, elephants of a Kandyan chief bathing

in the Mahaweli-Ganga, near 119

Kandy, priest and acolytes of the Temple of

the Tooth at 150

Kandy: Sinhalese girls and women, Kandyan
jackets 113

Kandy, street scene in in
Kandy: Students for the Buddhist priesthood

at the Dalada Malagawa, Temple of the

Tooth 151

Kandy: Tooth, sacred, special exhibition of

the 206

Kelani, suburb of Colombo, images in outer

corridor of the Buddhist temple at 144

Ladderway, bamboo, in graphite pit 171

Marichchukaddi, main street in, the pearl

town of 50,000 people 177

Matale, the Alu Vihara, a cave temple and

monastery near 146

Xegombo Canal, made by the Dutch, connect-

ing Negombo and Colombo 108

Pandanus, or screw palm 122

Pearl buyers, of many races and creeds 191

Pearl divers, Arab, at work 180

Pearlers look more like piratical crews than

peaceful laborers, the 181

Pearl fakirs, the 192

Pearl fleet preparing to sail for the pearl

grounds, the 178

Pearl oysters being carried from the boats

into the government kottus to be counted

and apportioned, the 186

Pearl oysters, the best part of a million of.. 188

Polonnaruwa, sleeping Buddha at 160

Polonnaruwa, King Parakrama the Great,

statue of, at i59

Polonnaruwa, Palace of Seven Stories, or Sat-

Mahal-Prasada at 158

Sausage tree, the 126

Sinhalese children 121

Sinhalese girl 141

Staircase of 1,840 granite slabs leading to the

top of Mihintale, the sacred mountain... 136

Storehouses, or kottus, the government, where

the oysters are safeguarded and auctioned

off 190

Talipot palm tree, on whose dried leaves, or

olas, the Buddhist Scriptures were written 125

Tamil, a young 129

Tamil girl 128

Tamil girl of Eastern Province 140

Tamil woman and children i43

Tamil woman at Jaffna, with necklaces of

coins and beaten gold i34

Tamil woman of Ceylon, with rings on her

toes 133
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Tea, fermenting tlie 167

Tea house, scene in a large 169

Tea leaves, picking the 163

Tea leaves, sorting the 164

Tea pickers, paying bfif the 166

Tea plantation, a large 170

Tea plantation, resting at mid-day on a 165

Tea plant, flowers and buds of 161

Tea, preparing the, before picking 168

Tea seedling, planting a 162

China:
Arch (pai-lous), memorial, of old gray sand-

stone, erected in honor of a virtuous

widow 1003

Arches (pai-lous), row of, erected to the mem-
ory of widows who refused to marry a

second time 1002

Bridge, characteristic Chinese, with cypress,

bamboo, and Pistacia chinensis 1005

Canal mud, recent removed, is heavily charged

with large snail shells 951

Caravan, resting 1047

Chi-Ii, grave mounds in, between Taku and

Tientsin 937
Chi-li, Province of, irrigation by means of the

swinging basket 953
Chinese bride, a 1048

Chinese city express 1050

Field covered with piles of canal mud recently

applied at the rate of more than 70 tons

per acre, section of 949
Field, increasing the available surface of the,

so that double the number of plants may
occupy the ground 936

Fields, fertilizing the, with canal-mud 948
Fuel, rice straw, being conveyed from canal

boats to city market stalls 946

Ginger, fields of, just planted, ridged and fur-

rowed for drainage 940
Grave mounds, group of grass-grown, carrying

the streamer standards and showing the

extensive occupation of land 937
Grave mounds recently restored and bearing

the streamer standards in token of me-

morial services 937
Hongkong: Happy Valley, floral pieces in

florist's garden 939
Incubators, four Chinese, in a room where

there are 30, each having a capacity of

1,200 hen-eggs 950

Kai-feng, pagoda, detail of "iron," at 999
Kai-feng, pagoda, the famous "iron," at 998

Lotus pond with plant in bloom, cultivated

for their fleshy roots used for food 942

Lung-men : Buddha, great, over 50 feet high,

in the Chu-chian-fung Temple 1021

Lung-men: Chu-chian-fung: Group, a char-

acteristic carved 1025

Lung-men, cliff showing carved decorations

around the entrance to the Temple Cheian

Shesu at 1 024

Lung-men, corner, an elaborate, in a rock

recess at 1029

Lung-men, figures carved in the rock, one of

the large 1027

Lung-men: Interpreter, soldiers, and servants

of Mr. Charles L. Freer, while studying

the rock temples 1016

ASIA: China—Continued

Lung-men: Low-Goon-Tung Temple, interior

of the 1036-1039

Lung-men: Ping Yung Tung: Detail of carv-

ing on the wall 1028

Lung-men: Rock cliff of the Yi River, show-
ing a few of the thousands of temples and
sacred recesses carved out of the rock...ioi8

Lung-men, temple interior, typical of the many
hundreds of sacred recesses carved in the

rock cliffs of the river at 1034
Lung-men, temple, interior of a very lavishly

decorated, at 1 040
Lung-men: Temple of Nan Tung, guardian of

the 1 022

Lvmg-men: Temples, several of the largest,

are known by the one name, "Ping Yung
Tung" 1026

Lung-men, temples, view of the rock-hewn, at.1019

Lung-men: Wan-for-Tung Temple, decorations

outside the 1 030
Lung-men : Wan-For-Tung, entrance to, and

decorations on the side wall of entrance. . 1031

Lung-men: Wan-Fcr-Tung Temple, inside of

1032-1033

Man, young, loading his boat with canal-mud,

using the long-handled clam-shell dredge. 953

Men freighters going inland with loads of

matches 938
Ming Tombs: Camel and elephants, standing. 1007

Ming Tombs: Camel, lions, and fabulous ani-

mal,, kneeling 1008

Ming Tombs: Horse and lion, standing; horse,

kneeling 1009

i\Iing Tombs, pai-lous, five-arched, at the en-

trance to the "Holy Way," in the valley

of the 1006

Ming Tombs: Pillars along the Holy Way. . . . 1006

Ming Tombs: Sage and soldier, ancient loix

Ming Tombs: Soldier, an ancient loio

Nanking: Ming Emperors, only two, are buried

here 1012

Pearl River, Chinese junks on the 1049

Peking: Ch'ien Men, the principal gate of the

nine gates: Entrance to the Forbidden

City I o 1

5

Peking: Chinamen out for an airing 1053

Peking: Chinamen coming to town from the

suburbs 1051

Peking, Chinamen gathering for a race in.... 1049

Peking: Chinese onion peddler 1050

Peking, entrances, one of the great, to the

city of 1052

Peking: Manchu child, a 1053

Peking: Manchu woman 1053

Peking: Temple of the Moon 1052

Pekingese cart, open 1051

Pump, three-man foot-power and wooden

chain, extensively used for irrigation in

various parts of China 945

Pump, treadmill, very common in China 944

Rice, nursery bed of, 29 days planted 954

Shanghai: Fuel, boat-loads of, mainly bundles

of rice-straw and cotton stems, on Soo-

chow. Creek 946

Shanghai : Fuel, dried grass, gathered on grave

lands 947

Shanghai: Sewing circle in the open air and

sunshine 94i
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Shanghai, transport, common means of, on

the streets of 938

Shanhaikwan, city gate of 1047

Soochow, pagoda, a very beautiful, at 997

Soochow, rose, wild wliite, in bloom west of. 957

Village, country, lining both sides of a canal. 935

Wall of China, buttress of the old 1013

Whampoa, on the Pearl River, dock at 1048

Whampoa: Residence, palatial, of Sir Chen-

tung Liang Chang 1051

Indo-China:

Angkor Thorn: Bayon, one of the 53 towers

in the structure known as the 259

Angkor Thom, Bayon, part of the ruins at... 258

Angkor Thom: Elephant's procession of, on

the wall of the grand terrace 260

Angkor Thom, stone tracery at, piece of 248

Angkor Wat: Bas-reliefs of the southwest gal-

lery, portion of the , 265

Angkor Wat: Bas-reliefs representing a prince

in his house surrounded by women, por-

tion of one of the 263

Angkor Wat: Bas-relief showing the royal

bark 264

Angkor Wat: Battle between men and monkeys 269

Angkor Wat: Buddha with many arms and an

unusual head-dress 226

Angkor Wat, Cambodian bonzes on pilgrim-

age to the great temple of 235

Angkor Wat: Ceiling of the galleries, portion

of the carved wooden 243

Angkor Wat: Combats of the Ramayana, de-

tail of 268

Angkor Wat: Dancers, the heavenly 244

Angkor Wat: Decoration at base of the pillars

supporting the galleries 246

Angkor Wat: Entablature, a portion of the,

in the temple 250

Angkor Wat: Entablature in the cruciform

gallery of the temple 245

Angkor Wat: Frieze, portion of a, showing a

warrior astride a dragon 246

Angkor Wat: Frieze, portion of the, in the

temple 247

Angkor Wat: Gallery, a corner of the second,

surmounting a base six meters high 233

Angkor Wat: Gallery, doorway of the second. 234

Angkor Wat: Gallery, interior view of the

cruciform, in the central temple 242

Angkor Wat: Gates to the cloister in the

central tower 241

Angkor Wat: Hanamunt, king of the monkeys,

expires in the arms of his queen 270

Angkor Wat: Hanamunt, king of the monkeys,

exploit of 267

Angkor Wat: Head of a giant who had many

face.s 226

Angkor Wat: Hunting procession, 324 feet

long, part of the 266

Angkor Wat: Lacework in stone, a beautiful

piece' of 251

Angkor Wat: Lintel of a doorway 254

Angkor Wat, Naga or seven-headed cobra, the

favorite design at 227

Angkor Wat: Pilasters, demi-vault, and lintel,

showing unusual wealth of carved stone.. 240

ASIA: Indo-China—Continued Page
Angkor Wat: Procession bringing the Naga,

or seven-headed cobra 262

Angkor Wat: Queen with five tiaras: Wall
decoration in the central tower 249

Angkor Wat: Roof of the gallery surrounding

the main temple, portion of the 252

Angkor Wat: Stairway leading to the sanctu-

ary of the central tower 231

Angkor Wat: Stairways and balustrades, deco-

rative detail of 253

Angkor Wat: Temple, approach to the front

of the 228

Angkor Wat: Temple, small, situated inside

the inner gallery, but distinct from the

main temple 236

Angkor Wat: Temple, view of the small 237

Angkor Wat: Temple, view of the central, the

best obtainable 230

Angkor Wat: Tower, central, detail of 239

Angkor Wat: Tower, central, portico and

peristype of 238

Angkor Wat: View taken from an elevated

position on the base of the central temple. 232

Bakong, door, false, in one of the towers at. . 255

Cambodia: Bonzes (priests) visiting the village

to receive alms 224

Cambodia: Dancers of the King in their fa-

vorite attitude 223

Cambodia, men and women of, typical 216

Cambodian mother with infant 219

Cambodian types, mostly women 217

Cambodian women 218

Dancers of the King of Cambodia preparing

to dance 222

Dancers of the royal palace 217

Dances most popular with the kings of Cam-

bodia represent episodes in their history,

or mythological scenes from the Ramayana. 221

Kompong-Chnang on the Mekong, portal, mas-

sive, part of ruins at 261

Loley: Door, false, in one of the towers 256

Me-Baune, doors, one of the false, at 257

Pimean-acas, fragment of one of angles of a

little tower at 248

Pnom Penh, pagoda, royal, with silver floor at 212

Pnom Penh, pagoda to the late King Norodom

at 213

Pnom Penh, regatta, annual, at 215

Pnom Penh: Tombs of the bonzes (priests)

at the pagoda of King Norodom 214

Road through Cambodian forest 220

Tibet:

Abbot of the Temple of the God of Medicine

with three medical pupils 984

Attendants, official, front and back views of.. 981

Boats, yak-hide, carrying passengers across the

river 9^9

Boat, yak-hide, on the river bank loaded with

wool 989

Bride, a, daughter-in-law of Chief Kalun 977

Buddha and "devil attendants" watching and

diverted by the "devil's dance" 995

Chief Kalun and Daiben in court robes made

of beautifully colored embroidery 977

Devil's masquerade 995
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Dupon Monastery, where 7,500 Lamas live,

and the great oracle of state 960

Handwriting of 36 Tibetan words 990

Inscriptions on the Medical Hill 987

Lakelet behind Potala Hill 968

Lamas holding the two fasces awarded by the

Chinese Emperor K'ang-hsi to restrain

and punish the disobedient Lamas 972

Lama, showing the yellow cap and ornament

on the back, back view of 974

Lamas reading, two 987

Lhasa: Abbot of the Great Temple 970

Lhasa, Buddha, famous image ot, in the Great

Temple of 971

Lhasa City, "Pago-ling," the main entrance of. 964

Lhasa City, business section of 966

Lhasa, Duke of, brother of the Dalai Lama. . 975

Lhasa, Duke of, enjoying his tea 975

Lhasa, entrance to the Great Temple of 969

Lhasa, roofs, golden, of the Great Temple of. 969

Lhasa, Sera Monastery, the second largest

monastery in 972

Masons, four 984

Medical Hill 985

Medical Hill, showing the "ten thousand" col-

ored images carved in the slope of the hill 986

"Nor-bu-Linga," the Dalai Lama's garden, west

of Medical Hill 968

Palace of the Dalai Lama on the Potala Hill. 963

Palace of the Dalai Lama, with its fore-

ground, bird's-eye view of 963

Potala Hill, Medical Hill, and Millstone Hill. 960

"Potala, the New" 962

Prayer wheels propelled by wind 993

Rice, transplanting 955

"Screen made of iron rings veils the sacred

image from the common people, a" 970

Sheriff, the, wearing a yellow hat and ear-

rings, with a whip hanging at his back... 981

Square, stone, where bodies of the dead are

cut to pieces and fed to dogs 993

Tablet 50 feet high made of butter entirely,

in various elaborate designs, supported by

a wooden shelf 990

Temple of the God of War, behind the Mill-

stone Hill, bird's-eye view of the 965

Tibetan, a common, in clothes made of yak-

hide 980

Tibetan blowing a trumpet made of a human
thigh-bone 992

Tibetan eating "tzangba" (barley flour) from

a bowl made of a human skull 992

Tibetan girl, ordinary 983

Tibetan girls, poor, front and back views of.. 982

Tibetan houses, showing the fiat roofs 967

Tibetan illustrating the "second method" of

writing 99

1

Tibetan making prostration before the palace

in worship 964

Tibetan mastiff, a 994

Tibetan saluting, a 9^3

Tibetan scholar writing a document with pen

and ink 99i

Tibetan soldier in chain armor and helmet

with peacock feather 980

Tibetan soldiers, a troop of 979

ASIA: Tibet—Continued Page

Tibetan soldiers encamped in front of the

palace 962

Tibetan soldiers in arms 978
Tibetan woman wearing a shell bracelet on

her right wrist 982

Ti-rimboche, Regent of Tibet 974
Tomb of the Emperor Yung-loh, to which the

avenue of animals leads 1013

Tomb of two wealthy men (father and son)

with very ornate mural sculpturing 1004

Turtle stone, 35 feet high, a fine example of

the most numerous of all monuments in

China, the "pei" 1014

Tzung-ka-ba, image of 973

Wall, court, built of yak-horns 988

Wife of Daiben (the General) 976

Wife of the Prime Minister in her court gar-

ment! 976

Women, group of Chinese, pulling rice in a

nursery bed 954

Wu-wu in Anhui, pagoda, a typical, at looi

Yak saddled, ready for transport of goods. . . . 988

Yi River, scene along the, whose rock cliffs

have been honeycombed by the quarried

temples 1017

Japan :

Conveyance, type of, extensively used for the

removal of city and village waste 952

Women, Japanese young, transplanting rice,

under broad sunshade hats 956

Russia in Asia:

Cheliabinsk, in the Ural region: Distributing

center of the immigrants, the famous. ... 1088

Omsk: Siberian immigrants in rear of station. . 1087

Omsk train officials; never in haste 1084

Russian merry-go-rounder 1057

Russian pioneers, typical loSo

Russian priest and woman: An interesting

group 1056

Siberian beggar 1060

Siberian peasants loSS. 1056

Siberian Railway, prison car and exiles on the.. 1089

Siberian railway town, a characteristic 1079

Siberians awaiting the arrival of the express. . 1054

Siberian) settler, a 1059

Siberia: Pioneers awaiting their train 1083

Siberia: Russian emigrants to 1055

Siberia: Russian peasants 1054

Siberia: Settler, typical 1060

Transiberian railway: Basket peddler, a 1057

Transiberian railway: Beggar, a religious. ... 1058

Transiberian railway: Fellow-passengers, one

of our 1059

Transiberian railway: Settler, an old 1058

Siam:

Bangkok: Barge, the royal, of solid gold lac-

quer manned by 60 paddles covered with

gold leaf 401

Bangkok: Drums, golden, at head of proces-

sion conducting His Majesty to the Wat
Phra Keo after the coronation 392

Bangkok: Dusit Maha Prasath Hall, on bal-

cony of 391

Bangkok: Gate to one of the many quaint

temples 408

Bangkok: His Majesty embarking on the royal

barge 400
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Bangkok: His Majesty leaving the pavilion of

the European community 395

Bangkok: His Majesty, the King, in the pro-

cession 398

Bangkok: King borne in royal progress through

thei, city 394
Bangkok: King arriving at the pavilion on the

river front for the water procession 399

Bangkok: King's Wat (temple), entrance to

the 390

Bangkok: Palace grounds, royal, scene in the. 409

Bangkok: Umbrellas, five and seven-storied

royal, immediately preceding the king in

the procession to the Wat Phra Keo. . . . 393

Bangkok: Wat Phra Keo, scenes within the

grounds of the 406, 407
Bangkok: Wat Phra Keo, the king's temple. . 397
Bangkok: Wat Phra Keo, where the king

declared himself the Defender of the

Faith 396
Players, group of royal masked 412

Players, pair of royal masked 411

Siamese actors 414
Siamese troops of all arms, review of 26.000. . 410

Wat Chang, court in the great temple of 403

Wat Chang, detail of the temple of 404

Wat Chang, the great temple of, on the banks

of the Menan River, a mile from Bang-

kok 402, 415

\A'at Chang, staircase of the temple of 405
Syria:

Baalbek: Acropolis and the great temple ruins,

general view of 82

Baalbek: Gate, great, to the Temple of Jupiter 87

Baalbek, scene amid the ruins at 84

Baalbek: Temple of Bacchus, the 86

Baalbek: Temple of Jupiter, interior of the.. 88

Baalbek: Temple of Jupiter, or of the Sun,

the great 85

Backgammon, a game of 76
Galilee, fishermen on the Sea of, now called

the Lake of Tiberias 78

Hill from which Jesus Christ is believed to

have preached the Sermon on the Mount. 79

Horns, bringing wheat to the railway at 75
Horns, view of, on the Damascus-Aleppo Rail-

way 74
Lebanon, a cedar of 72

Man (Mohammedan), a holy 73
Shoe stores in the Orient 66

Stone, the biggest piece ever blocked out in

a quarry 83

Syrian Desert, in the, east of the Lebanon.. 80

CENTRAL AMERICA:
Costa Rica:

Banana forest, a typical 716
Bananas awaiting transportation by raft down

stream to the railway 726
Bananas, cutting 719-721

Bananas covered with the leaves of the plant

for protection from the sun 724
Bananas, loading aboard a fruit-train 725
Flower of the banana grows at the tip of the

stem, beyond the fruit 717
Fruit, first-grade 722
Guineo, the Chinese dwarf, often planted in

the gardens and plazas of the towns as

an ornament 714

CENTRAL AMERICA: Costa Rica—Cont. Page
Plantains, a bunch of 715
Port Limon, fruit at railway awaiting trans-

portation to the wharf at 723
Port Limon, transferring bananas from car to

ship at
. 727

Washout on the railway 728
EUROPE:
Austria-Hungary:

Bosnia :

Bosnian beauty, a

Bosnian Turk and his son

Bugojno, Turkish pilgrims at the sacred rock

near

Jajce, breastplate of coins, a unique costume

Jajce: Turkish houses

Jezero : Head-dresses, curious

Jezero, sheepskin coats seen in

Jezero, sometimes called the Bosnian Venice. .

Konjica, 40 miles from the Montenegrin
frontier

Mangers as cradles

Opium poppy, raising the

Scene, rural

Budapest: Hungarian gentlemen in procession.

Canalesi women in national dress

Croatia

:

Agram, market-place in

Croatian children returning from school 1186,

Csardas, dancing the

Heiresses, village

Dalmatia

:

Cattaro, group, prosperous, in

Perasto, perched on a ledge at the foot of a

great mountain wall

Ragusa: Constitutional, a family

Ragusa: Ttirkish children returning from
market

Ragusan woman and load

Scene, typical

Zara, citizens, prominent, of

Herzegovina

:

Falconers, the

Herzegovinian, South, woman and Ragusans. .

Mostar: Turk on the main thoroughfare

Narenta Gorge, Moslem boys, native, in

Water carrier, a

Woman, veiled Mohammedan
Salsbnrg

:

Pass Lueg
Salzburg, Old, a bit of

Salzkammergut, near Salzburg: Traunkirchen

and Spitzelstein Peak

Steiermark, costume of a man from

Tyrol:

Bozen, Calvary, at

Cross, a wayside

Dolomites, among the

Grodner Joch, cattle on the

Hotel, a palatial

Innsbruck: Guard, the bronze, around Em-
peror Maximilian's tomb

Innsbruck: King Arthur of Britain, the match-

less figure of

Innsbruck, streets of, one of the main

Lamb, bringing home the strayed

Landeck, city of

Langkofel from Seiser Alp
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St. Magdalena, shrine at 1201

Sellajoch 1 194
Tyrolese pasturage, a 1 1 98

Vajolet towers, the 1 192

Bulgaria:

Bread, native, drying in a village street 1109

Bulgarian boy scouts being drilled by an offi-

cer of the army 1 1 1

6

Bulgarian peasant and team of domestic buf-

falo IIIO

Bulgarian women, group of industrious, in a

village on the road from the Danube to

Sofia iiii

Bulgarian women making native bread 1108

Geese being driven to market 1115

Kutlowitza, hats, native sheepskin, drying in

the sun near 1114

Ivife in a Bulgarian village 1117

Rila, monk at the great monastery of 1 107

Rustchuk: Bulgarian gypsies in the market.. 1113

Rustchuk, on the Danube: Market scene in a

typical Bulgarian town 1 1 04

Rustchuk: Women, Mohammedan 1112

Sofia : Women, Christian peasant 1106

Crete:

Costumes in Crete 3,500 years ago 103

Hagia Triada: Vase, the Harvester 22.

Knossos: Area, theatrical, restored (near

modern Candia) 14

Knossos: Bath-room in the palace 18

Knossos: Cup-bearer, the 2

Knossos: Drain, main 17

Knossos: Drain-pipes, terra-cotta, 3,500 years

old 17

Knossos: Gaming-board, the king's 20

Knossos : Jar, a great 6

Knossos: Magazines, one of many, for the

storage of grain and oil S

Knossos: Relief of bull's head found in the

great palace at 10

Knossos: Tablets, one of the thousand clay,

found by Dr. A. J. Evans 24

Knossos: Vase, a magnificent, with papyrus

reliefs, found in the royal villa 13

Phaestos : Staircase, great 23

Greece:

Athens: Greeks, thousands of patriotic, wait-

ing for the latest war bulletins from the

front 1 148

Athens, Hadrian's Arch in 1283

Corinth, Greek of 1150

Meteora, monasteries of, in northern Greece..: 151

Montenegro :

Albanian chiefs, two, discussing ways and

means with a revolutionary leader 1091

Cettinje, market-place of 1103

Cettinje, Montenegrins, group of, on the main

street of iioi

Cettinje, women, peasant, with pack donkeys

entering 1102

Montenegrin artillery 1176

Montenegrin boys ii75

Montenegrin gentlemen 1 1 74

Njegus, beggar, blind, at 1 1 74

Njegus, market day at 1 172, 1 173

Nj egus, village scene at 1 1 72

EUROPE: Rumania—Continued Page
18Angelean, the, or national dance of Rumania.

Bucharest : Pastor and his wife, a

Riding master of the Rumanian king

Rumanian cadets with the priest

Rvimanian children in national costume

Rumanian country people

Rumanian dance girls

Rumanian dance, which is performed on Sun-

days and holidays

Rumanian dandy having his shoes shined....

Russia:

Circassian, a

Emigrants to Siberia

Moscow: Beggars lined up at the entrance to

the cloister

Moscow : Bell, the great

Moscow: Cannons, the Czar of

Moscow: Funeral, a child's

Moscow : Kremlin, the

Moscow: Mendicant, a well equipped

Moscow : Pilgrims, tired, within the Kremlin

inclosure

Moscow : Russian coachman
Moscow: Russian Derby, scenes at the

Moscow: St. Basil, Cathedral of

Moscow: St. Saviour's Cathedral

Moscow: St. Saviour's Cathedral, interior of.

Moscow: Sign boards, animated

Moscow: Team, three-horse

St. Petersburg: Resurrection of Christ Ca-

thedral

St. Petersburg: St. Isaac's Cathedral

Servia:

Belgrade : Hat store, a

Belgrade market: Cherry seller, the

Belgrade : Palace, royal

Belgrade, peddler of

Belgrade: Servian women, types of

Belgrade, stork's nest on a house in

Belgrade, street scene in

Belgrade, Turkish mosque, the only, in

Nisch, coat worn by the women of

Nisch: Costume, handsomely embroidered, of

a Servian lady

Prishtina costume worn by Servian women on

feast days

Servian herders, types of

Slivivitz, a friendly glass of

Switzerland:

Matterhorn, the majesty of the. .Supplement, May
Turkey:

Albania

:

Albanian chiefs, group of rebel, and an Al-

banian froin the colony in Italy 109S

Lake Scutari, on 1091

Scutari, Albanian chiefs from the mountain

region near i095

Scutari, Albanian children from an Austrian

school at 1096

Scutari: Albanian children who have known
no Austrian school 1096

Scutari: Albanian Christians leaving church.. 1097

Scutari, bridge, ancient, near the town of.... 1092

Scutari, Christians of 1094

Scutari, cemetery, scenes in the great Tvirk-

ish, in 56-57

223

221

^39

221

219

063

065

063

064

067

062

061

065

064

068

070

067

066

061

069

069

213

215

214

213

211

21

1

215

216

131

214
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Scutari: Street, main, of: Turkish soldiers

who have come to put down the revolt. . .1099

Scutari, street scene in the town of 1093

Bazaar, scene in a Turkish 67

Bosporus, caique, two-oared, on the 70

Bosporus, Straits of, at the narrowest point.. 1157

Constantinople

:

Boatman, a Mohammedan 1137

Dervishes, dance of whirling 48

Dove Mosque, or Mosque of Sultan Bayazed

II 50

Guard at the imperial bank 52

"Hamals" (burden-bearers) on Galata Bridget 145

Lancers, imperial, at the Sultan's palace 1138

Market, the green, in Stamboul 11 54

Mohammedan carrying a ram to be sacrificed

at the Bairam festival 1 144

Mohammedans washing their hands and feet

in front of a mosque before entering. ... 1140

Mosque, a 1141

Mosque of Sultan Achmet 1 44

Mosque of Sultan Achmet I, interior court

otf the 46

Mosque of Sultan Achmet I, interior of the.. 45

Mosque of Yeni Valideh Djami, the Splendid. 51

Sellers of "simits" 55

Sellers of vegetables 54

Street scene 1 144

Sultan of Turkey, the 1 1 34

Tomb of Alexander the Great, now in the

mjuseum 59

To the defense of the city and the religion of

their fathers 1 1 55

Turbeh, or mausoleum, attached to the Mosque

of Yeni Valideh Djami, interior of the.. 49

Turbehj or mausoleum, ai Yeni Valideh Djami,

a corner in the 58

Turkish cafe with porters or hamals 64

Turkish general inspecting the streets 1136

Turkish house 63

Turkish lancer, a 1 138

Turkish military 1 1 34

Turkish officers and barracks 1 136

Turkish troops leaving for the front 1 139

\^iew of the city 4-

Women, Christian 1 142

Dolma Baghtcheh on the Bosporus: The fa-

vorite and sumptuous palace of many
Sultans 69

Macedonia

:

Cafe, a 1119

Scene in a village: All women of a town

dress alike 1 126

Christians, one family of 1 124

Maiden, Christian (Bulgarian) 1 1 30

Market, an old 1 1 20

Salonica: Cheese booths on grand bazaar. ... 1128

Salonica: Peasants, Christian, at a butcher-

shop 1 1 27

Salonica : Turkish troops 1129

Salonica, Turkish women at 1 122

Salonica: Types, street 1130

Peasants, Christian, at a pasha's court, in the

interior 1125

Retreat, the Sultan's 60

Rumeli Hissar on the Bosporus: Robert Col-

lege, founded by Americans, and the

castle 68

EUROPE: Turkey—Continued Page
Rumeli Hissar, Turkish homes along the

Bosporus at 1 146
Turkish cadets on the way to the front 1133
Turkish peasant, a 62

Turks, young 1 143
Village, a Moslem 1 1 23

Thrace

:

Adrianople, lemon sellers in 1121

FISHERIES:
Dalles, The, Columbia River, stationary salmon

wheel 498
Eggs from a ripe female salmon, removing the 502
Fish are promptly washed back to the pool by

the current, after landing on the apron.. 513

Fish 10 feet from the camera 506
Oregon: Cazadero Dam, on the Columbia

Rivei'^ 500

Oregon, field hatchery of the State of 503
Oregon: Salmon attempting to surmount the

Cazadero Dam 505

Sacramento River, seining spawning salmon

in the, in connection with a hatchery.... 499
Salmon below and in a fall in an Alaskan

stream 496
Salmon, Chinook, making a long, clean jump

on ;to the apron 504
Salmon entering the foot of the fish ladder. . . 501

Salmon leaped a little too soon and was
whirled over and over in the air 511

Salmon leaping over the swift water near the

toe of Cazadero Dam 508

Salmon, splendid Chinook, photographed when
only 10 feet from the camera 510

Salmon swimming up the surface of the apron

in the swift water below the Cazadero

Dam 512

"Salmon, the big, jumped directly at me as I

stood near the edge of the apron" 507

Salmon, unusually fine male Chinook 495

FORESTRY:
Arizona: Destruction, vast, by forest fires in

San Francisco mountains 670

California: Forest at the foot of Mount Shasta:

This condition is the result of repeated

fires 671

California: Sequoia National Forest: Ranger

station, a 680

Colorado : Forest officers equipping themselves

to go to forest fire 681

Forest fires, effect of, in making a forest open

and broken 664

Minnesota: Desolation as the result of forest

fires, a typical scene of 669

Montana, trees, fallen dead, in a lodge-pole

forest in 672

Montana forest killed by the fire of 1910.... 676

Montana, forest service trail in a dense forest

in 678

Montana: Telephone construction in the Flat-

head National Park 682

Protection, effect of, of long-leaf pine forest

from fire 683

Rocky Mountains, forest fire sweeping up a

slope in the 663

Slash left after logging: The greatest menace

from fire 666

Texas: F'orest, long-leaf pine, 12 years after

logging, which has been burned repeatedly 683
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Wallace, Idaho, after the forest fire of 1910:

About 200 buildings were destroyed 674
Washington, fallen timber in a forest in 673

Washington, forest of noble fir destroyed by

fire in 668

Washington : Forest untouched by fire, a typi-

cal virgin 665

Wisconsin: Forest fire, after a 667

MAPS AND DIAGRAMS:
Africa: Ruanda, "The land of giants and

pygmies" 388

Alaska: Canada, boundary line (outline) 693

Alaska : Kenia Peninsula 429

Alaska: Sections that have been mapped and

surveyed 424

Antarctic regions: Explorations of Palmer and

Wilkes 308

Arctic regions: Eskimo, blond, distribution of. 1224

Ant, Occident, three stages in the development

of the nest-mount of the 759

Ant, Texan leaf-cutting, diagram of the nest

of the 751

Austria-Hungary 1 284

Bulgaria 1152

Cambodia': Angkor, ruins of 225

Ceylon (outline) 193

China and its territories Supplement, October

China : Chekiang and Kiangsu Provinces, por-

tions of 933
China: Chekiang Province, main canals in 718

square miles of 932

China, Northeast: Alluvial plain and Grand
Canal 934

China: Shanghai, country surrounding 958

Egypt: Mount Sinai and route of the Exodus. 1282

Gulf Stream and other currents in the North

Atlantic Ocean, general direction of 772

Gulf Stream : Current observations, method of

obtaining, on board the "Blake" yyz

Gulf Stream : Rate of flow, average, at various

depths 778

Indo-China, French: Cambodia: lyocation of

the ruins of Angkor 210

Macedonia 1152

Mediterranean Sea, countries bordering on

the Supplement, January

Mount Rainier, location of 626

National monuments and National Parks, lo-

cation) of 538

Panama Canal, bird's-eye view of (relief) . .

Supplement, February

Panama, showing general features and present

location of aboriginal tribes 628

Philippines: Area of devastation by late erup-

tion of Taal volcano 314

Philippines: Northern Euzon (outline) 835

Philippines : Region affected by the great erup-

tion of January 30, 191 1 31

S

Philippines: Taal Volcano before and after

the great eruption, cross-section of (dia-

gram) 361

Philippines : Taal Volcano, crater of, imme-

diately before and shortly after the great

eruption 364

Russia: Trans-Siberian railway and principal

connections 1076

MAPS AND DIAGRAMS—Continued Page
Servia 1 152
South America: Peruvian expedition of 191 2,

field of work of the 416
South Pole, route of Amundsen to the (out-

line) 207
United States, area in, equal to that covered

by the Grand Canal of China 933
Windward Islands, currents in the passages

of the 775
World, the, showing the principal ocean cur-

rents : 768
xMISCELUANEOUS:

"Blake," the Coast Survey steamer, at anchor
in the equatorial current, 60 miles north
of Barbados 774

PANAMA:
Canal Zone:

Alligators, a bag of 294
Pedro Miguel, Cavanillesia landscape near... 632

Republic of Panama:
Aquadulce (Veraguas) termite nests in the

savannas near 638
Catasetnm scurra, flowers of, rediscovered in

Panama by Mrs. H. H. Rousseau 641

Cavanillesia platanifoUa, cuipo-tree, the 635
Cavanillesia platanifoUa, one of the most beau-

tiful trees on the Isthmus 634
Chiriqui Peak: Crater, the ancient, is now a

grassy plain, surrounded by densely

wooded hills 642
Chiriqui Peak, top of the, the highest point

in the Republic of Panama (11,000 feet). 643

Choco girls are fat and full of mischief 653
Cuna-cuna or San Bias Indians are of small

stature 647

Don Carlos, chief, and his sons 651

Don Carlos' lady, who, notwithstanding her

age, has preserved her good looks 652

El Boquete, summer resort of the Panamani-

ans: Chiriqui Volcano in the background. 640

Guaymi girls, the little, often have sweet faces

and beautiful eyes 645

Guaymi house in the forest 646

Guaymi Indian, a 644

Guaymi men, among the, the face is seldom

attractive 644

Gustavia supcrba, flowers of, one-seventh nat-

ural size 637

Houses of the Chocoes are built high up on

the river bank 661

Nombre de Dios, forest giant overloaded with

vines in the forest near 630

Playon Grande, village of, on the San Bias

coast, 85 miles east of the Panama Canal. 650

Roof, provisional summer, made of the leaves

of the native royal palm 639

Sambu Valley, Choco Indian man of the, in

every-day dress 655

Sambu Valley, Choco Indians of the. 656, 658, 660

Sambu Valley, Choco Indian women of the,

in their simple every-day dresses 654

San Bias woman in daily attire 649

San Bias women and children 648

Shiatinaka, San Bias (Cuna-cuna or Tule)

Indians of 647

Tree-limbs are all strikingly growing in one

direction 636
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PHILIPPINES:
Bignay, dead in the village of 354
Binintiang Malaqui, a peaceful neighbor of

Mount Taal 318
Bosoboso, ruins at 342

Lemery, cracks in the ground caused by the

earthquake at 357
Luzon :

Agpad, a Bontoc Igorot warrior 911

Bakidan, a Kalinga chief, in fighting trim.... 862

Bangad, a Bontoc Igorot town 900
Bontoc Igorot, a. .

.' 910
Bontoc Igorot climbing a huge tree-fern, a... 919
Bontoc Igorot girl, a young 914
Bontoc Igorot head-hunter carrying fertilizer

out to his rice field, a 907
Bontoc Igorot house, a typical 906
Bontoc Igorot irrigation dam laid up with dry

stones, view of a section of a 902

Bontoc Igorot potter, a 916

Bontoc Igorots bringing in camotes 904
Bontoc Igorot sentries watching a trail 918
Bontoc Igorot town, with a view of the ad-

jacent rice terraces, a 901

Bontoc Igorot type 910

Bontoc Igorot woman, an old 917
Bontoc Igorot woman, a young 915
Bontoc Igorot women 905
Bontoc Igorot women in typical dress, a group

of 908

Bontoc Igorot women in working dress 909
Bontoc Igorot workers bringing in rice-heads. 903
Burial of an Ifugao who has lost his head. . . . 899
Dallaoas, sugar-cane, giant, raised by the wild

Tingians of 926

Feet of a Bontoc Igorot 913
Guined, a celebrated Ifugao chief 878

Ifugao, an 880

Ifugao anito image, around which dances are

held 897
Ifugao family, an, on the march 887

Ifugao girl 883

Ifugao girls assisting each other in toilet 886

Ifugao head-hunter, an 896

Ifugao head-hunter, an unlucky, who lost his

own head and thereby brought disgrace

upon his family and village 898
Ifugao head-hunter, with some of his trophies. 894
Ifugao house, an 884
Ifugao paddy wall, a typical, showing steps

used in ascending to terraces above 893
Ifugao resting bench, an . . , 885
Ifugao rice terraces at harvest time 891

Ifugao rice terraces at planting time 892

Ifugao trophies: A small but select collection

of former enemies 895
Ifugao village, an 888

Ifugao warrior, an 88i

Ifugao warrior, a young, ready for the trail. . 879
Ifugao woman, an 882

Ifugao woman making cloth, an 889

Ilongot boy, an 847
Ilongot dancing and showing to an admiring

throng his method of attack 855

Ilongot dancing to music, an 855
Ilongots dancing, two 856
Ilongot family, an 851

Ilongot head-hunter, an 852

Ilongot house, an 848

PHILIPPINES: Luzon—Continued Page
Ilongot man, an 852, 853
Ilongot man, an old 853

Ilongot man showing typical dress and orna-

ments, an 854
Ilongots, many, are fond of music and develop

strange and wondrous sounds from their

instruments 857

Ilongot woman, an 849
Ilongot woman and girls 850
Kalinga chief, a 859
Kalinga dandy, the 861

Kalinga family, a 869

Kalinga girl, a 863

Kalinga girl, a dead 876
Kalinga head-hunter, a 872

Kalinga house, a 868

Kalinga man wearing typical dress and orna-

ments 860

Kalinga tree-house, a 871

Kalinga, typical 864

Kalinga war dance, a 874, 875

Kalinga warrior, a 870

Kalinga woman, a 867

Kalinga, young 858

Mountain side terraced and irrigated by head-

hunting Ifugaos 890

Negrito bowmen 844

Negrito "house" and family, a 837

Negrito making fire by rubbing pieces of bam-

boo together 841

Negrito man, typical, with Secretary Worces-

ter 846

Negrito men, two, with Governor William F.

Pack, of the mountain province 843

Negrito men, with bows, arrows, and head-

axes ready for the trail 845

Negrito mother and child in their native wild. 842

Negrito playing the nose-flute 834

Negrito settlement on the northeast coast. . . . 836

Negrito, type of young 834

Negrito, two, with their house and belongings 840

Negrito, who, like many of his tribe, has

pointed his front teeth 842

Negrito woman, a 839

"No Man's Land," an inhabitant of 927

"No Man's Land," young woman of, showing

typical tattooing and ornamental head-

dress 928

Puas, nest of, that were concealed by the

undergrowth 873

Regalia, in full 865

Saking, a famous Kalinga fighting chief 864

Scar patterns, making ornamental 838

Tauit Apayao: House of a wild Tingian 921

Tauit Apayao, wild Tingian family of 924

Tiller of the soil, a 912

Wife of a Kalinga chief 866

Wild Tingian chiefs, three 922

Wild Tingian girl, a 925

Wild Tingian head-baskets 920

Wild Tingian mother and child, a 923

Mount Macolod, from which people of Ba-

tangas viewed Taal Volcano the day be-

fore the eruption 3S8

Subig, remnants of the village of 341

Taal, Caysasay Church, in the town of, show-

ing damage caused by earthquakes during

the recent eruption 359
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PHILIPPINES: Luzon—Continued Page
Taal Volcano : Bomb, a 350
Taal Volcano, cloud, the threatening, rising

from the crater of, and drifting across

Cavite Province 330

Taal Volcano: Crater, the 1904, filled with

water 327

Taal Volcano: Crater, the 1904, in action.... 323

Taal Volcano: Crater, the 1904, in action,

very near view of 325

Taal Volcano: Crater, the 1904, near view of. 324

Taal Volcano: Crater, the 1904, quiescent.... 326

Taal Volcano : Crater wall showing stratifica-

tion, a portion of the 321

Taal Volcano, distant view of, from the south-

west: Bombon Lake in the foreground... 316

Taal Volcano: Explosion, beginning of the,

on afternoon of day of great eruption.. 349

Taal Volcano, explosion in the main crater of,

the day before the great eruption 333
Taal Volcano: Explosion on the afternoon of

the day of the great eruption 351

Taal Volcano from Banadero the morning

after the great eruption 337

Taal Volcano from Bombon Lake the day be-

fore the great eruption 329

Taal Volcano: Grave in which were buried 131

victims of the eruption 344
Taal Volcano: Lightning flashes in the cloud

of mud during the eruption, at 2:30 a. m.,

January 30 335

Taal Volcano, mud blast from the crater of. . 348

Taal Volcano, panoramic view of the crater

of, before the great eruption, looking west 365

Taal Volcano, panoramic view of the crater

of, after the great eruption, looking west. 365

Taal Volcano, panoramic view of, from Bom-
bon Lake 3-8

Taal Volcano : Panoramic view of the crater

of, looking southwest 332

Taal Volcano: Path, the zigzag, leading into

the main crater 322

Taal Volcano, portion of, the afternoon be-

fore the great eruption 362

Taal Volcano, -portion of the crater of, the

afternoon after the great eruption... 336,363

Taal Volcano, scene on mainland west of the. 354

Taal Volcano: Scientists under fire 346

Taal Volcano, tree trunk, portion of, with

bark cut to pieces by blast from 345

Volcano Island, dead and living on the 360

Volcano Island, part of the shore of, sub-

merged during the eruption 352

Volcano Island: Scene of death and destruc-

tion the day after the great eruption 340

Volcano Island, site of the village of Pira-

piraso, on 356

Volcano Island, stumps of trees on 3S3

POLAR REGIONS:
North :

Coronation Gulf: Caribou hunters, two 1235

Coronation Gulf, Stefansson's party preparing

to camp in a permanently deserted village

of the blond Eskimo in 1230

Coronation Gulf, Stefansson visiting a tem-

porarily deserted village of the blond

Eskimo on the ice in 1 23

1

Dolphin and Union Straits: Houses, deserted,

all of snow, and one inhabited house. ... 1233

POLAR REGIONS: North—Continued Page
Lure of the Frozen Desert. .Supplement, December
Victoria Island: Eskimo canoe (umiak), track-

ing an, in calm weather 1227
Victoria Island: Prince Albert Sound, Eskimo,

blond, discovered by Stefansson in 1236
Victoria Island: Stefansson's party bringing

ashore a bearded seal 1227
Victoria Island: Wife of one of Stefansson's

Eskimo companions 1228

South:

Snow covering a depot left by a previous

expedition, digging to ascertain depth of. 306
South Victoria Land: Emperors at rest 303
South Victoria Land: Emperors on the march 303

Sotith Victoria Land, penguins, two Emperor,
on 301

Whales, killer, sounding off the great ice

barrier 312

SOUTH AMERICA:
Peru:

Inca pottery and stoneware rescued from the

jungle and now used in the manufacture
of sugar 422

Macchu Picliu, ruins of 421

Macchu Picliu: Temple of the Three Win-
dows, interior of, looking north 421

Mount Coroptma as seen from the heights

above Arma 418, 419
Valley of the Majes, boulder, volcanic, cov-

ered with pictographs, in the 419
Yurakrumiu, monolith, the great carved, of. . 420

UNITED STATES:
Arizona:

Fossil Forest, great log in Blue Forest in the 573
Fossil Forest, now a national monument,

view in the 574
Petrified Forest, scene in the 572

California:

Date gardens 279

Fog filling the valleys, with snow-capped San
Antonio ("Old Baldy") in the distance... 625

Gilroy, lettuce and radish, field of, two miles

long, near 527

Gilroy: Lettuce, stripping, of dead leaves.... 517

Mount Shasta 578

Mount Wilson, clouds, a billowy ocean of,

engulfing the land, as seen from the sum-

mit of 624

]Mount Wilson, view from the summit of: An
island in an ocean of clouds 623

Poppy field, wild 528

San Juan, radish seed, harvesting in 525

San Juan Valley: Onion seed, threshing 522

San Juan Valley: Poppies, field of giant white 529

San Juan Valley : Sweet peas, field of, Morse

Seed Farm 516

Santa Clara Valley: Carrots in bloom, field

of 518, 519

Santa Clara Valley: Radishes in bloom, field

of 5^3, 524

Santa Clara Valley: Seed-onions in bloom,

field of 520

Santa Clara Valley: Seed-onions, topping 521

Santa Clara Valley: Sweet peas, field of, 500

acres in extent 526

Sequoia National Park: Giant forest, "General

Sherman Tree" in the 567
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UNITED STATES: California—Continued Page
Sequoia National Park: Parker group in the

giant forest 560

Yosemite National Park: Agassiz Column.... 554
Yosemite National Park, azalia, wild, in the. . 565
Yosemite National Park: Big Tree Grove,

grizzly giant Mariposa in 556
Yosemite National Park: Cathedral spires. ... 555
Yosemite National Park: El Capitan, the white

granite face of 553
Yosemite National Park: Mariposa Big Tree

Grove, a fallen monarch in 561

Yosemite National Park: Mariposa Big Tree
Grove : "Forest Queen" 566

Yosemite National Park: Mariposa Big Tree

Grove, in the 562

Yosemite National Park: Mariposa Big Tree

Grove: Wawona tree 557
Yosemite National Park, on Wawona road in. 552

Yosemite National Park: Sentinel Dome, sum-

mit of 564
Yosemite National Park: Vernal Falls from

Mist Trail 559
Yosemite National Park: Yosemite Falls in

Yosemite Valley 558
Colorado:

Mesa Verde National Park: Cliff Palace, look-

ing south 576
Montana:

Glacier National Park: Blackfoot Glacier,

climbing the 548
Glacier National Park: Canyon Creek 546
Glacier National Park: Garden Wall, looking

south along the east side of, showing a

2,000-foot waterfall 545
Glacier National Park: Going-to-the-Sun Moun-

tain, 544
Glacier National Park: Gunsight Lake from

Jackson Mountain 547
Glacier National Park: L,ake St. Mary, head of 543
Glacier National Park, scene in the 542

Nevada:

Sierra National Forest: Devil's Post Pile, end

view of 569, 570

Sierra National Forest: Devil's Post Pile,

showing regularity of forms of columns.. 571

Sierra National Forest: Devil's Post Pile, the 568

Oregon:

Cascade Range, looking northward along the

crest of the 584

Collier Glacier, crevasse, giant, and ice wall

near head of 587

Collier Glacier, crevasse, giant, in the 586

Collier Glacier, ice wall in the 588

Glacier, seracs and ice cavern at edge of.... 589

Hayden Glacier, lateral view of 590

Middle Sister, glacial torrent from 581

Middle Sister, ice fields on the west slope of. 585

Middle Sister, Rainbow Rock, on the west

slope of 583

Renfrew Glacier, snow field of: Snow-balling

in August 582

Wallowa National Forest: Carper, J. K., a

forest service hunter, at home 30

Wallowa National Forest: Dogs of the pack

which attacked the porcupine 27

Wallowa National Forest: Ewes and lambs at

the end of a summer grazing in coyote-

proof pasture 28, 29

UNITED STATES: Oregon—Continued Page
Wallowa National Forest: Staghound "Ran-

ger," from whose face and head were
extracted 600 porcupine quills 26

Washington :

Mount Rainier: Asters, mountain meadow 614, 615
jNIount Rainier, basket-grass flower on.... 606, 609
Mount Rainier, caverns along the way above

Camp Muir on. . ., 602

Mount Rainier, climbing White River Glacier,

below the summit of 618

jNIount Rainier: Cowlitz Glacier, near end of

Cathedral Rocks 619

Mount Rainier: Cowlitz Glacier, view south

from 622

JNIount Rainier, cowslips on the slopes of.... 593
Mount Rainier: Crevasse on divide of the

Paradise and Little Cowlitz glaciers 601

Mount Rainier: Gibraltar Rock, 1,200-foot

wall of 600

iMount Rainier, glaciers on the southwest

slope of 597
Mount Rainier, heather, rose-red, on 604,605
Mount Rainier, heather, white, bank of, at

timber line on 595

Mount Rainier: Hemlock, Alpine, and moun-
tain lilies 626

Mount Rainier in the distance, branch stream

of upper Paradise River, showing 596
]\Iount Rainier: Lost to the world, 7,500 feet

above sea-level 620

Mount Rainier National Park, anemone in... 613

Mount Rainier National Park, anemone seed

plumes in 612

Mount Rainier National Park, avalanche lily

slope, in 616

Mount Rainier National Park: Avalanche or

deer's-tongue lily 617

Mount Rainier National Park, fir, forest of,

in SSI

Mount Rainier: Nisqually Glacier, Sierra Club

on 621

Mount Rainier, north side of, as viewed from

Spray Park 549

Mount Rainier, party leaving Camp Muir in

the early morning for summit of 603

Blount Rainier, seen from Puyallup River,

near Tacoma 620

Mount Rainier, snow brush, or mountain rho-

dodendron, on 610

Mount Rainier, valerian on 611

Mount Rainier, view of, from Spanaway Lake,

40 miles distant, showing storm-caps 594

]\Iount Rainier: White Glacier, crossing a

precipitous slope on 621

Wyoming:
Yellowstone Park: Buffalo, park 541

Yellowstone Park: Castle Geyser, crater of... 534

Yellowstone Park: Deer, white-tail, in action. 533

Yellowstone Park: Lone Star Geyser 535

Yellowstone Park: Minerva Terrace, Mam-
moth Hot Springs 536

Yellowstone Park, mountain sheep in 539

Yellowstone Park: Old Faithful Geyser 532

Yellowstone Park: Pulpit Terrace, Mammoth
Hot Springs 537

Yellowstone Park: "Silver-Tip" grizzly, a Park

bear 540
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THE SEA-KINGS OF CRETE
By Rev. James Baikie

Explorers with the spade have been making discoveries in Crete which have
completely altered our ideas of early civilization in the JEgean Sea. They have
found that Crete was the home of the first great sea power, and that more than a
thoiisand years before the time of the Phcenicians, who generally have been cred-

ited with inventing writing, the Cretans devised and used the linear characters,

which the Phcenicians simply adapted. The Cretans were curiously modern in

their dress and habits. Pictures have been uncovered shozving ladies long before
the time of Homer dressed in Parisian styles, zvith big hats, high heels, and tight-

laced corsets. The houses and the methods of sanitation were extremely modern,
far surpassing anything known in civilized times until the last jo years. Rev.
James Baikie, of Edinburgh, has luritten an entertaining and instructive book
summarizing the results of these explorations, particidarly those by Dr. A. J.

Evans, the pioneer and chief of Cretan explorers. From this book, "The Sea-
Kings of Crete," Adam and Charles Black, publishers (New York, The Macmillan
Co.), the follozving article has been abstracted by the Editor. The illustrations,

by Dr. A. J. Evans, are from the same source.

THE present generation has wit-

nessed remarkable discoveries in

Mesopotamia and in Egypt, but

neither Nififur nor Abydos disclosed a

world so entirely new and unexpected
as that which has been revealed by the

work of Schliemann and his successors

at Troy, Mycense, and Tiryns, and by
that of Evans and the other explorers

—

Italian, British, and American—in Crete.

It was obvious that mighty men must
have existed before Agamemnon, but

what manner of men they were and in

what manner of world they lived were
matters absolutely unknown and, to all

appearance, likely to remain so. An
abundant Avealth of legend told of great

kings and heroes, of stately palaces, and
mighty armies, and powerful fleets, and
the whole material of an advanced civili-

zation. But the legends were manifestly
largely imaginative—deities and demi-
gods, men and fabulous monsters, were
mingled in them on the same plane-—and
it seemed impossible that we should ever

get back to the solid ground, if solid

ground had ever existed, on which these

ancient stories first rested.

For the historian of the middle of the

nineteenth century Greek history began
with the First Olympiad, in 776 B. C.

Before that the story of the return of the

Herakleids and the Dorian conquest of

the men of the Bronze Age might very
probably embody, in a fanciful form, a

genuine historical fact; the Homeric
poems were to be treated with respect,

not only on account of their supreme
poetical merit, but as possibly represent-

ing a credible tradition, though, of
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THE cup-bearer: knossos

"The colors were almost as brilliant as when laid down
over three thousand years before. For the first time the

true portraiture of a man of this mysterious Mycenaean
race rises before us. The limbs are finely moulded, though
the waist is tightly drawn in by a silver-mounted girdle,

giving great relief to the hips. The profile of the face is

pure and almost classically Greek.
_

. . .
_
There was

something very impressive in the vision of brilliant youth

and of male beauty, recalled after so long an interval to

our upper air from what had been till j'esterday, a forgot-

ten world. Our untutored Cretan workmen regarded the

discovery of such a painting in the bosom of the earth as

nothing less than miraculous, and saw in it the icon of a

saint."—A. J. Evans (see pages 13 and 14).

course, their pictures of ad-
vanced civilization were more
or less imaginative projections

upon the past of the culture

of the writer's own period or
periods. Beyond that lay the

great waste land of legend, in

which gods and godlike heroes
moved and enacted their ro-

mances among "Gorgons and
Hydras and Chimeras dire."

What proportion of fact, if

any, lay in the stories of Minos,
the great law-giver, and his

war fleet, and his Labyrinth,

with its monstrous occupant

;

of Theseus and Ariadne and
the Minotaur; of Daedalus, the

first aeronaut, and his wonder-
ful works of art and science;

or of any other of the thou-

sand and one beautiful or tragic

romances of ancient Hellas, to

attempt to determine this lay

utterly beyond the sphere of

the serious historian.

"To analyze the fables," says

Grote, "and to elicit from them
any trustworthy particular facts

appears to me a fruitless at-

tempt."

Grote's frankly skeptical atti-

tude represents fairly well the

general opinion of the middle

of last century. The myths
were beautiful, but their value

was not in any sense historical

;

it arose from the light which
they cast upon the workings of

the active Greek mind, and the

revelation which they gave of

the innate poetic faculty which

created myths so far excelling

those of any other nation.

Opinions like that so dog-

matically expressed by our

great historian are no longer

held by any one who has fol-

lowed the current of modern
investigations, and remain only

as monuments of the danger of

dogmatizing on matters con-

cerning which all preconceived

ideas may be upset by the re-

sult of a single season's spade-
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work on some ancient site ; and he would
be a bold man who would venture today
to call "illusory" the search for "points
of solid truth" in the old legends, or to

assert that "the items of matter of fact,

if any such there be," are inextricable
from the mass of romantic inventions in

which they are embedded.

WHAT cre;te; has revmled

The resurrection of the prehistoric age
of Greece and the disclosure of the as-

tonishing standard of civilization which
had been attained on the mainland and
in the isles of the ^gean at a period at

least 2,000 years earlier than that at

which Greek history, as hitherto under-
stood, begins may be reckoned as among
the most interesting results of modern
research into the relics of the life of past

ages.

The work, of course, is by no means
complete ; very probably it is scarcely

more than well begun ; but already the

dark gulf of time that lay behind the

Dorian conquest is beginning to yield up
the unquestionable evidences of a great,

and splendid, and almost incredibly

ancient civilization, which neither for its

antiquity nor for its actual attainment
has any cause to shrink from compari-
son with the great historic civilizations

of Mesopotamia or the Nile Valley.

It is not yet possible to trace and iden-

tify the actual figures of the heroes of

prehistoric Greece
;

probably it never
will be possible, unless the as yet un-
translated Cretan script should furnish

the records of a more ancient Herodotus,
and a new Champollion should arise to

decipher them ; but there can scarcely be

any reasonable doubt that genuine men
and women of yEgean stock filled the

roles of these ancient romances, and that

the wondrous story of their deeds is, in

part at least, the record of actual

achievements.

In this remarkable resurrection of the

past the most important and convincing

part has been played by the evidence

from Crete. The discoveries which
were made during the last quarter of the

nineteenth century, by Schliemann and
his successors, at Mycenae, Tiryns, Or-

chomenos, and elsewhere were quite con-
clusive as to the former existence of a
civilization quite equal to, and in all

probability the original of, that which is

described for us in the Homeric poems

;

but it was not until the treasures of

Knossos and Phsestos in Crete began to

be revealed that it became manifest that

what was known as the Mycensean civ-

ilization was itself only the decadence
of a far richer and fuller culture, whose
fountain-head and whose chief sphere
of development had been in Crete.

And it has been in Crete that explora-
tion and discovery have led to the most
striking illustration of many of the
statements in the legends and traditions,

and have made it practically certain that

much of what used to be considered
mere romantic fable represents, with, of
course, many embellishments of fancy,

a good deal of historic fact.

The position of Crete
—

"a halfway
house between three continents, flanked
by the great Libyan promontory, and
linked by smaller island stepping-stones
to the Peloponnese and the mainland of

Anatolia"^—marks it out as designed by
Nature to be a center of development in

the culture of the early ^gean race,

and in point of fact ancient traditions

unanimously pointed to the great island

as being the birthplace of Greek civili-

zation.

WHO WAS MINOS?

It was the surprising claim of the

Cretans to possess the burial place of
the supreme God of Hellas which first

attached to them the unenviable reputa-

tion for falsehood which clung to them
throughout the classical period, and was
crystallized by Callimachus in the form
adopted by St. Paul in the Epistle to

Titus
—"The Cretans are always liars."'

It is round Minos, the son of Zeus
and Europa, that the bulk of the Cretan
legends gathers. The suggestion has,

been made, with great probability, that

the name Minos is not so much the name
of a single person as the title of a race

of kings. "I suspect," says Professor
Murray, "that Minos was a name, like

'Pharaoh' or 'Csesar,' given to all Cre-
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tan kings of a certain type." With that,

however, we need not concern ourselves
at present, further than to notice that the
bearer of the name appears in the
legends in many different characters,
scarcely consistent with one another or
with his being a single person.
The Minos who is most familiar to

us in Greek story is not so much the
lawgiver and priest of God as the great
sea-king and tyrant, the overlord of the
^gean, whose vengeance was defeated
by the bravery of the Athenian hero,

Theseus. From this point of view,
Minos was the first of men who recog-
nized the importance of sea-power, and
used it to establish the supremacy of his

island kingdom.
But the great King was by no means

so fortunate in his domestic relationships

as in his foreign advertures. The do-
mestic skeleton in his case was the com-
posite monster the Minotaur, half man,
half bull, fabled to have been the fruit

of a monstrous passion on the part of
the king's wife, Pasiphse. This monster
was kept shut up within a vast and in-

tricate building called the Labyrinth, con-
trived for Minos by his renowned artif-

icer, Daedalus. Further, when his own
son, Androgeos, had gone to Athens to

contend in the Panathenaic games, hav-
ing overcome all the other Greeks in the

sports, he fell a victim to the suspicion

of yEgeus, the King of Athens, who
caused him to be slain, either by way-
laying him on the road to Thebes or by
sending him against the Marathonian
bull.

In his sorrow and righteous anger,

Minos raised a great fleet and levied

war upon Athens ; and, having wasted
Attica with fire and sword, he at length

reduced the land to such straits that

King ^geus and his Athenians were
glad to submit to the hard terms which
were asked of them. The demand of
Minos was that every ninth year Athens
should send him as tribute seven youths
and seven maidens. These were selected

by lot, or, according to another version

of the legend, chosen by Minos himself,

and on their arrival in Crete were cast

into the Labyrinth, to become the prey
of the monstrous Minotaur.

THi;SEUS, the; deliverer OE ATHENS

The first and second installments of

this ghastly tribute had already been
paid ; but when the time of the third

tribute was drawing nigh, the predes-

tined deliverer of Athens appeared in

the person of the hero Theseus. Theseus
was the unacknowledged son of King
/Egeus and the Princess Aithra of Troe-
zen. He had been brought up by his

mother at Troezen, and on arriving at

early manhood had set out to make his

way to the court of ^geus and secure
acknowledgment as the rightful son of
the Athenian king.

The legend tells how on his way to

Athens he cleared the knds through
which he journeyed of the pests which
had infested them. Sinnis, the pine-

bender, who tied his miserable victims

to the tops of two pine trees bent to-

ward one another and then allowed the

trees to spring back, the young hero
dealt with as he had dealt with others

;

Kerkuon, the wrestler, was slain by him
in a wrestling bout ; Procrustes, who en-

ticed travelers to his house and made
them fit his bed, stretching the short

upon the rack and lopping the limbs of

the over-tall, had his own measure
meted to him ; and various other plagues
of society were abated by the young
hero.

Not long after his arrival at Athens
and acknowledgment by his father the

time came round when the Minoan her-

alds should come to Athens to claim the

victims for the Minotaur. Seeing the

grief that prevailed in the city, and the

anger of the people against his father,

^geus, whom they accounted the cause

of their misfortune, Theseus determined
that, if possible, he would make an end
of this humiliation and misery, and ac-

cordingly offered himself as one of the

seven youths who were to be devoted to

the Minotaur.
^geus was loth to part with his newly-

found son, but at length he consented
to the venture ; and it was agreed that

if Theseus succeeded in vanquishing the

Minotaur and bringing back his com-
rades in safety he should hoist white
sails on his returning galley instead of
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the black ones which she

had always borne in token
of her melancholy mission.

ARIADND SAVES THESEUS

So at length the sor-

rowful ship came to the

harbor in the bay below
broad Knossos, where Mi-
nos reigned, and when the

King had viewed his cap-
tives they were cast into

prison to await their dread-
ful doom. But fair-haired

Ariadne, the daughter of
Minos, had marked The-
seus as he stood before the
King, and love to him had
risen up in her heart, and
pity at the thought of his

fate ; and so by night she
came to his dungeon, and
when she could not per-

suade him to save himself
by flight, because that he
had sworn to kill the Mino-
taur and save his compan-
ions, she gave him a clue

of thread by which he
might be able to retrace his

way through all the dark
and winding passages of
the Labyrinth, and a sword
wherewith to deal with the

Minotaur when he encoun-
tered him.

So Theseus was led away
by the guards and put into one oe The many magazines, with jars and kasellES
the Labyrinth to meet his fqr the storage oe grain and oil, eound at knossos
fate; and he went on, with «-r^ ,, , ,• r , • r rt
,1 1

1 ti ti Vi rl f
JJown the center line of each magazine ran a row oi small

tne cme wnicn ne naa las- square openings in the floor
—

'kaselles' as they came to be
tened to his arm unwmdmg called—which at one time had evidently been receptacles, some of

itself as he passed through them perhaps for oil, but some of them certainly for valuables.

passage after passage, until ^^^^y ^^""^ carefully lined with lead, and in some cases the slabs

at Ipqt h t tVi A Af ]
° stone covering them could not be removed without lifting the

at last ne met tne areauiul
-y^rj-iole pavement. In spite of such precautions, however, they had

monster; and there, m the been well rifled in ancient days, and little was left to tell of

depths of the lyabyrinth, what their contents may once have been." The immense size of

the Minotaur who had slain ^'^^^^ J^''^ ™^y '^^ appreciated by noting the boy standing in the
' background.

so many, was himself slain.

Then Theseus and his companions es-

caped, taking Ariadne with them, and
fled to their black ship and set sail for

Attica again ; and landing for awhile in

the island of Naxos, Ariadne there be-

came the hero's wife. But she never
came to Athens with Theseus, but was
either deserted by him in Naxos or, as
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some say, was taken from him there by

force. So, without her, Theseus sailed

again for Athens.

But in their excitement at the hope

of seeing once more the home they had

thought to have looked their last upon,

he and his companions forgot to hoist

the white sail ; and old ^geus, strain-

ing his eyes on Sunium day after day
for the returning ship, saw her at last

come back black-winged as he had
feared ; and in his grief he fell, or cast

himself, into the sea, and so died, and
thus the sea is called the ^Egean to this

day.

the; unhappy f'ate; o^ minds

So runs the great story which links

Minos and Crete with the favorite hero
of Athens. But other legends, not so

famous nor so romantic, carry on the

story of the great Cretan King to a

miserable close. Daedalus, his famous
artificer, was also an Athenian, and the

most cunning of all men. To him was
ascribed the invention of the plumb-
line and the auger, the wedge and the

level ; and it was he who first set masts
in ships and bent sails upon them. But
having slain, through jealousy, his nephew
Perdix, who promised to excel him in

skill, he was forced to flee from Athens,

and so came to the Court of Minos.

For the Cretan King he wrought many
wonderful works, rearing for him the

Labyrinth and the Choros, or dancing-

ground, which, as Homer tells us, he

"wrought in broad Knossos for fair-

haired Ariadne." But ior his share in

the great crime of Pasiphse, Minos hated

him, and shut him up in the Labyrinth

which he himself had made.
Then Daedalus made wings for him-

self and his son Icarus, and fastened

them with wax, and together the two
flew from their prison-house high above
the pursuit of the King's war-fleet. But
Icarus flew too near the sun, and the

wax that fastened his wings melted, and
he fell into the sea. So Daedalus alone

came safely to Sicily, and was there hos-

pitably received by King Kokalos of

Kamikos, for whom, as for Minos, he

executed many marvelous works. Then
Minos, still thirsting for revenge, sailed

A gre;at jar: knossos

with his fleet for Kamikos to demand
the surrender of Daedalus ; and Kokalos,

afl^ecting willingness to give up the fugi-

tive, received Minos with seeming
friendship, and ordered the bath to be

prepared for his royal guest. But the

three daughters of the Sicilian King,

eager to protect Daedalus, drowned the

Cretan in the bath, and so he perished

miserably. And many of the men who
had sailed with him remained in Sicily,

and founded there a town which they

named Minoa, in memory of the mur-
dered King.

the; great gulp gi*' darkne;ss is

disappe;aring

Between the Greece of such legends

as those which we have been considering

and the Greece of the er^liest historic

period there has always been a great gulf

of darkness. On the one side a land of

seemingly fabulous kings and heroes and

monsters, of fabulous palaces and cities

;

on the other side, Greece as we know it

in the infant stages of its developrnent,

with a totally different state of society,
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a totally different organization and cul-

ture; and in the interval no one could

say how many generations, concerning
which and their conditions and develop-

ments, there was nothing but blank ig-

norance. So that it seemed as though
the marvelous fabric of Greek civiliza-

tion as we know it were indeed some-
thing unexampled, rising almost at once
•out of nothing to its height of splendor,

as the walls of Illium were fabled to

have risen beneath the hands of their

divine builders.

Indeed, a certain section of students

seemed rather to glory in the fact of this

seeming isolation of Greek culture, and
to deem it little short of profanity to

seek any pre-existing sources for it. "Al-

lowing no causation more earthly than

vague local influences of air and light,

mountain and sea, they would have Hel-

lenism born into the world by a miracle

of generation, like its own Athens from
the head of Zeus."

But a great civilization can never be

accounted for in this miraculous fash-

ion. The origins of even Egyptian cul-

ture have begun to yield themselves to

patient research, and it is not permissible

to believe that the Greek nation was
born in a day into its great inheritance,

or that it derived nothing from earlier

ages and races.

DR. EVANS DISCOVERS THE LABYRINTH OE

THE LEGENDS AT KNOSSOS

Most of these traditions clustered

round Knossos, the famous capital of

Minos, where once stood the Labyrinth,

and near to which was Mount Juktas,

the traditional burying-place of Zeus.

Dr. A. J. Evans, the chief of Cretan ex-

plorers, discovered the site of the Great

Palace of Minos, at Knossos, near mod-
ern Candia, and has uncovered it to the

world. The palace is an enormous build-

ing, rivaling in size and magnificence the

greatest palaces of ancient days.

"There can be little remaining doubt,"

says Dr. Evans, "that this vast edifice,

which in a broad historic sense we are

justified in calling the 'Palace of Minos,'

is one and the same as the traditional

'Labyrinth.' A great part of the ground-

plan itself, with its long corridors and

repeated successions of blind galleries,

its tortuous passages and spacious under-
ground conduits, its bewildering system
of small chambers, does in fact present
many of the characteristics of a maze."

THE EARLIEST KNOWN SCRIPT DISCOVERED
IN CRETE

But the discovery which will doubt-
less prove in the end to be of greater
importance than any other, though as

yet the main part of its value is latent,

was that of large numbers of clay tablets

incised with inscriptions in the unknown
script of the Minoans. Over a thousand
have been collected from various depos-
its in the palace. Of these deposits,

one contained tablets written in hiero-

glyphic; but the rest were in the linear

script, "a highly developed form, with
regular divisions between the words and
for elegance scarcely surpassed by any
later form of writing."

The tablets vary in shape and size,

some being flat, elongated bars from two
to seven and a half inches in length,

while others are squarer, ranging up to

small octavo. Some of them, along with
the linear writing, supply illustrations of
the objects to which the inscriptions re-

fer. There are human figures, chariots

and horses, cuirasses and axes, houses
and barns, and ingots followed by a bal-

ance, and accompanied by numerals
which probably indicate their value in

Minoan talents. It looks as though these

were documents referring to the royal

arsenals and treasuries.

"Other documents, in which neither

ciphers nor pictorial illustrations are to

be found, may appeal even more deeply
to the imagination. The analogy of the

more or less contemporary tablets, writ-

ten in cuneiform script, found in the

Palace of Tell-el-Amarna, might lead us
to expect among them the letters from
distant governors or diplomatic corre-

spondence. It is probable that some of

them are contracts or public acts, which
may give some actual formulae of

Minoan legislation.

"There is indeed an atmosphere of

legal nicety, worthy of the House of

Minos, in the way in which these records

were secured. The knots of string
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which, according to the ancient fashion,

stood in the place of locks for the cof-

fers containing the tablets were ren-

dered inviolable by the attachment of

clay seals, impressed with the finely en-

graved signets, the types of which rep-

resented a great variety of subjects, such

as ships, chariots, religious scenes, lions,

bulls, and other animals. But—as if

this precaution was not in itself consid-

ered sufficient—while the clay was still

wet the face of the seal was counter-

marked by a controlling official and the

back countersigned and endorsed by an
inscription in the same Mycenaean script

as that inscribed on the tablets them-
selves."—Dr. A. J. Evans.

the; table;ts wm^ PRESERViiD BY the;

GRKAT Fire;

- The tablets had been stored in coffers

of wood, clay, or gypsum. The wooden
coffers had perished in the great con-

flagration which destroyed the palace,

and only their charred fragments re-

mained ; but the destroying fire had prob-

ably contributed to the preservation of

the precious writings within by baking
more thoroughly the clay of which they

were composed.
As. yet, in spite of all efforts, it has

not proved possible to decipher the in-

scriptions, for there has so far been no
such good fortune as the discovery of

a bilingual inscription to do for Minoan
what the Rosetta Stone did for Egyptian
hieroglyphics. But it is not beyond the

bounds of probability that there may yet

come to light some treaty between Crete

and Egypt which may put the key into

the eager searcher's hands, and enable

us to read the original records of this

long- forgotten kingdom.
Even as it is, the discovery of these

tablets has altered the whole conception

of the relative ages of the various early

beginnings of writing in the Eastern
Mediterranean area. The Hellenic script

is seen to have been in all likelihood no
late-born child of the Phoenician, but to

have had an ancestor of its own race.

"Thus," said Dr. Evans, "that great

early civilization was not dumb, and the

written records of the Hellenic world
were carried back some seven centuries

beyond the date of the first-known his-

toric writings.

"But what, perhaps, is even more re-

markable than this, is that, when we ex-
amine in detail the linear script of these

Mycenaean documents, it is impossible

not to recognize that we have here a

system of writing, syllabic and perhaps
partly alphabetic, which stands on a dis-

tinctly higher level of development than
the hieroglyphics of Egypt or the cunei-

form script of contemporary Syria and
Babylonia. It is not till some five cen-
turies later that we find the first dated
examples of Phoenician writing."

The old Cretan tradition that the Phoe-

nicians did not invent the letters of the

alphabet, but only changed those already

existing, is thus amply justified, for this

seems to have been precisely what they

did. The Phoenician mind, if not origi-

nal, was at all events practical. The
great stumbling-block in the way of the

ancient scripts was their complexity—

a

fault which the Minoan users of the

Linear script Lad evidently already be-

gun to recognize and endeavor to amend.
What the Phoenicians did was to carry

the process of simplification farther still,

and to appropriate for their own use out
of the elements already existing around
them a conveniently short and simple

system of signs. The position which
they came to occupy, after the Minoan
Empire of the sea had passed away,
as the great carriers and middlemen of

the Mediterranean, gave their system a

spread and a utility possible to no other

S3'stem of writing ; and so the Phoenician

alphabet [gradually came to take its place

as the basis of all subsequent scripts.

Unquestionably it was a great and im-

portant service which was thus rendered

by them ; but, all the same, the begin-

nings of European writing must be traced

not to them, but to their predecessors,

the Minoans, and the cla}^ tablets of

Knossos, Phsestos, and Hagia Triada are

the lineal ancestors of all the written

literature of Europe.

the; king's GAMING-BOARD

The king's gaming-board was a splen-

did and convincing proof of the magnifi-

cence of the appointments of the house
of Minos in its palmy days. This was a
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board which had evidently been de-

signed for use in some game, perhaps

resembhng draughts or chess, in which
men were moved to and fro from oppo-

site ends. The board was over a yard

in length and rather more than half a

yard in breadth (see page 20).

Its framework was of ivory, which
had originally been overlaid with thin

gold plate, and it was covered with a

mosaic of strips and discs of rock-crys-

tal, which in their turn had been backed

alternately with silver and blue enamel
paste. Round its margin ran a border

of marguerites whose central bosses

were convex discs of rock-crystal which
had probably been set originally in a

blue paste background.
At the top of the board were four

beautiful reliefs representing nautilus

shells, set round with crystal plaques and
bossed with crystal. Below them came
four large medallions, set among crystal

bars backed with silver plate, and then

eleven bars of ribbed crystal and ivory

alternating with one another. Eight

shorter bars of crystal backed with blue

enamel fill spaces on either side of the

topmost section in the lower part of the

board, which consists of a two-winged
compartment with ten circular openings,

the medallions of which have been bro-

ken out, but were probably of crystal

backed with silver. The remaining space

of the board was filled with flat bars of

gold-plated ivory alternating with bars

of crystal on the blue enamel setting.

The mere summary of its decoration

conveys no idea of the splendor of a

piece of work which, as Professor Bur-

rows says, "defies description, with its

blaze of gold and silver, ivory and crys-

tal." The late Minoan monarch who
used it—for so gorgeous a piece of work-

manship can scarcely have been designed

for any one but a king—must havebeen
as splendid in his amusements as in all

the other appointments of his royalty.

BUIvIv-E'IGHTS 4,000 YE;aRS AGO

The gaming-board suggested the lighter

and more innocent side of the palace life

(see page 20). A darker and more tragic

aspect of it was hinted at by the fresco

which was found among debris fallen

from a chamber overlooking the so-

called Court of the Olive Spout. This

was a picture of those sports of the

arena in which the Minoan and Myce-
naean monarchs evidently took such de-

light, and in which the main figures were
great bulls and toreadors. In this case

the picture is one of three toreadors, two
girls and a boy, with a single bull. The
girls are distinguished by their white

skins, the more vari-colored costumes,

their blue and red diadems, and their

curlier hair, but are otherwise dressed

like their male companion.
In the center of the picture the great

bull is seen in full charge. The boy
toreador has succeeded in catching the

monster's horns and turning a clean

somersault over his back, while one of

the girls holds out her hands to catch

his as he comes to the ground. But the

other girl, standing in front of the bull,

is just at the critical moment of the cruel

sport. The great horns are almost pass-

ing under her arms, and it looks almost

an even chance whether she will be able

to catch them and vault, as her com-
panion has done, over the bull's back, or

whether she will fail and be gored to

death.

With such a sport, in which life or

death depended upon an instant, in which

a slip of the foot, a misjudgment of dis-

tance, .:r a wavering of hand or eye

meant horrible destruction, we may be

sure that the tragedies of the Minoan
bull-ring were many and terrible, and

that the fair dames of the Knossian

palace, modern in costume and appear-

ance as they seem to us, were as habitu-

ated to scenes of cruel bloodshed as any

Roman lady who watched the sports of

the Colosseum and saw gladiators hack

one another to pieces for her pleasure.

That the sport of the bull-ring, and

particularly this exciting and dangerous

game of bull-grappling, was an estab-

lished and habitual form of Minoan

sport is proved by the multitude of rep-

resentations of it which have survived.

The charging bull of Tiryns, the first to

be discovered, was a mystery so long as

it stood alone ; but it is only one of a

succession of such pictures—painted

upon walls, engraved upon gems, and
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stamped on seal impressions—which
show that the Cretans and Mycenseans
were as fond of their bull-fights as a

modern Spaniard of his.

the; dungeons oi'' minos

Where did they get the toreadors,

male and female, whose lives were to be

devoted to such a terrible sport—a sport

practically bound to end fatally, sooner

or later? We may be fairly sure, at all

events, that bull-grappling was not taken

up voluntarily even by the male, and
still less by the female, toreadors ; and
one of the discoveries made gave its own
suggestion of an explanation.

Not very far from the north entrance

of the palace, beneath the room where
had been found the fresco of the Little

Boy Blue gathering crocuses—an inno-

cent figure to cover so grim a revela-

tion (see page 13)—there came to

light the walls of two deep pits, going
right down, nearly 25 feet, to the virgin

soil. The pits were lined with stone-

work faced with smooth cement, and it

seems most probable that these were the

dungeons of the palace, in which we may
imagine that the miserable captives

brought back by the great king's fleet

from its voyages of conquest and
plunder, and the human tribute paid by
the conquered states, dragged out their

existence until the time came for them
either to be trained for the cruel sport to

which they were devoted, or actually to

take their places in the bull-ring.

If it be so, then the dungeons of

Minos would keep their captives se-

curely enough ; escape from the deep
pits, with their smooth and slippery

walls, must have been practically im-

possible, save by connivance on the part

of the guards or by the intervention of

some tender-hearted Ariadne.

If those dark walls could only reveal

the story of the doomed lives which they

once imprisoned, we should probably be

able to realize, even more fully than we
do, the shadowed side of all the glitter-

ing splendor of Knossos, and the grim

element of barbaric cruelty which
mingled with a refined artistic taste and

a delight in all forms of beauty.

In none of these great civilizations of

the ancient world were splendor and
cruelty separated by any great interval

from one another, nor was a very re-

markable degree of refinement incon-

sistent with a carelessness of life, and
even such a thirst for blood, as we con-

sider more natural in a savage state; but

it is seldom that the evidences of the two
things lie so close to one another as

where at Knossos the innocent figure of

the crocus-gatherer almost covers the

very mouth of the horrible pit in which
the captives of Minos waited for the day
when their lives were to be staked on the

hazard of the arena.

the; drainage; system was marvel-
OUSIvY modern

Most surprising of all, however, in

many respects, was the revelation of the

amazingly complete system of drainage
with which the palace was provided.

The gradient of the hill which underlay
the domestic quarter of the palace en-

abled the architect to arrange for a drain-

age system on a scale of completeness
which is not only unparalleled in an-

cient times, but which it would be hard
to match in Europe until a period as

late as the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury of our era. A number of stone

shafts, descending from the upper floors,

lead to a well-built stone conduit, meas-
uring one meter by one-half meter,

whose inner surface is lined with smooth
cement. These shafts were for the pur-

pose of leading into this main conduit

the surface water from the roofs of the

palace buildings, and thus securing a

periodical flushing of the drains. In

connection with this surface-water sys-

tem there was elaborated a system of

latrines and other contrivances of a sani-

tary nature, which are "staggeringly

modern" in their appointments.

In the northeastern quarter, under the

Corridor of the Game-Board, are still

preserved some of the terra-cotta pipes

which served as connections to the main
drain. They are actually faucet-jointed

pipes of quite modern type, each section

two and one-half feet in length and six

inches in diameter at the wide end, and
narrowing to four inches at the smaller

end. "Jamming was carefully prevented
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by a stop-ridge that ran round the out-

side of each narrow end a few inches

from the mouth, while the inside of the

butt, or broader end, was provided with

a raised collar that enabled it to bear the

pressure of the next pipe's stop-ridge,

and gave an extra hold for the cement
that bound the two pipes together."

—

Dr. A. J. Evans.

Indeed, the hydraulic science of the

Minoan architects is altogether wonder-
ful in the completeness with which it

provided for even the smallest details.

On a staircase near the east bastion, on
the lower part of the slope, a stone run-

nel for carrying off the surface water
follows the line of the steps. Lest the

steepness of the gradient should allow

the water to descend too rapidly and
flood the pavement below, the runnel is

so constructed that the water follows a

series of parabolic curves, and the

rapidity of its fall is thus checked by
friction.

The main drains are duly provided

with manholes for inspection, and "are

so roomy," says Dr. Evans, "that two
of my Cretan workmen spent days within

them clearing out the accumulated earth

and rubble without physical inconven-

ience." Those who remember the many
extant descriptions of the sanitary ar-

rangements, or rather the want of sani-

tary arrangements, in such a town as the

Edinburgh of the eighteenth century

will best appreciate the care and fore-

thought with which the Minoan archi-

tects, more than 3,000 years earlier, had
provided for the sanitation of the great

Palace of Minos.
We are, unfortunately, without any

evidence as to the appearance of the

great palaces in their finished state. The
inner plan can be traced, but it is difii-

cult to arrive at any idea of what these

huge buildings must have looked like

from the outside. It is fairly evident,

however, that there cannot have been
any symmetrical balancing of the differ-

ent architectural features.

The palaces were more like small

towns than simple residences, and the

impression made upon the eye must have
been due more to the great mass and
extent of the building than to any sym-

metry of plan. Probably we must con-
ceive of them as great complex blocks

of solid building, rising in terrace above
terrace, the flat roofs giving the appear-
ance of squareness and solidity to the

whole. On a closer approach the eye
would be impressed by the wide and
spacious courts, the stately porticoes, the
noble stairways, and the wealth of color

everywhere displayed ; but, on the whole,
so far as can be judged, it was only from
within that the splendor of the Minoan
palaces could be fairly estimated.

A palace such as that of Knossos
sheltered an extraordinary variety and
complexity of life. An abundance of

humbler rooms served for the accommo-
dation of the artists and artisans who
were needed for the service and adorn-
ment of the palace, and of whom whole
companies must have lived within the

walls, "dwelling with the king for his

work," like the potters and foresters

mentioned in Scripture. Several shrines

and altars provided for the religious

needs of the community. Rooms of

state were set apart for public audi-

ences and for council meetings. In fact,

the building was not only a king's dwell-

ing place, but the administrative center

of a whole empire, and within its walls

there was room for the housing of their

records.

THE THRONE OF MINOS

The discovery of the very throne of

Minos—for such we may fairly term
it—was surely the most dramatic and
fitting recompense for Dr. Evans' pa-

tience and persistence. No more ancient

throne exists in Europe, or probably in

the world, and none whose associations

are anything like so full of interest.

The throne-room still preserved among
its debris many relics of former splen-

dor. Fragments of blue and green porce-

lain, of gold-foil, and lapis lazuli and
crystal were scattered on the floor, and
several crystal plaques with painting on
the back, among them an exceedingly
fine miniature of a galloping bull on an
azure ground, while an agate plaque
bearing a relief of a dagger laid upon a

folded belt almost equalled cameo-work
in the style and delicacy of its execution.
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Photo from "The Sea-Kings of Crete," by Rev. James Baikie

A magnifice;nt vase with papyrus reliefs, found in the royae vieea

In a small room on the north side of

the central court was found a curiously

quaint and delicate specimen of early

fresco painting, the figure of a Little

Boy Blue, more thoroughly deserving of

the title than Gainsborough's famous
picture ; for, strangely enough, he is blue

in his flesh-tints, picking and placing in

a vase the white crocuses that still dap-

ple the Cretan meadows.

frescoes of wonderful beauty pre-

served FOR 3,500 years

The northern side of the palace was
finished with another portico, and in this

part of the building there came to light

a series of miniature frescoes, valuable

not only as works of art, but as con-

temporary documents for the appear-

ance, dress, and surroundings of the

mysterious people to whom this great

building was once home.
Here were groups of ladies with the

conventional white complexion given by
the Minoan artists to their womankind,
wonderfully bedizened with costumes re-

sembling far more closely the evening
dress of our own day than the stately

robes of classic Greece, with their severe

lines. In their very low-necked dresses,
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THEATRAL AREA, KNOSSUS, REsiuRED (NEAR MODERN CANDIAj

with puffed sleeves, excessively slender

waists and flounced skirts, and their hair

elaborately dressed and curled, they

were as far as possible removed from
our ideas of Ariadne and her maids of

honor, and might almost have stepped
out of a modern fashion-plate.

"Mais," exclaimed a French savant,

on his first view of them ; "mais ce sont

des Parisiennes" (see also page i6).

The domestic quarter of the palace

still reveals in some of its rooms the

environment of luxury and beauty in

which the Minoan royalties lived. The
Queen's megaron may be taken as typi-

cal. A row of pillars rising from a low,

continuous base divides the room into

two parts. The upper surface of the

base on either side of the pillars is of
stucco molded so as to form a long
couch, which was doubtless covered with
cushions when the room was in use.

Light was furnished in the daytime, ac-

cording to Cretan palace practice, not by

windows, but by light-wells, of which
there are two, one on the south and one
on the east side.

In one of these light-shafts the bril-

liant white stucco surface which re-

flected the light into the room is deco-
rated with a modeled and painted relief,

of which a fragment has survived, repre-

senting a bird of gorgeous plumage, with
long, curving wing and feathers of red,

blue, yellow, white, and black. Near the

light-well, on the other side of the line

of pillars, outside nature was brought
within doors by a beautiful piece of

fresco painting, which shows fishes

swimming through the water and dash-

ing off foam-bells and ripples in their

rapid course.

Along the north wall of the room ran

another gay fresco, representing a com-
pany of dancing girls on a scale of half

life-size. One of the dancers is clad in

a jacket with a vellow ground and blue

and red embroidered border, beneath
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which is a diaphanous chemise. Her left

arm is bent, and her right stretched for-

ward ; her features are piquant, if not

beautiful, and a slight dimple shows at

the corner of her lips. Her long black

hair, elaborately waved and crimped,
floats out on either side of her head as

she turns in the movement of the dance.

The fragments of decoration which
have survived help us to realize a very
beautiful room, gay with color, yet never
garish because of the softness of the in-

direct illumination, in which we may
imagine the Minoan court ladies, in their

modern gowns, reclining on the cushions

of the long couch, discussing the inci-

dents of the last bull-grappling enter-

tainment, the skill of the young Athe-
nian, Theseus, and the obvious infatua-

tion of Princess Ariadne, or employing
their time more usefully in some of the

wonderful embroidery work in which
the fashion of the period delighted.

By night the scene in the palace would
be even more picturesque. Great stone

lamps, standing on tall bases and each
bearing several wicks on the margin of

its broad bowl of oil, flared in the rooms
and corridors, lighting up the brightly

colored walls and sending many-tinted
reflections dancing from the bronze and
copper vases and urns which decorated

the passages and the landings of the

stairways, while through the breadths of

light and shadow moved in an always
changing stream of color the gaily dressed

figures of the Minoan court.

THE) dre:ss of the: me;n was very
simpIve;; of thf womfn most

i:laborate and modern

Judging from the surviving pictures,

the Minoan men were bronzed, with
dark hair and beardless faces, their fig-

ures were slender, and their slenderness

was made all the more conspicuous by
the fashion which prevailed of drawing
in the waist by a tightly fastened belt,

which seems, in some cases at least, to

have had metal edges ; but muscularly
they were well developed, and the pic-

tures suggest litheness and agility in a

high degree. "One would say a small-

boned race, relying more on quickness of

limb and brain than on weight and
size."

The hair of the men was worn in a
somewhat elaborate fashion, being done
up in three coils on the top of the head,
while the ends of it fell in three long
curls upon the shoulders. On the other
hand, their dress was extremely simple,

consisting normally of nothing but a
loin-cloth, girt by the broad belt already
mentioned, the material of which the
loin-cloth was made being frequently
gaily colored or patterned, as in the case
of the Cup-Bearer, whose garment is

adorned with a dainty quatre-foil design.

That more elaborate robes were worn
on certain occasions of importance is

shown by the sarchophagus at Hagia
Triada, where the Lyre-Player wears a
long robe coming down to the ankles
and bordered with lines of color, while
the other men in the scene wear tucked
robes reaching a little below the knees
(or possibly baggy Turkish trousers)

;

and also by the Harvester Vase, where
the chief figure in the procession is clad

in a stiff garment, which has been vari-

ously interpreted as a wadded cuirass, or
as a cope of some stiff fabric.

On their feet they wore sometimes
shoes, with puttees twisted round the

lower part of the leg, and sometimes
half-boots, as shown on the Chieftain
Vase and one of the Petsofa figurines.

Indeed, the footgear of the Minoans
seems to have been somewhat elaborate.

In the representations of the Keftiu, on
the walls of Rekh-ma-ra's tomb, the
shoes are white, and have bindings of
red and blue, and in some cases are
delicately embroidered. Such examples
as the shoe on an ivory figure found at

Knossos and the terra-cotta model of a
shoe found at Sitia show the daintiness
with which the Minoans indulged them-
selves in the matter of footwear.

In personal adornment the men to
some extent made up for their sim-
plicity in the matter of dress. The Cup-
Bearer wears a couple of thick bracelets
on his upper arm and another, which
bears an agate signet, on his wrist, and
such decorations seem to have been in
common use. The King, whose figure
in low relief has been reconstructed
from fragments found at Knossos, wears
peacock plumes upon his head, while
round his neck he has a collar of fleurs-
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de-lis, wrought, no doubt, in precious
metal.

The Minoan women are depicted with
a perfectly white skin, which contrasts

strongly with the bronzed hue of the

men. The deep copperly tint of the

men and the dead white skin of the

women is, of course, to be accepted only

as a convention, similar to that adopted
by Egyptian artists, meant to express a
difiference of complexion caused by
greater or less exposure to the weather

;

and we need not imagine that there was
so great a contrast between the coloring

of men and women in actual life as

would appear from the paintings.

If the dress of the male portion of the

populace was simple, that of the female
was the reverse. An elaborate and tight-

fitting bodice, cut excessively low at the

neck, covered, or affected to cover, the

upper part of the body, which is so

wasp-waisted as to suggest universal

tight-lacing. From the broad belt hung
down bell-shaped skirts, sometimes
flounced throughout their whole length,

sometimes richly embroidered, as in the

case of a votive skirt represented in

faience among the belongings of the

Snake Goddess found in the Temple
Repositories.

In some cases

—

e. g., that of the

votaress of the Snake Goddess—the

skirt, below a small panier or apron, is

composed of different colored materials

combined in a chequer pattern distantly

resembling tartan. A fresco from Hagia
Triada represents a curious and elab-

orate form of dress, consisting appar-

ently of wide trousers of blue material

dotted with red crosses on a light

ground and most wonderfully frilled

and vandyked. Diaphanous material was
sometimes used for part of the covering

of the upper part of the body, as in the

case of some of the figures from the

Knossos frescoes.

Hairdressing, as already noticed, was
very elaborate, and above the wonderful
erections of curls and ringlets which
crowned their heads the Minoan ladies,

if one may judge from the Petsofa fig-

urines, wore hats of quite modern type,

and fairly comparable in size even with

those of the present day (see pp. 13-14).

A seal from Mycenae, representing
three ladies adorned with accordeon-
plaited skirts, shov/s that heels of a fair

height were sometimes worn on the

shoes.

Necklaces, bracelets, and other articles

of adornment were in general use, and
the workmanship of some of the sur-

viving specimens is astonishingly fine.

Altogether, so far as can be estimated
from the representations which have
come down to us, the appearance of a

Minoan assembly would, to a modern
eye, seem curiously mixed. The men
would fit in with our ideas of their

period, but the women would remind us
more of a European gathering of the

mid-nineteenth century.

THE HOUSKS WERE ALSO MODERN IN
APPEARANCE

The houses which were occupied by
these modern-looking ladies and their

mates were unexpectedly unlike any-
thing in the house-building of the classi-

cal period. There is little of the uni-

formity of style and arrangement which
characterizes the ordinary Greek house.
The Minoan burgher built his home as

the requirements of his site and of his

household suggested, and was not the

slave of any fixed convention in the mat-
ter of plan.

The houses at Gournia, Palaikastro,

and Zakro, which may be taken as

typical specimens of ordinary Minoan
domestic architecture, must have been
much more like modern houses than any-
thing that we know of in Greek towns
of the classical period ; and the eleva-

tions of Minoan villas preserved in the

faience plaques from the chest at Knos-
sos suggest the frontages of a suburban
avenue.
Some of the Knossian plaques show

houses of three and four stories, with
windows filled in with a red material

which, as Dr. Evans suggests, may have
been oiled and tinted parchment.

In such houses, as distinguished from
the palaces, there was no separation

between the apartments of men and
women. The fabric of the houses was
generally of sun-dried brick, reared upon
lower walls of stone. Some of the
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MAIN DRAIN : KNOSSOS

TERRA-COTTA DRAIN-PIPES, 3,500 YEARS OED

"The hydraulic science of the Minoan architects is wonderful in the completeness with

which it provided for even the smallest details. On a staircase, . . . lest the steepness

of the gradient should allow the water to descend too rapidly and flood the pavement below,

the runnel is so constructed that the water follows a sei'ies of parabolic curves, and the

rapidity of its fall is thus checked by friction" (see pages ii and 12).
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A BATHROOM IN THE PALACE OE KNOSSOS

Knossian villas, however, were plastered

and timbered, the round beam - ends
showing in the frontage. Oblong win-
dows took the place of the light-wells

which give indirect illumination to the

palace rooms. The accommodation must
have been fairly extensive. The smaller

houses have six to eight rooms, the

larger ones twice that number ; while
one of the houses in Palaikastro has no
fewer than 23 rooms.
Within doors the walls were finished

with smooth plaster and probably deco-

rated with painting, though of course on
an humbler scale than in the palaces.

The floors were of flagstones and ce-

ment, even in the upper stories, and
in some cases of cobbles or of earth

rammed hard.

The furniture of the rooms has per-

ished, except in the case of such articles

as were of stone or plaster ; but the evi-

dence we possess of the comfort and
even the luxury of the life of these

times in other respects suggests that the

townsfolk of Gournia and the other

Cretan towns were not lacking in any of
the essentials of a comfortable home life.

The ryreat chest at Knossos, which was
once decorated with the faience plaques,

was of course part of the furnishing of
a royal home, and we are not to suppose

that such magnificent pieces of
furniture were common ; but in

their own fashion the ordinary
Minoan houses were doubtless
quite adequately appointed, and
the great variety of domestic
utensils which has survived
shows that life in the Bronze
Age homes of Crete was by no
means a thing of primitive and
rough-and-ready simplicity, but
was well and carefully organized
in its details.

It has been remarked that

"cooking in Homer is monoto-
nous, because no one eats any-
thing but roast meat" ; but this

accusation could not be brought
against the Minoans, who had
evidently attained to a consider-

able skill and variety in the way
in which they prepared their

viands for the table. The three-

legged copper pot, which was the most
common vessel for cooking purposes, was
supplemented by stew-pans with con-

densing lids and a variety of other forms
of sauce-pans, while the number of dif-

ferent types of perforated vessels for

straining and other purposes shows the

care with which the art of cooking
was attended to. Probably the Minoan
kitchen, though we are still much in the

dark as to its form, was almost as well

equipped for its special functions as the

kitchen of the present day.

Even at this exceedingly early stage

of human progress the various branches
of industry had become fairly separated

and specialized—more so, perhaps, than

in the Homeric period—and a consider-

able variety of tools was employed in

the various crafts. The carpenter was
evidently a highly skilled craftsman, and
the tools which have survived show the

variety of work which he undertook.

A whole carpenter's kit lay concealed

in a cranny of a Gournia house, left be-

hind in the owner's hurried flight when
the town was attacked and burned. He
used saws long and short ; heavy chisels

for stone and light for wood ; awls, nails,

files, and axes much battered by use;

and, what is very important to note, they

resemble in shape the tools of today so
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closely that they furnish one of the

strongest links between the first great

civilization of Europe and our own.
Such tools were, of course, of bronze.

Probably the chief industry of the

island was the manufacture and export
of olive oil. The palace of Knossos has
its room of the olive press and its con-
duit for conveying the product of the

press to the place where it was to be
stored for use, and probably many of

the great jars now in the magazines were
used for the storage of this indispensable

article.

life; e;vide:ntly was democratic

Of the social life of the people in these

prehistoric times we know practically

nothing. Only one inference, possibly

precarious enough, may be made from
one of the features of the architecture

of Knossos. There is no attempt to se-

clude the life of the palace from that

of the town and country around it. On
the contrary, the building seems almost
to have been arranged with the view of

affording the citizens of the Minoan Em-
pire every facility for intercourse with
the royal household. The great West
Court, with its portico and its seats along
the palace wall, suggests considerable
freedom of access for the populace to

the immediate neighborhood of royalty.

It is perhaps rather a large inference

to conclude that "the very architecture

of the palaces of Knossos and Phsestos

may testify to the power of the democ-
racy," but at least the thoughtfulness
with which the comfort of the people
visiting the palace was provided for and
the general openness and lack of any
jealous seclusion, testified to by the

whole style of the buildings, suggest that

the relations between the kings of the

house of Minos and their subjects were
much more human and pleasant than
those obtaining in most ancient king-

doms.
From their art one would, on the

whole, conclude the people to have been
a somewhat attractive race, frankly en-

joying the more pleasant aspects of life

and capable of a keen delight in all the

beauties of nature. Minoan art has little

that is somber about it : it is redolent of

the open air and the free ocean, and a
people who so rejoiced in natural beauty
and delighted to surround themselves
with their own reproductions and inter-

pretations of it can scarcely have been
bowed beneath a heavy yoke of servi-

tude or have lived other than a compara-
tively free and independent life.

How much the Greeks of the classic

period imbibed of the spirit of this

gifted and artistic race we can only im-

agine. The artistic standpoint of the

Hellenic Greek is somewhat different

from that of his Minoan or Mycenaean
forerunner, and he has lost that keen
feeling for nature which is so conspicu-

ous in the work of the earlier stock ; but
the two races are at least at one in that

profound love of beauty which is the

dominant characteristic of the Greek na-

ture, and it may well be that something
of that feeling formed part of the heri-

tage which the conqueror took over from
the conquered, and which, added to the

virility and intellectual power of the

northern race, made the historic Greek
the most brilliant type of humanity that

the world has ever seen.

THE GREAT PALACE WAS NOT EORTlElED

The main entrance of the palace at

Knossos seemingly lay on the north side,,

where the road from the harbor, now
Candia, 3^^ miles distant, ran up to the

gates. Here was the one and only trace

of fortification discovered in all the ex-

cavations. The entrance passage was a

stone gangway, on the northwest side

of which stood a great bastion with a
guard-room and sally-port—a slender

apology, for defense in the case of a prize

so vast and tempting as the palace of
Knossos. Obviously the bastion, with
its trifling accommodation for an insig-

nificant guard, was never meant to de-

fend the palace against numerous assail-

ants or a set siege ; it could only have
been sufficient to protect it against the
sudden raid of a handful of pirates

sweeping up from the port.

How was it that so great and rich a
structure came to be left thus practically

defenseless? The mainland palaces of
the Mycenaean age at Tiryns and Mycena?
are, so to speak, buried in fortifications.
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THE king's gaming-board (see; pages 8-9)

Their vast walls, 57 feet thick in some
parts at Tiryns, 46 feet at Mycense,
towering still, after so many centuries of

ruin, to a height of 24 1/^ feet in the case

of the smaller citadel, and of 56 feet at

the great stronghold of Agamemnon

;

their massive gateways, and the ingen-

ious devices by which the assailant was
obliged to subject himself in his ap-

proach to a destructive fire on his un-

shielded side—everything
about them points to a land
and a time in which life

and property were continu-
ally exposed to the dangers
of war, and the only secu-

rity was to be found within
the gates of an impregna-
ble stronghold.

But Knossos, far richer,

far more splendid than
either Tiryns or Mycense,
lies virtually unguarded,
its spacious courts and pil-

lared porticoes open on
every side: Plainly the

Minoan kings lived in a
land where peace was the

rule and where no enemy
was expected to break
rudely in upon their luxu-
rious calm. And the rea-

son for their confidence

and security is not far to

seek, if we remember the

statements of Thucydides
and Herodotus.
"The first king known to

us by tradition as having
established a navy is Mi-
nos," says the great Athe-
nian historian. The Mi-
noan Empire, like our own,
rested upon sea power. Its

great kings were the sea-

kings of the ancient world,

the first sea-kings known
to history— over-lords of

the ^gean long before the

grave Tyrian trader had
learned "the way of a ship

in the sea" or the land-

loving Egyptian had ven-

tured his timid squadrons,

at the command of a great

queen, so far as Punt.

And so the fortifications of their capi-

tal and palace were not of the huge
gypsum blocks which they knew so well

how to handle and work. They were
the wooden walls, the long, low, black

galleys, with the vermilion bows and the

square sail and the greeping rows of

oars, that lay moored or beached at the

mouth of the Kairatos River, or cruised
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around the island coast, keeping the

Minoan peace of the ^gean.

the; minoans were not waruke

So long as the war-fleet of Minos was
in being, Knossos needed no fortifica-

tions. No expedition of any size could

force a landing on the island. If the

crew of a chance pirate galley, desperate

with hunger or tempted by reports of

the wealth of the great palace, succeeded
in eluding the vigilance of the Minoan
cruisers and made a swift rush up from
the coast, there was the bastion with its

armed guard, enough to deal with the

handful of men who could be detached
for such a dare-devil enterprise. But in

the fleet of Knossos was her fate, and
if once the fleet failed she had no second
line of defense on which to rely against

any serious attack. There is every evi-

dence that the fleet did fail at last (see

page 22).

So far as the evidence goes, the Mi-
noan Empire does not appear to have
been a specially warlike one. No doubt
there was a good deal of fighting in its

history, as was the case with all ancient

empires ; but the insular position of
Crete and the predominance which the

Minoan navy established on the sea

saved the island empire from the neces-

sity of becoming a great military power,
and the absence of spirit of militarism

is reflected in the national art.

While an Assyrian palace would have
been decorated from end to end with
pictures of barbarous bloodshed and
plunder, while even the milder Egyptians
would have adorned their walls with
records of the conquests of their Pha-
raohs, the kings of the house of Minos
turned to other and more gentle scenes
for the decoration of their homes.
Flower-gatherers and dancing-girls, har-
vest festivals and religious processions,
appealed to their minds far more than
the endless and monotonous succession
of horrors with which the Mesopotamian
monarchs delighted to disfigure their

walls; and even the sangers of the bull-

ring, as seen on the Knossian frescoes,

are mild and gentle when compared with
the abominations where Teumman has
his head sawed off with a short dagger

and other unfortunates are flayed alive

or have their tongues torn out.

The archives of the palace at Knossos
certainly show that a military force was
kept on foot and was thoroughly organ-
ized and well looked after. There are
records of numbers of chariots, and of
the issue of equipments to the chariot-

eers of the force; and many of the tab-

lets refer to stores of lances, swords,
bows, and arrows, a store of nearly 9,000
arrows being mentioned in one of the

finds, while an actual magazine contain-
ing hundreds of bronze arrow-heads has
been discovered.

We may remember that in ancient
warfare the Cretan bowmen were as fa-

mous as the Balearic slingers or the

archers of England. On the whole,
however, the genius of the Minoans, like

our own, was more commercial than
military, though no doubt they were not
devoid of the fighting spirit when occa-
sion arose. Their kinsmen of Mycenae
and Tiryns, less happily situated, were
forced to develop the military side of

life ; but the position and the maritime
power of Crete secured for the fortu-

nate island those long centuries of tran-

quil growth which were so fruitful in

the arts of peace.

A TERRIBIvE CATASTROPHE SUDDENLY
OVERWHElvMED THE EMPIRE

Probably the power and grandeur of
the Minoan Empire was never more im-
posing than during the hundred years
before 1400 B. C. The house of Minos
at Knossos had reached its full develop-
ment, and stood in all its splendor, an
imposing mass of buildings crowning
the hill of Kephala, with its five stories,

around the great central court, its the-

atral area, and its outlying dependencies.

Within its spacious porticoes and cor-

ridors the walls glowed with the brilliant

colors of innumerable frescoes and re-

liefs in colored plaster. The cup-bearer,

the queen's procession, the miniature
frescoes of the palace sports, stood out
in all their freshness. Magnificent urns
in painted pottery, with reliefs like those

of the great papyrus vase, decorated the

halls and courts, and were rivaled by
huge stone amphorae, exquisitely carved.
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THE HARVESTER VASE : HAGIA TRIADA

The king- and his courtiers were served
in costly vessels of gold, silver, and
bronze repousse work. The empire of
the sea-kings was at its apogee, and on
every hand there were the evidences of
security and luxury.

But, as in the contemporary Egypt of
Amenhotep III, a similar development in

all the comforts and luxuries of civilized

life was swiftly followed by the down-
fall under Akhenaten, so in Crete the
luxury of the late Minoan II was only
the prelude to its great and final disaster.

Exactly when the catastrophe came we
cannot tell.

That there was a huge disaster about
1400 B. C. which broke forever the
power of the sea-kings is unmistakable.
The Minoan kingdom did not fall from
over-ripeness and decay, as was the case
with so many other empires. The latest

relics of its art before the catastrophe
show no signs of decadence ; the latest

specimens of its linear writing show a

marked advance on those of preceding

periods.

A civilization in full strength and
growth was suddenly and fatally ar-

rested. Everywhere throughout the pal-

ace at Knossos there are traces of a vast

conflagration. The charred ends of

beams and pillars, the very preservation

of the clay tablets with their enigmatic

records, a preservation due probably to

the tremendous heat to which they were
exposed by the furious blazing of the oil

in the stone jars of the magazines, the

traces of the blackening of fire upon the

walls—everything tells of an overwhelm-
ing tragedy.

Nor was the catastrophe the result of
an accident. There is no mistaking the

significance of the fact that in the palace

scarcely a trace of precious metal, and
next to no trace of bronze, has been dis-

covered. Fire at Knossos was accom-
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GREAT STAIRCASE: PH^STOS, CRETE)

The chief glory of the palace at Ph^stos is the great flight of steps, 45 feet in width,

which formed its state entrance, the broadest and most splendid staircase that ever a royal

palace had. "No architect," says Mosso, "has ever made such a flight of steps out of

Crete." . . . The palaces of Knossos and Phsestos wonderfully resemble each other in

the general ideas that determine their structure, though, of course, there are many variations

in detail. But, as contrasted with the sister palace, the stately building at Phsestos has

exhibited a most extraordinary dearth of the objects of art which formed so great a part of

the treasures of Knossos.

panied by plunder, and the plundering
was thorough. A few scraps of gold
leaf, and the little deposit of bronze ves-

sels that had been preserved from the

plunderers by the fact that the floor of
the room in which they were found had
sunk in the ruin of the conflagration, are

•evidences, better than absolute barren-

ness would have been, to the fact that

the place was pillaged with minute thor-

oughness, and the unfinished stone jar

in the sculptor's workshop tells its own
tale of a sudden summons from peaceful

and happy toil to the stern realities of

warfare.
The evidences from Phsestos and

"Haaria Triada tallies with that from

Knossos. Everywhere there are the

traces of fire on the walls and a sudden
interruption of quiet and luxurious life.

The very stone lamps still stand in the

rooms at Hagia Triada, and on the stairs

of the Basilica and Knossos, as they

stood to lighten the last night of the

doomed Minoans.
Of course there are no records, and if

there were we could not read them; but

it is easy to imagine the disastrous sea

fight off the coast ; the wrecks of the

once invincible Minoan fleet driven

ashore in hopeless ruin in the shallow

bay, like the Athenian fleet at Syracuse

;

the swift march of the mainland con-

querors up the valley ; the brief, des-
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one; of thf thousand clay tablets with linear script found at knossos,.

crete, by dr. a. j. evans

0£ all the discoveries yet made on Cretan soil, that which, in the end, will doubtless

prove to be of the greatest importance is the discovery of the various systems of "^^'^'"|

which the Minoans successively devised and used. Photo from "The Sea Kings of Crete,

by Rev. James Baikie. Adam and Charles Black, publishers (see pages 7 and 8).

perate resistance of the palace guards,

and then the horrors of the sack, and the

long column of flushed victors winding

down to their ships laden with booty,

and driving with them crowds of captive

women. Similar scenes must have been

enacted at Phsestos and Hagia Triada,

other forces of invaders or
ne host sweeping round the

either by
by the Sc

island.

From this overwhelming disaster the

Minoan Empire never recovered. The
palace at Knossos was never reoccupied

as a palace, at least on anything like the
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scale of its former magnificence. The
invaders possibly departed as swiftly as

they had come; or if, as seems more
probable, they eventually established

themselves as a ruHng caste among the

subject Minoans, they chose for their

dwellings other sites than those of the

old palaces. The broken fragments of

the Minoan race crept back after the

sack to the blackened ruins of their holy
and beautiful house, not to rebuild it, but
to divide its stately rooms and those of
its dependencies by rude walls into poor
dwelling-houses, where they lived on

—

a very different life from that of the
golden days before the sack.

THE QUILLS OF A PORCUPINE

By Frederick V. Coville

THE porcupine is an animal quiet

and inoffensive in his own pur-

suits, but powerful in the means
of his defense and terrible in his use of

it against his chief enemy, the dog.

Carper and I were hunting coyotes

and bears in the backwoods of Oregon.
There were seven dogs in our pack.

They had been specially selected and
trained to hunt bear. Two were pure-

bred foxhounds, whose part it was to

find the trail and lead the pack on it

unerringly by their marvelous keenness
of scent. Nig, the old one, was scarred

and partly crippled from encounters with
bear. Rover, two years old, though with
less experience, was in the prime of ac-

tivity, keenness, and endurance. Ranger,
the staghound, was tall and strong and,

when the game was in sight, very swift.

In the open he could catch and kill a

coyote. Tige, the bloodhound, was the

heaviest of the pack. His nose was keen,

and on a bear trail he was true and tire-

less, and savage in the operations at the

finish. In other game he had less inter-

est, and when he slept he growled and
dreamed of bear hunts. Jule was a mixed
bloodhound and bulldog, and Bounce and
Drum were her two yearling pups, one
yellow, the other brindle.

For two hours one morning we had
followed the dogs without picking up a

fresh trail. We were passing from an
open ridge into a forest of fir and pine

when the young foxhound, first sniffing

excitedly with his nose to the ground,
raised the coarse hair between his shoul-

ders, bayed sharply, and plunged into

the timber. The other dogs closed in

behind and disappeared.

Carper tore after them through the
brush, scaling the slippery logs without
danger by means of his spiked lumber-
man's shoes, and I followed as best I

could. Approaching a little opening in

the timber, I heard the sound of a gen-
eral fight. Carper yelling, cursing, and
kicking among the dogs, then a rifle shot,

and then another. When I burst through
the chaparral Carper was still yelling

and kicking the dogs away from the car-

cass of a porcupine, grazed by his first

bullet and plowed open by the second.
"Well," said he, "we are in for it now."
The porcupine had taken a position

beneath a log that was raised a little

above the ground. As the dogs attacked
him he turned and struck them terrific

blows in the face with his short clubbed
tail, almost as muscular as a gorilla's

arm, and at every stroke he left a mark
like a cushionful of barbed needles. Dogs
less fierce would have quit sooner and
suffered less, but that bunch of bear-

dogs had behind them a thousand years
of the fiery passion of the slayer. The
dogs that could reach the porcupine bit

him in the back and tail till mouth and
tongue were a bloody, quivering mass of

barbs. Only by the fiercest onslaught on
the dogs themselves had Carper been able

to open them up so that he could shoot
the porcupine.

The dogs were now pawing their faces

and plowing their noses along the ground
in agony, breaking off some of the quills

at the surface and driving the barbed



Photo by Frederick V. Coville

PHOTOGRAPH 01? THl? STAGHOUND "rANGe;r/' FROM WHOSE; FACE AND UtAD WE^

i;xtracte;d 600 quii^ls afte;r his fight with the; porcupine;

(se;e; page; 31)
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Photo from U. S. Forest Service

SOME OF the: pack of DOGS WHICH ATTACKED THE PORCUPINE WITH SUCH
DISASTROUS RESUETS: WAEEOWA NATIONAL FOREST, OREGON

This photograph shows Forest Service hunter J. K. Carper coming to camp with the hide

of a grizzly bear that he had killed near the scene of the fight, while patrolling the coyote-

proof sheep pasture.

points deeper into the flesh. The old

dogs, who had been through similar ex-

periences before, would come up and
allow the quills to be pulled out as long

as they could stand the pain, and then

break away to paw and plow again.

When the few superficial quills had
been removed the real work of saving

the dogs' lives began. We took off our
coats, set our guns against a tree, and
went at the task. One by one the dogs

were caught. Sitting upon the animal's

crouching body, Carper held the head
between his knees, gripping ear and jaw
in his powerful grasp, while I pulled out

the quills.

The main part of a porcupine quill is

smooth and white and has the tough,

flexible texture of the quill of a bird's

feather, but for a distance of about half

an inch from the needle-sharp point the

quill is hard, black, slender, and armed

with innumerable barbs. The quills vary
greatly in length, thickness, and amount
of barbing, the shorter and stouter ones

having the longest points and most ef-

fective barbs, the larger, thinner quills

gradually merging into the long, coarse

hairs of the animal's pelt.

A long-pointed quill with the barbed
portion fully imbedded in the nose of a

dog often resisted the strongest pull that

either of us could give, notwithstanding
an excellent hold on the body of the

quill between the thumb and the bent
forefinger. The pain must have been
intense. The most resistant quills were
pulled either by the teeth or by impro-
vised pliers made of a half-split stick, in

the crack of which the quill was caught
and tightly held.

I was assured afterward by an old
woodsman that an imbedded quill could
be removed more easily and with less
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pain by rolling it between the thumb and
finger as it is pulled. To use his ex-
pression, the barbed point would "un-
screw." A minute examination of a
quill-point did not show any spiral ar-

rangement of the barbs, but it did show
•that the barbs are not rigid, but flexible,

and I have no doubt that by twisting as

described the barbs would be bent to one

side and the quill be much more easily

withdrawn.
The dogs varied in the manner in

which they took their punishment. The
yellow pup and the young foxhound
had only a few quills, and they howled

when these were pulled. The old fox-

hound was hard to hold and was inclined

to be ugly. Jule complained, but allowed

the pulling to proceed, although her jaws

were reeking with blood and saliva.

Drum, the brindle pup, showed his bull-

dog stock by submitting to the long or-

deal with barely a whimper.
The two big dogs—Tige, the blood-

hound, and Ranger, the staghound

—

were a problem. Either was strong

enough, if he was so inclined, to break
Carper's hold, and the staghound, fur-

thermore, had offered to bite his master.

He was in by far the most serious con-
dition of any of the dogs. He had more
quills in his face than any other, and
some were near, though fortunately not
in, his eyes. They were liable at any
time to work there, however, through his

agonized pawing. We considered shoot-
ing him to end his misery, but Carper
hated to do it. We concluded to go back
to camp, get something to eat, and decide
the dog's fate afterward.

On the way back I asked Carper
whether the dogs would not learn to

let a porcupine alone. He replied that

they would not ; that the older dogs had
been through the experience repeatedly,

though he had never seen a pack quite

so thoroughly done up, and that if they
ran across a porcupine the next day they
would undoubtedly tackle him. Evi-

dently dogs of this fighting quality are

no more deterred by such an experience
than is a bulldog deterred from fighting

a second time because he has once be-

fore been bitten in a fight.

After our meal we took the remaining
quills out of Tige. Those on the outside
of his head Carper pulled alone. The
great bloodhound wagged his tail after
each pull ; I could not tell whether out
of gratitude to his master, or because he
thought the two were engaged in some
sort of game, rough and painful, but
nevertheless to be treated good-naturedly.
The quills within his mouth were taken
out with a pair of steel pliers while two
men held him, a stout stick of wood be-
tween his jaws as a precaution against
biting.

The staghound we decided to give a
chance for his life, though neither of us
relished the prospect of lacerating his

head to do it. His face was beginning
to swell and he was dozy until we stirred

him up. He was ready to fight us all.

We tied him down under a log, and one
man held his body, the other his head,
while I pulled the quills with the steel

pliers.

By actual count we took 568 quills out
of that staghound. Eighty-one of these
were inside the line of his teeth, in his

gums, the roof of his mouth, and his

tongue. At least 30 had been pulled out
at odd times before the count began, and
during the following days over 20 more
worked out of his misshapen head at

various points. It was not a nice or a
pleasant task, and the repulsive details

of quill-pulling have already been suffi-

ciently explicit. The staghound lived
and fortunately lost neither eye.

It was a curious and a fearful weapon
that nature had given to this otherwise
weak and peaceable porcupine, with
which in defense of his liberty and his

life he dealt a terrible retribution tO'

seven powerful enemies, hr,if of whom
he would have killed had not still greater-

odds been matched against him.
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NOTES ON THE EKOI

By p. a. Talbot

THE Ekoi, of extreme southern
Nigeria, on the Equator, should

be, and probably are, among the

happiest people on earth, for they have
no taxes to pay, no wearisome restric-

tions to undergo, and so fruitful is the

land that a few weeks' labor is enough
to supply them with food, home, and
clothes for a whole year.

The Ekoi are devoted parents, but it

will take years of patient teaching be-

fore they grasp the importance of fresh

air and the simplest sanitary measures
for the health of their little ones.

They have curious beliefs as to the

advent and death of their babes. One
charming superstition forbids all quar-

reling in a house where there are little

children. The latter, so they say, love

sweet words, kind looks, and gentle

voices, and if these are not to be found
in the family into which they have rein-

carnated, they will close their eyes and
forsake the earth till a chance offers to

return again amid less quarrelsome sur-

roundings.

At the new year, and on all great

festivals, the chief "societies" of men,
women, and children come up to the sta-

tion to give a series of dances. To the

Ekoi, dancing is one of the main occu-
pations of life. With them the dance
provides an outlet both for the dramatic
instinct and for religious fervor. In all

Photos by P. A. Talbot, from the Geographical Journal of L,ondon

KKOi GiRi, atte;ndant on juju image
(see page 34)

TYPE OF EKOI
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"Egbo plays" the chief character, or

"image," as it is called, is dressed to

represent the "Egbo" itself.

It is the habit of the Egbo Club, at

certain times of the year, to take the

sacred images and other paraphernalia

to a part of the bush where a little hut

of green boughs has been built to receive

them. Sentries are then posted to keep

all intruders from coming within a mile

of this spot. On one occasion two young
girls, sisters, happened to have missed

the patrol and have trespassed unwit-

tingly within the sacred precincts, proba-

bly in search of nuts or bush fruits,

which abound everywhere. They were
caught by the sentries, brought before

the "Egbo," condemned to death, and
hanged almost immediately.

Their brother, who was a member of

the highest grade of the society, was al-

lowed, as a great favor, to be present

at their death and afterwards to carry

home the bodies to his family. Of re-

dress, in such a case, there could be nei-

ther hope nor even thought.

The Egbo "image," of which each com-
pany has at least one, is a figure robed

from crown to heel in a long garment
pierced with eye-holes (see page 35).
It usually bears on its head a wooden
framework covered with skin and shaped

like a human head, often with two eyes,

looking both ways—into the future and

back to the past—the symbol of the om-
niscience of the deity. This curious

apparition runs up and down, generally

accompanied by two attendants clothed

in gorgeous close - fitting knitted gar-

ments, usually of red, yellow, and white.

Soon after my arrival information was
brought that something of an unusual
nature was happening in Oban. On in-

vestigation it appeared that a certain

chief had fallen under the suspicion of

having, in the guise of a were-leopard,

killed several cows and goats. Prepara-

tions were on foot for ridding the town
of him in a summary manner when the

arrival of the "white man" put an end

to the proceedings of the ex tempore tri-

bunal. Chief Agbashan, a splendid hun-

ter, is believed to have the power of

transforming himself into an elephant

—

an accomplishment that would certainly

be of great use to him when out after

these creatures.

An old woman of Oban, named Awaw
Ita, was suspected of a still more sinister

familiar. Her husband had a sore on
his ankle. Somehow or other the idea

got about that this could not heal be-

cause a snake came out of her mouth to

lick the wound every night while they

slept. The case came into court, as the

"Egbo Society" had tried and sentenced
the woman, which of course they had no
right to do. Curiously enough, as . in

similar cases in our own country ( jring

the Middle Ages, she herself firmly be-

lieved in the truth of the story, and
owned to it when she thought that such
a confession might cost her her life.

At a small place nestling at the base

of beautiful purple hills, on one occasion

the children gave a particularly charm-
ing series of games, singing all the while

in the pretty lilting way usual among
them. Nothing could be more graceful

than the waving arms and swaying liml)s

of the little brown forms as they bent

and moved, always in perfect time to

their song. The musical faculty of this

people is certainly wonderful, though

developed along peculiar lines. During
the whole period spent among them I

have never heard a false note nor found
a dancer or accompanist one fraction of

a second out of time.

At the little village of Niaji the only

attempt at portrait modeling known in

this part of the world is to be seen. It

represents Maia, priestess of Nimm.
The figure, modeled, rudely enough, in

mud on a framework of sticks, is seated

above the grave of the woman it com-

memorates. Over her the frame of a

tiny hut has been built, and round this

are hung most of the things used by the

dead woman in her life—all broken, ac-

cording to the funeral custom of the

race. No man is allowed to share in the

mysteries of Nimm, though a woman is

sometimes, though rarely, chosen as the

head of "Jujus," in which both sexes

share.

Not even the fear of death would in-

duce a male Ekoi to intrude at the cele-

bration of the women's rites. Should a

woman think that she has any cause of
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EGLiU iiUUSE AND JUJU TREKS (SEE PAGES 34 AND ^y

Photos by P. A. Talbot, from the Geographical Journal of London

AN tKOl HUNTING JUJU

This is the great "hunting Juju" of the Ekoi. arid has never before appeared to a Euro-

pean. The "image" was supposed to be deaf to human voices, and to hear only those of the

bush beasts, save when awakened by the call of the trumpet. It is_ the Juju that is supposed

to have the power of "smelling out" all others, and carries an axe in itsj'aws as a sign of its

special fierceness. Powerful "as it is. however, it was not proof against the very human
weakness of wishing to have its photograph taken, and appeared, on this inducement, among
its less exclusive brothers.
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complaint against a man, she brings her
grievance before the head-woman of her
society, who is usually a priestess of
Nimm. The latter then calls a meeting,
and, if the complaint is thought justified,

steps are taken to bring the offender to

a sense of his duty. The Ekoi are a
polygamous people, but the chief wife,

not the husband, is the head of the

house. Each wife has control over her
children, who almost invariably go with
her if she leaves her husband, and her
rights as to property are most strictly

safeguarded by native law.

In an article such as this there is neces-

sarily no room to give an idea of the

richness and beauty of folklore among
this people, who have legends to explain

practically all their customs and beliefs.

Perhaps, however, it is allowable to

quote one short story, which, though far

below the level of Ekoi legends in point

of style, explains more clearly than would
be possible in any other way the position

which woman holds in this country.

"At the beginning of things," so the

legend runs, "the world was peopled by
women only. One day the earth-god,

Awbassi Nsi, happened by accident to

kill a woman. On hearing this, the rest

gathered together and prayed that, if he
meant to slay them, he would bring de-

struction on all together, rather than kill

them One by one. Awbassi was sorry

for the grief that he had caused ; so he
offered to give them anything they should
choose out of all his possessions to make
up to them for their fellow-woman,
whom he had slain. They begged him
to mention what he had to give, and said

that they would all cry 'Yes' when he
named the thing which they wished to

have. Awbassi began and mentioned one
by one all his fruits, fowls, and beasts,

but at each they shouted 'No.'

"At length the list was nearly ended

;

only one thing remained to offer. 'Will

you, then, take a man?' asked Awbassi,
at last.

" 'Yes,' they roared, in a great shout,

and, catching hold of one another, started

dancing for joy at the thought of the

gift which Awbassi was sending.

"They took man, therefore, as com-
pensation for the fellow-woman whom

they had lost. Thus men became the
servants of women, and have to work
for them up to this day, for though a
woman comes under the influence of her
husband on marriage, yet she is his pro-
prietor, and has a right to ask any serv-

ice and expect him to do whatever she
chooses."

The religious observances of the Ekoi
are altogether a fascinating study. Be-
neath many modern corruptions and dis-

figurements are yet to be found traces
of an older, purer form of worship

—

traces which carry us back to the oldest-

known Minoan civilization and link the
belief of the modern Ekoi with that of
the ancient Phoenician, the Egyptian, the
Roman, and the Greek. In some ways,
indeed, the Ekoi form may be termed
the most ancient of all, for whereas in

the oldest-known representations of Mi-
noan bird and tree worship the tree has
become almost entirely conventionalized
into pillar shape, and later on becomes a

mere pedestal to support the bird, among
the Ekoi it still keeps its original form—

-

that of the actual living tree.

The smallest town has its juju tree.

There are many varieties of these, but
each stands alone, usually in the open
space before the Egbo house. They are
generally bound round with tie-tie or
surrounded by a little fence festooned
with linked rings of the same. On the

branches of these trees hang countless
nests of one kind or another of the
weaver bird. Even the smallest child

knows that these are sacred, for on them
depends the prosperity of the town.

Should the birds be injured or driven
away, the women would become barren
and even the cattle cease to bear. Surely
in this form we have the oldest picturing
of the wedding of earth and sky—sky
father and earth mother—for of all

created things the bird is most akin
to air and sky, while the tree, with its

roots in the dark ground, is the best

and oldest personification of mother
earth. In the course of ages, strangely
enough, mother earth has become father
earth for the Ekoi, whose two principal

deities are now Awbassi Awsaw, the
sky god, and the earth god, Awbassi Nsi.

Enough legends and fragments of ritual.
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however, have been collected to show
that the older idea has not yet died out.

Everywhere in the bush grow giant

trees, often over 200 feet in height and
from 80 to 100 feet in girth. Perhaps
the most noticeable of these are the cot-

ton trees, the smooth bark and straight

shafts of which give them the appear-

ance of giant columns, on which the blue

sky rests like a dome. These forest giants

are objects of veneration among Efik

and Ekoi alike, and well it is to propiti-

ate the genii of the trees, lest the latter

open and imprison the unwary wayfarer,
like Ariel on the island of Prospero.

In the whole country there are no
open spaces, save those which have been
cleared as sites for villages or farms.

The Ekoi spend their whole lives in the

twilight of the beautiful, mysterious
bush, peopled to their fancy not by wild
animals alone, of which they have no
fear, but by were-lopards and all kinds
of terrible half-human shapes, and by
the genii of trees, rocks, and rivers.

Here more truly even than in old Greece
the terror of Pan is everywhere. This
atmosphere of twilight and mystery ex-
plains the grafting of juju and fetish

worship onto the purer and more an-
cient forms of religion. So far as can

be traced, the Ekoi have steadily trekked
down from the north, for the site of

each new town is to the south of the

former one.

One hears from certain sources of the

hardships entailed on the natives in the

making of the splendid roads, by means
of which the British administration is

opening up their tropical and luxuriant
"bush" district. No one, however, is

quicker than the natives themselves to

see the advantages to be gained from
such improved means of communication,
whether as regards personal safety or
trading facilities. On several occasions
towns have offered, of their own free

will, to do more than had been asked
of them. In some cases they have even
made a new piece of road on their own
initiative as a surprise for my next visit

to their part of the country.

Another point often raised by those

who have no practical experience of na-

tives is the hardship entailed on the latter

by engaging them as carriers. Perhaps
I may mention here that it is a usual

thing for bands of men to come in from
a distance of 40 to 50 miles, a month
beforehand, in order to make sure of

being taken on as carriers for the next
bush tour.

OUR IMMIGRATION LAWS FROM THE VIEW-
POINT OF NATIONAL EUGENICS

By Prof. Robert DeC. Ward, of Harvard University

HOW far do our present immigra-
tion laws enable us to exclude
those aliens who are physically,

mentally, and morally undesirable for

parenthood ; those whose coming here
will tend to produce an inferior rather

than a superior American race ; those

who, in other words, are eugenically un-
fit for race culture? We, in the United
States, have an opportunity which is

unique in history for the practice of

eugenic principles. Our country was
founded and developed by picked men
and women, and today, by selecting our

immigrants through proper legislation,

we have the power to pick out the best

specimens of each race to be the parents

of our future citizens.

The social responsibility which rests

upon this country in this matter is over-

whelming. We may decide upon what
merits—physical, intellectual, or moral

—

the fathers and mothers of American
children shall be selected ; but we have
left the choice almost altogether to the

selfish interests, which do not care

whether we want the immigrants they

bring, or whether the immigrants will
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be the better for coming. Steamship
agents and brokers all over Europe and
eastern Asia are today deciding for us

the character of the American race of
the future.

It is no argument against practicing

eugenic ideas, in the selection of our
alien immigrants, to say that the New
England country towns are full of hope-
lessly degenerate native Americans, who
are inferior, mentally, morally, physi-

cally, to the sturdy peasants of Europe.
The degeneracy of our country native

stock is probably chiefly due to the draw-
ing ofl: of the stronger and more capable
men and women to the cities ; to pro-

longed inbreeding, and to the continued
reproduction of feeble-mindedness, which
is rife in many of our country districts.

It will not help to reduce the number of
our native degenerates if we admit alien

degenerates. National eugenics, for us,

means the prevention of the breeding of
the unfit native, as well as the prevention
of the immigration and of the breeding
after admission of the unfit alien.

care;?ul about importing cattle;,

care;i,e;ss about importing
MAN

Should we not exercise at least the

same care in admitting human beings

that we are now exercising in relation

to animals, to insect pests, or to disease

germs? Yet it is actually true that we
are today taking more pains to see that

a Hereford bull or a Southdown ewe,
imported for the improvement of our
cattle, are sound and free from disease

than we take in the admission of an alien

man or woman who will be the father

and mother of American children. We
do not hesitate to prohibit the importa-
tion of cattle from a foreign country
where a serious cattle disease is preva-
lent. It is only in very extreme cases,

indeed, that we have ever taken such a
step in connection with the importation
of aliens. Yet there are certain parts of
Europe from which no aliens should be
allowed to enter this country, for rea-

sons which are eugenically of the first

importance.

Our present laws aim to exclude some
twenty-one classes of mentally, physi-
cally, morally, and economically unde-

sirable aliens. On paper the list of the

excluded classes is long and formidable,

and seems more than sufficient to accom-
plish our eugenic purposes ; but the fact

is that careful and unprejudiced students

of immigration agree that these laws do
^^rt keep out the unfit so as to preserve
the status quo, to say nothing of promot-
ing eugenic improvement. We already
have an army of probably not less than
150,000 feeble-minded in the United
States, of whom only about 10 per cent

are in institutions, the rest being free to

propagate their kind. And of those in

institutions, the large proportion are kept
there only temporarily, being at liberty

for much of the time during their repro-
duction period.

The same is true of thousands of

criminals, whom we shut up for varying
periods of time, but allow, in the inter-

vals when they are out of prison, to

populate the world with children, much
of whose inheritance is criminal. We
are today legalizing the begetting of

criminal children by failing to give per-

manent custodial care to habitual crimi-

nals.

Further, there are over 150,000 insane
in the institutions of the United States

alone, and of these many have already
left offspring to perpetuate their insanity.

In spite of this appalling situation

—

appalling from the standpoint of mere
sentiment and of mere philanthropy

—

doubly appalling from the standpoint of
eugenics, we have been admitting alien

insane and alien imbeciles, and alien epi-

leptics and alien criminals, partly because
of a lax administration of the law under
former administrations, partly because
the law is incapable, under existing con-

ditions, of effective enforcement. The
disproportionate increase of alien insane,

of alien imbeciles, of alien criminals, and
many other facts which may be ascer-

tained by any person who is interested

in this question, shows that, as just

stated, our immigration laws do not now
enable us to preserve the status quo.

Sir Francis Galton has clearly shown
that "each married degenerate produces
on the average one child who is as de-

generate as himself or herself, and others

in whom the taint is latent, but liable to

appear in a succeeding generation."
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Further, it Is well known that hnbe-
ciles have larger families than normal
persons, and that they also have a large

number of illegitimate children. Parent-
hood on the part of all these classes of
persons, native or alien, is a crime against

the future. To admit to this country the

feeble-minded, the insane, the epileptic,

the habitual criminal, those afflicted with
hereditary diseases, is no less a crime
against the future.

The ideal selection of our immigrants
would be possible only if we could have
a fairly complete history, running back
a few generations, showing the heredi-

tary tendencies of each alien. This is

impracticable, so far as the immediate
future is concerned. But there are some
things we can do. We can insist that each
alien, on landing here, should undergo a
very thorough mental and physical ex-

amination at the hands of our Public

Health and Marine Hospital Service sur-

geons. These examinations would in-

volve the stripping to the skin of each
alien ; the usual physical examination for

physical defects ; mental tests ; tests for

syphilis, and similar precautions. Is this

too much to demand when the welfare
of the human race is at stake?

I have seen thousands of aliens landed,

and I have marveled at the skill with

which our surgeons are now able, by the

most superficial examination as the aliens

file by, at the rate of several a minute,

to detect some of the physical and even
some of the mental defects which put

these aliens into one or another of the

classes which may be excluded. But such

a superficial examination is all wrong.
It is nothing short of a crime to admit

people, as often happens in a rush sea-

son, at the rate of 3,000, 4,000, or 5,000

in one day at Ellis Island. On April 11,

1910, 7,931 immigrants were inspected

by the medical officers. Think of that

!

And these medical officers were supposed
to detect any mental and physical defect

which might exclude

!

I believe that we ought to limit the

number of aliens who shall be landed in

one day to a certain number which could

reasonably well be carefully inspected.

We ought largely to increase the number
of the surgeons detailed for that most
important work of inspecting arriving

aliens. We ought to enlarge the accom-
modations at some of our immigrant sta-

tions, in order that this work might be
properly carried out.

Again, we can go a long way toward
the accomplishment of our object by in-

creasing the fines which the steamship
companies now pay when they bring
over an alien who is found, on our own
examination here, to be an idiot, imbe-
cile, epileptic, or suft'ering from a loath-

some or dangerous contagious disease

which could have been detected at the
port of departure. The fine is now only
$100. The steamship companies pay lit-

tle attention to the provision. They run
their chances of having such aliens de-

tected on landing, and in some cases they
insure themselves against possible loss

by obliging the alien to deposit $100
when he buys his ticket. Now if we
increased this fine to $500—and that is

none too large—the steamship companies
would themselves, without expense to

us, make a much more thorough exami-
nation abroad before sailing.

Further, for the more effective detec-

tion of aliens who are physically, men-
tally, and morally undesirable, and who
are already enumerated in our list of

classes excluded by existing law, we
should put immigrant inspectors and our
own surgeons on board of all immigrant-
carrying vessels. These officials, ming-
ling with the immigrants on the voyage
over, should see that they are properly

treated and cared for; that they are not

overcrowded, and that they receive ade-

quate medical attention.

But, of far greater importance than
that, these officials would be able to de-

tect a great many cases of physical and
of mental defect which we could not

possibly detect in our necessarily hurried

examination when these people land, and
in this way we should be able to exclude

and to send back far larger numbers of

undesirable aliens than is at present pos-

sible, however strictly we may try to en-

force the law.

In addition to these steps which we
should take, and take instantly, to ac-

complish the more eft'ective exclusion of

the insane, the imbecile, the idiot, the

tuberculous, and those afflicted with

loathsome or dangerous contagious dis-
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eases, we ought to amend our laws so

that it will be possible to exclude more
aliens of such low vitality and poor phy-

sique that they are eugenically undesira-

ble for parenthood. The law of 1907
excludes persons "who are found to be
and are certified by the examining sur-

geon as being mentally or physically de-

fective, such mental or physical defect

being of a nature which may affect the

ability of such alien to earn a living."

This clause has been found to be rather

ineffective, partly because it has been
taken to be an economic test and not a

physical one
;

partly because of other

provisions in the same act which largely

nullify this section by making it possible

to admit on bonds aliens who fall into

the group here named.
Now aliens of such low vitality, poor

physique, or suffering from such mental
or physical defect that their ability to

earn a living is thereby interfered with
are, in the majority of cases, highly un-
desirable persons. They are not only

themselves weaklings and unlikely to re-

sist disease, but they are likely to have
defective and degenerate children. Bonds
will not prevent them from breeding.

We constantly speak of the need of

more "hands" to do our labor. We for-

get that we are importing, not "hands"
alone, but bodies, also. The vast ma-
jority of incoming alien immigrants are

potential fathers and mothers, and the

character of (he race that is to be born
depends upon the kind of alien bodies

which we are allowing to have landed
on our shores day by day. It is a tre-

mendous responsibility which rests upon
us.

Conservation of our natural resources

:

how much we hear about that. Conser-
vation of American forests is important.

So is conservation of American coal, and
oil, and natural gas, and water supply,

and fisheries. But the conservation and
improvement of the American race is

vastly more important than all other

conservation. The real wealth of a na-

tion is the quality of its people. Of what
value are endless acres of forests, mil-

lions of tons of coal, and billions of
gallons of water if the race is not virile,

and sane, and sound?
Fearfully misguided has been most of

our so-called philanthropy. We have
housed and clothed and fed the defec-

tive, the degenerate, the delinquent, to

such an extent that we have encouraged
them to reproduce their kind in ever-

growing numbers. We have spent in-

creasing sums for asylums, almshouses,
prisons, and hospitals, in which we have
temporarily confined the insane, the pau-
per, the habitual criminal, the imbecile,

leaving them free, during most of their

lives, to propagate their kind. It is a
fact, disguise it as we will, that we have
taxed ourselves to support institutions

which have resulted in increasing and
not decreasing the number of the unfit.

We have before us an immediate duty
of tremendous importance in caring for

our own unfit ; in seeing to it, by ade-
quate legislation, that the insane, the

habitual criminal, the feeble-minded, and
similar classes are permanently segre-

gated, so that they cannot reproduce
their kind to be a further burden upon
the nation, and in enacting laws which
shall prevent the marriage of those whose
offspring will be unfit.

But, in addition to our own very heavy
burden of those who are defective or de-

generate, we are adding every year, by
immigration, many hundreds if not thou-
sands of aliens whose presence here will

inevitably result, because of their own
defects or those of their offspring, in

lowering the physical and mental and
moral standards of the American race.

Biologists admit that they have much
to learn about heredity. But of some
things we are already sure. Enough is

known to make it absolutely essential, if

the quality of the American race is to be
preserved, that there should be a far

more careful selection of our incoming
alien immigrants, on eugenic grounds,
than we have ever attempted.
The need is imperative for applying

eugenic principles in much of our legis-

lation. But the greatest, the most logical,

the most effective step that we can take
is to begin with a proper eugenic selec-

tion of the incoming alien millions. If

we, in our generation, take these steps,

we shall earn the gratitude of millions

of those who will come after us, for we'

shall have begun the real conservation
of the American race.
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THE YOUNG TURK*

By Rear-Admiral Colby M. Chester, U. S. Navy

DURING the better part of the

past four years I have resided in

Constantinople, making trips to

the interior of Turkey, the islands of the

^gean Sea, Egypt, and several of the

lost colonies of the Empire.
I have dined in the palace of that arch-

fiend the recent noted ruler of the Turk-
ish Empire, Abdul Hamid; also in some
of the homes of prominent Turks, and I

feel warranted, therefore, in speaking of

them from the standpoint of one who has

known them at close range.

During the early part of the year 1908
the growing discontent with the existing

regime in the Ottoman Empire on the

part of all the different races of this very
cosmopolitan country—Turks, Greeks,
Armenians, Bulgarians, and Arabs-
aroused a cry of distress that was heard
throughout all Christendom. From out-

side the boundaries of Turkey, among
the western nations of Europe, Christian

people pressed their administrators for a

declaration that should either put an end
to the despotic rule of Abdul Hamid

—

the Nero of the age—or drive the Turk
out of Europe.

Suddenly from Saloniki, in the south

of Macedonia, Enver Bey and Niazi Bey,

two young Turkish army officers of

never-dying fame, raised the standard of

revolution, and a wave of reform was
started from within the Empire itself that

spread from border to border with light-

ning rapidity.

It was on July 4, 1908, the birthday of

the United States of America and of
republican government, that a new era

was inaugurated in Turkey. It took a

number of days to organize the rebel-

lious subjects of the Sultan, after these

young officers had lighted the fuse

which was eventually to blow this des-

potic ruler from his throne ; so that it

was not until an ultimatum wired to

Constantinople demanding the proclama-
tion of the constitution was received and

acted upon that it was finally granted to

the people.

On July 24, however, Abdul Hamid,
learning that his last remaining support,
the Albanian troops, whom he had for

many years bribed to sustain his totter-

ing power, had deserted him, and that
the threat to march on Constantinople
with 200,000 men was to be literally car-
ried into efi^ect, submitted to the inevita-

ble and signed the irade that was to make
him a figure-head in governmental ad-
ministration.

WHO Am THE YOUNG TURKS?

The term "Young Turk" is applied to
that vast class of Moslem subjects who
were disafi^ected by the growing burdens
placed upon them by the despotic action
of the ruling power. This term applies
alike to young and old, male or female;
those who lived in Turkey or were
spread broadcast over the face of the
earth by expatriation or the fear of death
by residence in the fatherland. This so-
called Young Turk party comprised
Christians and Jews, as well as Turks,
and embraced parts of all the various
races which go to make up the nation.

The "Committee of Union and Prog-
ress" was a secret society organized
within the kingdom, the ranks of which
'were recruited from the Young Turk
party. Meriibers were obliged to take a
most sacred oath to devote their whole
energies to the redemption of the coun-
try, to obey every order given through
the channels of the society, never to re-

veal its secrets, and to kill any person,
however near and dear to them, whom
the committee might condemn to suffer

death. The harshness of this creed was
due to the necessity of fighting with fire

the devil who ruled the nation, and who
had organized the most diabolical espion-
age system ever conceived—a system
that created suspicion between man and
wife, brother and sister, or even mother

An address to the National Geographic Society, December 8, 191 1.
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and child, lest an indiscreet word should

bring- death from the edict of the despot

whose bloody sword was ever suspended
over his trembling subjects.

No member of this committee was
ever permitted to know more than four

others. Five was the maximum num-
ber allowed to meet together in a single

group ; but the secret chain leading up to

the central figure or group, which was all

supreme, was so carefully concealed that

no one to this day has been able to dis-

cover the ultimate source of that won-
derful power.
No one who has not been an eye-

.

witness to the effect of both the old and
new regimes in Turkey upon its people

can realize the change that now took
place.

RETURN OF THE EXIEES

The announcement that constitutional

government had been granted to Turkey
soon spread to all parts of the world;
aged exiles and those who had fled from
the dread machinations of Abdul Hamid
returned and filled the capital to its ut-

most capacity ; and as they were all mem-
bers of the Young Turk party, the power
that this remarkable secret organization

wielded over the people became the prime
factor in the administration of the gov-
ernment.
The people of the nation, who were at

first stunned by the suddenness of the

change, began to shout the new word
"liberty," which had just entered their

vocabulary, with all the changes that

could be played upon it, and in every

quarter of the Empire celebrations took
place, the inhabitants simply going wild

with joy for their deliverance from
slavery.

Addresses were made by Moham-
medan and Christian speakers in streets,

in squares, in mosques, and in churches.

Fraternity became for the first time the

sentiment which seemed to bind all

creeds, races, and tongues together in

harmonious accord. Moslem and Chris-

tian leaders embraced and kissed each

other in public, while tears rolled down
the cheeks of thousands as they took part

in the festivities.

Burial services were performed for

the Armenian martyrs of 1896, which
were taken part in by Mohammedans
and Christians alike. Crowds of former
conflicting religious sects formed vast
parades, led by their priests ; and, al-

though the followers of Islam greatly

exceeded all other sects in numbers,
Christian fathers were invariably given
the seat of honor in the carriages which
accompanied them.

All looked to the Committee of Union
and Progress for guidance, and these

men worked with great circumspection,

Abdul Hamid was distinctly told that as

long as he ruled according to the consti-

tution his life would be spared, but that

he would be held to a strict accounta-
bility for his actions. He was, neverthe-
less, promptly put under surveillance to

insure his good behavior. Naval vessels,

which had been left to rot in the port,

because this wily ruler feared that some
one might do as he had done with the

fleet, in making it the means to drive his

own brother off the throne of Turkey,
were put in commission and moved to an
anchorage in the Bosphorus, where the
guns bore directly on Yildiz, and thus
the Sultan became practically a prisoner
in his own palace.

PROMINENT PART PERFORMED BY
AMERICANS

Americans little realize what an im-
portant influence their countrymen and
countrywomen have exerted in bringing
about constitutional government in Tur-
key. Talcott Williams, LL.D., in an ad-
dress in Brooklyn, N. Y., October 15,

1908, stated: "Many causes have com-
bined, many factors are present, many
influences have turned the hearts of men
in that Empire ; but, if we ask ourselves
what the governing and final factor is

which has brought about the first of the
world's bloodless revolutions, which has
seen a people divided and dissevered by
creed, by race, by language, by every-
conceivable difference which can sepa-
rate the sons and daughters of men,,
suddenly act together, we do ill if we
forget that for 80 years the American
missionaries have been laying the foun-
dations and preaching the doctrine which
makes free government possible."
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the; splendid mosque; oi^ yeni vaeideh djami, "the most eeegant mosque
WHICH exists at CONSTANTINOPLE''

It is built of white marble. Its interior is profusely decorated with intricate mosaics,
mother of pearl, and precious tiles. "The scores of columns which sustain the galleries
withm were brought from the plain of Troy, and may have once been set up in temples
named by Homer. One column, of such peculiar rose as is rarely seen, was brought as a
trophy from Crete, in 1645, by the victorious Kapoudan Pasha Yousouf. This pasha was
counted the handsomest man of his time. His beauty and the roseate marble could not save
him; or, rather, they caused his death. A jealous rival accused him of having brought a
worthless colored stone to the Sukan, while keeping a column of solid gold for himself.
The luckless admiral was speedily deposed from office, and shortly sent to execution. "—
Edwin A. Grosvenor, in "Constantinople."
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The great educational system founded

by these Americans comprises at present

more than 300 common schools in the

Empire, 44 high schools, 8 colleges, i

normal school, and 5 divinity schools.

This scholastic work is spread out all

over this former "garden spot of the

world," and has leavened the masses
with high ideals of living, knowledge of

free institutions, and longings for better

government.
Such an authority as Gladstone has

placed upon record a statement that

"American missionaries in Turkey have
done more good to the inhabitants of

that country than has all Europe com-
bined. And Mr. James Bryce, the British

Ambassador to Washington, goes even
further, and states : "I cannot mention
the American missionaries without a

tribute to the admirable work they have
done. They have been the only good
influence that has worked from abroad
upon the Turkish Empire."

THK "UNSPElAKABrvE; TURK" NO LONGE^R

EXISTS

It should not be forgotten that Turkey
of today is not the Turkey depicted in

our child's history, nor is it in fact the

same country that it was three years ago.

The people of Turkey as a body have
long since passed from the pale of the

"unspeakable Turk," and many of them
stand out as the peers of any people in

the world in general intelligence, char-

acter, and all the qualities that go to

make good citizens ; but of course as yet

they are wanting in sufficient experience

to guide without assistance the ship of

state to the high plane at which they are

aiming. This experience they are fast

acquiring, and are already as far ad-

vanced in the practices of government
by the people as were those of the

United States at the end of the first

decade in our history, having had our

example to guide them.

During my stay among these people I

have found men of sterling character and
unswerving integrity—men well fitted to

lead their country through crises similar

to those through which our own nation

passed in its struggle for birth.

While we Americans have done much
toward the enlightenment of the Turk, I

should say in all fairness to them that

they have earnestly sought education

through following the precepts of the

Koran (their Bible), in which is com-
bined the tenets ef both religion and
legislation. A short selection from this

book, so often misinterpreted, will illus-

trate its teachings. It reads

:

"The duty of every Mussulman is to acquire
science.

Science is the life of the heart.

The learned shine in the world like stars in

the sky.

Knowledge is the immortal soul of man."

THE TURKS ARE APT SCHOEARS

And that the Turks are apt scholars

no one can doubt who has lived among
them. One of the younger classmen of

the Beirut American University pre-

sented me, when I was last there, with

a copy of a speech made by Dr. Bliss,

its president, on the responsibilities of

popular government, which this young
student had taken down stenographically

and typewritten himself. This young
man, a Syrian by birth, spoke English
well, and more than a dozen other lan-

guages. Yet he was but an average
scholar in the college.

At Constantinople on more than one
occasion I have witnessed the presenta-

tion of some of Shakespeare's plays by
the young women of the American Col-

lege for Girls that would compare favor-

ably with any similar representation in

our own country. Many of the girls who
took part in the plays were but 16 or 17
years of age, and had not studied the

English language, in which the dramas
were given, more than one year. There
was no self-consciousness or stage fright

among these girls, because they were
actuated by a common desire to acquit

themselves well without any regard to

the effect made upon others.

The Turkish people are reaching out

to other civilizations for help to recover

from the tyranny and stagnation that

has bound them so long in slavery. They
look to America particularly as the one
nation of the West that has no political

ambition to subserve in its action toward
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them, and we should help them to work
out their natural destiny for which we
have already helped lay the foundation.

Sir William Ramsay has said : "Con-
stantinople is the center about which the

world's history revolves. It is the bridge

that binds the East to the West, the old

to the new civilization, which must be
brought into harmony before the culmi-

nation of all civilization can appear,

bringing 'Peace on earth and good-will
toward men.'

"

Sir William also says, in derogation of

his own people : "The heated struggle

between the English and Germans for

influence in Constantinople has much im-

peded the establishment of peace and
order in Turkey." Nothing truer has

been said of the "near eastern question."

the; young TURKS HAVE accomplishe:d
MUCH

We have been told that the Young
Turks have made a failure of constitu-

tional government. Let us see how these

abused people have acquitted themselves
during the past three and one-half years,

since the formation of democratic gov-
ernment in Turkey, as compared with
the work of other nations.

A brief summary of the events occur-

ring in this eventful epoch is necessary
for a full understanding of the subject.

The storm of 1908 came so unex-
pectedly upon the political horizon of

Europe that the powers were stunned
for the moment. The sudden change of

policy in the Turkish Empire, however,
was too good an opportunity not to be
taken advantage of, and on October 3,

1908, Austria-Hungary announced her

annexation of the Turkish provinces,

Bosnia and Herzegovina. This aggres-

sive measure, being in absolute contra-

vention of the Treaty of Berlin, made in

1878, at the end of the Russo-Turkish
War, by the united powers of Europe,
was the entering wedge for the despolia-

tion of the Turkish Empire, which had
long been threatened.

A mild protest was made to this act,

as being a stab to the very heart of uni-

versal peace measures, in which the

world at large was interested : but, as the

leading protesting powers had been guilty

of practically the same offense in times
past, the effort to stay the act was with-

out cohesion or force ; and, as Austria-

Hungary held the nine points of the law
in her possession of the territory, over
which that country had been granted
suzerain powers under the Treaty of

Berlin, and having, through an alliance

with Germany, her great army at her
back, the political conscience of the dis-

gruntled parties was quickly healed by
the bare hope of something good out
of the wreckage coming to them.

Bulgaria now declared, and secured,

her independence from Turkish rule,

and thus the Empire was shorn of

another considerable portion of its Euro-
pean territory. The Young Turks pro-

tested against this arbitrary move on the

part of their now grown-up son, but the

threatening attitude of the powers, coup-
led with a hope that this sacrifice would
enable them to bind the remaining states

of the Empire into a more cohesive union,

led them to peaceably accept this decla-

ration of Bulgaria's independence.
Russia, foreseeing no end to the carv-

ing of Turkey for other interests, 'thus

begun, put in a claim for some of the

spoils, which might have been hers but
for the action of the "disinterested"

powers in signing the Peace of Berlin.

Greece then claimed the island of

Crete, over which she had been granted
and held suzerain powers for 30 years,

on the identical ground put forward by
Austria - Hungary upon taking Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
The Young Turks now rose up in

their might and vowed that Turkey
would fight to the death any further at-

tempt to despoil her of territory, and so

strongly was this threat, which was
practically an ultimatum, backed by the

sentiment of the whole Moslem race, that

England, fearing for the peace of Eu-
rope, used her influence to postpone ac-

tion on the claims of Russia and Greece.

She practically promised, however, that

their claim should be favorably consid-

ered at an opportune time in the near
future.

This stopped for a while aggressive

measures against Turkish territory and
permitted the Young Turk party to take
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A TURKISH PEASANT

, .,

''^* should not be forgotten that Turkey of today is not the Turkey depicted in our
child s history, nor is it in fact the same country that it was three years ago. The people of
Turkey as a body have long since passed from the pale of the 'unspeakable Turk,' and many
of them stand out as the peers of any people in the world in general intelligence, character,
and all the qualities that go to make good citizens ; but of course as vet they are wanting in
sufficient experience to guide without assistance the ship of state to the high plane at which
they are aiming" (see page 53).
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TURKISH HOUSE IN CONSTANTINOPLE;

Those who would know something about the human side of Turkish women are recom-

mended to read "Behind Turkish Lattices," by Hester D. Jenkins (J. B. Lippincott, pub-

lishers). Miss Jenkins was for ten years a teacher in the American College for Girls at

Constantinople.
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up the prosecution of reforms, so ur-
gently needed in the Empire.

A REVOIvUTION SPEEDILY CRUSHED

But for a few months only was peace
allowed to reign in the near East. From
out of a clear sky, on April 13, 1909,

burst a war cloud that threatened to

throw the country back into anarchy.

Abdul Hamid had, with his character-

istic cunning and a liberal supply of

money, taken advantage of a mild dis-

sension among the delegates in Parlia-

ment which had met in December of the

preceding year, to instigate a mutiny in

the army and navy stationed at the capi-

tal against constitutional authority. At
the same time he sent emissaries to the

interior of the country to appeal to the

religious fanaticism of the poorer classes,

and inaugurated a racial warfare be-

tween the Turks and Armenians that at

once put constitutional government in

jeopardy. It was evident that Abdul
Hamid's main purpose in bringing about
intestine strife was to show the powers
that Turkey could only be ruled by his

strong right arm and that he alone could

put a stop to the conflict.

So near to success did he come in his

nefarious aim that on April 24 the Lon-
don Times published an article to the
effect that constitutional government was
dead, and that England should at once
recognize Abdul Hamid as the supreme
ruler of the land.

This conviction was so general among
foreigners that a commission from Par-
liament was prevailed upon to warn the

commander-in-chief of the Macedonian
army, Mohammed Shefket Pasha, whose
troops were then marching on the capi-

tal, that if his army entered the city it

would bring about a massacre of Chris-

tians, and then would follow European
intervention. "Go back," said this Oliver
Cromwell of his country to the parlia-

mentary committee sent to communicate
this information, "and attend to your
parliamentary duties. There is no power
under heaven that can keep my army
out of the cit}^" And so it proved.

All military authorities unite in saying
that the taking of Constantinople by the

constitutional army, April 26, 1909, was
one of the most brilliant and successful

campaigns in history. It is not necessary
to describe it here ; but, as far as the

safety of Christians, the bugbear of Tur-
key's foes, is concerned, I can state that

ladies of my party traversed the streets

of Constantinople while the conflict was
raging with as little danger and less fear

than they would have had in crossing

Broadway, in New York city, during an
election day excitement.

The spectacle of Shefket Pasha's

grand army of 30,000 as fine a body of

men as ever crossed a parade ground,
augmented by a contingent of volunteers,

containing among the private soldiers

peers of the realm and officers of high
rank, both of the army and the navy, for

whom there were not suitable commands,
taking possession of Constantinople was
an inspiration long to be remembered.
It was an evidence of patriotism rarely

seen elsewhere, and which bodes ill for

the enemies of such a people.

The greatest factor in this example of
discipline was the absence of intoxicating

liquors among both officers and men, and
we could but contrast it with the stories

of other battles in the east between Mo-
hammedan and Christian troops, where a

barrel of whiskey was regarded by the

former as an equivalent to a reinforce-

ment of one hundred men, for by rolling

the barrel of whiskey before an advance
guard of the enemy it was sure to be
greedily attacked, to the advantage of

the abstemious Turk.
This counter revolution in Turkey,

which Shefket Pasha did everything in

his power to make as "bloodless" as was
the revolution of 1908, was so quickly

and completely suppressed that constitu-

tional government was placed upon a

higher and firmer basis than before, and
on the day the London Times (to which
I have referred) was read in Constanti-
nople, Abdul Hamid was the nation's

prisoner, never again to use his weapons
of bloody intrigue. His impeachment
was done in strict accordance with the

constitution and the religious law of the

land, and his shameful reign came to a

final ending by the selection of his illus-

trious successor, Mohammed Y, who had
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been confined in a palace on the Bos-

porus for 33 years of his Hfe, the period

of his predecessor's reign, and who is

now the beloved ruler of his people.

TROUBLES IN ALBANIA

No country in the world ever gained
the priceless blessing- of freedom without
some trials. In October, 1910, the prov-

ince of Albania, one of the western colo-

nies of Turkey bordering on the Adriatic

Sea, began to give trouble, and as a mat-
ter of course it was announced by Euro-
pean news-gatherers, who by the way
give us all our information regarding
Turkey, that this was due to the undying*

hatred of the followers of Islam for all

Christians, and that it was for the pur-

pose of exterminating them that this con-

flict was inaugurated by the Turk.
It should be remembered that during

the last years of Abdul Hamid's reign

the Albanians were his most trusted ad-

berents in the army. In order to main
tain their loyalty to his person he had re-

leased the colony from the payment of

taxes and cajoled them into doing his

bidding by many acts of favoritism not

accorded to the troops recruited in other

parts of the country. In this way he

kept their fealty. But when the new
order of things was established and lib-

erty and equality became the watchwords
of the nation, the Albanians accepted all

that was coming to them of the first, but

declined to give up any of their former
privileges in the interests of equal rights

They demanded that only the Albanian
language should be used in the schools

and that the dominant race—the Turks—
who had acquired possession of the coun
try by conquest—:the strongest claim tha

any people can set up—should have noth
ing to do with the internal policy of theii

land.

Naturally the ruling powers of the

Empire could not agree to any such con-

ditions, and an Albanian revolt against

-constitutional authority followed. The
Albanians are a hardy mountainous race

•of men, who have kept themselves poor
and their land barren by internecine

"vvars ever since they, as a part of the

Mohammedan race, conquered the coun-

try.

It was declared by the numerous inter-

ested sympathizers with the revolution-

ists in Europe that the Turks could never

conquer Albania. But in spite of this

widely dispersed impression, Mohammed
Shefket Pasha, who had now become
Minister of War in the Cabinet, went
with a portion of the army to the scene

of the revolt, and in less than six weeks
the Albanians were suing for peace by
presenting him with the usual ceremo-
nious bowl of milk as a token of sub-

mission.

Like General Grant, Shefket Pasha
was called a "butcher" for the drastic

and energetic measures used by him in

putting down the rebellion, and a cry of

"foul massacre of the Christians" went
up from all over Europe. No attention

was paid to the fact that the majority of

the inhabitants of Albania are of Mo-
hammedan persuasion, and that the con-

flict was due neither to religion nor race,

but to politics.

Hardly had the Albanian revolution

been put down before another broke out

in the Yemen, the southeastern part of

Turkey in Asia. The Bedouin tribes in

the Arabian desert attacked the outlying

military stations there, v^ery much as our
own Indian races have repeatedly done
in the United States. This outbreak was
of such proportions as to necessitate re-

inforcements from all parts of the Turk-
ish Empire, and the European military

posts were depleted of troops in conse-

quence. The Albanians, still smarting

under the condign punishment inflicted

upon them during the late uprising, at

once took advantage of this situation to

again take up arms, such as they could

command—and there were many willing

sympathizers to bring them supplies

—

but this outbreak was so short-lived as

to hardly warrant newspaper mention.

UNITED IN TRIPOLI

The outcome of the Yemen insurrec-

tion is best told in a statement made by
Hilme Pasha, a former Grand Vizier of

Turkey, as recently published in a letter

from Constantinople. He says : "Tur-
key's ex-enemy in Yemen, the Imam
Yahra, who concluded peace and friend-

ship with the Sultan, is declared to have
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A CEDAR OF LEBANON,, IN SYRIA

The cedars of Lebanon have been famous from early times. The original groves men-

tioned in the Bible have become greatly reduced, and the largest grove now known contains

only about 400 trees, some of which are evidentlv of great age. The trees are noted for the

size of their trunks rather than for their height. They differ from most conifers in that

their branches are wide-spreading. The cones and leaves resemble those of the larch more

than any other tree, except that the leaves are persistent. It thrives in the United States only

in the South and in California.
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A HOLY MAN (mOHAMMEDAN) , OF SYRIA
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spontaneously promised to render solid

assistance to his Moslem comrades in

Tripoli." Another newspaper dispatch

refers to the "solid assistance" as an
armed force of 10,000 men from this

tribe contributed to the defense of

Tripoli.

This would seem to prove the truth

of what has frequently been stated by
Turkish sympathizers : that it is only

necessary for foreigners to strike a blow
at the integrity of Turkey to bring about
a coalition of Mussulmen in defense of

the Empire.
During these internal trials of the new

Turkish government, Greece again de-

manded that the promise made by Eng-
land, that she should be put in possession

of the beautiful island of Crete, should

be fulfilled, and took advantage of

Turkish misfortunes in Yemen to press

her claim. But the Young Turk party

promptly informed the British authori-

ties that not another inch of territory

would be given up to any power. They
announced that Turkey would fight to

the death to maintain her sovereignty in

Crete, and that England herself would
surely be brought into the conflict with
disastrous results to the peace of Europe
if this claim was pushed. With such an
alternative staring her in the face, Eng-
land was forced to disavow her promise
to Greece, and the Ottoman flag still

'floats over Crete.

It is too soon to predict the outcome
of the present conflict in Tripoli, but

if it results in a "holy war," as is not

unlikely, it would seem that there can
be but one result in the issue. Emperor
William II, a few years ago, made a

speech in Jerusalem, in which he said, in

effect : "Allied as I am with my good
friend Abdul Hamid, the Padishah of

225,000,000 Mohammedan subjects, Tur-
key, in combination with my grand army,
need have no fear if the whole world
-combines against us."

Emperor William, by this appeal for

Moslem support, was but inviting in ad-

vance the very danger to western civili-

zation that now threatens.

But what nation is there that does not

.appeal to the divine power that rules its

-destiny when the stress of war comes?

"God favor our righteous cause," is the

cry on the lips of every believer, whether

he be Moslem, Jew, or Gentile ; or, to

quote from an inscription found upon
the walls of the imprisoned British troops

at Delhi during the Indian insurrection:

"When war is rife and strife is nigh,

God and the soldier is all the cry

;

When war is o'er and peace requited,

God and the soldier is always slighted."

CORRUPTION IS AT AN £;nD

I have thus attempted to give a brief

account of Turkish history during the

past three and one-half years, which is a

record of stupendous trials that have

beset the Young Turk party in their ef-

forts to help the country in its way to-

ward reforms and a new national life.

The question is : Have the Young
Turks fulfilled, as far as might be ex-

pected under the prevailing difficulties,

promises made when they took office?

The answer may be summarized as fol-

lows :

It is only necessary to note the happy,

smiling faces of the inhabitants in Tur-
key today to realize that despotism is a

thing of the past. Order in the Empire
has been kept under the most trying cir-

cumstances. Fraternization of the dif-

ferent races, which at first might have
been interpreted as the exuberance of

the freedom of action permitted by the

constitution, has continued. Fear has

been banished, ambition for knowledge
strengthened, and thought enlivened.

Corruption, which, under the old regime,

was rampant, is now speedily brought to

justice, so that today there is no more
honest administration of governmental
affairs in the world than in Turkey. The
strength of the foreign policy of the gov-
ernment is demonstrated by the stand it

took against England in the case of the

island of Crete, while the stability of thq^

internal program of the Young Turks is

shown in the frequent successful rapid-

transit movements against revolutionists.

If we would but "look for the good
that is in the worst of us instead of the

bad that is in the best of us," we would
find some characteristics of the Turkish
race that we might emulate to advantage.

I do not except from these many of their
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religious forms. The total abstinence

from intoxicating liquors among the

Moslems is due to a strict tenet of their

religious creed.

The Mohammedans worship the same
God as do the Christians, with a devo-

tion that is inspiring to any one devoutly-

inclined ; and even in their reverence of

the great Head of the Christian church

they set an example worthy of emulation.

If one would visit the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem and see

the devotional attitude of the Moslem
^uard the government of Turkey is

forced to maintain there to keep the

peace—not between the Mohammedan
and Christian, but between the Christian

sects themselves, who there worship at

the shrine of our Saviour—he will be
forced to blush for his own religion

while he pays a tribute of respect to

Islamism.

That detestable subject of polygamy
among Mohammedans of today is not

fully understood by us. While plurality

of wives is permitted by the Koran, its

practice is unquestionably dying out in

Turkey.

the; leading woman of turke;y

One of the finest women I have ever

met, who is of the Mohammedan faith,

is now engaged in Constantinople in a

propaganda for the education of the

women of Turkey, which is full of prom-
ise for the social status of the mothers
of the country.

To this grand woman I cannot refrain

from paying a tribute of greatest re-

spect. Helideh Salih, a graduate of the

American College for Girls, is the lead-

ing woman in Turkey in popularity and
influence. She is at the head of this

organization for the redemption and up-

lift of her countrywomen. Already has

the government, at her instigation, of-

ficially installed five Young Turkish

women at this magnificent American
school of learning, in cooperation with

her work.

I am sure that American women could

not read the pathetic cry of this Turkish

woman to more civilized womanhood for

their support and sympathy without a

heart pang that would shake their very
souls. I wish I might give it in full.

"Come," she says, "to this land where
the most terrible want of knowledge ex-

ists. . Come and help us to disperse the

dark clouds of ignorance." That grand
American woman. Miss Helen Gould,
has already answered her appeal with
munificent aid through the American
College for Girls, which now has hun-
dreds of young women students of pure
Turkish blood, where during the Hamid-
ian reign it had but one.

I have stated that Turkey is as far

advanced in popular government today
as were the American people at the end
of the first decade of its constitutional

history. This is no idle statement, and,
as a matter for comparison, I would like

to recall a brief outline of the events oc-
curring in our own country during this

period

:

In the heyday of our prosperity, we
are apt to forget the mistakes made by
our forefathers in their efforts to estab-

lish popular government, only remember-
ing the grand things accruing from their

endeavors, after a long experience in

handling the Ship of State.

Three years after the Treaty of Peace
established between the revolting Ameri-
can colonies and the Mother Country,

1783 (the same period of time that has
elapsed since the constitution was pro-
claimed in Turkey), we find, according
to history, that the citizens of the various
States in the American Union discovered.
hy experience, the disabilities to which
they were subject from a want of proper
system, and began to clamor for reform.

Commissioners, called together at a
weak-hearted convention in Annapolis,
announced that "the crisis is arrived, at

which the people of America are to de-
cide the solemn .j^uestions, whether they
will reap the fruits of independence and
of union, or whether, giving away to

unmanly jealousies and prejudices, or
to partial and transitory interests, they
will renounce the blessings prepared for
them by the Revolution."
During seven or eight years, in fact,

after the War for Independence ceased,
the nation was humiliated to the quick
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SCENE AMID THE RUINS AT BAALBEK: NOTE THE MAN
The history of Baalbek before the Roman era is involved in darkness, but it is certain that

from very distant times it was one of the principal seats of sun worship
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the; great temple: oe jupiter, or op tpie sun: baalbek

This was the largest and most famous of the temples. It was sacred to Jupiter (Baal)^

with whom were associated Venus and Mercury. This magnificent building formerljr

boasted 54 columns, of which these 6 remain. The pillars are formed of three blocks and are

60 feet high. Note the man standing beside the pillar.
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GR]5AT GATE TO THE TEMPLE OE JUPITER: BAALBEK

Legend states that the Temple of Jupiter contained a golden statue of Apollo, or of Zeus,

which at annual festivals was borne on the shoulders of the chief citizens through the streets

of the town, which was then called Heliopolis.
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by the defeat of our armies in conflict

with Indian tribes, similar, in some re-

spects, to the races that have made
trouble for the Turks ; and as late as

1798 a strong party—the Federalists

—

under the leadership of Alexander Ham-
ilton, were contemplating an alliance

with England, and the cry "Let us have

a king!" was quite as frequently heard
as "Support the President !" and such re-

action against constitutional government
finally led to the perfidy of Aaron Burr.

America, as a Christian nation, now
well advanced in years, bearing a history

replete with unselfish action towards
weaker nations, can well afford to con-

tinue the practice of the Golden Rule in

its attitude with respect to these people

of the "Near East," who are the pio-

neers, among Mohammedan races, in the

struggle for government "of the people,

for the people, by the people ;" and, if

upheld by Christian sympathy, will

surely spread the doctrine of freedom
which came down to us as a birthright

from our forefathers, who purchased it

for us at a fearful cost of blood and
treasure.

This spirit, set up here in Turkey, has

been carried like a tidal wave through
Persia, the States of Central Asia, right

into the very heart of the great Empire
of China, where is begun an irrepressible

conflict for liberty, toward which the

whole world is marching.
To America, the first-born child of

political and religious liberty, this Eastern
civilization turns in its hour of trial for

the sympathy and encouragement which
we so naturally should give, as the one
power that can help them in their battle

against despotism and oppression. Per-
sia is now struggling in the throes of
political reform, and is knocking at our
door for a kind word to aid her in her
eft'orts to secure freedom.

Shall we not, then, in the name of
Him who died to make men free, ex-
tend to the regenerated people the hand
of fellowship, as we watch, with sym-
pathy and hope, their struggles for this

divine right bequeathed mankind?

THE GREEK BRONZES OF TUNISIA

By Frank Edward Johnson

M'^ith Photographs by Courtesy of Monsieur A. Merlin, Directeur des Antiquities
et Arts of Tunisia, North Africa

THE picturesque little Arab town
of Mahdia (Mahadia) lies be-

tween Sousse (Susa) and Sfax
(Sfaks), on the coast of Tunis. The
honk-honk of a tourist automobile sel-

dom breaks the silence of this small
town, and the coast steamers usually pass
during the night, so that the beautiful
skyline of the minarets and flat-roofed

Moorish houses outlined against a sun-
set sky are rarely seen by European
eyes. Roman ruins dot the foreground,
running almost into the sea, and on top
of the hill are the remains of an old

Spanish fortress that reminds one of the
Spanish Invasion.

Tn June, 1907, Greek sponge-divers

were busy bringing up sponges out of a
sapphire-colored sea, streaked here and
there with emerald green, when one of
the divers came up greatly excited, say-
ing that he had seen what looked like

cannon lying in the sand. He was laughed
at by the members of the crew ; but the
captain of the ship went down to investi-

gate, and found the remains of a Greek
galley filled with building materials and
bronzes and marbles for the erection of
a villa at Rome. The discovery was
immediately reported to Monsieur A.
Merlin, Director of Antiquities and Fine
Arts in Tunisia, a man of great knowl-
edge and experience, whom the French
government had sent out to take charge
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THK LITTLE divers' BOAT, USED IN RECOVERING THE BRONZES (SEE PAGE Id)
For location of Mahdia, see map published as a supplement to this number

of the museums and the excavations of

the Protectorate of Tunisia in northern
Africa.

Monsieur Merhn went immediately to

Mahdia to investigate for himself, and
found that the Greek galley carried on
its deck 40 or 50 huge marble columns,
the weight of which prevented the divers

from getting at the lower decks.

Unfortunately, funds for excavating
purposes were at a very low ebb at this

time, and the French government very
unwisely did not cooperate in its various

departments ; so that, in spite of the fact

that there were in the marvelous naval
harbor of Bizerta, near Tunis, lying idly

at anchor, huge French dreadnaughts
and men-o'-war, with crews numbering
from 800 to 1200, and carrying complete
diving equipments not being used, noth-
ing was done by them to advance this

work, when at a word from the Minister
of Marine any of these vessels could
have been sent down to Mahdia and, at

no extra cost or expense to the French
government, have placed a large equip-

ment of divers at the disposal of the

Director of Antiquities and Fine Arts,

thus accomplishing the work of bringing
to the surface all these wonderful treas-

ures.

On the contrary, Monsieur Merlin had
to hire local Greek divers from the port

of Mahdia, and these curious marine ex-

cavations have been carried on with but
a few thousand francs a year.

The sunken galley lies about five kilo-

meters off the coast, in rather deep
water. The exact spot is hard to mark,
because the sea runs in very heavily, and
there are numerous currents that fre-

quently carry away the large buoys that

are anchored there to mark the spot.

Sallust, the Roman writer, has already

described the Mediterranean on this part

of the coast of Africa as being "terri-

ble," and it has not changed since he
wrote about it.

The Greek bronzes and marbles which
have been recovered from the galley dur-

ing the past four years are of most in-

terest to us. The bronzes are of two cate-
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NO. I. EROS: ATTRIBUTED TO PRAXlTKLEiS

The bronze is almost life-size, and stands i meter 40 centimeters high. This god has

just alighted from flight. His wings seem to beat the air. His right arm points to a crown

of laurels, and in his left hand he held a bow, which was never found. Eros has just won
the laurel wreath at archery.
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NO. 2. STATUliTTE; OI' A SATYR ABOUT TO RUN : HEIGHT, 35 CE^NTIMEITERS

The expression and action in this bronze are remarkable, as well as the scowl on the
brow, the slightly opened lips, and the dilated nostrils. One cannot help thinking of the
"Dying Gaul" in the Museum of the Capitol at Rome. Pliny informs us that the Gauls wore
long hair, which made them resemble Pan or Satyrs.
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gories—bronzes for decorative purposes
and statutes. When they were taken

out of the water they were covered|

with thick deposits of seashells and mud.
Curiously enough, the bronzes withstood
their 2,000 years' sea-bath better than

the marbles.

In this short article we shall speak
especially of the eight following bronzes :

No. I is the god Eros, attributed to

Praxiteles. He stands one meter 40
centimeters high, almost life-size. This

god has just alighted from flying; his

wings seem to fan the air. In his left

hand he holds a bow (which is now
missing). His right hand is lifted to his

head and points to a crown of laurels,

which has evidently just been won at

archery. This statue when found had
its legs badly battered in. The wings
were missing, and only last year was his

right arm found. Because of the size of

this bronze, it is one of the most impor-
tant works of Greek art. To whom must
it be attributed? It is incontestably an
original and is probably by Praxiteles,

because a Greek authority named Calus-

tige left behind the description of a

bronze statue of the god Eros by Prax-
iteles which resembles in a most marvel-

ous way this bronze. The following is

a translation of Calustige's description

:

"It is an Eros, a work of art by Prax-
iteles—Eros himself, in the adolescent

flower of his youth, with wings, carrying

a bow, affixed to a base from which he
cannot move. He gives us the illusion

that he is going to fly away. He bends
bad: his right arm toward the top of his

head, and in his left hand he holds a

bow. The weight of his body is carried

on his left leg." Whoever this unknown
sculptor was, the bronze not being signed,

it is certain that we have an Eros here

worthy of the famous sculptor.

No. 2 is the statue of a satyr, starting

to run. It stands 35 centimeters high.

The movement is marvelous. The power
and grace of his figure, crouched ready

to spring, his arms outspread like a

runner starting in a race, the frown on
his face, his dilated nostrils, and his

slightly opened mouth—all make him
seem almost alive. The movements of

his most realistic attitude are remark-

able, resembling the school of Pergam
towards the end of the third century

B. C. This statue reminds one of the

Gauls, especially the monument of At-

tele I and the Dying Gaul in the museum
of the Capitol at Rome, for "Diodore of

Sicily" writes that the Gauls had hair

which made them resemble a Pan, or

satyr.

No. 3 shows the cakewalk of the Gre-
cians 2,000 years ago. This little statu-

ette, 30 centimeters high, proves that the

hobble skirt was not the creation of Paris

dressmakers in 191 1, but of some great

modiste of Athens. These statuettes are

extremely rare in Greek art, as they

represent dwarfs with abnormally large

heads and grotesque figures. Greek
sculptors admired form in line so much
that one rarely found ugly or comical

works of art among them. The Romans
at the time these figures were made en-

joyed watching the antics of dwarfs,

male and female, and grotesque jesters

during their banquets, and these three

statuettes (pages 94, 95 and 97) were
doubtless lifelike copies of some well-

known public entertainers.

No. 4 is a pendant to the cakewalk
dancer, 32 centimeters high. Her eyes

are of ivory. She is swinging her foot

behind her, whereas the foot of the danc-

ing figure is in front, with her head
turned to the left. The former figure

has her head turned to the right, and is

crowned with a laurel wreath.

No. 5 is a buffoon, or jester—height,

32 centimeters—which completes the

series of three statuettes. He is repul-

sively ugly. He walks forward a la cake-

walk, with a twisted body and grimacing

face. He had only one eye ,the left,

and the round ball which forms his eye

is in silver. This brilliant polished metal

forms a curious contrast to the greenish

bronze of his body, and gives him a

devilish look.

No. 6 is a small Eros, 42 centimeters

high, advancing toward one, dancing and
singing to the accompaniment of his lyre.

He has a number of bracelets on his

wrists and on his left thigh. His charm-

ing grace and elegance make one think

of certain terra - cottas ; for example,

those of Mvrima.
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NO. 3. STATUETTE SPIOWING THE CAKEWALK OF THE GRECIANS 2,000 YEARS AGO
AND THE HOBBLE-SKIRT OF ANCIENT ATHENS, REVIVED BY THE

PARISIAN DRESSMAKERS IN I9II

"These statuettes are extremely rare in Greek art, as they represent dwarfs with abnormally
large heads and grotesque figures. Greek sculptors admired form in line so much that one
rarely found ugly or comical works of art among them."
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NO. 4. PENDANT TO THE CAKEWALK DANCER: HEIGHT OE THIS STATUETTE, 32

CENTIMETERS

Her head is crowned with a wreath. Her eyes are made of ivory, which adds to the

reaHstic effect. "The Romans at the time these figures were made enjoyed watchmg the antics

of dwarfs, male and female, and grotesque jesters during their_ banquets, and these three

statuettes were doubtless life-like copies of some well-known public entertainers.
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No, 7 is a Hermes of Dionysos. The
face has a classical nobility, and the

beard and hair remind one of early

Baby^lonian sculptures seen in the Louvre
or the British Museum. On gazing at

this statue the question arises : Is this a

Greek work of art ? Rather an antiquity

handed down from Babylonia ; but the

treatment of the beard and the hair,

which latter is arranged in three rows
and the curls falling in spirals down the

back, are too detailed and conventional-

ized to be of an older date. The artist

has evidently in a moment of caprice

given this head a Babylonian resem-

blance. Fortunately we are able to state

the exact date of the Hermes, for on his

right arm we find an inscription in Greek
in very small characters

:

B67)dos KaXxi756wos 'e-Koiev (" Boethos the Chal-
cedonian made it "

).

Boethos lived toward the end of the

third century and the first part of the

second century B. C. Fortunately we
know who he is. Pliny quotes him
among the most noted designers of Greek
coins, and he is also well known as hav-

ing made the statue of "A Child Strang-

ling a Goose," of which several museums
possess replicas, one being in the Louvre.
This artist, during the lifetime of Antioch
IV, King of Syria, between the years

175 to 164 B. C, executed at Delos a

statue of this prince. The Hermes of

Mahdia dates, therefore, during the first

half of the second century B. C.

No. 8 is a horse's head in bronze.

The treatment of its mane is remarkably
lifelike.

No. 9 is the head and bust of Aphro-
dite in marble. The breast and hair have
been much damaged by the water, but

fortunately the face and profile have
heen spared. It has most noble and beau-
tiful features. It is doubtless a copy of

an original of the fourth century B. C. It

is only a fragment of a heroic statue,

which was made in several pieces. Proba-
bly the other pieces of the statue arrived

in course of time at Rome.

WHITHER WAS THE GALEEY GOING?

The question naturally arises : Where
were these Grecian galleys going, and
where had they come from ? Fortunately

manuscripts have been preserved that tell

the story of how a galley, ladened with

art treasures, was sent to Rome from
Greece by Sylla after he had conquered
Athens. Sylla had already sent great

numbers of marble columns to be used

in rebuilding the Capitol at Rome, which
was burned during the civil war in the

year 83 B. C.

Lucien describes a Greek vessel filled

with art treasures that was sent to Rome
by Sylla after he had conquered Athens,

and this vessel sank in the neighborhood
of Cape Malia, near a place called Laco-
nic (extreme southeast cape of Greece).

Is not this example particularly signifi-

cant and curious when compared to the

Mahdia galley ? But the following is also

of interest:

Atticus, a great friend of Cicero, was
at Athens in the years 67 to 66 B. C.

;

that is to say, at about the date the Greek
galley was supposed to have sunk. Cicero

wrote him a number of letters, which,

fortunately, have been preserved, and in

them we read the following:

"I am most delighted to learn that

thou hast bought me a Hermes in mar-
ble, with the head of an antique (Arian),

and other art treasures. Send them to

me as soon as possible, for I would have

them immediately." And again : "I have

received the statues in marble from Me-
gare that thou hast sent me. They have
given me the greatest pleasure. I shall

have them transported to my villa at

Tusculum. If thou findest any statues

that thou thinkest would please me, do
not hesitate to buy them for me."

Several years later he wished to pro-

cure some marble columns for a tomb
that he intended erecting to his daughter,

Tullia D'Athenes.

For many years past, shipments of

statues, columns, and precious ornaments
had been sent from Greece to Italy for

use in the erection of public monuments
or private dwellings, or for the ornamen-
tation of private pleasure villas or great

Roman palaces, or for the beautifying of

Roman gardens or the huge Triclinium,

or banqueting halls.

In the galley of Mahdia huge marble

columns were found that would have

supported a superb edifice; bronze and
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NO. 5. STATUETTE OF A MALE DWARE DANCING THE CAKEWALK: HEIGHT, 32
CENTIMETERS

His repulsive ugliness is increased by his being given but one eye, which is made of pol-
ished silver. He advances, twisting and contorting his body and making faces. All three
-Statuettes seem to be dancing to the sounds of a sort of castanet that they hold in their hands.
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NO. 7. he;rmes op dionysos, by boethos the; chaixe;donian

Who lived toward the end of the third century B. C, and is known to all numismatists as a

celebrated designer of Greek coins (see page 96)
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NO. 8. BRONZE HEAD OE A HORSE, USED FOR DECORATION
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marble statues to beautify the interior;

bronze candelabra that would have har-

moniously lighted the great entrance

;

statuettes that would give joy to the eye
of the beholder, or smiles and laughter

by their grotesque appearance ; furniture

that would give ease and comfort to

the luxurious Romans ; inscriptions that

would be the pride of a man of letters

for his library.

Are we not right, therefore, in sup-

posing that the sunken Greek galley of
Mahdia was one of those engaged in

transferring the trophies of war, con-

quered by the Romans at Athens in the

year 86 B. C., and that the entire cargo

was composed of the spoils which Sylla

was taking back with him, just as Mum-
mius had taken years before, when he
took for himself, his friends, and for the

temples at Rome the spoils of Corinth?
Those old Romans who counted on

the safe arrival of this Greek galley with
their art treasures did not take into con-

sideration "Poseidon," the Greek god of

the sea, or "Boreas," the Greek god of

the north winds.

The treacherous Mediterranean claimed
this galley for its own. Driven out of

its course by wind and sea, too heavily

laden to be seaworthy, the galley was
hard to steer. Heavy seas washing over
her opened up a seam, and down she

sank, with her priceless art treasures, to

be found almost 2,000 years later. Who
knows but that it was the anger of the

gods of Greece for having had their

temples desecrated by the Romans that

caused the Greek galley to sink, thus

saving for generations yet unthought of

the wonderful Greek works of art that

today grace the Museum of the Bardo,
about three kilometers outside the walls

of Tunis?
Great changes have taken place in

Tunis during the past 25 years. As a

boy I remember the Palace of the Bardo
as the residence of the Bey of Tunis.

Now about half the palace, formerly the

harem, has been turned into a remark-
able museum for Phoenician, Roman, and
Greek antiquities found at the countless

Roman, Byzantine, and Phoenician ruins

dotted all over the country. The ex-

quisite collection of mosaics surpasses

any other museum, and is, alas, not well

known. Even the Eouvre and the Brit-

ish Museum cannot be compared to the

Museum of the Bardo for its Roman
and Phoenician collections.

Curiously enough, the land of Dido is

coming to its own once more. A great
empire is springing up in northern Africa.

France, of all countries in the world,
ranks first in her admiration for art

and all things beautiful. It is therefore
doubly fitting that within a few miles of
the site of ancient Carthage is to be
found under the French flag this mar-
velous museum.

It is impossible to adequately describe
the great dif^culties in raising these
bronzes and marbles from the sunken
galley. The little sakoleve, or divers'

boat, in which the divers work, was
hardly larger than a Gloucester seine-

boat, and the columns were exceedingly
heavy. The divers had to work at a
depth of 39 meters, or about 120 feet.

The objects, when brought to the sur-

face, had to be cleaned, for they were
covered with a thick coat of mud, dirt,

and seashells. It was impossible to tell

whether an object was a bronze statue

of human shape or a broken bit of a
marble column. The missing parts had
to be found and put together, and the
greatest credit is due to Monsieur A.
Merlin for his tireless energy and perse-

verance in spite of every sort of obstacle,

not the least of which was the absence
of funds with which to continue the

work.
The French government is to be com-

plimented on having a man like Monsieur
Merlin as Director of Antiquities and
Fine Arts in Tunisia. He is one of the

great authorities on Roman and Greek
inscriptions and has already done nota-
ble work in France.
The thanks of the author are due to

Monsieur Merlin for his kindness and
courtesy in giving him the photographs
published with this article, and for
much valuable information. Many of
the above statements are quoted from
his work, "Les Fouilles Sous-Marines de
Mahdia."
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NO. 9. A HEROIC MARBLE BUST OE APHRODITE

The hair and breast have been badly damaged by boring sponges during its 2,000 years'

submersion in the Mediterranean. The profile is of great beauty, especially the right profile,

of which, unfortunately, no photograph exists (see page 96).
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SO MANY requests are being received

from members desiring original pho-

tographs of the wonderful Greek bronzes

illustrated in this number that a special

arrangement has been made witi. the

Museum of Antiquities of Tunis to sup-

ply a very limited number of photo-

graphs on special paper; size, 9 by 12

inches. The price for the complete set

of nine photographs, mounted, is $20;

for single pictures, $3. Orders should

be sent to the National Geographic Soci-

ety. The proceeds will be forwarded to

the Museum at Tunis to further its work

of exploration.

MAP OF MEDITERRANEAN REGIONS

THE readers of this Magazine wih

find the map published as a supple-

ment to this number exceedingly useful

during the coming months, owing to the

growing interest in Morocco, Tunis, and

Tripoli, and in all sections of the Medi-

terranean Sea. Many articles will be

published in the Magazine during the

present year on this region, so that the

map will be a convenient form of refer-

ence to these articles. Members desiring

extra copies can obtain them by address-

ing the National Geographic Society and

enclosing 50 cents for each extra copy

desired.

Early numbers of the National Geo-

graphic Magazine; will contain a splen-

did map of China in colors, 16 by 22

inches ; a bird's-eye view of the Panama
Canal in colors, 9 by 18 inches, and sev-

eral beautiful panoramas.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

THE National Geographic Society

has been advised by the trustees of

the late Miss Tane M. Smith, who re-

cently died in Pittsburgh, that the Soci-

ety has been bequeathed the sum of

$5,000 by Miss Smith. It was directed

by Miss Smith that the said sum be m-

vested and the net income thereof be

used for the purpose of creating life

members of the organization in cases

where worthy and competent persons are

not able to pay for such memberships.

She left a very large estate, of which

more than $100,000 is bequeathed to 15

educational and religious institutions.

Miss Smith was a life member of the

National Geographic Society, and was
always interested in scientific work.

During her lifetime, with her sister, she

gave the University of Pittsburgh a

splendid collection of minerals, known
as the Smith collection.

Mrs. William E. Curtis has given to

the National Geographic Society the rich

collection of lantern slides made by her

late husband, the well-known author and
traveler, William Eleroy Curtis. Mr.
Curtis had been a member of the Society

from its organization. He had always

shown a keen appreciation of the Na-
tional Geographic Society, and in many
ways had contributed to its work and
welfare.

The American Government. By Frederick J.

Raskin. 395 pages. With illustrations.

J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. $1.00.

This book gives -i delightful description of

the many branches of the Federal Government.
Its chapter on the work of the President has
been approved by President Taft, and the de-

scriptions of the other departments have each

been read and approved by the head of the

department, so that the reader may be abso-

lutely sure that every fact contained in the book
is correct. Members of th,i National Geo-
graphic Society will be especially interested in

reading those chapters which describe what
the American Government is doing in practical

science for the health and wealth of the Ameri-

can people. The scientific bureaus of the

government form the greatest academy of

science man has ever known. The many
branches of their activities are very graphically

described by Mr. Haskin, and with a breadth

of understanding that enables every one to

appreciate the real value of this work, to which

hundreds of the world's brainiest men are

proud to give their lives and talents. Mr.

Haskin has done a great service in writing and

publishing "The American Government." A
work of this kind has long been needed by the

people, and they are to be congratulated that a

man of his experience and understandmg has

written it.
, , i •

"The American Government" should be m
the library of every American citizen, that he

may have a comprehensive knowledge of the

stupendous work that is being done for him,

and should also be used as a text book in every

school, where it will stimulate a patriotic pride

and deep interest in the heart and mmd of the

coming generation.
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ADAM'S SECOND EDEN

By Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore

Author of "J^va—-the; Garde;n of the East," "China—thf Long-Livfd
Empire," "Winter India," "Jinrikisha Days in Japan," etc.

CEYLON, the second Paradise, to

which Adam fled after the expul-

sion, is Hterally one of the "sum-
mer isles of Eden lying in dark purple
spheres of sea." Its softly blue moun-
tains rise up out of the sea and belt

themselves round with a broad band of

level, green lowlands, where crooked
cocoa palms, with trunks aslant at every

angle, reel on swollen feet to the very

beaches of yellow sand and bend their

tufted heads to the voice of the sea,

without which, it is said, they cannot

live.

One always comes into Colombo har-

bor at daybreak, from whichever quarter

the ship sails, and the dawn's freshness

adds to the beauty of the setting and the

clearness of every impression. Native

catamarans, rude dugout canoes, each

with an outrigger log which keeps it

level or afloat in any sea or surf, pursue
each mail steamer into the protected

harbor, and brown boys with their in-

numerable black and yellow brothers are

ready to dive for coins until their cheeks

bulge with the accumulated small change
of all nations.

Then Arab boys climb straight up the

iron side of the ship with Europe's
and Colombo's latest newspapers, and a

steam-launch puts one beside the model

landing-stage, where England's might in

the person of a pink-faced British con-
stable maintains law and order in the

crowds of chattering natives of every
hue, clad in cottons of every strong color

that can dare the tropic sun.

A hard red roadway stretches away in

far perspective, lined with white build-

ings, and the tableaux and motion pic-

tures begin. Big thatched carts drawn
by splendid white bullocks and little carts

drawn by tiny white bullocks, that trot

like ponies, transport the brown folk and
their families off to their quarter of the

town, and, if the deep verandas of the

"G. O. H." (Grand Oriental Hotel) be-

side the jetty do not engulf one on the

spot, the most modern jinrikishas, with

fat pneumatic tires, waft one across the

neck of land to the other great hotel and
center of interest at the edge of the sea.

The pad-pad-pad of the runner's bare

feet on the hard red roads are the only

sounds, and there is no more motion felt

than in a floating balloon.

The jinrikisha speeds past the clock

tower and the old fort and the new bar-

racks over to the great greensward of

Galle Face, where the blue, blue sea

stretches away unbroken clear to the

Antarctic Continent, and the long, lazy

surf of the Indian Ocean rolls in soft,
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creamy white lines over the bright yellow

sands—up to the bright red road and the

intense green grass.

Every ship stops for a day at Colombo
for coal and water, mails, and fresh

stores ; and all the earth—from East and
West, from the Indian mainland and
from the antipodes—meet at these two
great hotels for midday curry and after-

noon tea. All British folk know these

two inns by their initial letters only, and
in hot countries no Briton exerts himself

to their full syllables, using a shorthand

language for all such proper names and
titles throughout "the gorgeous East."

Deep, dark-eyed Sinhalese boys be-

seech one to buy picture post-cards, old

postage stamps, and match-box labels

;

and bearded Sinhalese in tight petti-

coats and white jackets, a child's round
comb set backwards on their heads, like

a reversed coronet, offer pillow-laces and
"chicken-work" muslins, and pass trade

messages to dark-eyed women in decol-

lete white waists, with strings and strings

of bead necklaces on their plump brown
necks.

The Moorman, the Jew, the Arabo-
Armenian. the Malay, the Hindu, and
the Sinhalese jewel merchants and their

touts beset and bewilder one with their

insistence. "Please come my shop."

"Please buy my shop." "Please see great

sapphire." "I show you big emerald."
"Buy the Ceylon moonstone, lady."

"Mine are bluer than his, lady," says

No. 6. "I only have the best stones in

Ceylon," says No. 7. "Mine only have
the trueness blueness," says No'. 8.

"Please buy ; I am poor man, lady," says

another, making pantomime of convey-
ing rice grains to his mouth with his fin-

gers.

If the victim escapes the besiegers on
the veranda, he only runs into the al-

coves of shops further down the hotel

fronts, or the blocks of Indian, Bur-
mese, Chinese, and Japanese shops in the

blocks beyond. Every day he sees the

tourist of simple faith tempted ; sees him
haggle and struggle and buy, without
test or guarantee or any knowledge of
his own, rubies and sapphires, cat's-

eyes, alexandrites, and emeralds. In time

the victim learns that their value is ex-
actly that of cut glass.

If he sits at ease for a moment, snake
charmers squat before him and produce
their pets like hanks of yarn from such
little round sewing-baskets as our grand-
mothers used, and soon rows of hooded
cobras sit up and wave their heads to the
squeaky bagpipe airs of their charmers.
A slim boy doubles himself into a bas-

ket, ducks his head, and the lid is made
fast with ropes and the elders thrust

swords through and through the basket.

The lid is lifted and the boy emerges
smiling, while the next juggler plants a

mango seed under a bit of cloth, and,

when it has grown and pushed the cover
high from the ground, one sees the plant

with thick rustling leaves still mounting
before one's eyes as the grower carefully

caresses it.

The native town of long" hot streets^

with noisy tram cars, lined with untidy,,

cnce-white, near-white houses, frescoed

with betel-juice stains, is not picturesque
;

and for interesting drives one goes to the

old Cinnamon Gardens and the new park,

with its great banyan tree (see page 142),
and sees the treasures of ancient art, the

jewels, and the weapons at the museum.
He drives or takes train for seven miles

along shore to Mt. Lavinia, once the

marine villa of the governors, then the

home of Arabi Pasha, the Egyptian po-
litical prisoner, and now a favorite hotel.

In leafy suburbs there are dazzling
white dagobas, or reliquaries, and flower-

scented temples, where the Buddhist
priests wear the same yellow robes, with
bared shoulder, and teach the same pure
tenets as when Asoka, the Indian Em-
peror, sent his son and daughter as mis-
sionaries to convert the island people.

Priests come from other Buddhist coun-
tries to study the southern version of
the creed at the Oriental College in Co-
lombo.

In the early days of Portuguese and
Dutch trade only the ports of Colombo,
Galle, Jaffna, Trincomalee, and Batta-
coloa were known to Europeans, the fierce

Sinhalese chiefs holding the hill country
against all invasion. When the English
drove the Dutch out, in 1796, they soon
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BUDDHIST TEMPIvi: AND DAGOBA, WITH SINHAI^ESe; NUNS AND PRIiiST

"In leafy suburbs there are dazzling white dagobas, or reliquaries, and flower-scented

temples, where the Buddhist priests wear the same yellow robes, with bared shoulder, and
teach the same pure tenets as when Asoka, the Indian Emperor, sent his son and daughter as

missionaries to convert the island people."
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STREKT scene; in KANDY, CEYLON

I'd & Underwood

^'The Sinhalese men, in their straight tight comboys, or skirts, of bright cotton stuffs, look

as if the populace were all entered for a sack race" (see page 115)
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I'hutu and Cupyiiglii by Uii(i(.rvv«Jod C!c Uiidcrv\ ood

Sinhalese; girls and womln : kandyan jacklts

Note the wonderful luster of the hair. The Sinhalese women, with their brilliant eyes, nice

teeth, gentle manners and smiles, are most attractive (see page 117)
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pushed their way to the hihs and took

Kandy, where the native kings and
princes had Hved in an earthly paradise

for more than four centuries, their pal-

aces and temples having strange Euro-
pean resemblances because built by Por-
tuguese prisoners of war. (For map of

Ceylon see elsewhere in this number.)

The railway climbs the 75 miles from
Colombo to Kandy, and rises 1,680 feet

above the sea in three hours, and the

transition from palmy suburbs and
steaming cocoanut plains to the cool, tea-

covered hills is as complete as agreeable.

White station-houses are hung over with

blooming vines and hedged with tall cro-

tons, hibiscus, oleander, and lantana, and
the chattering, good - humored people

crowd off and on the trains, buy green
cocoanuts to drink and betel nut to chew,
and make travel a joyous holiday affair.

One traverses an endless level plain,

where vast plantations of cocoa palms
and miles of banana farms supply those

first necessities of life to the Colombo
markets. Down in this low country is

the Heneratgoda botanical experiment
station, where several varieties of rubber
were tested 35 years ago. Since then
the planters have taken up rubber cul-

ture with such energy that rubber, which
ranked after tea, cinchona, and cocoa
products, is now first, and may soon
equal Brazil's record.

A rubber exhibition was held in Co-
lombo in 1907 to stimulate planters' in-

terest, and a first rubber auction in 1910.
when 185,000 acres stood planted to rub-

ber, with 55.000 acres in bearing. Since
that year twice as many acres have been
planted to Para rubber, tea and coffee

bushes have been uprooted to make place

for Ficus elastica, and in 191 1 the export
of 4,064,180 pounds of rubber doubled
the output of the preceding year.

The great boom in rubber and the

wild speculation in rubber shares in 1909
and 19 10 sent innumerable investors to

Ceylon to look over their spasmodicall}'

acquired properties, which, added to an
unusual flock of tourists, tested the ho-
tels of the island far beyond their ca-

pacity.

KANDY, THE CAPITA!^ OF* EARTh's
paradise:

Fifty miles out of Colombo the train

begins to climb at a gradient of i foot

in each 45, and in the next 12 miles the

whole rise of 1,680 feet is accomplished,

the air growing cooler each moment and
the view ranging further and further

out across valleys of terraced rice fields

and hills striped with tea bushes.

Kandy is rightly the capital of the

first earthly paradise under the English
crown, a place so ideally beautiful and
picturesque as to seem but a series of

drop curtains. The heart of the town is

the great stone walled tank, or artificial

lake, which is encircled by a road shaded
by magnificent, overarching trees, and
along that road by day and night passes
a panorama of native life that continu-
ally fascinates one. Lean brown priests

from the monastery on one side of the

lake are continually passing around to

the Temple of the Tooth on the opposite
shore, swathed in graceful yellow dra-
peries, one shoulder bared and the hand
holding a scoop of talipot palm leaf or a
yellow umbrella to ward off rain or sun.

The Sinhalese men, in their straight,

tight comboys, or skirts, of bright cotton
stuffs, look as if the populace were all

entered for a sack race ; but this hobble
skirt is as old as the dhoti of India, the
sarong of Java and Malay countries, and
it is so suited to the life and the climate
that for centuries to come they will con-
tinue to wrap themselves tightly in plaid

table-cloths and walk with difficult steps.

The European white jacket and their

own round tortoise-shell comb are worn
by all Sinhalese men above the coolie

class (see page 11 1).

The sooty black Tamils, who inhabit
the fertile lowlands at the north end of
Ceylon, and who come over from the
Indian mainland by thousands to work
on the plantations, are given to bright
red and white draperies and turbans,
and their women folk and tiny children
are loaded with silver jewelry.

The Arabs and Moormen run to

orange and to paids of red and yellow,
so that every\yhere, in the dazzling sun-
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shine and against the intense green foli-

age, one has moving pictures of color

and light.

The Sinhalese women, with their bril-

liant eyes, nice teeth, gentle manners
and smiles, are most attractive, and with
the tight comboy they wear a tight-fit-

ting basque, lace-bordered and decollete,

evidently of Dutch ancestry, which gives

them a festive dinner-party air from sun-

rise to midnight. They wear necklaces

by the dozen, gold beads for first choice,

or beads that look like gold, and Vene-
tian glass beads like unto all the gems
that go well with bronze skins (p. 113).

It is the Tamil women who are loaded
with nose rings and anklets, with rings

on their fingers and rings on their toes.

The Tamil dancing girls, loaded with real

jewels, are matched by the Tamil pickers

in the tea fields in tinsel and brass and
glass gewgaws.

THE SACRED TOOTH

Chief object of interest at Kandy is

the temple or palace of the Sacred Tooth,

a relic of the body of the Buddha, which,

after many wanderings in India, was
sent to Ceylon for safe-keeping early in

the 4th century. It was the prize of

many wars, and once carried ofif by ma-
rauding Malabars. was recaptured and
brought back to Ceylon in the 15th. cen-

tury. The Portuguese seized the tooth

in the i6th century, took it to Goa,

burned it, pounded the fragments in a

mortar, and scattered the dust to the

winds from a boat at sea.

That tooth ceased to exist, but the

king had a new one made of ivory, large

and strong, 20 times the size of any tooth

any mortal saint ever had in his head,

and built this Dalada Malagawa, or

Palace of the Sacred Tooth, up in the

hills, where neither marauding Tamils
nor white buccaneers could get the molar
away. Again and again, as wars were
waged with Portuguese, Dutch, and Eng-
lish, the tooth was spirited from its pal-

ace and hidden, but since 181 5 it has

reposed in peace and safety under the

British flag. It is taken out once a year,

at the time of the great festival and ele-

phant parade at the full moon of August,

and is shown to crown princes and visit-

ing potentates with great ceremony.

There is an imposing white entrance
beside the lake, and from the first drum-
beat at sunrise until the last service at

sunset, one sees priests and people cross-

ing the bridged moat and disappearing in

the white archway. A cloister surrounds
the large stone-paved court which holds
the real shrine, a two-story building lav-

ishly carved and gilded and surrounded
as with a picket fence with spiked irons

for the votive candles. Trays and bas-
kets of flowers overflow at the entrance,
where the flower-sellers sit all day dis-

posing of their heavily scented jasmin,
frangipanni, gardenia, and oleander gar-
lands and loose blossoms.

IMMENSE STORES OF JEWELS

The worshiper, having cleansed heart
and hands and feet at a fountain in a
corner of the cloister, brings his candles
and his trays of flowers and waits until

the priests swing open the heavy silver

doors, set in a triple frame of beaten
silver, gold, and carved ivory. These
precious gates admit to a cool white
vault, from which priests and people
crowd up a narrow stairway to another
small anteroom, and thence through
another silver door. This inner sanctum
has a silver floor, and silver tables stand
before the great jeweled bell of a reli-

quary which is protected by a glass par-

tition reaching to the ceiling.

This golden dagoba covering the sacred
tooth is but the seventh outer covering,

each one more richly jeweled than the

others and festooned with strings of pre-

cious stones. A peacock spreads a tail

of rubies and emeralds, and from it

hangs the great Kandyan emerald, three

inches long and two inches deep. Below
that hangs an amethyst two inches long,

and the rest of the casket is thick with
gems. The innermost cover is almost
solidly crusted with rubies.

Besides these in sight, the temple owns
great stores of precious stones, and
among the elephant caparisons there is

one great headpiece for the Tooth's own
animal which holds a cat's-eye of heroic

size, the largest known.
The breath of many people, the heavily

scented air, and the smoke of myriad
candles keep the glass partition so

dimmed and clouded that one gets slight
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Photo and Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

SINHALESE CHILDREN : CEYLON
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PANDANUS, OR SCREW PALM : CEYLON

Notice the curious prop roots of the two palms shown in this picture The main stem
forms these stout roots which grow obliquely downward to the soil. Often the main stem
decajs near the ground and the tree is then supported entirely by these prop-like roots.
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THE JACK-FRUIT TREE
The jack tree is a large East Indian tree somewhat similar but inferior to the bread-fruit.

The large fruit is from 12 to 18 inches long by 6 to 8 inches in diameter ; often weighing 30
pounds or more. The whole fruit is eaten by the natives, the seeds being roasted. Its chief
value, however, rests in its wood, which has a grain very similar to that of mahogany, and
although at first very light-colored, it gradually assumes the appearance of that wood.
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THi; CANDLE TR^^, OR PARMENTIERA
Photo from Eliza R. Scidmore

Its original name in India is candle tree, for its peculiar fruit resembles candles and
contains 60 per cent of very fat oil, used by natives for lamps and also as candles. They have
trifoliolate leaves and rather large greenish flowers with a sheathing calyx.
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Photo from Eliza R. Scidmore

TALIPOT PALM TRLE, ON WHOSE DRIED LEAVES, OR OLAS, THE BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES
WERE WRITTEN

It bears this blossom after the age of 40 years—a splendid spike of wliite flowers 40 feet
high. When the flowers fade the tree dies
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Photo from Eliza R. Scidmore

THE SAUSAGE TREE: CEYLON

This is purely a shade and ornamental tree. It is one of the toughest trees known; the fruit

is never eaten
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impression of the surpassing splendor of

this jewel show. While the strangers

gape at the treasure heap, the guardians,

dressed in old Kandyan costumes—

•

bunchy skirts, short jackets, and flaring

turbans—have swept away the offerings

of the last ceremony, and the worshipers

advance ecstatic and kneel to lay their

heaps of white flowers on the silver

tables until they overflow and the silver

floor is piled deep with blossoms and
garlands. The grandest guardian of

them all extends a gold tray as large as

a table top, on which the alien's offering

of a silver rupee looks no larger than an
anna or a pice.

In the octagonal library overlooking
the lake there is a great collection of

sacred books, old Pali texts written on
strips of palm leaves and bound in covers

of carved ivory, ebony, and sandalwood,
beaten silver, and gold. There is also a

great literature of modern Buddhism by
western writers. Buddhist priests from
Burma, Siam, and Japan come to study
in this library, and all those strange Occi-
dentals who have adopted the Buddhist
faith—Colonel Olcott, Madame Blavat-

sky, Allan McGregor, and Mrs. Besant

—

have left their names and taken instruc-

tion here, although these rather intelli-

gent and scholarly Kandyan priests smile

and shake their heads at the mention of

mahatmas, yogis, and all the hocus-pocus
of the theosophist ofl^shoots of the north-

ern school.

There is preaching in the temple and
chanting of the sacred books on each
night of the full moon. On the full-

moon nights of June, July, and August^

—

the anniversaries of the chief events in

the life of Gautama Buddha, the Great
Renunciation, the Great Enlightenment,
and the entry into Nirvana—there are

greater services, the August festival last-

ing for a fortnight, with elephant pro-
cessions every night.

I went one full-moon night to the

services in a new temple deep in a dell

off Lady McCarthy's Road, at the far

end of Kandy. The people were coming
and going all night long, and there were
stalls for the sale of fruits, rice, and
drinks at the eate. Children ran about

and played in the temple courts or slept

on their mothers' knees.

A circle of priests sat in an inner

sanctuary and between dark and dawn
chanted the whole text of the Tripitakas,

or "Three Baskets" (of wisdom), relays

of yellow-robed celebrants succeeding
one another every two hours. They
chanted in deep, resounding voices, as

steady and continuous as the roar of the

surf, without break, quaver, or pause,

sitting motionless for each two hours'

turn. In this same way Buddhist priests

have repeated the sacred texts every full-

moon night for 25 centuries, the oral ver-

sion passed on and kept pure in this way.
The drives and walks around Kandy

are enough to occupy one for weeks.
One drives to far temples on picturesque
hills and pinnacle rocks, to tea estates,

to the Botanical Garden, and to the river

bank every afternoon to watch the tem-
ple elephants enjoy their bath and a
water carnival. New roads are always
being made, and Lady McCarthy's Road,
Lady Gordon's Road, Lady Longden's
Drive, and Lady Blake's Drive are
named for as many chatelaines of Gov-
ernment House, who interested them-
selves in developing the beauties of
Kandy. Lady Morton's Walk is more
fascinating than them all, and strikes

straight up the forested hillside back of

the King's Pavilion into an enchanted
jungle, winding far around on the hills,

with views out and down on the lake and
the town.
The Peradeniya Gardens, four miles

away, present every beautiful and useful
tree, plant, and flower that will grow in

this ideal climate of eternal June. One
walks in wonderland down one avenue
of giant rubber trees, along another of
royal palms, past groups of talipot, pal-

myra, and soaring areca palms, gigantic

fans of travelers' palms, clumps of giant
bamboo soaring a hundred feet in air,

groves of nutmeg and cinnamon trees,

ponds of victoria regia, thickets of tree

ferns, mats of blue iridescent ferns, and
long borders of sensitive plants.

The orchid-house delights one, with all

its hundreds of baskets and pieces of
mossy branches hanging in the open air,

only mat awnings sheltering the treas-
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L'hoto troni Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

A TAMIL GIRL OF CEYLON
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Photo from Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

A YOUNG TAMIIv OF C£;YIvON
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Photo and Copyright by Undetwood & Underwood

ASSAM RUBBER TRt^l Pl^RADENIYA GARDENS, KANDY (SEE PAGE I27)

"The Peradeniva Gardens, four miles away, present every beautiful and useful tree, plant,

and flower that wi'll grow in this ideal climate of eternal June. One walks m wonderland

down one avenue of giant rubber trees, along another of royal palms, past groups of talipot,

palmyra, and soaring areca palms, gigantic fans of travelers' palms, clumps of giant bamboo
soaring a hundred feet in air, groves of nutmeg and cinnamon trees, ponds of victoria regia,

thickets of tree ferns, mats of blue iridescent ferns, and long borders of sensitive plants."
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DAUGHTERS OF A KANDYAN CHIEF
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Photo trom Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

A TAMIL WOMAN OF CUYLON : NOTE THE RINGS ON HER TOES
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ured ones that hide in the farthest and
darkest jungles.

A bare tree hanging full of strange

black fruits proves to be only the sleep-

ing place of a colony of "flying foxes,"

or huge bats, that fly by night and at

sunrise grip a tree branch by one foot,

fold their 24-inch-long wings, and, hang-

ing head down, sleep the whole day away.

the; footprints of buddha

The railway carries one up to Hatton,

4,141 feet above the sea, in the next 30
miles, into the heart of the oldest tea dis-

trict, that was a great coffee district be-

fore the blight of 1870 ruined that great-

est industry of the island. There is a

splendid view of Adams Peak from Hat-
ton, and one may drive across the hills

all striped with round tea bushes, shaded
by grevillea, or rubber trees, and follow-

ing the banks of the beautiful Maskeliya
reach the foot of the peak. Then comes
a few miles on pony or chair, and after

that serious climbing the last part a stiff

pull up over sheer rock faces by the aid

of heavy iron chains that have been there

for ages. There is barely room for the

tiny temple over the sacred footprint of

the Buddha, 7,353 feet above the sea.

Believers of three creeds have made
the pilgrimage and met there for cen-

turies without any discord or such un-
seemly behavior as when two sects of

Christians meet in Jerusalem. All aim to

reach the summit at sunrise, when the

great shadow of the peak is thrown upon
the sky as at the Brocken and the view
ranges far over Ceylon and to the ocean.

The Buddhists believe that Gautama
Buddha, who came to "Ceylon in a storm
cloud, landed on this peak, and they
celebrate that event every April, with the

elaborate footprint in the solid rock the

sufficient proof. The Hindus, or Tamils,
believe that Siva stood there on the sum-
mit when he stirred the sea with his tri-

dent. The Mohammedans believe that

Adam once stood there, and the Catholics

have tradition of St. Thomas having vis-

ited the peak.

From Hatton the railway climbs an-

other thousand feet in a run of 20 miles

through a continuous tea district, all the

hills cleared and planted in orderly rows

of bushes, guarded by their attendant,

thin-foliaged shade trees, and 50,000
acres of tea bushes are always in sight

from the train. Tea will thrive every-

where from sea-level to 7,000 feet, but
the best plantations are between 2,500
and 4,500 feet above the sea.

All land above 5,000 feet is now re-

served as crown forest land, and ebony
and many valuable woods are being re-

planted after the centuries of spoliation.

At Nanu Oya station one changes to a

primitive, bone-breaking train of tram
cars, the toy cars, and the absurd little

vehicles jolt and rumble and threateii to

buckle in air whenever the brakes are

applied. The busy little engine pants up
another thousand feet in the four miles

and lands one at the great upland resort

of Nuwara Eliya, "Nurelya"—as our
English cousins shorten it in pronuncia-

tion.

This most ideal summer resort, 6,210

feet above the sea, offers one grate fires

every evening and morning and blankets

every night, and meanwhile flowers

bloom with California profusion in the

many beautifui bungalows that surround
the wide ellipse of a level valley, where
club-houses, a race-course, and golf links

minister to a Briton's necessities. The
Governor has a summer home ; there are

hospitals and sanatoriums.

At the mouth of the valley lies the

Hakgalla Botanical Garden, where one
sees the most wonderful tree and all

other ferns in this chosen region of tree

ferns. The huge fronds show on every
hillside and in every gully, and they
used to be the favorite food of the herds
of wild elephants that roamed here and
nipped out the juicy but at the heart of
the fern.

The gardens command a magnificent

view, and over a great amphitheater of
tea-clad hills and valleys and straight

across on the opposite hills show the gal-

vanized-iron sheds, where some 1,800

hale and hearty, strapping, big Boer pris-

oners were fed and fattened in idleness

for more than a year after their surren-
der in South Africa. The slow Sinha-
lese brain could not understand that ab-
surdity, for in their wars they either,

knocked their prisoners on the head.
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Photo from Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

STAIRCASE OF 1,840 GRANITE SLABS LEADING TO THE TOP OF MIHINTAEE, THE
SACRED MOUNTAIN

This is where Prince Mahinda, son of the Emperor Asoka, arrived in 307 B. C. to. preach

Buddhism. Mahinda lived there to the end of his life, and the whole mountain is covered

with ruins of sacred edifices (see page 145).
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Photo and Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

VIEW OF the; kandyan country, looking toward the matale hiIvLS: note

THE RICE terraces AND MEN AT WORK IN THEM
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' , Photo and Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

THE SITTING BUDDHA AND ELABORATELY DECORATED SHRINE: LANKATlLAKA
TEMPLE, II MILES FROM KANDY, A MOST PICTURESQUELY PLACED

SHRINE ON THE TOP OE AN ISOLATED ROCK

^
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Photo from Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

TREE FERNS

"At the mouth of the vallev hes the Hakgalla Botanical Garden, where one sees the most

wonderful tree and all other ferns in this chosen region of tree ferns. The huge fronds show

on every hillside and in every gully, and they used to be the favorite food of the herds of

wild elephants that roamed here and nipped out the juicy but at the heart of the fern.
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Photo from Dr. Alexander Giaham Cell

TAMIL girl: LASTLRN PROVINCL of CFYLON
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A SINHALESJi GIRL OF CEYLON
(,i.,i,,.,i, i;>.ii
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Photo from Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

TAMIL WOMEN AND CHILDREN
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brayed them in mortars, or tortured them
in gentler ways, or set them to work
building" palaces for their captors.

The best excursion from Nuwara Eliya

is to the summit of Pidurutallagalla, or

"Pedro" for short, which rises from the

other side of the golf links a steep 2,000

more feet in the air. The strenuous ones
walk up a well-chosen path, with benches
at the best lookout points ; the wise con-

serve their wind by riding in rickety

chairs, and the start is always made be-

fore daybreak in order to reach the sum-
mit at sunrise.

It is an enchanting trip at dawn up
through the forest of rhododendron trees,

bearing many orchids, with thick mosses
and hanging mosses glittering with the

heavy dews. From the cairn on the open
summit (8,296 feet) the eye sweeps over
mountain tops and green hills down to

the lowland plains and the sea. Adams
Peak lies below one, and the hazy ocean
lies around the great ^elief map. In a

few minutes the distances and the low-
lands are lost in the heat haze of the day.

WONDERF'UL RUINS AND CAVe;S

One of the most beautiful drives in

Ceylon is the 12 miles from Kandy to

Matale, and thence on down to Nalanda
and Dambool, at the edge of the low
country that constitutes the northern half

of the island. Every hill is striped with
tea bushes, and avenues of pepper, tama-
rind, and rain trees shade the perfect

roads that pass cacao plantations by the

mile.

One stops outside Matale at the Alu
Vihara, in the shade of and hollowed out
in the ledges of a most remarkable group
of detached rocks. There is an image of
the sleeping Buddha some 18 feet long
and a great footprint in the rock. In 90
B. C. the king convoked the assemblage
of priests and bade them reduce to writ-

ing all the teachings of the Buddha,
M^hich up to that time had been handed
down orally, the convocation of priests

in every rainy season repeating the teach-
ings day after day in unison, and in that
way keeping pure the version brought to

the island by the missionary prince Ma-
hindo, son of the Emperor Asoka, the
Constantine of Buddhism.

At Dambool, 60 miles from Kandy,
there is a great outcropping of gneiss,

which slopes steeply upward for 600 feet

on one side and rises as a sheer precipice

from the plain on the other face. An
undercut ledge near the summit of the

rock face was availed of 2,000 years ago
by a hermit, and a fugitive king, whom
he sheltered in the cave home, later ful-

filled his vows and excavated a vast

chamber in the rock and two smaller
caves and richly endowed this religious

establishment. There is a fortified gate-
way as entrance to the high terrace of a
ledge, which holds a bell tower and a bo-
tree.

In the large cave cathedral there is a
heroic rock-cut image of the Buddha
standing rn the long altar table of living

rock, and 53 seated images meditate in

the moist perfumed air.

A central dagoba is cut in one piece
with the solid floor, and the rock roof
and inner walls are painted with religious

subjects in a strangely broad and simple,
almost primitive, style that one would
not be surprised to find in an old Tuscan
monastery (see pages 148 and 149).
The procession of saints, each with a

golden nimbus, would be recognized as
the work of a brother, had Giotto or
Cimabue ever come to Dambool. The
fronts of the caves are closed in with
walls, and the small shrines have dirty
Nottingham lace curtains, tawdry orna-
ments, and greasy brasses that greatly
detract from the impressiveness of the
place.

From the summit of Dambool rock one
sees only level jungle to north and east
and west, Sigiri's rock fortress rising like

a lighthouse from the unbroken green.*
There are 40 miles of level carriage road
between two walls of foliage, with only
a dreary village here and there, all the
way to Anuradhpura. The plains seem
hot and steamy to one coming down
from the cool air of the hills, and in the
old posting days we had to leave Matale
before daylight to accomplish the 70-mile
drive at dusk, changing horses six times.
Now, with a railway direct from Co-
lombo, one can get there in six hours,

* See article "Archeology in the Air," in the
National Geographic Magazine, March, 1907.
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Photo from Eliza R. Scidmore

THE ALU VIHARA, A CAVE TEMPLE AND MONASTERY NEAR MATAEE, WHERE THE
BUDDHIST TEACHINGS WERE. FIRST PUT IN WRITTEN FORM, ON PALM

LEAVES, IN THE FIRST CENTURY B. C. (SEF PAGE I45)
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or by automobile it is only a morning's

run over roads worthy of a London park.

One admirable English officer gave his

life, 50 years of it, to perfecting the road

system of Ceylon. He constructed 3,000

miles of highways, maintaining a stand-

ing army of 3,000 or 4,000 road coolies

specially trained to that work. It was
wisely ordered from the first that every

adult male should give six days' labor,

or its equivalent tax, for road-making.

That policy, pursued since 1848, has re-

sulted in a perfection of such means of

communication as fills an American with

€nvy.

One meets nothing all day but Tamils
from the Jaffna end of the island or the

Indian mainland, walking to the hills for

employment on the great estates—poor,

spindly, weedy looking creatures of inki-

est blackness, to whom the Ceylon hill

country is like an America of opportu-
nity and high wages. The average pay
of 10 and 16 United States cents a day
on the tea plantations is three times as

much as they can earn in India ; and, in

addition, they are housed, given medical
care, and schools provided for their chil-

dren.

Once we saw an elephant devouring
the yellow flowers of a mango tree, but
his keeper was lolling in the shade ; and
again a jungle cock flashed across the

road to the shelter of bushes hung with
the gorgeous red and yellow Gloriosa su-

perba, the most splendid tropical flower
that grows, and quite deserving its ex-

travagant name. Butterflies danced in

clouds down the empty road—large tropi-

cal butterflies with great wings of pris-

matic sheen, and the common little yel-

low cabbage butterflies that are one of

the three things found in every country
and climate the world over, the others

being the Norway rat and the Chinese.

the; glorious city of anuradhpura

All this lowland half of Ceylon was
once thickly populated, and the city of
Anuradhpura, founded at the time of

the Aryan invasion, 2,500 years ago, was
one of the richest and greatest cities of
the East. Its real history began with the

arrival of the Buddhist missionaries from
India in 245 B. C. and their planting of

the sacred Bo tree, a branch from the tree

Photo fioiii David Fairchild

A KANDYAN KING: CEYLON

under which Buddha sat when he attained

Buddhahood. There has been continuous

record kept of the ceremonies and festi-

vals connected with the tree from that

day to date—when walls were built,

when branches were lost, of the festivals

of lanterns at the watering time in each

dry season—princely monks minutely
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Photo and Copyright by Underwood & Underwood

studi;nts for mt buddhist prie;sthood at the dai^ada mai.agawa, te^mple; oe

THE tooth: kandy, ceyeon (see page 117)
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chronicling Sinhalese history at the one
monastery down to the time of the Brit-

ish conquest.

The sacred Bo tree has always been

an object of reverence and pilgrimage,

and it never suffered during the many
wars and invasions. It stands in a large

enclosure with an entrance gate, and
looms up a mountain of dancing, dark-

green, glittering leaves.

Triple terraces, or altar-tables, sur-

round the mighty trunk and protect the

Tree of Wisdom, as at Buddh-Gaya,
from the extraordinary offerings of the

faithful. A legion of wanderoo monkeys
live in the tree and subsist on the fruit

and flowers and food-offerings of pil-

grims. Languid brown priests receive

more solid contributions and permit Bur-
mese worshipers to daub ochre and gold
leaf on the walls.

A grove of its descendants surrounds
the original tree, and each shining, heart-

shaped leaf, with its long, tapering, ten-

dril, perpetually spins and trembles on
its long foot stalk—trembles in reverence
for the one who became the Buddha be-

neath its branches. Each leaf is a prayer,

a sacred talisman, and pilgrims prostrate

themselves before a fallen leaf and rev-

erently lift and carry the treasure away.
When I went back to the tree, late on

a rainy November afternoon, to gather
more of the great leaves—which are two
and three times the size of the leaves of
the Buddh-Gaya tree—only a mite of a
Tamil horse-boy from the resthouse went
along. The troops of monkeys fled from
the tables of offerings to the tree

branches and sat there staring and gib-

bering.

When I stooped to pick up a leaf they
dropped to the terraced altar. When I

moved they moved, dropping down and
down, alighting on the stone flags so

silently on their pneumatic feet that be-

fore one could realize it the court was
full of mouthing apes that swung threat-

ening arms, as they hopped nearer and
nearer, until flight was best.

When Anuradhpura was a city meas-
uring 1 6 miles from north gate to south
gate, and there were 11,000 houses on
that one street, there were palaces and
temples and monster dagobas to match

;

and, after being razed and rebuilt, after

several wars it attained its height in the

I2th century. At that time the Sinha-

lese overran southern India and carried

their victorious excursions as far as

Cambodia ; but when the Tamils retali-

ated, a century later, the whole of north-

ern Ceylon was laid waste. Cities were
destroyed, tanks were broken, and the

people massacred or carried into captiv-

ity. The country soon went to jungle,

with a few villages and lone temples ex-
isting by the swamps that once were
tanks of clear water. British rule has
revived the region, roads have been cut

through, tanks rebuilt, and the land culti-

vated once more. With the railway and
the rubber boom, and irrigation, the

prosperity of the low country is assured.

Along with this economic salvation

British archeologists have done an enor-
mous work in uncovering, making acces-

sible, and making known these wonderful
monuments of the early century. Mihin-
tale, the sacred pinnacle peak eight miles

from Anuradhpura, is strewn over with
temples, tanks, shrines, and alcoves where
saints and hermits dwelt. Pollonaruwa,

50 miles across the jungle from Dambool,
was the capital from the 8th to the 13th

century, and in the great area of ruins

there are many buildings better preserved
than at Anuradhpura, with far more
elaborate sculptures (see pages 136, 159,
and 160).

The first railway from Colombo to

Kandy was opened in 1869, and although
immensely profitable to the government,
it was forty years before it was con-
tinued the 200 miles to Jaffna, at the

north end of the island. One looks im-
patiently at the map where the large is-

lands of Manaar and Paumben are al-

most joined by the chain of islands

known as Adams Bridge—our fore-

father, it is said, having gone by this

route to Mecca to bring Eve to the new
home in Ceylon. The passage between
Ceylon and Manaar is so shallow that it

can b^ forded, and that between Paum-
ben was once dredged to accommodate
vessels drawing ten feet, with such dis-

astrous results to the pearl fisheries that

it will probably never be attempted again.

A railway from Ceylon to the Indian
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the; pai^ace: of se;ve;n stories, or sat-mahal-prasada, at poi^onnaruwa

Its origin and purpose are unknown. An outer staircase leads to the second terrace only;

inner staircase to second level only
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i'liuto Iroiu Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

STATUE OF KING PARAKRAMA THE GREAT, AT POEONNARUWA : CARVED ON THE EACE
OE A SOLID ROCK RISING EROM THE PLAIN

He reigned for ;is years in the middle of the I2th century, drove out the Tamils, invaded
India, and built this splendid city (see page 163)
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FLOWERS AND BUDS OF THE TEA PEANT

The Chinese say that the virtues of tea were discovered by their remarkable Emperor,
Chinnung, 2737 B. C, to whom they ascribe all agricultural and medicinal knowledge.

Although many of the products of China were brought to Europe and used by Europeans in

very early times, we have no records of the use of tea in Europe earlier than 1588 A. D. The
English did not begin to use it to any extent until about 1700, when the price of tea ranged
from $25 to $50 per pound.
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RESTING AT MIDDAY ON A TKA PLANTATION
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BAMBOO LADDERWAY IN GRAPHITE PIT : A CONTINUOUS STREAM OE MINERS
CARRYING BASKETS OF PLUMBAGO: CEYEON

Graphite, which is one of the softest minerals, is found in veins several feet in thickness,

sometimes possessing a columnar structure, perpendicular to the enclosing walls. Chemically
graphite is identical with the diamond, but between the two there are wide differences in

physical characters. Graphite is black and opaque, and the diamond, the hardest mineral
known, is colorless and transparent.
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mainland is a much smaller and simpler
project than that of the one across the

Florida keys, and it is inconceivable how
it can be much longer delayed. Patron-
age is waiting, since 100,000 people in a
season visit the great Dravidian temple

of Rameswaram on Paumben, a shrine
of the most elaborate kind, on the most
stupendous scale—gateways a hundred
feet high, corridors with carved columns
and painted ceilings a thousand feet

long, and other details in proportion.

THE PEARL FISHERIES OF CEYLON

By Hugh M. Smith
United States Deputy Commissioner oe Fisheries

AS SOON as a traveler sets foot on
/\ the shores of Ceylon he comes
/ %. under the subtle charm of the

land, and is quickly imbued with the

f.eling that it would be most incongru-

ous if such a climate did not produce the

most luxuriant foliage, the most beauti-

ful flowers, the most luscious fruits ; if

such a soil did not give forth the most
wonderful profusion and variety of

precious stones ; if such surrounding-

waters did not yield the most resplendent

pearls.

Ceylon has long been celebrated for its

sapphires, rubies, cat's-eyes, moonstones,
opals, amethysts, carbuncles, and emer-
alds ; but none of these, nor all of them
combined, have given to the island the

fame and the romantic setting that have
been conferred on it by the product of

the limpid waters that bathe its coral

strands and sandy beaches. The poetic

name of Ceylon today is "The Pearl on
India's Brow."

Colombo, the principal city of modern
Ceylon, is a stopping place for all the

steamers plying between Europe and
Asia and Australia, and is therefore vis-

ited by thousands of tourists and trav-

elers each year. But the pearl fishery is

so remote from Colombo that not one
visitor in ten thousand ever goes there.

In Colombo a person sees only a frac-

tion of the great pearl crop, of which
more than 90 per cent—99 per cent in

some years—goes to India ; but this frac-

tion is sufficiently seductive to the tran-

sient visitor to render uncertain the time
and manner of his arrival home, for the

pearl shops in Colombo are veritable

magnets that irresistibly attract the con-
tents of purse and wallet.

FISHERIES 2,500 YEARS OLD

The pearl fishery of Ceylon and of
India and the Persian Gulf is of very
great antiquity, and is thought to be the

oldest established fishery now in exist-

ence. The Sinhalese records, going back
to about 550 B. C, indicate that the
fisheries were then well developed, and
there is reason to believe that they flour-

ished at least 500 years before. At a

very early period the pearls brought the

island into prominence abroad, and were
in great repute in Rome at the time of
Pliny, who, referring to Ceylon under
the name of Taprobane, wrote that it

was "the most productive of pearls of
all parts of the world."
From the most remote period of which

there is any record, it would appear that

the pearl fishery played a very important
part in the history of Ceylon, having had
more or iCss direct and intimate relations

with every important aspect of the civ-

ilization of the island. The information
available clearly suggests that from the

earliest times the fishery was conducted
in much the same way as in our own
day—the same methods of obtaining the

pearl oysters, of handling the catch on
shore, and of extracting the pearls.

In the words of a local writer, "Ceylon
is a place with a glorious past. Its once
magnificent cities are now but a mass of
crumbled and half-buried ruins; its na-
tive dynasty has passed away forever;
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one institution alone has descended to us

unchanged by the vicissitudes of 3,000
years—the pearl fishery."

In medieval times there was a very

considerable literature of the Ceylon
pearls and pearl fishery. In addition to

frec[uent references in Arabic and Per-

sian records of the eighth to eleventh

centuries, the accounts of various Euro-
pean travelers (one of whom was Marco
Polo, 1 291) have come down to us and
given glimpses that show how similar

were the conditions then and now. The
modern history of the pearl fishery, es-

pecially under British rule, has been most
elaborately recorded.

THE PEARI. OYSTER

It is hardly necessary to state that the

pearl oyster of Ceylon, like the pearl oys-

ters of other lands, is not an oyster at all.

It is more nearly related to the mussels

than to the oysters, and it dififers mar-
kedly from the latter in having a byssus,

or a bundle of tough fibers, by which it

attaches itself to the bottom.

There are pearl oysters and pearl oys-

ters. There are the huge thick-shelled

species of the South Seas, Australia,

Philippines, and Burma, that are as large

as dinner plates and weigh 3 to 4 pounds
as they come from the water ; there are

the small, thin-shelled forms of Vene-
zuela, Japan, Persia, and Ceylon, that are

only a few inches in diameter and weigh
only a few ounces.

The large pearl oysters produce the

mother-of-pearl of commerce, which is

so valuable that the fishery is profitable

even when no pearls are obtained. The
smaller mollusks have little value except

for the pearls they yield.

The maximum size attained by the

Ceylon pearl oyster is only 4 inches, and
the shells are so thin that they may be

crushed between the fingers of an aver-

age man.

THE PEARE-OYSTER GROUNDS

Pearl oysters are found on all parts of

the coast of Ceylon, but exist in sufficient

abundance to support an important fish-

ery only in the Gulf of Manaar, wdiich is

a large indentation between Ceylon and

India, lying immediately south of the

line of giant stepping-stones known as
Adam's Bridge.

The pearl oysters are more or less con-
centrated on banks, which occupy a shal-

low, level plateau, extending from the
shore for a distance of 3 miles in the

southern section to 20 miles in the north-
ern and broadest part of the gulf. This
plateau is bounded by the 10 or 12
fathom curve, and falls away quite ab-
ruptly, so that within a very short dis-

tance of the fishing grounds we may get
soundings of 100 fathoms, or even 1,000
fathoms. The area of the pearling
grounds is about 800 square miles. The
bottom is for the most part sand, diversi-

fied by outcroppings of calcareous rocks,

which form flat or slightly inclined

ledges, on which the pearl oysters
grow. Aggregations of ledges constitute

"paars," or banks, which centuries ago
received names that are still applied.

The largest and most important of
these grounds is Cheval Paar, lying from
9 to 13 miles offshore at a depth of 5 to

85^ fathoms, and extending about 6^
miles from north to south and 4^/^ miles
from east to west.

UNCERTAINTY OF THE PEARE-OYSTER
SUPPLY

Probably the most remarkable feature

of the Ceylon pearl fisheries is the ex-

treme uncertainty of the supply of pearl-

bearing oysters, so that from early times,

and doubtless from the very beginning,

the fisheries have been most unreliable

and intermittent. A Dutch official, writ-

ing in 1697, remarked that "the pearl

fishery is an extraordinary source of

revenue on which no reliance can be

placed," and a British official in 1900
said : "This statement holds good after a

lapse of more than two centuries. In-

deed, the periodical disappearance of

oysters from certain of the banks, some-
times for many years at a time, may be

said to form one of the peculiar charac-

teristics of the Ceylon fishery."

It is a matter of record that during

the 19th century there were only 36 years

when fishing was possible. Mentioning

only the longer periods of cessation, it

may be noted that there were no fisheries

in the years 1821 to 1828, in 1838 to
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1854. in 1864 to 1873, and in 1892 to

1900.
It was this last long series of recurring

failures that induced the Ceylon govern-
ment to secure the services of an eminent
English biologist for a comprehensive
investigation of the pearl-oyster grounds
and of the causes for the disastrous fail-

ures. The result was that a great deal

was made known concerning the condi-

tions of life of the pearl oyster, and for

the first time information was afforded
the government by which the industry

might be placed on a stable basis. Forth-
with, in spite of a vigorous protest, the

government leased the pearl fishery to a

private syndicate and retired from the

iDUsiness from which it had been obtain-

ing a large but not steady income.

WONDURFUIv PRODUCTlVIiNESS OF THE
pe;arl oyster

As we study the life of the Ceylon
pearl oyster, two points of transcendent

importance are disclosed : ( i ) The mol-
lusk is prolific to an incalculable degree,

and (2) it is subject to an overwhelming
mortality, which at times completely nul-

lifies its productiveness.

The numbers of oysters produced are

absolutely beyond comprehension. A few
years ago, on one paar five miles long

and two miles wide, small pearl oysters

were ascertained to be present to the

number of 10,000 per square yard, in

places forming a layer over the bottom
nine inches deep ; one diver, who was
•down only 30 seconds, brought up 3,225
young oysters by actual count. This con-

dition of the grounds was determined in

November by government inspectors ; in

December of the same year no oysters

whatever were found—all had disap-

peared as if by magic. On another bank,

known as the Periya Paar, scientific ex-

perts in the year 1902 estimated the num-
ber of young oysters at one hundred
thousand million, but so insecure was
their existence that on inspection a few
months later it was found that all had
been swept away.

This destruction is due to a variety of

causes, but principally to two : physical

agencies, such as the burying of the oys-

ters by sand, which are ordinarily re-

sponsible for only 4 to 5 per cent of

the mortality ; and animals, particularly

fishes, of which various kinds and sizes

feed largely on the pearl oysters, and are

so charged with fully 90 per cent of all

the losses to which the young and full-

grown mollusks are subject.

Trigger-fishes, sting-rays, and other
species with powerful jaws and strong
digestive powers frequent the pearling

grounds in hordes and find the pearl oys-

ters entirely to their liking. Suggestions
for protecting the grounds from the rav-

ages of fishes have been made at different

times. No practicable remedy has been
offered, however ; and, even if there

were, there might be a potent reason for

not applying it in the fact that this de-
struction of oysters by fishes is a step

—

and an essential one—in the formation
of pearls.

ADMINISTRATION OE THE PEARL EISHERIES

Up to a few years ago, and for more
than a century before, the British offi-

cials in Ceylon had absolute control of
the fishery, and determined when a

fishery should occur and what grounds
should be opened to the divers. This
determination was based on an exami-
nation of the various grounds in the

November preceding a fishery, and a
preparatory inspection of the particular

grounds selected in the following Feb-
ruary.

The preliminary inspection of the oys-
ter beds on which it is proposed to permit
the divers to work is for the purpose (i)
of ascertaining the approximate number
of pearl oysters that may be taken, (2)
of marking the areas on which fishing

is to be allowed, (3) of specifying the
number of boats on each area and the
number of days that are to be devoted to

the fishery, and (4) of making an official

valuation of the prospective pearls in

order that the fishery may be advertised.

The official examination of the oyster
grounds immediately before a fishery is

one of the most interesting features of
this great industry. The inspector an-
chors his boat in the center of what is

regarded as a typical area, and is at-

tended by four smaller boats each con-
taining three divers. These boats are
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rowed in concentric circles about the

central vessel, and at intervals the divers

are sent down with instructions to bring

up every mature oyster they can collect

in each dive. This work continues until

12 circles—the outer i^^ miles in diame-
ter—have been run about the anchored
boat and about 325 sample lots of oysters

brought up.

The area covered by oysters being
computed in square yards, the approxi-
mate number of oysters thereon is esti-

mated by taking the average number of

oysters per dive in conjunction with the

average amount of bottom a diver is

adjudged to clear at one descent (2^
to 3 square yards). The government
estimates based on this method are some-
times remarkably close. Thus, in 1904,
the prospective yield of the fishery was
announced as 35 million oysters, and as

a matter of fact '^J million were gathered.

In conjunction with the determination
of the approximate number of fishable

oysters on the beds, 25,000 to 30,000 oys-

ters from various grounds are opened
and their pearls extracted, sorted, and
appraised under government auspices,

the valuation being entrusted to disinter-

ested pearl merchants. A rough basis is

thus afforded for estimating the average
worth of the pearl oysters per 1,000, and
this information is published broadcast
by the government in the circular an-

nouncing the fishery.

The pearl content of the oysters varies

from year to year and on different parts

of the same ground, owing to several

factors ; and the advance estimate of the

government has the praiseworthy object,

if it does not have the effect, of keeping
the speculative fever within reasonable

limits. It has sometimes happened that

notwithstanding the formal assurance of

the government that the grounds to be

opened for fishing will probably yield

pearls of the value of, say, 20 rupees per
1,000 oysters, the pearl merchants have
run the prices up to 40, 60, 80, or more
rupees.

MARICHCHUKADDI, THK PEARIv TOWN

News that a fishery is to be held travels

as by wireless telegraphy throughout
Ceylon, India, and other parts of the

East, and at the prescribed time 30,000
to 50,000 people gather in a few days on
a strip of desert sand, with the Persian
Gulf on one side and the jungle on the
other, at a point convenient to the pearl-

oyster grounds. A town covering a
square mile springs up like a boom town
in the West, with regular streets, private
houses, shops, markets, banks, a ceme-
tery, and government buildings, such as
a court-house, post and telegraph offices,

prison, and hospital. In the outskirts
of the town large water-tanks are con-
structed to supply water for washing
clothes and for bathing; there are also

wells or cisterns throughout the town.
As there is no harbor, the fishing boats
draw up in a long line on the beach.
A more heterogeneous aggregation of

humanity could hardly be found else-

where. Besides the British officials, with
their assistants and servants and the

force of 200 native police, there are
the multitudes of fishermen, merchants,
mechanics, pawnbrokers, money-lenders,
priests, coolies, and pearl buyers and
speculators, of every conceivable color,

speaking a score of tongues, and repre-

senting half a dozen religions. To amuse,
divert, and prey on those who have
legitimate business in the pearl town,
there are fakirs, jugglers, dancers, beg-
gars, gamblers, and loose characters of

both sexes, providing every allurement
that will appeal to the sons of Buddha,
Brahma, and Mohammed.
The chief of police wrote of the pearl

town in 1905 : "There were 40,000 to

50,000 persons, of whom it may be said

that not less than a tenth were gamblers,
vagrants, and rogues, who, without occu-

pation in their own country, made their

way to Marichchukaddi with the hope of

making money to gamble in oysters."

Here we may study under very favor-

able conditions the distinctive personal

habits and customs of nearly every lit-

toral race from the Yellow Sea to the

Mediterranean. Here are thousands of

the most attractive members of the Cey-
lon population-—the Sinhalese or Cey-
lonese proper—varying in color from
light to dark bronze, with their slender,

graceful forms and finely cut features

;

here are the black Tamils, most unat-
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tractive and unfortunate victims

of their religion and caste ; here

are Kandyans from the hill coun-

try and outcast Veddahs ; here are

native - born Dutch, Portuguese,

and half-breeds, all mingling with

Arabs, Chinese, and the scum and
riff-raff of the mainland of Asia.

It can readily be understood
that the pearl town is a place of

intense activity from the moment
the government agent opens the

fishery. The extensive business

connected with the mere existence

of the people would alone be suffi-

cient to give great bustle and life

;

but added to this are the special

industries dependent on the vari-

ous phases of the pearl fishery.

As soon as the fishery is over,

the entire place seems to dissolve

in a day as if by magic, the people

hurry to their homes, the pearl

town lapses again into a solitary

sandy waste, and the beasts of the

jungle take possession. Marich-
chukaddi may spring into being
the next season, but may remain
non-existent for many years.

THK dive;rs, their boats and
me;thods

Four distinct racial types are
represented among the divers who
are attracted to the pearl town
when a fishery is announced, and
all of these and several others
congregate on shore to supply the

needs of the vessel crews. There
are Tamils, most of whom come
from the coast of the Madras
presidency ; Moormen, who are

chiefly drafted from villages on
the Madura coast of the same
state ; Malays from the southern
part of the Malabar coast, and
Arabs, mostly recruited from Co-
lombo and Jaffna. The Tamils
and the Moormen are the most
numerous, usually representing

about four - fifths of the total

number ; the Arabs are the least

numerous, but are the most pro-

ficient as fishermen.

There is no particular style of
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vessel specially required

in the pearl fishery, and
consequently we find a

gieat diversity of rigs,

depending largely on the

regions from which the

divers come : narrow sni-

gle-masted canoes with

a n outrigger, square-

sterned luggers, large

sailing lighters, three-

masted canoes, and
clumsy doneys. Some of

the larger vessels carry

65 men, of whom about

half are actual divers,

and the average crew of

the entire fleet is 30 to

35 men.
Owing to the bois-

terous seas and strong

winds of this region, the

fishery can be conducted
only during a period of

a few weeks in March
and April, when the

northeast monsoon has

waned and the south-

west monsoon has not

begun. The fishery is

thus of briefer duration

than any other pearl

fishery of importance,

and is characterized by
a strenuousness that is

foreign to thequite

East.

The fishing boats start

for the grounds soon
after midnight, so as to

be ready for work as

soon as daylight comes,
about 6 a. m. They take

positions about the government vessel

moored over the particular ground se-

lected, anchor, and remain actively en-

gaged until noon, when the entire fleet

sets sail and starts for the shore. As
there is a crowd of pearl merchants
eagerly awaiting an opportunity to

speculate, there is considerable rivalry

among the diving boats in the matter of

reaching land and discharging their catch

as soon as possible, and consequently one
witnesses some wild scenes of excite-

Photo from Dr. Hugh M. Smith

AN yVRAB DIVER FROM THE; PERSIAN GULF, WITH NOSE-CLIP

"A great deal of sentiment has been expended on the pearl-

divers and the dangers they have to undergo, particularly irom
rapacious man-eating sharks. The writers of both poetry and

fiction for centuries have played on the feelings of humanity in

depicting the perilous life of the divers. As a matter of fact,

there is no particular risk or hardship encountered by the Ceylon

divers. Year after year, among the 3,000 to 9,000 divers engaged,

not a single fatal or serious accident may occur" (see page 183).

ment when the oysters are being un-

loaded in the surf and the natives are

rushing into the kottus with their catch.

Except for a loin cloth, the divers are

naked. Their fingers are covered by
flexible leather shields to protect them
from the rough corals and shells. In

order to facilitate the descent, each diver

employs a flat, oval stone, weighing 30 to

50 pounds. The stone is perforated at

one end to receive a rope, and close to

the stone a kind of stirrup is made in the
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rope to accommodate the diver's foot.

The stone is suspended at a depth of 4 to

5 feet below the surface by means of a

cord attached to an outrigger.

When ready to descend, the diver

places one foot on the stone, the other on

the rim of a rope basket attached to a

rope, inflates his lungs, loosens the slip-

knot holding the stone, and sinks rapidly

CO the bottom. There he at once disen-

gages his foot and quickly crawls over

the bottom, tearing loose all the oysters

he can reach and putting them in the

basket. When near the limit of his en-

durance, he gives a signal with the bas-

ket rope and is quickly hauled up by the

watchful attendant, or "manduck," with

whom the diver is provided. The helper

has meanwhile pulled up and secured the

diving stone, and when the basket is

hauled in he culls the catch from the mis-

cellaneous refuse that is attached to the

oysters.

HOW LONG CAN A DIVE;r RE^MAIN UNDER
WATER ?

The divers usually operate in pairs,

with a common attendant and diving

stonCo The descents occur at intervals of

5 or 6 minutes. The best divers are care-

ful to dry their bodies thoroughly after

each descent and to take sufficient rest.

Between dives they often smoke a pipe

or cigarette, sometimes while in the

water just preparatory to a dive.

The divers have learned by experience

that they may increase the length of
their submergence by making 9 1 .mber

of deep, forced respiratory effort; before

taking the plunge. Most exaggerated
stories have been told and are still cur-

rent regarding the length of time the

divers can remain under water.

The Arab divers wear nose-clasps of
flexible horn attached to a cord around
their neck, while the divers of other races

simply compress their nostrils by hand
during the descent. This practice can
hardly make any difference in efficiency,

and we must conclude that the expert-

ness of the Arabs depends on an aptitude

born of long experience.

Their usual time below the surface is

60 to 75 seconds, the normal maximum
not exceeding 90 seconds, while the

Tamil and Moormen divers range from
35 to 50 or 60 seconds, depending on the

depth. There is a well authenticated case

in 1887 of an Arab who remained undo:
for 109 seconds in water 7 fathoms deep
The most curious feature of many ot

the ancient and some of the modern ac-

counts of the pearl fishery is the remark-
able ability to remain under water as-

cribed to the Arabs and others, and it h
noteworthy that this ability increases

with the remoteness of the time. Per-
cival, whose "Account of the Island of
Ceylon" was published in London in

1803, said the usual time for the divers

to remain submerged "does not much
exceed two minutes, yet there are in=

stances known of divers who could re-

main four or even five minutes. , . .

The longest instance ever known was of
a diver who came from Anjango in 1797.
and who absolutely remained under
water full six minutes."

Le Beck, in his "Asiatic Researches,"

London, 1798, reports that he saw a
diver remain down for seven minutes.

Sir Phiiiberto Vernatti reported to the

Royal Society of London in 1667, in re-

sponse to a special inquiry of the society,

that "the greatest length of time that

pearl-divers in these parts [Ceylon] can
continue under water is about a quarter

of an hour."

The Dutch anatomist Diemerbroeck.
in his '^AnsLomy of the Human Body"
(1672), cites the case of a diver who,
under ^.is own observation, used to work
und€ water for half an hour at a time

:

and Batuta, another .ris ^ of science,

writing of pearl-divers in 1336, said that

"some remain down an hour, others two
hours, others less."

The number of oysters taken at each

dive necessarily varies greatly, depend-
ing on the diver, the depth, and the den-

sity of the growth. On what is regarded
as good ground, the average per man
per dive is 25 to 35 ; but it sometimes
rises to 75 or drops to 5 or nothing at

the end of a fishery. On one day m
1904 twelve boats manned exclusively

by Arabs fishing from dawn till noon
had an average catch per boat of 22,811

oysters. Usually the men do not like to

work on grounds that yield less than 15
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by And.

THE FIRST TO LEAVE THE BANKS AETER THE MORNING'S DIVE

or 20 oysters per dive, so the grounds
are rarely stripped clean, so far as hu-

man agency goes,

A great deal of sentiment has been
expended on the pearl-divers and the

dangers they have to undergo, particu-

larly from rapacious man-eating sharks.

The writers of both poetry and fiction

for centuries have played on the feelings

of humanity in depicting the perilous

life of the divers. As a matter of fact,

there is no particular risk or hardship
encountered by the Ceylon divers.

Year after year, among the 3,000 to

9.C00 divers engap'ed, not a single fatal

or serious accident may occur. An Eng-
lishman, who spent a number of years

on the fishing grounds during the entire

season, never had a glimpse of a single

shark dangerous to man. An English
official, who had a life-long experience
in the Ceylon pearl fisheries, never knew
of a single diver being killed by a shark,

and heard of only one case and that ex-

tremely doubtful. Still another Eng-
lishman, writing in 1887, stated that it

was "pretty certain that m the whole
course of the Ceylon nshenes. only two
human beings have fallen victims tc-

these fierce fishes" (see also page 190).

lEEIClT TAKING OF PEARLS

On the trip from the fishing grounds tc

the shore the divers and manducks have
two to four hours of undisturbed leisure

in which they improve the opportunity
to open oysters and extract and concea'
any pearls they may find. This practice
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is illicit and in violation of the fishery

regulations, but is very difficult to sup-

press. Guards have sometimes been em-
ployed on each vessel, but as they are

the friends of the divers and receive only

33 cents a day for their services, there is

every reason to believe that they require

no large inducement not only to counte-

nance, but actually to encourage, this

fraudulent work.
The government estimates that at times

fully 25 per cent of the catch is illicitly

opened ; and, as the largest and most
productive oysters are thus weeded out,

the government losses in revenue have
been considerable. It was computed that

in 1905 not less than 15 million oysters

were opened by the divers on the home-
ward trips. These, at the average selling

price for the season, were worth $250,000
regardless of the contained pearls. The
men resort to all kinds of expedients for

concealing the pearls in order to avoid
detection by the shore officials before
whom they have to pass.

DIVISION OI' THE SPOILS

Under the arrangement that has pre-

vailed for many years, the divers are al-

lowed to retain one-third of their catch,

to dispose of as they please. The gov-
ernment retains the remainder and sells

it at auction.

The most important structures in the

pearl town are the palisaded enclosures,

known as the kottus, in which all of the

pearl oysters are deposited and retained

until disposed of. The fences are made
of bamboo poles, and within the enclos-

ures are bamboo sheds with thatched
roofs of palm leaves.

When the boats reach shore the oys-

ters are quickly unloaded and taken at

once to the near-by government kottus,

where the catch of each boat is put in a

separate compartment. The divers count
their catch into three piles containing the

same number of oysters, and the govern-
ment agent then selects the pile that shall

go to the crew.
The divers then emerge from the other

(land) side of the kottus carrying their

precious oysters, and are at once sur-

rounded by a crowd of natives desirous

of obtaining oysters in small quantities.

The trade conducted by the divers is of
a strictly retail nature, and it sometimes
happens that a native—man, woman, or
child—will buy on speculation a dozen
or half a dozen oysters, or even a single

one. The stock of the divers is usually
eagerly sought and quickly bought.

After disposing of their catch the
divers spend the remainder of the day
in eating, resting, bathing, and religious

devotions.

The government's share is carefully
counted by clerks, and about sunset each
day is put up and sold at auction at the
court-house by the government agent.

The unit of measure is a thousand, and
a successful bidder may take one or many
thousand at the price offered. During the
night the oysters are carefully guarded,
and next morning the buyers present
their certificates of purchase, pay the
price, and take their goods.

ROTTING THE OYSTERS

It is a very difficult matter to extract
the pearls from perfectly fresh oysters

either by sight or by touch, or by both
combined ; consequently it has long been
the practice to allow the decomposition
of the soft parts before the search for
the pearls is begun. The rotting process
is exceedingly repulsive, and if the wear-
ers of beautiful pearl jewelry realized

the unspeakably filthy mass from which
their gems had come, some of the more
esthetic would shudder every time they
beheld them.
The oysters are piled into dugout ca-

noes and covered with matting or else

set aside in coarse sacks for 7 to 10 days.

Bacterial putrefaction is supplemented
by the work of blow-flies and their larvje,

and at the end of the period stated the
disintegration, decomposition, and diges-

tion of the oysters have progressed so

far that there is little left but pearls,

shells, slime, and foreign matter adhering
to the shells, together with a large vol-

ume of maggots. The first step in the
cleansing process is the flooding of the
canoe to the brim ; then the naked na-
tives, ranged on either side of the vessel,

remove the shells, washing and rinsing

them and removing any detritus in which
a pearl may lodge.
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Eternal vigilance must be exercised by
the owners to prevent the theft of pearls,

and one of the precautions taken is to

forbid the washers to remove their hands
from the water except to drop at their

feet the cleansed shells.

The shells having been removed, the

canoe is filled with water again and again,

and tiie gnrry is kneaded and stirred in

order that the lighter filth may be floated

off. The water is finally decanted, and
the heavier debris containing the pearls

is removed with scrupulous care and
wrapped in cotton cloth, undergoing a

preliminary search for the largest pearls

and numerous subsequent examinations
in the course of drying.

The dried matter is then sifted and
sorted and gone over again and again

;

and then, when it would appear that

even the dust pearls must all have been
extracted, the debris passes for a final

search into the hands of women and.

children, whose sharp eyes and delicate

touch enable them to discover an amaz-
ingly large quantity of small pearls. The
material then remaining is offered for

sale and always finds ready buyers.

We can easily imagine the anxiety

of the speculators, especially the small

plungerSj when the washing of their

pearl oysters has begun, and we can
readily understand the nervous tension

tinder which they exercise the right to

thrust their hands into the gurry and
pick out the pearls. Having the scan-

tiest clothing, or none at all, whenever
they withdraw pearls from the mass of
putrid matter and squirming maggots
they may deposit them in the safest and
most available receptacle—their mouth!

the; gre;atest fishery on RE^CORD

The most productive fishery in the re-

corded history of Ceylon was held in

1905 » Three hundred and eighteen ves=

sels participated, and during the season

that extended from February 20 to April

21 over 81,000,000 pearl oysters were
landed^ whereas the best previous fish=

ery, in 1891, yielded only 44,000,000, On
a number of days over 4,000,000 oysters

were obtained, and one day, when 5,005,=

000 were taken, a record was established

that may .never again be equalled.

The preliminary government inspec-

tion of the oysters on the grounds set

apart for the fishery showed pearls pres-

ent of the average value of about 23.

rupees ($7.70) per thousand; but at the

beginning of the fishery there was a

marked enhancement in the value of

pearls in the world's great markets, and
the value increased during the progress

of the fishery, so that the speculative

prices for the oysters at times soared to

$30 and even $40 per thousand, and the

average price for the season was $16 to

$17, making the first yield of the fishery

about $1,365,000, excluding the value of

oysters stolen by the natives while on
the boats. The prices of pearls in Bom-
bay and Paris warranted the prices paid

in Ceylon for the oysters, and the mer-
chants who sold their holdings made
large profits.

re;ce;nt history of^ the; fishe;ry

The continuation of the high prices for

pearls and the large profits of the 1905
fishery resulted in unusual interest in

the season of 1906; the 473 vessels that

reported for employment carried 8,600

divers, of whom about 4,100 were Arabs,

a much larger number of this race than

had participated in this industry in
'
re-

cent times. There was a large catchy

and the oysters were purchased at ab-

normal rates. In the subsequent year

also prices ranged high.

In 1906 a record was established,

when on one day 309 rupees (over $100)
per 1,000 oysters were paid, and In 1907,

when the speculation fever attained un-

usual severity, 70 to 90 rupees were not

infrequently bid for oysters that ordi=

narlly would bring only 15 rupees, and
the verdict for the season was that the

contained pearls did not warrant the

prices paid. Then came the financial

panic. The demand for pearls in Paris,

London, and New York fell of¥, prices

dropped, and the Bombay merchants lost

heavily, and several of the leaders com-
mitted suicide In consequence.

It is a rather Interesting fact that since

the government leased the pearling

rights to a private syndicate in 1906
there has been no fishery worth men-
tioning. Notwithstanding this, however,
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Photo by Andree

the; dive;rs receiving their wages in oysters: they frequently eind very
valuable pearls in their share and are made rich eor llee

the company, having received the gov-
ernment's proceeds of the fishery during
the last year under the old regime, has
been able to declare large dividends, and
the stockholders have had reason to be
well satisfied and can afford to wait

awhile for another successful fishery.

Recent reports received from Ceylon
were quite alarming as to the condition

of the grounds. No spat had fallen

;

there were few adult and young oysters

on the grounds, and no fishery was ex-

pected for several years.

THE EAKIRS

The pearl fishery is the Mecca of all

sorts and conditions of fakirs from all

over the East. There are snake-charm-
ers, conjurers, astrologers, devil-dancers,

and all the other oriental counterparts

of the fakirs who frequent the county

fairs in America, and there are fakirs

directly connected with the pearl fishery.

The pearl fakirs sit about the streets

at little three-legged wooden work-

tables, and there drill pearls for string-

ing; buy and sell defective pearls; con-

vert bad pearls into good ones, and palm
off repaired, plugged, peeled, and doc-

tored pearls on the unsuspecting and un-
sophisticated. Their principal livelihood

is from the handling of blemished pearls.

Sometimes pearls will exhibit defects,

that greatly impair their market value

;

but there is always a possibility that the

blemish may be only "skin deep," and
that by peeling off the outer layer or

layers of pearly matter the underlying
part will be found to be free from defect.

On the other hand, pearls may have
superficial defects that detract from
their value, but are not sufficient to pre-

vent sale at good prices and their use

for special purposes ; and such pearls,

if peeled in the hope of entirely eliminat-

ing their defects, may be rendered
worthless by the rapid increase in the

size of the defect as the lower layers are

uncovered.
One can readily see the elements of
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teur speculators. To illustrate

the uncertainties of pearl fak-

ing: I knew of a Tamil laborer

who risked his savings of 150
rupees on a blemished pearl,

which he forthwith proceeded to

peel. The removal of each suc-

cessive layer left the pearl wath
a larger visible defect, and when
the futility of further peelinp^

was impressed on the speculator

he had on his hands a pearl that

with difficulty was disposed of
at 25 rupees.

A little later this same man,
still possessed of the speculative

fever, had an opportunity to buy
for 75 or 100 rupees a pearl with
a large discoloration, which pos-

sibly involved only the super-

ficial layers. Not wishing to

run the risk alone, he induced
two others to enter the pool with
him. The pearl, subjected to the

skillful treatment of a fakir, was
soon rid of its defect and ulti-

mately sold for 900 rupees.

Notwithstanding the compara-
tive safety of the diver's voca-

tion, from a very remote period

up to a recent date the ignorant

and superstitious Indian divers

insisted on the presence at each
fishery of shark-charmers, whose
function it was, for substantial

considerations, to keep the sharks

away from the individual divers,

and who had the power to make
sharks bite divers who did not

exhibit a proper respect for the

conjurers' powers. These im-

postors appear to have reached

the height of their influence in

the 13th century, when there

was probably one on each div-

ing boat and when their share

amounted to fully five per cent

of the aggregate take of oysters.

Under the Portuguese it was
deemed expedient to permit 12

of these fakirs to ply their trade,

with diminished privileges and
V„
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PEARL BUYERS : THESE MEN OF MANY RACES AND CREEDS ARE WONDERFUEEY EXPERT
IN RECOGNIZING AND APPRAISING PEARES

income, and when the British acquired
Ceylon the number was reduced to two,

who at first were allowed to receive one
oyster a day from each diver, but later

were paid a regular salary by the British

government and were forbidden to exact

any tribute from the natives. Finally,

after flourishing for at least 600 years,

and possibly for 1,000 or more years, the

shark-charmers were abolished just 25
years ago (see page 183).

THE PEARES OE CEYEON

Pearls have always been regarded as

especially appropriate for the ornamen-
tation of royal personages, and the pearls

of Ceylon, owing to the extraordinary
numbers that have been produced and
the active prosecution of the fishery for

ages, have probably been more exten-

sively worn by exalted individuals than

have the gems of any other region. The
pearls of Ceylon are probably found in

the official or personal jewels of every

female sovereign and in the crowns and
regalia of most of the male rulers of

today.

The most lavish use of pearls is met
with among the Indian rajahs, some of

whom, when clad in their full dress, are

literally covered with these gems. These
pearly possessions often represent the

greatest item of wealth of these nabobs,

and are usually heirlooms, added to from
time to time and rarely disposed of, so

that vast accumulations have sometimes
occurred.

The pearls of the Ceylon waters are

for the most part silvery white in color

;

sometimes they are yellowish, creamy, or

pinkish. For luster, or "orient," they

are surpassed by the pearls of no other
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part of the world, and for spher-

ical regularity, also, they are

unexcelled. Other peculiarities

are that their size averages

smaller than elsewhere in the

world, and that their number
exceeds that in any other fishery.

Pearls weighing over lo grains

are very uncommon, and by far

the larger number weigh less

than two grains. Specimens
worth $350 at the fishery are

rare ; the most valuable pearl

found in 1904 sold locally for

$830, and the record fishery

of 1905 yielded one valued at

$4,000.
More seed pearls result from

the Ceylon fisheries than from
all other parts of the world com-
bined. The most minute, that

have no value as pearls, are cal-

cined and sold to the wealthy
for chewing with the betel nut.

The same use is made of many
American fresh - water pearls,

for which a market has now
been established in Bombay.
Somewhat larger seed pearls,

that have no sale outside of
Ceylon and India, are placed in

the mouths of deceased Hindus
of means, replacing the rice

grains that are employed for the

same purpose by the poorer people.

The larger seed pearls are drilled,

strung, and used for ornament. The
drilling is done by the most primitive

means, and it is a very clever workman
who can perforate 40 to 50 pearls in a
day with the ancient bow-drill. This will

enable us partly to estimate the labor

required to drill the 120,000 seed pearls

in a necklace, dating from the Louis XVI
period, now the property of an American
lady. By means of one of the modern
mechanical drills, 1,500 pearls may be
easily and accurately perforated in a day.

ORIGIN 01^ pe;ari,s

Pearls dififer from other gems in the

brief period of their existence in a natu-

ral state, and in the steady renewal of
the supply. A diamond or a ruby, formed
a hundred thousand or a million years

OUTLINE MAP OF CEYLON (Stt PAGES II5, I35,

145, AND 153)

ago, remains practically unchanged until

found by man. A pearl, unless plucked

when ripe, like a fruit, drops to the bot-

tom and quickly loses its value when the

creature that makes and harbors it per-

ishes.

It is interesting to contemplate that in

all waters having pearl-bearing mollusks,

from the earliest dawn of history down
to the present time, much the larger part

of the pearl crop has never been har-

vested and never seen by man, but has

been scattered on the floor of the ocean
as the oysters have died in the course of

nature. This is particularly striking in

the case of the pearls of Ceylon because
of the brief, almost ephemeral, life of

the oysters.

It is not necessary in this article to

enter into a discussion of the origin of
pearls, but it is not inappropriate that
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some brief mention thereof be made,

because this subject has received special

elucidation in Ceylon.

During the first 1,500 years of the

present era, and doubtless for many pre-

ceding centuries, every theory of pearl

formation had as its essential feature the

idea that every pearl was originally a

drop of dew or rain—possibly a tear

—

that gained entrance into the shell of an

oyster in one of various ways. Pliny

the Younger, in his celebrated Natural

History, gives a detailed description of

this process, and similar accounts appear

in the writings of philosophers, travelers,

poets, and others in ancient, medieval,

and even early modern times.

It is a noteworthy fact that at the

present time the Arab, Persian, and

Indian divers quite generally believe that

at certain seasons the pearl oysters come

to the surface in the morning, open their

shells, and suck in or imbibe in some way
a dewdrop or raindrop, which, suffused

with sunlight, is slowly transformed into

a lustrous pearl. The American consul

at Aden recently reported that the scar-

city of pearls in the Red Sea was as-

cribed by the Arabs to the fact that little

rain had fallen for several years.

We now know that almost any kind of

foreign body—whether a grain of sand,

a bit of mud or shell, a piece of seaweed,

or a small animal—may by its irritation

cause the mollusk to cover it with nacre

and make it the nucleus of a pearl. The
pearly matter is slowly deposited in defi-

nite layers, and the growth of the pearl

continues indefinitely.

I But if the annual supply of pearls de-

pended on the foreign bodies accidentally

gaining entrance into the cavity of the

pearl oyster, there would be no great

pearl fisheries, and pearls would not be

the highly prized, costly gems they are.

It has now been pretty definitely es-

tablished that the great bulk of the an-

nual pearl crop of the world—probably

90 per cent of it—represents animal

parasites which normally pass a part of

their life-cycle within the pearl oysters,

and during that period, becoming en-

capsuled in the tissues of the mollusk,

are in time covered with a nacreous coat,

owing to the irritation they impart to the

oyster. It was not until the middle of

the 19th century, however, that the para-

sitic origin of pearls was proposed and
established, and some of the earliest re-

search was addressed to the Ceylon

pearl oyster. But it was only during the

present century that the true role of the

parasite and its life history were satis-

factorily cleared up.

It is now known that the minute
spherical larvae of various marine worms,
but particularly of cestodes, enter the

pearl oysters and become more or less

embedded in the soft tissues, as many as

40 of these larval worms having been
found in one Ceylon pearl oyster. As a

result of the irritation caused by a larva,

the oyster forms a protecting epithelial

sac about the intruder, and then, if the

latter dies, its mass is gradually con-

verted into carbonate of lime, pearly

nacre is secreted by the contiguous epi-

thelium, and the growth of the pearly

mass proceeds with the growth of the

shell which is formed in the same way.
Reference has been made to the life-

cycle of the parasite. If the larvse do
not die, the hosts may be eaten by fishes

and the larvae will not find lodgment
therein and undergo a certain develop-

ment. Among the fishes that largely

prey on the pearl oysters are the tough-
skinned, strong - jawed trigger - fishes.

These in turn are eaten by large rays

that are common on the pearl-oyster

grounds, and in the rays the worms
reach their full development and pro-

duce young (larvae) that are cast into

the water and find lodgment in the oys-

ters.

We are thus prepared to accept the

well-known saying of a celebrated

French investigator, that "the most beau-

tiful pearl is in reality only the brilliant

sarcophagus of a worm."



THE PANAMA CANAL
By William Joseph Showalter

WHEN the British Ambassador,
Mr. Bryce, at the recent an-

nual dinner of the National
Geographic Society, stated that the

American people are carrying to a suc-

cessful conclusion the greatest engineer-

ing achievement of history or of pros-

pect, he spoke in terms of truth and
not of poetic license. That it is being
carried to a successful conclusion ap-

pears when it is related how near to

completion the big waterway is ; that it

will live through all the ages as the

greatest single monument to human
energy seems evident when the magni-
tude of the task is put into comprehen-
sible terms.

An excellent idea of the magnitude of

the work will appear from a statement
of what has been accomplished in the

five years of Col. George W. Goethals'

directorship of the work, which ends in

April. By that, time the material re-

moved under his direction will have
amounted to the enormous total of i6o
million cubic yards. If all this material

could be placed in a solid shaft of the

shape of the Washington Monument,
with a base as large as an average city

block, it would tower more than six

miles skyward, overtopping the earth's

loftiest mountain peak by more than a

mile. Again, if it were to be loaded
onto the big lidgerwood dirt cars used
on the canal, it would make a string of

them reaching over two and a half times
around the earth and requiring a string

of engines reaching from A'ew York to

San Francisco to move them. And yet

this will be increased by more than one-
fifth before the last carload of spoil is

hauled away.
No less impressive is the story of the

magnificent manner in which the work
is being carried forward. When Con-
gress asked for information as to the

number of yards of material to be re-

moved and the length of time it would
take to remove it, the engineers, in a
report characterized by optimism rather

than pessimism, declared there were 103
million cubic yards of material to be
removed, and that it would take nine
years to do it. Since then enlargements
in the bottom width of Culebra Cut,
slides, and other conditions have forced
the total amount of material to be exca-
vated up to 195 million cubic yards.
Under those original estimates it would
take 17 years to complete the work. Yet
the canal army, under the leadership of
Colonel Goethals, will complete it in a
little more than six years of actual, full-

swing work.
In other words, the amount of mate-

rial to be removed has been increased
by about 90 per cent, while the time of
removal has been cut down about 30 per
cent.

In 1908 it was estimated that the total

amount of material to be removed, as
the project was then laid out, would
amount to 135 million cubic yards, and
that the total cost of the completed canal
would be 375 million dollars. Since that
time 60 million yards more have been
added to the total excavations, and yet
the prospect is that enough money will

be left on this estimate, as a result of
unexampled efficiency and economy, to
build a new breakwater and perhaps to

make a giant new storage reservoir at

Alleluja.

Under what difficulties all of this has
been done the world never will fully

understand. Think of a farm of 147
acres slipping foot by foot into the canal,

and yet being taken out as a mere inci-

dent in canal construction ! This is the
aggregate acreage of the slides that have
been slipping in and are being steam-
shoveled out. Think of a rainy season
where ten feet of water falls in ten
months, and still the work goes for-
ward with only slightly slacked speed

!

Think of having to dispose of nearly
two million carloads of spoil annually,
much of it upon dirt trains which have
to be backed into seas of mud otherwise
known as dumps ! Then you will begin
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to appreciate what the brave army at

Panama is doing.

IN THi; home; stre;tch

In order to appreciate fully how
rapidly the canal army is moving down
the home stretch in its race against time,

let us refer to the map which is pub-
lished as a supplement to this number
and make an imaginary journey across

the Isthmus, from Toro Point. Atlantic

side, to Naos Island, Pacific side. First

we pass the huge two-mile-long Toro
Point breakwater, now being built out
into the Caribbean to protect the mouth
of the canal and Colon harbor from the

violent "northers" which sweep down
over that region during the winter
months. It is now far out into the ocean
and will be finished many a month be-

fore the opening date. On the east side

of the canal line a second breakwater
has been laid out, but it will be built only
in the event that the Toro Point break-
water is unable to baffle the destructive

seas single-handed.

We next enter that part of the canal

which is being dug from deep water to

Gatun, a distance of seven miles, at sea-

level. When completed it will carry the

ocean in to Gatun through a channel 41
feet deep and 500 feet wide. Already
this channel is navigable to the light-

draft vessels of the material-carrying
fleet from Gatun, and the first five miles

is practically completed. By the end of

the calendar year it will be deep enough
to accommodate the majority of ships

which pass by way of Colon. Six months
thereafter it will be completed and ready
for even so huge a craft as the Olympic.
We next come to Gatun, where the

great dam of the same name and the

Atlantic-side locks are located. By the

coming April the dam will be ready to

hold 50 feet of water in check. Within
12 months thereafter it will be completed
and ready for the maximum head of
water, 87 feet. The work of the locks

is being pushed forward so that they will

be completed by the end of the calendar

year, except for the installation of the

operating machinery, and that will be
completed five months later.

Passing through the locks, we next

come to the channel through Gatun
Lake. We find this now all but com-
pleted for a distance of 26 miles. By
the first of May there will be nothing
left to do with this stretch of more than
half the total length of the canal but to

put in the lighting equipment and other
aids to navigation. Already the water
is spreading over the bottom of the
lower part of this section of the big

waterway. Already Colonel Goethals is

serving notice on the people who wish
to see the canal while the magnitude of
the work is still apparent that they had
better visit the Isthmus soon. He says

that belated visitors will wonder where
all the work could have been done.

This 26-mile section carries us past

Las Cascades and two miles into the

great Culebra Cut. The next four miles

represent the very backbone of the work
yet to be done. In a comparatively few
months there will be only about three

miles of the cut above the requisite

depth. Thirty steam shovels will be con-

centrated on that, and, if their present
gait is maintained, within 16 months
proud old Culebra Mountain no longer

can bid defiance to the age-long desire

of men for a shipway through its vitals.

The only thing that might possibly

happen to delay this work further would
be unexpected slides, but they are pro-

vided against from the fact that by that

time the water in Culebra Cut will be

deep enough to float the big 20-inch

suction dredges, which would be brought
up through the locks and set to work.
Before them the slides would disappear
as a snowbank on a balmy day.

Passing through Culebra Cut, we next
come to the Pedro Miguel lock—called

"Peter Magill" by the Americans on the

Isthmus. Here the work is all but com-
pleted, except for the installation of the

machinery, and that task is going for-

ward in such a way that it will be in

readiness before Culebra Cut is com-
pleted. The dam here—which is a small

one, comparatively speaking—will be fin-

ished at an early date.

The next 2,000 yards or more of the

canal will be a small lake between the

single flight of locks at Pedro Miguel
and the double flight at Miraflores. This
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lake, which will cover nearly 1,200 acres,

wall be finished by the end of the present

year. After passing through this lake

we come to the Miraflores locks, and
such unusual progress has been made on
them that, although the work could not

begin on them until the Pedro Miguel
locks were completed, the division engi-

neer has announced that he expects to

have the work on all the Pacific locks

ready for the installation of the machin-
ery before Thanksgiving Day. Already
the contractors are putting in some of

the gates and operating machinery.
After passing through the double

flight of locks at Miraflores we find our-

selves back at sea-level again. The dam
connecting the Miraflores locks with the

adjacent hills is not completed yet, and
will not be until the early part of 191 3,

being kept open to let the dirt trains

from Culebra Cut through on their way
to the Naos Island dumps. Much of the

material for this dam will be taken from
the sea-level ditch from Miraflores to

the sea. This portion of the canal will

be completed fully 18 months ahead of

the official opening day of the big water-

way, Already it is open to navigation

for more than five miles inland from
deep water. Only three miles out of the

eight still remain uncompleted.
This rapid passage through the canal

demonstrates how fast it is nearing com-
pletion. The entire channel is a little

more than 50 miles long. About 37
miles of it, including the lock sites, are

now down to its requisite depth, and, of

the remaining 13, there are less than

eight miles of really heavy work.

THE p]j:rmane;nt Force

From all this it will be seen that the

latest date set for the completion of any
part of the work is July i, 191 3. The
problems are now beginning to shift

from the Canal Commission to Congress.

That body will have a number of prob-

lems to solve, and, if the full fruitage of

the magnificent performances at Panama
is to be realized, prompt action is obvi-

ously essential.

The first thing to be determined is

how the permanent operating force of

the canal shall be made up. We now

have on the Isthmus a body of 5,000 of
the best Americans who ever trod shoe
leather. They are the cream of a five-

year-long process of elimination. It is

the desire of the chief engineer that
legislation be enacted at the earliest pos-
sible date permitting him to select from
this force the 2,500 men who shall con-
stitute the permanent force for the oper-
ation of the great waterway. Many of
the best men, with the sort of foresight
one would expect among such people,
are already accepting offers from other
sources, to take effect as soon as the
canal is completed. Beginning next fall,

hundreds of men will be laid off every
month.

Colonel Goethals will recommend a
new wage scale for the permanent body.
He thinks that health conditions are now
such that there will be no longer a neces-
sity to maintain the present high stand-
ard of pay. The new scale will be about

25 per cent higher than in the United
States, while all of the supplies the

operatives and their families will use
will be furnished by the government at

cost.

Another question which must be de-

cided is what form of government there

shall be in the Canal Zone, and what
shall be done with the people who live

there and who will not have employment
on the canal. It is pointed out that the

land is practically unfit for agriculture,

and that to leave the people there will

necessitate the expenditure of millions of
dollars for sanitation that might other-

wise be saved, to say nothing of the dan-
ger that might arise from having aliens

on the zone in case of war. If Congress
follows the recommendations of the

canal authorities, the zone, except for

the terminal cities, will be depopulated,

leaving only those who will be connected
with the operation of the canal and its

works.

FIXING THE TOLLS

The knottiest problem with which
Congress will have to deal in placing the

canal in operation will be that of fixing

the tolls. Shall it be made free to Amer-
ican vessels, or only to such American
vessels as are not engaged in coastwise
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trade? Shall it be toll-free to all ships

of all nations? Shall the rate be made
only such as will pay for the mere cost

of operation, allowing nothing for inter-

est on the investment or for the final

return of the cost of construction ? There
are dozens of varying views on all of

these matters.

The first feature of the whole propo-

sition is the fact that when we have

completed the canal we will have a pos-

sible ship-handling capacity of 80 million

tons net register. This means that we
can annually put over 200 million tons

of cargo through the canal, since each

net register ton of a ship, American
measurement, means two and a half tons

of ordinary cargo. Deducting for naval

vessels and for light-loaded ships, and
also for such as might go through in

ballast, it is probable that the annual
freight-carrying capacity of the canal

will be upward of 125 million tons of

actual cargo—enough to load a freight

train reaching around the world. All

hands realize that the more use of the

canal the commercial interests of Amer-
ica make the more valuable will it be-

come.
There are many who take the follow-

ing view concerning the matter of tolls

:

If the United States is to make the most
out of this great enterprise, the inland

waterways of the country must be de-

veloped to the point where the Missis-

sippi River, the Missouri River, the Ohio
River, and other streams of the great

Mississippi Valley shall be made navi-

gable for ocean-going steamers, so that

vessels may load direct and go to the

ends of the earth. Then, the rivers to

the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards ought
to undergo similar development. To do
these things would require a half billion

dollars. Consequently, if the government
should reimburse itself for the outlay for

the construction of the Panama Canal,

it would be in good shape to undertake
inland-waterway development.
Those who subscribe to this view feel

that a rate of toll can be fixed which
would not discourage a ton of business

from going through the canal, and yet

which would serve ultimately to repay

the cost of its construction. The rate

which seems to meet with most favor

is one dollar per net register ton. As
explained before, the net register ton,

American measurement, means two and
a half tons of actual cargo. On that

basis the rate per ton of cargo would,
with the average cargo, amount to about

45 cents. Such a rate would be less than

five per cent of the through rate from
San Francisco to New York.

It is estimated that any rate above
$1.40 per ton might drive business across

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. through the

Straits of Magellan, or through the Suez
Canal. The officials of the Tehuantepec
route freely concede that if the rate is

made as low as a dollar a ton they will

have no chance at getting through-cargo
business. They now get one-third of the

through rate between San Francisco and
New York, and between Hawaii and
Atlantic seaboard points. What they are

hoping for, however, is that there will

result such a great boom in business

upon the opening of the canal that they

will gain enough distributing business to

make up for their loss of through-cargo
trade.

Suez \v\l\ find Panama a great com-
petitor with a rate of 45 cents per cargo

ton. At Suez the Danube measurement
is used, which allows only three-fifths as

much space for a net register ton as does
the American measurement. This re-

sults in the rates at Suez being fixed

at practically 75 cents per cargo ton,

or nearly double the proposed rate at

Panama.
There are those wdio urge that the

canal ought to be toll-free to all nations.

They say this has been a great altruistic

undertaking, and that our chief glory

should be in making it usable without

money or price by all the ships of all the

seas. Those who oppose this idea say

that the canal was built by Americans
and for Americans, and that inasmuch
as more than 50 per cent of the business

which will pass through the canal will

not touch our shores, there is no reason

why it should be used to give Europe
trade advantages to which we have fair

title ourselves.
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HANDLING SUPPLIES

It is the hope of the canal authorities

that Congress will enact a law permitting

the canal to furnish coal, ship-chandlery

stores, and everything else that is needed
by ships which would use the canal.

They would not make it a government
monopoly, but would leave others free

to compete. The present laundry would
be maintained, receiving a ship's laundry
as soon as the vessel reached the canal,

and delivering it back by the time the

transit of the canal was finished. If

authority is forthcoming, a commercial
drydock will be maintained and large

repair shops kept open.

One advantage vessels will have in

passing through the Panama Canal is the

fact that the 32-mile section between
Gatun and Pedro Miguel will be filled

entirely with fresh water, and that this

will serve to remove the barnacles from
the ships. Colonel Goethals says he ex-

pects the entire bottom of the canal to

be paved with ships' barnacles in the

years to come.
It is believed that the best possible

way to encourage vessels to choose the

Panama route is to have there at fair

prices and in sufficient quantities every-

thing that a ship thousands of knots from
home may need. With the knowledge
that such things may always be had and
that prices will not be put up on any
pleas of scarcity, the ships of the world
could sail via Panama with a larger pro-

portionate load of revenue - producing
cargo than by any other route.

WORK AT GATUN

There is perhaps no other work on
the whole canal more interesting than

that at Gatun. Here it is that one gets

a view of some of the most stupendous

work on the great waterway. Gatun
Dam is now taking shape and soon will

be up to its full height. To the tourist

it is a most disappointing sight. When
he approaches Gatun he inquires where
the dam is, for, be it said, the slope of

the structure is so gentle that few people

recognize it as a dam. Take a yard-stick

and elevate one end three inches above

the other, and you have about the aver-

age slope of the down-stream face o£ the

dam. On the upstream side the slope

would be represented, so far as the part
under water is concerned, if you elevated
the one end of your yard-stick four and
a half inches higher than the other end.

The completed dam will cover some
400 acres of ground and will contain 21

million cubic yards of material—enough
to make a wall of earth three feet high
and three feet thick and reaching nearly
half way around the world.
The dam has been full of surprises,

but very difl^erent kinds of surprises
from those which the pessimists were
expecting. The site was for a long time
called into question. When Colonel Goe-
thals took charge he immediately put into

effect a policy of not taking even the
smallest thing for granted when he could
prove a thing by actual test. After the

assertion had been made thousands of
times that there was an underground
river flowing beneath the dam site, he
honeycombed the whole area with bor-
ings and sunk a big shaft down to solid

foundation, so that he could see with his

own eyes. He found almost none of the
conditions the fearful ones had pictured.

But, in order to forestall all criticism, he
planned the dam so as to include triple

interlocking steel sheet piling across the

valley, driven down to bed-rock, and a

dam that should be 135 feet high^—50
feet above the v/ater level.

Then came the famous "collapse" of

the dam, wired to the American press by
a Panama newspaper reporter. People
did not stop to think that there was as

yet no dam there to collapse, and Presi-

dent Roosevelt was alarmed at the wide-
spread uneasiness. It was this that led

him to send the board of engineers to

the Isthmus, accompanied by President-
elect Taft.

The net result of the trip was that the

engineers declared the dam was being
built needlessly high, and that there was
no occasion whatever for the use of the

piling. So it was cut down to 115 feet.,

and the piling was omitted. After all,,

the story that shook the confidence of
the American people in the dam bore
good fruit in the resulting saving in the

construction of that dam. The only
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criticism of it today is that it is still

larger than was necessary. Colonel
Goethals admits that if he had been
building it for private corporations he
would have made it smaller. But "con-
cede everything else to safety" has been
his policy from beginning to end.

We see this same attitude in the mat-
ter of providing for the disposal of sur-

plus water coming into Gatun Lake dur-
ing the high stages of the Chagres River.

The Gatun spillway is being built so that

it can discharge 137,000 cubic feet of
water a second, the water issuing at a

speed of 35 feet a second.

This will take care of the maddest
flood that history records in the Chagres.
In addition to this, the big culverts of

the locks can be turned open and a flood

of 170,000 feet a second is provided for.

Yet the Chagres can flow at its highest

known stage into the Gatun Lake for
5I/2 hours, with no discharge at all. and
raise its level only one foot, and can
raise seven feet without doing damage.

In other words, although the Chagres
could do its worst for a day and a half,

without a drop of water going over the

spillway, without doing any damage, the

canal authorities have arranged to pass

out more water per hour than the Cha-
gres can possibly bring down, and have
not presumed at all upon that day and a
half advantage over the Chagres.

DVURY continge;ncy provided against

Still another incident serves to illus-

trate the wonderful care that has been
taken uniformly not to draw a rosier

picture than conditions warrant. Colo-

nel Goethals always declared that the

material which would constitute the hy-

draulic core of the dam would be suffi-

ciently impervious to water to prevent
any dangerous seepage. But experience
is proving that there is no seepage at

all. A long pond is maintained at all

times on the crest of the dam, and into

this the big dredges are pumping mil-

lions of gallons of water. The clay set-

tles and part of the water runs off. The
remainder stays there, seeking out every
possible crack and crevice, a sort of hy-

draulic stone-mason, who tightens up
every minute space and offers a perpetual

guarantee that when he finishes his work
all will evermore be well.

Another illustration, showing how
more than cautious are the responsible
heads of the canal in their efforts to in-

sure its integrity, is the provision against
accidents in the operation of the locks.

The fact that they are, so to speak,

"double-tracked," so that even if things
should go wrong in the one set of locks,

the other set will be available, is in itself

regarded as practically eliminating dan-
ger. But this is only an incidental pre-

cautionary step.

In order to guard against danger from
a ship ramming the upper or lower
gates, there is a heavy chain stretched

across the channel, with the ends at-

tached to giant hydraulic paying-out
machinery. These chains and their pay-
ing-out attachments are strong enough
to stop a 1 0,000-ton steamer traveling at

the rate of five knots an hour. But even
if they should fail to bring a vessel to a
stop and it should ram down the outer

gates, there would still be a second pair

of gates across the channel. Not once in

millions of times would the first gates

be rammed, and as for the next pair, it

is almost beyond possibility that they

should be reached by the vessel and
forced open.

But suppose the chain failed to stop

the ship, then that the outer gates also

failed, and then even that the almost im-

possible should happen—the second pair

of gates rammed : even that contingency

is amply provided against. A large canti-

lever bridge will be ready at all times to

be swung across the channel. From this

there would be let down a series of

nickel steel wicket girders into the madly
rushing waters. The lower ends of these

girders would engage a sort of offset in

the lock floor, making a series of small,

nearly perpendicular railways, on which
large steel sheets mounted on rollers

would be let down. By the time all of

the girders and sheets of steel were in

place, there would be an effective steel

dam interposed to replace the damaged
gates. Such an emergency dam is to be

found at the Soo locks. Although it had
grown so rusty by disuse that it could

not be operated by power when an acci-
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dent did happen, it was placed in position

by hand and effectively served its pur-
pose.

But even here the manifold precautions

to make impossible serious accidents in

lock operation do not stop. Statistics of

lock canals show that perhaps 90 per

cent of the accidents in lock operation

arise from vessels entering and leaving

locks under their own power. There
seems to be an impossibility to get ship-

masters to respond to every signal given
exactly as given and at the instant given.

To secure the proper coordination be-

tween the ship itself and the lock ma-
chinery at Panama, it has been decided
that no ship shall be allowed to negotiate

the locks under its own power. There-
fore a series of electric towing engines

will be installed on the side walls of the

locks. When a ship approaches, it will

be brought to a standstill outside the

locks. Then four of these towing en-

gines will be attached to it by means of

hawsers—two at the stem, to pull it into

the locks, and two at the stern, to hold it

back and to stop it at the proper time.

No canal on earth now in operation

has more than half as many precautions

to insure successful operation as the

Panama Canal will have.

remarkable; liFFlCIIvNCY

One of the most remarkable phases of

the work of building the Panama Canal
has been the unparalleled development
of engineering efficiency. For instance,

the cost of steam-shovel operation has

been cut from 11.5 cents a yard to 8.88

cents a yard. The cost of hauling away
the spoil has been cut down from 18.54
cents a yard to 15.22 cents, although the

distance of transportation has increased

from 8 to 12 miles. A ton of dynamite
has been made to do twice as much work
in 1912 as it did in 1908. They save

$50,000 a month by shaking their cement
bags.

When Colonel Goethals took charge
of the work at Panama the incessant and
insistent demand of the people at home
was that he should "make the dirt fly."

He recognized that if the canal were to

command the support and confidence of

the people during its construction, "mak-

ing the dirt fly" would have to be the
first aim of the canal diggers ; the cost

of making it fly would have to become a
secondary consideration. How well he
succeeded is shown by the tremendous
results of 1908—37 million cubic yards
of material removed.

Thereafter one heard little talk about
making the dirt fly, and the Commission
was then able to bend their energies to

the work of making it fly economically
as well as to making it fly fast. A
tightening-up process here, the elimina-

tion of lost motion there, the invention
of some time-saving device at another
place—all served to make the operations
more economical and to save millions of
dollars. So great has been the progress
in developing efficiency on the Isthmus
that they have cut the cost of excavation
in Culebra Cut by more than one-third.

THE USE OF CONCRETE

Nowhere else in the world has there

ever been such a vast amount of masonry
constructed on any single engineering
project as is being built in the locks and
spillways of the Panama Canal. In times

gone by the masonry of all great pro-

jects, like the Pyramids of ancient times

and the Assuan Dam of today, was made
of natural rock ; at Panama they make
artificial rock, and make it so fast that

one scarcely can believe his eyes. The
concrete required on the whole project

amounts to more than four and a half

million cubic yards.

This is enough to build up an airline

street from New York to Washington,
with six-room houses on both sides.

Those houses would furnish shelter for

a population the size of the city of

Indianapolis, taking the census returns

of the number of people to the average
American dwelling as the basis.

Expressing the magnitude of the pro-

ject in another way, it would make a
regulation sidewalk nine feet wide by
six inches thick, reaching more than
twice around the earth.

The locks at Gatun require two million

cubic yards of concrete. Those on the

Pacific side, being built with two flights

at one place and the third at another

place, require nearly 200,000 yards more
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than the single triple flight at Gatiin. The
Gatun spillway claims approximately a

quarter of a million yards.

Nowhere else in the world does one
get a more vivid impression of the versa-

tility of concrete than on the Panama
Canal. They are using it to make the

giant locks, and with equal success in

constructing the huge piers and docks at

the ends of the big waterway. They
have been trying out a cement gun to

shoot cement—sand and water, mixed as

it passes out of the nozzle—against the

sides of the Culebra Cut, to form a coat-

ing of solid artificial rock, although the

experiment has not proved as much of

a success as had been hoped. They are

building light-houses and other aids to

navigation out of concrete, and have
even gone so far as to build barges of

this material.

Nowhere else in the world is there to

be found such extensive concrete mixing
plants or such remarkable machinery for

handling the material. Millions of bar-

rels of cement had to be carried to the

Isthmus and millions of yards of stone

had to be quarried and crushed at Ancon
and Porto Bello. Sand by the hundreds
of barge-loads had to be brought from
islands in the Atlantic and the Pacific to

keep filled the seemingly insatiable maws
of dozens of giant mixers, which receive

some ten tons of sand, cement, crushed

stone, and water, whirl them around for

a minute in a sort of digestive process,

and then dump the mass out in the shape

of unhardened artificial stone.

Many new problems in concrete con-

struction have been worked out at Pan-
ama. The efl^ect of sea water on con-

crete, the time of setting for such huge
masses, and a dozen other matters, upon
which depended the stability of the locks

and the integrity of the waterway, had
to be met. All of them were met in the

spirit of accepting nothing as proven
until it was proven by actual physical

test.

The world is now in the age of con-

crete, and the Panama Canal must go

down into history as the greatest efifort

man ever has made and perhaps ever

will make to simulate the processes of

geologic ages and do in days what nature

required unreckoned years to accom-
plish.

HMLTH CONDITIONS

Turning now from the engineering
features of the canal to the other phases
of the work, we find that here equally

remarkable conditions prevail. While
we are building a 40-foot canal in less

time than it took the French to discover
that they could not build a 15-foot

waterway, and are making it a glorious

success with no greater outlay than it

required for the French to make the

most dismal of failures, it is largely

because extravagance and disease con-

spired against the French as they never
did before or since against any people.

They actually had brought over snow-
shovels, for what no mortal man know-
eth, and they also were supplied with
thousands of torch-lights for the cele-

bration procession. Fine motor-boats
were shipped to Culebra in anticipation

of the day when water would be running
into the canal.

But then the French did not know
about the yellow-fever mosquito. They
actually made things easier for their tiny

but most deadly foe. They set the posts

of their hospital beds in little pans of

water to keep the ants away—and the

yellow-fever mosquito reveled in it.

When we went to Panama we had
learned the secret that the mosquito had
kept hidden from humanity for all the

generations before. If the Spanish-
American War had taught the necessity

of the Panama Canal, it also furnished

the lesson which made the work possi-

ble. The lessons of sanitation at Ha-
vana, and the making out of a complete
case against the yellow-fever mosquito
by Drs. Reed, Carroll, and Lazear, put
into practice by so able a sanitarian as

Dr. Gorgas, at Panama, has served to

make the Isthmus almost a tropical

health resort.

When it is considered that the pro-

portion of colored population on the

Isthmus to the white population is larger

than obtains in any American city, and
that in spite of this the Canal Zone death

rate is as small as that of the most
healthful of American cities, the success
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of the sanitary campaign becomes re-

markable.
Of course there is no region on earth

where so much money is spent in propor-

tion to population or to area for keeping
the people in health as at Panama. Did
we spend as much at home for sanitation

and hospitals in proportion to population

as we spend at Panama, our total outlay

for health would aggregate one-third of

all the expenditures of public money by
the United States, the States, the coun-
ties, municipalities, and school and road
districts of the country combined. Did
we spend as much in proportion to area,

our total outlay for health purposes
would amount practically to 12 billion

dollars a year.

It has been said that there might be

both a congress of nations and a con-

gress of mosquitoes on the Isthmus.

Counting the islands of the sea as sepa-

rate countries, it is said that there are 52
countries represented on the Isthmus,

and the number of kinds of mosquitoes
once was many times more.

But the mosquito cannot operate suc-

cessfully in oil stocks ; water is his line.

A baby mosquito must live in the water,

and is under the necessity of making
some 8,000 trips to the surface while

growing to adulthood. It comes up for

air. If it happens to get a single speck
of oil down its little gullet on any one
of these many trips, there is a funeral in

mosquitodom soon thereafter ; and thou-

sands of barrels of oil have been scat-

tered upon the mosquito-troubled waters
of Panama. Doing this, keeping the

grass cut, the drains all open, and dan-
gerous diseases out of the ports repre-

sents a large proportion of the health

work at Panama.

THE MAN AT THE; HELM

When President Roosevelt called upon
Lieut. Col. George W. Goethals to go to

Panama and dig the canal, he selected a

leader of men who is entitled to rank
with the greatest captains of history. To
study him at close range is to know one
of the most remarkable men of the times.

He cares just about as little for popular
applause as any man I have ever known.
Pie always keeps himself in the back-

ground. Tall, broad-shouldered, bronzed-
faced, with snowy white hair and mus-
tache, he is physically a man among men.
Intensely loyal to his military training,

he cares as little for its fuss and feathers
and trappings as did Grant or Stonewall
Jackson.
One day I was traveling with him

across the Isthmus to Colon, and I re-

marked that he must be the busiest man
on the Isthmus, and that yet I had never
seen a man who always seemed to have
as little pressing work before him. "I

have a contempt for the man who is al-

ways trying to make it appear that he is

busier than other people, and that they
must wait on him," came the laconic

reply.

At another time I remarked that he
seemed to have solved all of the prob-
lems of the canal and had the whole
force in smooth working order. "If you
were to drop into my office any Sunday
morning, when it is open to the lowest
workman on the canal, you might think

diiTerently," he responded. "I think,"

he continued, "that the best way to keep
men contented is to give them a hearing.

I may not be able to do what they would
wish, but the very fact that I hear them
makes them feel that I want to do the

right thing by them."
In speaking of the progress of the

work in Culebra Cut, the Chief Engineer
revealed to me a species of greatness
above anything I have ever seen. He
has worked and slept with his task for

five years, keeping at it with unrelenting
zeal and calm enthusiasm. The whole
world rightly gives him great credit, but
in one generous handful he turned the

bulk of it over to his predecessor, doing
it in about the following words : "The
people talk about the success of the army
engineer at Panama, but it was fortunate

that Mr. Stevens preceded us. The real

problem of digging the canal has been
the disposal of the spoil, and no army
engineer in America could have laid out

the transportation scheme as Mr. Stevens
did. We are building on the founda-
tions he laid, and the world cannot give

him too much credit."

Colonel Goethals has special trains,

private cars, and motor cars at his dis-
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posal all the time, but as a rule he rides

on the regular trains, in the ordinary

day coaches, and goes about among the

men on the work, keeping in touch with

them at all times.

HUMORS OF CANAL BUIIvDING

Not everything is grim and deter-

mined work at Panama. A little fun
now and then crops out, mostly im-

ported from the States, and being

brought by Congressional delegations

who visit i'z canal. A year or two ago
a Western Senator was in one of these

delegations, and at a hearing on the

Gatun Dam he inquired : "Colonel, how
is it that so small a body of earth as the

Gatun Dam can hold in check such a

tremendous body of water as the Gatun
Lake ?"

Colonel Goethals replied that it was
explained by that well-known principle

of hydrostatics under which the pressure

of a body of water is determined entirely

by its height and not by its volume.
Still the Senator could not see it.

Then Senator Knox, now Secretary

of State, addressed the Western Sen-
ator, saying, "Senator, if your theory

were true, how could the dikes of Hol-
land hold in check the Atlantic Ocean?"
Thereupon the Western Senator saw
the point and joined in the laugh at his

own expense.

Another distinguished visitor, travel-

ing on a train which had just backed off

of the Panama railroad on to the relo-

cated line, wanted to know of the Chief
Engineer if the relocated line were the

same gauge as the other.

A young man in the diplomatic serv-

ice of the United States, after having
witnessed the putting of a model of the

Olympic through a model of the Pedro
Miguel lock, asked Designing Engineer
Cornish how it was that they got the

water into the locks without pumping
it in.

There is a perennial circus on the

Isthmus in the shape of the 30,000
West Indian negroes who are helping

dig the canal. I have the word of the

Chief Engineer that one of them has
frequently been seen to go to the post-

office, get a letter, place it on his head,

put a stone upon the letter, and walk

away. Upon one occasion three Marti-
nique negroes were set to removing ma-
terial with a wheelbarrow. They loaded
it, and then one stooped down, the other
two lifted it to his head, and he walked
away with the load.

When one reflects that the 30,000 or
more negroes and Spaniards who make
up the common labor on the canal were
all untrained and undisciplined, and that

the force of negroes charges almost every
year, it becomes all the more remarkable
that such great feats of engineering per-

formance should be possible at Panama.

se;a-leve;l canal impossible

As one who originally believed that a
sea-level canal should be built, I freely

acknowledge my belief today that if we
had undertaken such a waterway, we
would have retired defeated and disap-

pointed, as did the French. The work
on the present project has absolutely

vindicated the judgment of those who
opposed a sea-level canal. In the first

place, the width of the waterway per-

force would have been so narrow that

it could readily have been blocked by
some future Hobson with a Merrimac.
In the second place, only God knows
how much material would have had to

be taken out of Culebra Mountain before

its sides would have stopped slipping

into the cut. In the third place, there

would have had to be tidal locks, which
would have been in more danger of

being put out of commission than the

present ones. In the fourth place, there

would have had to be a higher dam at

Gamboa than there is at Gatun, and a

fairer mark it would have been for the

aeroplane. No one ever leaves the Isth-

mus now without registering a vow of

thankfulness for the wise course that

was pursued in making it a lock canal.

It is so obvious that the veriest layman
can see it.

FORTIFICATIONS

With the two great forts at the two
ends of the canal fitted out \yith four

14-inch guns, six 6-inch guns, and
twelve 12-inch mortars, with twelve com-
panies of coast artillery, one battery of

field artillery, four regiments of infantry,

and one squad of cavalry, there is not
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likely to arise a time when these fortifi-

cations, backed up by the American navy,
will fail to command a proper and whole-
some respect from other nations.

It is rather remarkable that the only
objections that have been raised to forti-

fying the canal have come from our own
people. To have made it neutral would
have placed the United States in a

peculiar position in case of war. Either

we would have had to refrain from
using it for our war ships, or else we
would have had to permit the enemy to

use it on equal terms. That would have
meant that good American citizens, oper-

ating the canal, might have been forced

to put the enemy's fleet through the

waterway—practically compelled to com-
mit a sort of legalized treason against

their own government by giving aid and
comfort to the enemy.

A NI;W COMMERCIAL MAP

As intimated in the beginning, won-
derful and world-affectinsr results must

grow out of the completion of the canal.

Cities that are today the way stations on
the international routes ot trade will

grow up into veritable metropolitan com-
munities. Other cities which are su-

preme today may fall back into second
place a generation hence. When the

Turks captured Constantinople and cut

off the trade between the Orient and
the Occident, Columbus sailed in search
of a new passage to India and discovered
a new world. When the Panama Canal
is completed and the generation passed
during which the highways of the oceans
will be changed, the United States will

have discovered a new world of inter-

national trade, which will so link and
bind the nations together that the great

waterway, built primarily for defense,

will become one of the greatest factors

in the promotion of universal peace, and
the prophecy about swords being beaten
into plowshares and spears into pruning-
hooks will have been brought nearer to

fulfillment.

AMUNDSEN'S ATTAINMENT OF THE
SOUTH POLE

THIS page was already on the press

when the cable came from New
Zealand announcing the attain-

ment of the South Pole by Roald Amund-
sen, December 14-17, 191 1. Amundsen
is a gold medalist of the National Geo-
graphic Society, having been awarded the

Hubbard Medal of the Society for his

achievement of the Northwest Passage
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and for

his explorations and observations on that

remarkable voyage of discovery. The
Society rejoices at his well-earned suc-

cess in attaining the coveted goal at the

far South.

Many geographers had feared that

Amundsen would yield to the tempta-

tion of following, for a considerable part

of the way to the South Pole, the route

previously discovered and opened by

Shackleton ; but his account shows that

he was not satisfied to do this, and in

consequence he has made discoveries and
surveys that are entirely new.

The whole distance traversed by him

—

approximately 700 miles from his base,

where he moored his ship to ice-front

—

to the pole itself, appears to have been
across previously untraversed and un-
known ice and land. He has defined the

eastern and southern boundaries of the

Great Ice Barrier, that vast plain of

floating ice which flows down from the

great Antarctic Continent, and whose
western boundary had been defined pre-

viously by Shackleton. This enormous
glacial ice plain is one of the wonders
of the world. It is a solid mass of ice,

floating for the most part, approximately
800 to 1,600 feet thick, and covering an
area of about 100,000 square miles, or
considerably larger than New York,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and
Vermont combined.
Amundsen found traveling across the

barrier comparatively easy. He marched
382 geographical miles due south across

the plain until he was confronted by the
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OUTUNE MAP SHOWING ROUTE OF AMUNDSEN TO SOUTH POLE

Captain Scott's base is also shown. Scott was planning to follow the route of Shackleton. The
Japanese South Polar expedition is now camped near Amundsen's base ; the Australian expedition
lias made a base on Clarie Land; the base of the German expedition is on the other side of the conti-
nent on Coats Land.
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high mountains. Here he was so fortu-

nate as to find a glacier route up to the

inland plateau easier than the Beardmore
Glacier, which was used by Shackleton

to ascend to the inland plateau three

years before.

Amundsen and four companions ac-

complished the ascent from the ice plain

to the plateau, 10,500 feet, in the mar-

velously short time of four days. He
was now about 275 miles from the pole,

and thence onward his greatest difficul-

ties were encountered. The rare atmos-

phere at this high elevation made breath-

ing difficult. Storms delayed them, but

they pushed on and reached the pole

December 14, staying there for three

days. The pole is at an elevation of

10,500 feet. Amundsen reports a lofty

chain of mountains, some attaining

15,000 feet; extending southeastward as

far as he could see. The chain is proba-

bly an extension of the lofty range seen

by Shackleton, and probably stretches

across the South Polar area to Waddell

Sea.

Shackleton in 1909 reached a point so

near the South Pole that we have known
pretty accurately the conditions at that

extreme point, so that the part of

Amundsen's narrative dealing with the

pole itself, while highly entertaining, is

not so important or so novel as it would
otherwise have been.

Amundsen owes his success to his very

carefully prepared equipment, to his

splendid dogs and his skill in handling

them, and to many years of previous

experience in battling with the ice and

snow of the far North. Next to Peary,

he is the most experienced traveler on
ice in the world. The following notes

from his cable to the New York Times,

to whom the world is indebted for his

story, illustrate the minute care with

which every detail was anticipated:

"Washing was a luxury never in-

dulged in on the journey, nor was there

any shaving; but, as the beard has to be

kept short, to prevent ice accumulating
from one's breath, a beard- cutting ma-
chine which we had taken along proved

invaluable. Another article taken was a
tooth extractor, and this also proved
valuable, for one man had a tooth which
became so bad that it was absolutely

essential that it should be pulled out, and
this could hardly have been done without
a proper instrument.

"For food we relied entirely on pem-
mican, biscuits, chocolate, powdered
milk, and, of course, dog meat. The
dogs were fed on pemmican.

"In my opinion we had the best and
most satisfying provisions possible. In.

fact, from the beginning to the end of the

journey we never felt an undue cravings

for something to eat or any feeling of

not having had sufficient nourishment.""

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF PANAMA
CANAL

A GRAPHIC picture of the entire

Panama Canal is given in the

"Bird's-eye View of the Panama Canal,"

published as a supplement to this number
of the Magazine. The great features,

which make the canal so remarkable-

—

the giant Gatun Dam and spillway, the

enormous cut at Culebra, the big arti-

ficial lake which forms about one-half of
the canal route, and the long double

locks—are presented so clearly that the

reader vividly realizes the entire work.
For the convenience of the readers of
the Magazine, a limited edition of the

map has been printed on heavy stock

suitable for framing, and may be ob-

tained at the offices of the Society for

50 cents per copy.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

THE very great popularity of the

Magazine during the last several

months, which has necessitated increas-

ing the edition by more than 50 per cent,

delayed the publication of the January
and February numbers. The March
number will follow very quickly, and we
hope soon to catch up with the calendar.

The March number of the Magazine
will contain a comprehensive map of
China and its territories, iS^/^ x 21
inches.
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THE FORGOTTEN RUINS OF INDO-CHINA

The Most Profusely and Richly Carved Group of Buildings

in the World

By Jacob E. Conner

Ame;rican Consul at St. Petersburg; Formerly American Consul at
Saigon, Cambodia

OUTSIDE of the Siamese and
Cambodians, very few people

have heard of Angkor, or know
that such a nation as the Khmers ever

Hved, conquered, worked, and perished
from the face of the earth. In America,
even now it is doubtful if there are many
who have heard of Angkor Tom and
Angkor Wat, so completely have these

splendid ruins been hidden in the Cam-
bodian jungle and kept from civilization

by natural barriers.

Up to recent years not many travelers

ever visited Angkor, and some of those

who did never returned to tell the story,

for the country has been from time im-

memorial inhospitable to strangers. It is

said that the Romans sent an envoy in

the time of its greatest activity. The
Chinese have from time to time sent en-

voys and made treaties, and have left

the earliest descriptions so far discov-

ered and deciphered. Marco Polo men-
tioned the place, but did not see it.

The Dutch, in the i6th century, sent

an ambassador, and the natives assassi-

nated him. Later the Portuguese and
Spanish visited them ; but the country
remained a mysterious and forbidden
land, the thrall of Siam for many years.

Then the French came, in the middle of

the last century, and the geographical

limits of the protectorate of Cambodia
have been but recently defined.

During the long centuries of their iso-

lation and seclusion, these buildings have
remained in an unusual state of preser-

vation. And still they keep their secret,

in spite of all the books and treatises that

have been written, for the language of

their builders is undeciphered. But if

the mystery of their origin appeals to

the imagination and spurs the archeolo-

gist to solve their riddle, the artist and
the architect will be no less interested

when the beauty of their structure and
decorative detail are laid before them

;

and these, fortunately, need no inter-

preter.

There are no roads to Angkor-—none
but a wretched bullock-cart road, begin-
ning at the river, some three or four
miles away, and ending at the ruins.

From the outside world there is no feasi-

ble means of approach except by water,
and this is attended with some difficulty.

An effective barrier is stretched across

the way in the shape of a shallow lake.

At the close of the rainy season, say
from October 15 to December 15, this

lake is deep enough to be navigable by
steamboats. Under favorable conditions
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THE FORGOTTEN RUINS OF INDO-CHINA 211

this period may be extended two weeks
earlier or two weeks later, but one is

liable to be disappointed if he attempts

the journey outside of these dates, and
outside of the three months indicated it

is utterly impracticable.

A trip anywhere must have a begin-

ning, and this begins at Saigon, the capi-

tal of Cochin China, in the southeastern

corner of the Asiatic mainland, because

Saigon is the nearest practicable seaport.

There are no hotels at Angkor, nor any
place nor any people to provide you food
or lodging. A rest-house is there, con-

sisting of roof, floor, and walls, and that

is all.

And that is why I started for the ruins

one morning early in December with a

steamer-trunk full of tropical clothing, a

steamer-rug, a camp-bed, a Cambodian
mattress (splendid thing for comfort), a
supply of provisions, and a Chinese cook.

A railroad journey of 44 miles brought
me to the end of the line at Mytho.
From this point the journey is up the

broad Mekong River by steamboat for

the next 24 hours ; and you are not sorry

when it is ended, either, for the accom-
modations are anything but luxurious.

The Mekong is one of the world's

greatest streams ; it is the one great river

of the peninsula of Indo-China. If you
follow it up far enough, you will find its

headwaters not far from the great cen-

tral plateau of Asia. In its middle course
it is a magnificent stream, and in its

lower it is another Mississippi delta,

spreading out over and embracing the

broad, flat plain it has created, and reach-
ing the sea at last through a number of
bayous and passes. A few years ago the

crocodile and rhinoceros frequented its

banks, but these have now retreated far-

ther up-stream.
A sheet of yellow water a mile or so

wide, fringed with cocoanut and arica

palms ; some banyans, bananas, and a
tangle of liana vines ; an occasional bird

or two ; a native sampan, a Chinese junk ;

patches of rice and acres of swamp land

;

no hills in sight to relieve the monot-
ony—such is the vista of the first day's

journey, which lands you at Pnom Penh,
the modern capital of Cambodia.
An attractive little place is Pnom

Penh, with well-paved streets—it takes

the French to make good roads and keep
them good—a gentle monsoon to cool the

air ; a few characteristic buildings of the

Cambodian royalty, suggesting "a gen-
eral flavor of mild decay" ; a pagoda
with a silver-plated floor and an absent-

minded looking Buddha made out of
glass, attended by a priestess clad in gold
and glittering with diamonds ; a "library"

without a book in it
;

processions of
Buddhist priests in bright yellow robes

;

natives in bright-colored silks and cot-

tons ; and, above all, the "Pnom" itself,

a structure erected as a monument and
possessing some lines of beauty that

more than atone for its grotesque fea-

tures.

His Majesty King Sisowath appears
to have an easy, comfortable time of it,

and that is the greatest desideratum to a
sovereign whose sway is in the tropics.

He is surrounded by a numerous entour-
age ; he has his ministers and all sorts of
supernumeraries, and can go through the
motions of governing, draw his pay for
it right royally, and still be free from
any distressing consequences and annoy-
ing details. His minister of war has
charge of his elephants, used now in his

military parades rather than for warlike
purposes.

The story goes that a few years ago,
like any up-to-date sovereign, he felt the
need of a navy for his admiral to com-
mand. A dismantled cruiser was kindly
furnished him by the protectorate, and
his majesty proceeded to pay a visit to

the King of Annam. Returning from
the visit, the whole royal party took to
sampans, such as they had always been
acquainted with, and the discredited
cruiser was reduced to tugboat duty,
and so returned to Pnom Penh convoy-
ing a whole fleet of sampans.

It is startling to hear a group of Cam-
bodians talking and laughing together,
especially after one has grown accus-
tomed to the sound of Annamite and
Chinese voices. The latter, being mono-
syllabic and tonal, cannot change the
quality of tone without at the same time
changing the meaning of the word,
whereas European languages can modu-
late the tone at will, and are thus more
flexible and expressive of feeling. When
you hear the hum of Cambodian voices
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ANNUAL REGATTA AT PNOM PE;nH

The racing boats, or pirogues, resemble those shown in the bas-reliefs at Angkor, and

are propelled, not by means of oars, but by vessels held in the hands of the rowers resembling

shallow wash-bowls.

you realize the difference at once, and
you look into those faces again, half ex-

pecting them to look familiar—but they

don't.

No ; these people are at the meeting-

place of the Aryan and Mongolian civili-

zations. Their language, religion, their

entire civilization, is derived from the

Hindu ; but what races they themselves

are derived from it would probably take

a long time to enumerate, if one knew
them.
At Pnom Penh we leave the Mekong

and continue up one of its tributaries.

It is really a tributary now, for the water
is pouring down in a swift current from
the lake, Tonle Sap, though a few months
later it will be pouring the other way.
Soon the scenery changes ; the stream
hroadens, hills begin to appear on the

horizon. We reach the village of Kom-
pong Chnang.
We are told that Kompong signifies

anchorage, and, looking at the map, we
see that most of the villages are so desig-

nated. What does this mean? Why, it

means that the villages are anchored, to

be sure ; for look at this one. Kompong
Chnang is a floating village ; not a lot of

sampans fastened together and moving
about, as they do at Canton, but houses

—

rather substantial looking, too—built,

some of them, in European fashion and
mounted on piles of bamboo laid fiat in

the water. The bamboo is a series of

water-tight compartments joined end to

end, and it floats like a straw. Over yon-
der is what appears to be a bridge, begin-

ning somewhere right in the midst of the

water and running off into the distance,

probably searching for solid ground,
which is pretty hard to find in this re-

gion.

Meanwhile the houses are all nodding
and bowing to each other in pleasant,

neighborly fashion, for all the world like

the citizens of Saigon when driving on
the Tour d'Inspection ; and so we leave

them.
Night descends as we enter the lake

and steer toward the opposite end. Its

waters are rapidly receding, and in a few

(215)
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CAMBODIAN TYPES, MOSTLY WOMEN
Note the sarong (skirt), modified in the Siamese fashion into something like trousers, and worn

by both sexes

DANCERS OE THE ROYAL PALACE

(217)
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more weeks it will be

too shallow for even a

sampan to navigate,

though at its maximum
season it has a depth of

20 meters. Seventy
miles it is in length and

20 miles across, and a

smooth and beautiful

sheet to look at now

;

yet at the beginning of

the rainy season it is

only so many square

miles of mud. At mid-

night we reach a point

on the coast opposite the

mouth of a little stream

—at least, we are told

that there is a stream

there. All that one sees

is the surface of the

lake ; a line of trees

half of a mile away, ap-

parently marking the

shore, and the sampans
ordered in advance
waiting to take you to

land ; for this is where
you leave the steamer

and begin to depend
upon your own supplies.

By one o'clock bag
and baggage, including

"Van," the indispensable

Chinese cook, was trans-

ferred to the sampan
and the two Cam-
bodians rowed toward
the line of trees. These
showed at one point a

narrow opening, and I

now saw that the reason

I did not see the little

stream at first was be-

cause it was several feet beneath the

surface of the lake. I discovered, too,

that the line of trees was not the shore,

but the edge of a submerged forest, and
that there were five hours of rowing be-

fore we reached the little village of

Siem Reap, where the bullock carts were
waiting to continue the journey (p. 220).

It is a trip not soon to be forgotten,

this voyage from midnight to morning
throueh a submerged forest, with a full

CAMBODIAN MOTHI^R WITH INFANT

As every traveler knows, this is the method of carrying a child

used throughout the Orient

moon directly overhead in a clear sky.

Once inside the outer line of trees, taller

and stronger than their fellows, the ordi-

nary forest features were reproduced

—

glades and clumps of trees, but the

watery way everywhere. The rounded
tops of the larger ones reached but 10

or 15 feet above the water, but they

brandished their harsh and rustling foli-

age triumphantly. The smaller ones,

still submerged, with no foliage to boast



Dieulefils Collection

ROAD THROUGH CAMBODIAN FOREST

In the distance are the smooth, bare trunks of the flamboyant tree, or "flame of the

forest." Other trees of this region are the teak, dipterocarpus, kapok, sao, tamarind, etc.

The bullock cart in the foreground is the kind in common use. In the trees alongside every

road are hundreds of monkeys. These animals are never harassed by the Cambodians, who
have an almost religious respect for them. The monkeys pay no attention to passersby.

(220)
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the; dances most popular with the kings of CAMBODIA REPRESENT EPISODES

IN THEIR HISTORY OR MYTHOLOGICAL SCENES FROM THE RAMAYANA

This picture represents the monkeys fighting the giant. Note the interested spectators in the

background

(221)
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Dieulefils Collection

(
bonze;s (priests) visiting the village; to receive ai,ms

Every day the priests of the convent assemble and then visit the villages which support
them. They are accompanied by the children of the most prominent men, who consider it an
honor to wait upon the bonses and to carry the basket in which the gifts, mainly rice, are
deposited. All Cambodian boys must serve for a certain period, at least three months, in
the convents of the bonzes.
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IcLlci^--- RUIN'S OFAN'GKOR

OUTLINE MAP SHOWING RUINS OF ANGKOR: CAMBODIA

Angkor Tom, the capital city, and Angkor Wat, the temple, far outweigh in importance

all the other ruins. However, at Loley, Me-Baune, Kompong-Chnang, Beng-Mealea, Bakong,

and elsewhere there exist architectural and sculptural remains well worth noticing, as shown
in a few illustrations herein presented. The writer desires to acknowledge his indebtedness

for the illustrations almost wholly to two collections : Dieulefils, in which the architectural

view predominates, and Fournereau, where decorative detail is best shown.

of, rasped against the sides of the sam-
pan Hke a drowning thing struggHng for

the surface, and threatening to capsize

the boat.

It was a scene of weird and fantastic

beauty, with the triumph of the trees as

its dominant note. With only a few short

months during the dry season when they

could be entirely above water, they were
courageously invading the sea, adapting

themselves to their novel situation and
waiting for it to become dry land.

(225)
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And it will become dry land eventu-

ally. By daylight one can see for many
miles the summit of Pnom Crom, situ-

ated on the very margin of the lake,

utterly destitute of trees, its brown sides

fissured with deep gullies and looking

very much like an enormous sugar-loaf

slowly dissolving. Looking about the

country one may see other "pnoms,"

or eminences, likewise melting into the

lake ; so the day of the triumph of the

trees is at hand.
These causes afford some solid basis

of fact for the Cambodian fish stories,

for the lake is undoubtedly a natural fish

trap. As its waters recede, at the end
of the dry season, the fish must needs
crowd up into the shallow little streams

that feed it. A few crumbs of bread
thrown upon the water brought swarms
of minnows around the sampan ; but this

also brought such grunts and whines of
disapproval from the Cambodian oars-

men, to see good bread squandered on
fishes, that the remainder of the loaf

went to them.
They even laid aside their home-made

cigarettes while they ravenously de-

voured the dry bread. I offered each
of them a cigar with a colored paper
label around it. The poor fellows re-

moved their hats, tucked them under
their arms, and advanced reverently

with bowed heads and extended palms.

Excess of gratitude could do no more.
It was broad daylight when I reached

Siem Reap, after rowing and poling the

boat for five hours through mud, water,
and mosquitoes ; then an hour and a half

of jolting in a bullock cart, and there

through the trees were the towers of the

temple of Angkor Wat.
The first glimpse one gets of the ruins

is when a rounded tower appears through
the trees a mile or so distant, just a mo-
ment, and then no more till you are there.

It is Angkor Wat, the most recent, the
best preserved, the most classic and or-

nate of them all, though not the largest.

There are many others scattered about
this wide plain, including Angkor Tom,
only a mile away ; but these are all ruins,

indeed, while the wat might still be
called a building.

Standing in front of the temple grounds

(the word ivat means a temple), you see

a moat some 30 rods wide surrounding

the premises like a medieval castle, and
crossed by a stone causeway leading to

the main entrance. This entrance is

itself a massive tower, flanked by two
others only a little smaller, set in the

inclosing wall. The whole inclosure is

800 by 1,000 meters, and its area is

therefore 176 acres. Passing through

the entrance, you see the elevated stone

causeway, flanked by several small tem-

ples, leading up to the wat in the dis-

tance.

At a distance you get the effect of

lateral magnitude only, for the entire

structure or group of structures is sitting

flat on a level plain, unaspiring and al-

most uninspiring. Had it been placed

upon an eminence, and there is one not

many rods away—but what's the use?

The builders no doubt had their reasons,

and they can't give them now.
It is not a little surprising, however,

to look at the central tower and hear
that it is actually 65 meters, 213 feet,

from its summit to the level of the plain.

It is not till one enters the galleries

and begins to measure distances rela-

tively therefrom that the grandeur and
impressiveness of the conception begins

to make itself felt. Those same rounded
towers now spring aloft, and the inner

temple itself is raised above a surround-
ing gallery, which is in turn terraced

above an outer and surrounding gallery,

till the roof of the latter is on a level

with the base of the former. These two
encompassing galleries and the cruciform
temple building proper within them are

the main details in the ground plan of
the wat.

The material used throughout in the

construction is a grayish sandstone
which the French call "gres." It much
resembles marble in closeness and fine-

ness of grain, and it stands weathering
admirably. Where portions of the deco-

rative detail had been affectionately ca-

ressed and stroked by admiring hands,

the stone is as smooth as polished marble.

The effect of the color is certainly as

somber as could be conceived, and to see

it in ruins is painfully suggestive of the
grayness of death.
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STAIRWAY LEADING TO THE SANCTUARY OE THE CENTRAL. TOWER
Dieulefils Collection

ANGKOR WAT
It is twelve meters (40 feet) from bottom to top of stairway. The steps are unusually

high and very narrow, so that climbing them is not only difficult but dangerous. Note the
four carved figures in the left foreground and the delicate tracery carved above them. Almost
every square foot, outside and inside, of this temple bears some exquisite design, carved in

stone.

And all of these tons upon tons of

stone were brought from Pnom Coulen.
nearly 19 miles away. How, overland?
Impossible. If that submerged forest

could tell its own history we should
probably hear of a time when both Pnom
Coulen and Angkor were situated upon
the margin of Tonle Sap and the stone-

barges went to and fro between them.
But that triumphant forest, having driven
back the sea, has made a malarial marsh

near the ruins which is simply one of
its weapons offensive.

Cambodians, of course, can stand it,

and the flimsy shacks of the bonzes are
clustered about the base of the wat to-

day, keeping up the tradition of its origin

as a Buddhist monastery. The droning
of their voices sounds almost constantly
on the hot, drowsy air, as they read and
study aloud.

It is little heed they pay to the ever-

(231)
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Dieulefils Collection

DOORWAY OF THE SECOND GAEEERY : ANGKOR WAT
Above are to be seen the coils of the naga (serpent) inclosing about fifty of the heroes of the

Ramayana
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SOME CAMBODIAN BONZIJS ON PILGRIMAGE TO THE GREAT TEMPEE OE ANGKOR WAT

Thev come in their lono- yellow robes from all Siam and Cambodia and the monotonous

dronltlroft'elr voices as the'y read aloud increases rather than dimm.shes the lonesomeness

of the place.
(235)
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Dieulefils Collection

ANOTHER VlliVV OF THp; SMALL TEMPLE;

Note the richness of carving extending to the very top of the building
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PILASTERS, DEMI-VAULT, AND LINTEL, ALL SHOWING THE USUAL WEALTH OE
CARVED STONE : ANGKOR WAT

Every foot of the outer and inner walls of the galleries on every floor are richly deco-
rated. Divine figures or tevadas abound. Most of these feminine figures are of superb
expression and grace. Their rich head-dress is ornamented with jewels, the neck is decorated
with necklaces, and the arms and ankles ornamented with richly carved bracelets. Many of
the images are polished with the touch of generations of pilgrims (see also page 249)

(240)
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THE same; kind of situation SIMII.ARI.Y TREATED

The gates to the cloister in the central tower, where the Buddhist divinities are invoked

every day, are decorated with pilasters, richly carved. Divine persons, the tevadas, carrying

in their hands the lotus flower, are the most common images (see also page 249)

(241)
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Fourncreau Collection.

A PORTION OF THF CARVED WOODEN CEILING OE THE GALLERIES

Its principal purpose was to conceal the corbel arch, which was not intended to be ornamental.

Only a few pieces of this ceihng remain

(243)
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ENTABLATURE IN THE CRUCIFORM GALLERY OE THE TEMPLE AT ANGKOR WAT,

SHOWING THE EAMILIAR '^HEAVENLY DANCERS," THE RICH DECORATIONS

ABOVE, AND A PORTION OE THE WOODEN CEILING (SEE PAGE 243)
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i'lmi iicrc;iu Collection

anothe;r portion of th^: frieze; in the; samf tempIvF: angkor wat

wakeful plants, the grasses, shrubs, and
trees that are constantly at work prying
at the foundation stones and swaying
the columns. Already there are piles of

broken stone at the base of the walls,

like the talus at the foot of a cliff, the

outer decorations and unessential parts.

The halls and corridors are in the main
intact and need little more than cleaning

to be made habitable. No wonder that

with only the bonzes to look after the

wat it has long ago been given up to bats

and pigeons and filth—and silence. It is

a silence so lonesome and deathlike in

its isolation that one shudders in turning
a corner to find himself confronted by
a stony Buddha with uplifted hands, as

if imploring him not to disturb the re-

pose of the centuries.

If the mass of the structure is impres-
sive, the amount of decorative work done
upon it, to speak only quantitatively, is

still more so. Inside and outside, and
from top to bottom, it is a mass of carv-
ing in stone. A few blank spaces are to

be found about the building, and these

are generally in the main temple, re-

served for the work of the greater artists

who never came. Both the encircling

galleries consist of a row of square col-

umns on the outer side, an arch en cor-

heille above, and an inner wall with an
entablature for the whole colonnade.
And everything is decorated—the four
flat faces of the columns, the walls,

the entablature, and the wooden ceiling

which formerly rested upon it. conceal-

ing the arch which is unornamented.
Around the base of the structure is a

colonnade of clustered columns, which
may have been added as an afterthought
some centuries later. These much re-

semble the clustered columns of Moorish
architecture, except that the channeling
is not deep : and, furthermore, the capi-

tal much resembles the Byzantine. But
for the rest, you see the square column
everywhere, the same dimensions from
top to bottom ; long rows of them in

the galleries, a cruciform colonnade of
them on the terrace, or modified into
pilasters when adjacent to doorways.
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JUST A pie;ce; of stone; trackry at fragment of one; of thf anglfs of a
ANGKOR THOM FiTTLF TOWFR AT PIMFAN-ACAS

In the picture on the right, as in all of the work of these people, the treatment of the human
form is much inferior to that of the ornamental detail to be seen on every side

(248)



The best specimens of

the decorative art of Ang-

kor are to be found upon
these columns, especially

those in the form of

pilasters with the lintel

above them. Indeed, it is

doubtful if at its best it

can be surpassed—let us

say often surpassed, to be

very careful—by the best

that can be shown from
classic remains. Just a

few inches from the bot-

tom is usually to be found

a bearded Buddha, and
above, a tracery in stone,

the pattern of which is as

delicate and graceful as

fine embroidery.

The grotesque is some-
times employed on the ex-

terior in the form of a

modified faqade, or pedi-

ment, over an entrance,

the motif being sometimes
a dancing figure, or more
often an entanglement of

monkeys. It is to be

remembered that these

decorative designs liter-

ally "crowd the canvas,"

with an evident purpose

to leave no visible space

unadorned. True, many
of the designs are re-

peated over and over, but

the number and variety

are nevertheless amazing.

Probably the most in-

teresting of all the deco-

rations is the several series

of bas-reliefs, which are

first in the matter of

quantity. Here is a par-

tial summary of the pro-

cessional bas - reliefs of

this one structure

:

1. Battle between men
and monkeys—a favorite

theme— i6o feet long.

2. Battle between Hin-

dus and unknown ene-

mies, 1 60 feet long.

3. Hunting procession,

324 feet long.

4. Three more battle

processionals, 171, 219,

and 300 feet, respectively.

^^0im^ -.^sm

iMiunicrcau Collection

A oue;e;n with fivk tiaras: wall decoration in

THE CENTRAL TOWER: ANGKOR WAT
These are the principal decorative figures in the most con-

spicuous parts of the temple. The feet had to be put on some-

how, so the sculptor turned them sideways (see page 240).



Fouruereau Collection

A PORTION OF THE ENTABLATURE IN THE TEMPEE AT ANGKOR WAT,
SPIOWING GREAT RICHNESS OE ORNAMENTAL DETAIL

There are seven bands of designs separated by narrow ribbons scarcely less orna-
mental. These bands appear to be conventional yellow^ pond lilies, which abound in
that locality, and two are lotus-leaf designs, all carved in stone.
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A BEAUTIFUL, PIECE OE UACEWORK IN STONE
A part of the entablature, with the top of the supporting pillar, in the gallery of the

central tower. The grotesqueness of the dragon heads, refined and interwoven with the finer
lines, is characteristic of the whole work.
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Fournereau Collection

FALSE DOOR IN ONE OF THE TOWERS AT BAKONG, CARVED IN STONE

(255)
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i'ai.se; door at IvOley, in one; of the; towers

This is not lace, but carved stone. No finer example of Khmer workmanship can be found
than these so-called "false-doors." Count the figures

(356)
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ONE OF THE FAESE DOORS IN THE TOWER AT ME-BAUNE, WITH REMARKABLY BEAU-
TlFUE TRACERY IN STONE

Evidently the false door was intended only for decorative purposes. There are many of
these exquisite false doors in the various ruins of Cambodia (see map, page 225), but none
at Angkor, as they probably belong to a later and more refined age than that which saw the
Bayon, or even the Wat, erected.
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Fuurnereau Collection

one; of the; fifty-thre;e; towe;rs in the; structure; known as the; bayon
Showing the enormous Buddha faces looking toward the four cardinal points of the

compass. Not only in the 53 towers, but in many other parts of this ruin, these same faces are
found. Every one of the 53 towers had four of these faces (see page 271 and map, page 225).
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MASSIVE portal: part of ruins at kompong-chnang on the; mi;kong

One of the many places about the plains of Cambodia where the Khmers left their mark
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PORTION OF ONE 01^ THE BAS-RELIEES REPRESENTING A PRINCE IN HIS HOUSE SUR-

ROUNDED BY WOMEN : ANGKOR WAT

Tust below this bas-relief is one showing in a long series of illustrations the different

kinds of punishment inflicted. They are gruesome enough to satisfy the most cruel disposi-

tion (see page 271).
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Fournereau Collection

EXPLOIT OF HANAMUNT, KING OF THE MONKEYS: ANGKOR WAT

By means of his great strength he is able to seize two dragons, holding them in a position

where they are powerless, and strangle them by wrapping his legs around them

5. Procession of the 7-headed snake,

Naga, 126 feet long.

6. Procession of Paradise and Purga-
tory ; length undetermined ; at least 160

feet long.

It is in these processional bas-reliefs

that the life of the builders, the drama
of their existence, comes to the surface,.

if it comes at all. In the battle reliefs,

particularly, there is variety of subject

and detail, and the sculptor tells more
to the beholder of the present than he

ever intended. You see unknown armies

meeting, some with Hindu head-dresses,

but a great variety of others, including

not a few Greek helmets.
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ANOTHER DKTAII, IN THE COMBATS OF THE RAMAYANA : ANGKOR WAT

Both sides are armed with spear,

shield, cuirass, and war-club. The lead-

ers and commanders are armed with

swords, bows, and arrows, and are pro-

tected from the sun even in battle by
enormous umbrellas. They ride upon
elephants, horses, oxen, rhinoceroses,

ostriches, deer, and, as if this were not

enough, fabulous monsters the work of

the artistic imagination.

One would suppose this to be legend

rather than history ; yet there is the

coupe-coupe, still used by the natives for

beheading criminals, and there is the

identical pattern of the bullock cart in

which I rode over in the morning, still

(268)
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BATTLE BETWEEN MEN AND MONKEYS : ANGKOR WAT

This represents the center of the combat, where the opposing forces are joiiied The

antagonists are so crowded in the melee that there is no background left. This is the best

of the bas-reliefs, and is i6o feet long. The part here represented is no more than lo feet in

width. The panoramacontains more than i.ooo figures of men and monkeys, and, like all the

bas-reliefs, is carved in stone.

(269)
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usea as an instrument of torture. That
is convincing. This must be history.

The bas-rehefs on the front of the

building are by far the best. They are

detailed and developed quite conscien-

tiously as they understood things, and
are marked by considerable animation.

In two respects they are notably defi-

cient, namely, in the treatment of the

eyes and the feet. Whole rows and hun-

dreds of rows of men with eyes just

alike—not a particle of expression. And
then the feet—was there ever a race

of sculptors that didn't have trouble

with the feet? In this case everything

seems to have been tried by turns, by
different workmen, no doubt, and you
will see a yard or two of procession

where the bottoms of the feet are turned

outward toward the spectator, though
the artist meant you should regard them
as the tops instead ; then again a front

view of the men and side view of their

feet. Yes, the feet are as ancient as

primitive Greek or Egyptian.

The processional relief of Paradise

and Purgatory is, in fact, a triple pro-

cessional extending along the wall in

parallel order. In the lower, human in-

genuity is taxed to invent punishments
terrible enough to satisfy ; and it is inter-

esting to note that a great many of these

were rubbed smooth and shining by the

hands of the present day. The paradise

relief is really double, with the moder-
ately happy people in the lower and the

superlatively blessed sitting up above in

little alcoves, which look for all the world
like proscenium boxes at a theater.

One very interesting feature of the

hunting processional is that the kings

and other great ones are each honored
with an inscription, doubtless his name
and rank. So absolutely new and un-
known is all this that not a word has
been deciphered. Many of the columns
of the inner temple are covered with in-

scriptions, all awaiting the translator.

Angkor Tom is three and one-half by
four kilometers, or five and four-tenths
square miles, in extent ; that is to say,

over 19 times the size of Angkor Wat.
It is likewise surrounded by a wall,

which is pierced by imposing gateways.
Its principal ruins are the Bayon, the

Bapuon, and the Pimean Acas, with nu-

merous indistinguishable ruins within its

inclosures.

The bayon alone—with its 53 towers,

each with four Buddha faces looking

toward the four cardinal points of the

compass—was probably as large as the

wat. Conjecture says that this was the

royal treasury, and already cupidity has

been busy in a vain search for the sup-

posed treasures. Lofty trees reach high

in the air above these ruins, and the

monkeys and squirrels gambol in their

tops undisturbed. Pimean Acas is a

quadrilateral pyramid of colossal propor-
tions, but of forbidding appearance in

its present state ; though, like all the

others, it yields beautiful works in stone.

Who built these ruins, and when did

they build them?
We have already said that the Khmers

built them ; but who they were, where
they came from, when and why they

built, and, finally, why they disappeared,

nobody is yet able to answer with cer-

tainty. Tradition in the person of an
alleged Chinese historian says that a

powerful ruler once emigrated from
India with all his followers to escape a

still more powerful ruler ; that he subju-

gated the people he found here and put
them to work erecting these enormous
edifices of stone.

But there are inscriptions to be mas-
tered, which will be done some day, and
then we shall know more about the

subject. The letters closely resemble
those of the Siamese and the modern
Cambodian, and the work of decipher-

ing may not be difficult.

Incidentally it may be remarked that

the features of the men in the bas-reliefs

resemble in some respects those of the

Cambodians of the present day, and it

is not improbable that the key to the past

lies hidden in their monasteries. At
present the safest guess as to the date
of building is as follows

:

For Angkor Tom, the 9th century
A. D., or during the reign of Alfred the

Great in England. For Angkor Wat, the

I2th century, or 100 years after the

Norman Conquest.
There are those who venture to par-

ticularize far enough to say that in the
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fourth century B. C., a young prince of

Delhi made war upon his father for the

partition of his kingdom, was defeated

and banished with thousands of his

followers. They journeyed eastward,

crossed the Ganges, the Irriwaddy and
the Meinam, but did not cross the Me-
kong; for here they found primitive

tribes whom they easily subdued. Here
they established the kingdom of Cam-
bodia, reduced the Siamese, the Anna-
mites and all the tribes of the peninsula

of Indo-China to subjection, and became
very rich and powerful. In the course

of the centuries, they built several capi-

tals in diiTerent parts of their domin-

ions, of which Angkor Thom is the
largest. The Chinese historian, above
referred to, visited them in the thir-

teenth century, just before, as alleged,

they were overthrown by the Siamese
and Annamites. The account he gives of
their wealth and splendor is well nigh
unbelievable

;
yet their sources of wealth

were extraordinary, including as they did
the tribute of the subdued tribes, the

great fertility of the soil, and the ruby
mines of Battamberg, which are still in

operation. Could this have been the

fabled wealth of India which tempted
Columbus to venture westward, and
quite incidentally discover a new world?

THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

THE seventh annual banquet of

the National Geographic Society,

on January 26, was the largest

and most enthusiastic dinner in the his-

tory of the Society. Members were
present from all parts of the United
States. The special event of the even-
ing was the announcement of the elec-

tion of Mr. James Bryce, the British

Ambassador, as an honorary member
of the National Geographic Society, in

recognition of his personal contributions

to and interest in geographic science. A
unique feature of the menu were dates

grown in California, an account of which
is given on page 291.

The program of speeches follows

:

DR. HENKY GANNETT, PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

Ladies and gentlemen of the National
Geoyraphic Society: One year ago, when
I reported on the progress of the Soci-

ety, I stated that it contained 74,000
members. Tonight the Society contains

107,000 members. This great member-
ship enables it to be a very powerful
factor, especially in the matter of diffu-

sion of geographic knowledge, for which
purpose the Society publishes the Na-
tional Geographic Magazine. A year
ago it was said that the magazine was

just as good as it could be, but our mem-
bers think it has improved during the

year. Today the Society publishes other

works for the increase and diffusion of
geographic knowledge. During the past

year the Society has kept close watch of

the volcano at Bogoslof, a little volcano
which once or twice or three times a year

goes on a rampage.
We are fortunate tonight in the fact

that Dr. Graham Bell has consented to

act as toastmaster. As you know, he
was President of this Society for many
years, and it is largely due to his efforts

that the present prosperity of this Soci-

ety has come. I take great pleasure in

introducing to you Dr. Alexander Gra-
ham Bell.

THE national geographic SOCIETY, BY
dr. ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen

of the National Geographic Society: In
thanking you for the honor conferred
upon me by selecting me to preside over
this meeting as toastmaster, allow me to

congratulate President Gannett and the

National Geographic Society upon the

continued growth and prosperity of the

Society. Do you realize that this growth
and prosperity is unprecedented in the

history of the world? There has never
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Ijeen in the history of the world a scien-

tific society that has increased in influ-

ence and power as the National Geo-
graphic Society.

As I have been associated with the

Society since its very inception, you may
perhaps pardon me for speaking for a

few minutes of the Society itself, and
of the causes that have led to this great

growth. In the year 1888 the Society

was organized under a national charter

"to promote the increase and diffusion

•of geographic knowledge." Just think

what that means : To promote the study

of the zvorld upon zvhich zve live. A
truly great object for a little, feeble

organization to undertake. At that time

we had only about 200 members.
The Society had no endowment, noth-

ing coming to it but the membership
fees. No millionaire has since come for-

v^^ard to help us out, and yet today the

Society has a great endowment raised

li)y its own efforts. We have now an
annual surplus, over and above all the

running expenses of the Society, amount-
ing last year to $43,000—a surplus to be
devoted to the promotion of geographic
science. Why, that is equivalent to more
than four per cent upon an investment
of $1,000,000. We never had to take

off our hats to any multi-millionaire for

having endowed the Society with a mil-

lion dollars; we have done it ourselves.

THE EARLY DAYS OF THE SOCIETY

When I come to look back upon our
early days, what a different condition of

things prevailed. We had only about
one thousand members and the Society

was living from hand to mouth. Like
Tnany other scientific societies, we consti-

tuted a strictly technical organization.

We supported the National Geo-
graphic Magazine, at that time a valu-

able technical journal that every one put

upon his library shelf and very few
people read. It was valuable, it was im-

portant, but did not contribute anything

to the financial support of the Society.

In spite of the fact that the members
of the Board of Managers and all the

officers of the Society, including the)

•editor of the magazine, served without

pay; and in spite of the fact that our
lecturers, as a rule, cost us nothing ex-

cepting an occasional honorarium to

cover traveling expenses, our income,

being derived exclusively from member-
ship fees, was hardly sufficient to pay
the printer's bill for the magazine, the

rent of our lecture hall, and the ordinary

running expenses of the Society. Deficits

were by no means unknown.
We had no permanent home. Half an

office room constituted our headquarters,

and in shifting from one building to an-

other, as happened more than once, a

feeling of unpermanency ensued and
valuable material was in danger of loss.

Then the use of the Hubbard Me-
morial Building was offered to us in

memory of our first president—Gardiner
Greene Hubbard—and for the first time

we possessed a permanent habitation

that in its beauty spoke of the position

to which we aspired. But it threatened

to be a white elephant, for we did not

even have the means to provide for its

lighting or to take proper care of it.

It became a matter of vital necessity

for the Society to increase its member-
ship. Necessity spurred the Board of

Managers into activity ; and they adopted
a new policy—unique, so far as I know,
in the history of science. I do not know
of any other scientific society that has

ever adopted it, and I do not know of

any other society that has succeeded as

the National Geographic Society has

done. Now, how was this accomplished ?

First of all, instead of limiting our
membership to strict geographers, we
threw open the doors of membership to

all who desired to promote the increase

and diffusion of geographic knowledge.
We had a membership of one thousand
m the District of Columbia ; we had
ninety millions of people outside of the

District of Columbia to whom we could

appeal for an increase in our member-
ship, but all we had to reach these out-

side members was our magazine. Our
Washington members enjoyed the course
of lectures, but the outside members
would have nothing but a magazine to

hold them to the Society, and the ques-
tion was, how could we hope to interest
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thousands and thousands of people in a

strictly technical geographic magazine.

It was obviously necessary to change

the character of the magazine and to

adapt it to interest a larger circle of non-

technical members. We adopted this

policy with an aim to making the maga-
zine support the Society. We did not

mean to lower the scientific standard of

the magazine and make it simply popu-

lar, but we wanted to add certain fea-

tures that would be of interest to every-

body.

But in starting out to make a magazine

that would support the Society, instead

of the Society being burdened with the

magazine, a man was of the first neces-

sity ; if we did not get the right man the

whole plan would be a failure, and I

can well remember how our Board of

Managers discussed this proposed plan,

and the difficulty of getting a man, and
how the idea was laughed at that we
should ever reach a membership of

lo.ooo. Why, it was ridiculous. Geog-
raphy, the dryest subject of all in our

schools, how could you expect a mem-
bership of 10,000 in the United States

alone

!

As I said, in the beginning, we found
it necessary to get the proper man, but

fortunately we found him. A young
man who had made a very brilliant rec-

ord at Amherst College was engaged as

assistant editor of the magazine to stir

up these new ideas, and to put new life

into the scientific journal. But the So-

ciety did not have the money to pay his

salary ; that had to be raised by voluntary

contributions from interested members.
And so Mr. Gilbert H. Grosvenor com-
menced his work in 1899. He speedily

captured the Society—and incidentally

he captured one of my daughters.

Mr. Grosvenor later became Editor

and then Director of the work of the

Society. We have been very fortunate

in securing his services, and with the

intelligent action of an unusually fine

Board of Managers, and the cordial

support of the members of the Society,

the success of the Society has been se-

cured. We have increased to 107,000

members and we are still on the upgrade.

There is no reason to suppose that we
are going to stop growing.

THU PRESIJN'T CONDITION OF THE; SOCIETY

Our magazine has become the greatest

educational journal of the world. It

goes to thousands of schools. Its circu-

lation is greater than that of the Cen-
tury Magazine, Harper's Magazine, or
Scribner's ; it is as large as that of

World's Work, Revieiv of Reviezvs, or
The Outlook, and our outlook is as good.

There is no reason why the circulation

of our magazine should not increase, and
there is no reason why the National Geo-
graphic Society should not be placed in

the possession of an endowment fund
for geographic research, of its own mak-
ing, many times that w^hich it now pos-

sesses.

Progress in securing ways and means
has been accompanied by difficulties in

other directions. So far as scientific

discussion is concerned, the Society has
been swamped by its own success. In

the old days we had a small scientific

society that would meet at the Cosmos
Club for the purpose of carrying on
technical discussions. Now we cannot
do that. We cannot even meet in our
own beautiful home on Sixteenth Street

for this purpose, for we have grown too

large. Who can discuss questions in the

presence of one or two thousand people ?

Even our most technical lectures were
attended by too many persons to be ac-

commodated in our own hall at the Hub-
bard Memorial Building. Even the

largest lecture hall in Washington has
been found insufficient to receive the

large audiences that crowd to our lec-

tures.

We tried the experiment this year of

having each lecture repeated, once in

the afternoon and again in the evening,

and to our surprise the hall is crowded
upon both occasions. The question of

how to revive scientific discussions has

been a perplexing matter for the Board
of Managers.

It has been proposed on various oc-

casions to elect Fellows to the Society,

and then have meetings of those Fel-

lows for technical discussions. There
has been considerable feeling, however,

against a class distinction of this kind,

which is all very well in a monarchical

country, where aristocratic distinctions
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are recognized, but is somewhat out of

place in a republic like the United States.

Another plan is now working itself

out which I think will afford the final

solution of the problem. All large bodies

act through committees, and we have in

the Society a Committee on Research,

which guides us in our appropriations of

money for that purpose. There is no
reason why that committee should not be

enlarged, and it is now proposed to meet
the question of scientific discussion in the

Society by the enlargement of the Re-
search Committee into a. small society

within the Society, which can meet in

the Hubbard Memorial Hall to discuss

scientific matters.

In relation to our contributions to

science we are now able to do what has

not been possible for us before—con-

tribute substantially to the support of

geographic research, under the direction

of our Research Committee.
We have not done very much in this

respect in the past. We thought, while

we had the opportunity, we had better

look out for the Society itself first, and
form a sinking fund in case of an
emergency. We have over $100,000 in

that fund now and are beginning to de-

vote a larger and larger amount each

year for research.

We commenced by sending small ex-

peditions to study the volcanoes of

Mont Pelee and La Soufriere. We also

sent representatives to the Arctic re-

gions, and did what we could, in a small

v/ay, to help Peary's last expedition

which discovered the North Pole.

There is one subject that is of pro-

found interest to us all, the glacial

period in America, the time about when
man made his first appearance on the

earth. How can we study that glacial

period ? Surely it would be best to begin

by studying the living glaciers of the

world. A great deal is being done in

this direction in Europe, and especially

in Norway ; but we have in Alaska a

glacier system unrivalled by the rest of

the world, the study of which may throw
great light upon the explanation of the

glacial period itself.

The National Geographic Society has

supported for three years past a special

expedition in Alaska, to study the gla-

ciers of that country, under the leader-

ship of Prof. Ralph S. Tarr, of Cornell
University, and Prof. Lawrence Martin,
of the University of Wisconsin. A
popular account of these explorations
has been printed in the National Geo-
graphic Magazine ; and the great vol-

ume, giving the scientific results of this

work, upon which we have already ex-

pended over $18,000, is expected to be
published this year, in October. It will

be one of the first contributions to geo-
graphic knowledge published by the So-
ciety.

We have been amply able to encour-
age the researches of individual members
by publishing the results in the Na-
tional, Geographic Magazine, but this

will be the first great work showing the
activity of the Society itself in the field

of geographic research.

ELECTION OE ^IR. BRYCE TO HONORARY
MEMBERSHIP

We are honored tonight by the pres-

ence of one the world always delights to

honor. His Excellency the British Am-
bassador.

The members of the Geographic So-
ciety are especially interested in James
Bryce and his career, from the fact that

his inherent bent since boyhood has been
geography. When he was only twenty
years of age he made a special examina-
tion of the flora of the Island of Arran
and at twenty-one published an account
of his studies. We probably all of us
know something of his well-known work
on "Trans-Caucasia and Ararat." I be-

lieve he was the first, or one of the first,,

since Biblical times, to reach the sum-
mit of Mount Ararat. I do not know
whether he has been in the habit of
climbing mountains ever since, but I no-
tice that in 1899 he was president of the
Alpine Club.

However, that has not been the sub-
ject that has especially interested us in

his career. It is his profound study of
peoples and countries and customs. We
have learned more about our own insti-

tutions from Mr. Bryce's book on "The
American Commonwealth" than we ever
knew before. I do not think the British
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government ever did a more tactful or

a more graceful thing for the Ameri-

can people than to send to this country

as their representative the author of

"The American Commonwealth." They
sent us a man who understood us and a

man who understood our institutions.

But Mr. Bryce's knowledge is not limited

to the United States. His great work
on "Impressions in South Africa" shows

him to be just as much a master of

Africa as he is of America. Indeed I

doubt not but that he owes his pre-

eminence as a statesman to the profound

knowledge of countries and peoples that

he possesses that can be utilized by the

British government.
Your Excellency, the National Geo-

graphic Society recognizes very fully

your eminence in geographical research

of the very highest type, researches re-

lating to the countries and peoples and
institutions of the world, and I have been

requested by the Board of Managers to

announce tonight that they have elected

you an honorary member of this Society.

We cannot hope. Your Excellency, to

add honor, or to confer honor, upon one

so eminent as yourself, but the Society

-will confer honor upon itself by adding

your name to the list of eminent men
who constitute the honorary membership
•of the Society.

ADDRESS BY THE BRITISH AMBASSADOR,
MR. JAMES BRYCE

President Gannett, Dr. Graham Bell,

.ladies and gentlemen of the National

Geographic Society: I thank you most
lieartily for the very high honor you
"have done me in electing me an honorary

-member of your Society. There is no

honor that could come to me which I

shall prize and cherish more, because I

'"know of the long career of this Society,

-of the admirable work it has done and is

doing for geographic exploration and re-

search and of the new fields into which,

as Mr. Bell has told you, it is always

pushing its way.
You said, Mr. Bell, and I heard what

you said with very great pleasure be-

cause it seems to me that your friend-

ship has enabled you to understand what

I feel, that there is nothing I am so fond

of and nothing I have been all my life

so interested in as geography. In fact,

it sometimes occurs to me I have mis-
taken my vocation in life. It might have
been better to have chosen the vocation
of a traveler and describer of countries,

rather than that of a lawyer, or writer,

or politician, because there is, in my
opinion, no pleasure comparable to that

of studying the earth on which we live

and endeavoring to obtain a knowledge
of what the Creator has given to the

dififerent peoples on this earth, of that

which it contains, and how the course
of human events, from the time of the

prehistoric ages down to the fuller light

of our own time, has been determined by
the physical circumstances under which
the various races of mankind have been
led in their several careers.

Whichever way you look at it, whether
as the gradual unfolding of the forces of

the human intellect, or as evidence of the

wise and beneficent purposes of our
Creator, there is no subject of more in-

terest and better fitted to suggest pro-

found contemplations than the history

of mankind in relation to the history of

the earth on which we live, and it is a
history the full meaning of which is

never completely unfolded, because every
succeeding age adds something to it.

I feel, therefore, ladies and gentlemen,
that there is nothing that the man who
loves this earth and who loves his fellow-

men ought to desire more than to devote
himself to this inquiry, and certainly

there is no better way than being ad-

mitted as a member to your Society,

which is laboring in that glorious task.

It is very hard, ladies and gentlemen,

to find anything to say that has not been
better said by many of your members,
who could claim a much fuller knowl-
edge than I can upon the purpose and
methods of geographic research ; but

when I was thinking of previous meet-

ings at which I have had the pleasure

of attending, it occurred to me on one

occasion there came up for discussion

the possible exhaustion of the field of

geographic exploration. It has at these

meetings been pointed out how much of

the earth there was which was unex-
plored and unknown in the days when
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you and I, Mr. Bell, were boys ; when
the map of Central Africa was one large

empty space, with a little line of emi-

nences, called the Mountains of the

Moon, drawn across it ; when the inte-

rior of Asia was almost unknown ; when
the Arctic regions had been so imper-

fectly explored that it was not known
that Greenland was an island, or that

there existed a Northwest passage, and
even when among the regions better

known there were practically many tracts

unsurveyed.
More work has been done within the

last sixty years than I suppose was done
in the one hundred and fifty years pre-

ceding, and it is true there does not

now remain very much of the earth's

surface with which we have not some
acquaintance. Africa has been entirely

opened up, especially by the journeys of

Prejevalsky, Younghusband, and Sven
Hedin, and years- of study have given

us a pretty complete knowledge of Cen-
tral Asia.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GEOGRAPHICAIv
SOCIKTIES

While traveling in South America a

year and a half ago it occurred to me
that there is another branch of descrip-

tive geographical science the importance
of which is only beginning to dawn upon
us, and which may occupy us for a long
time to come, even after we have come
to know the surface of the earth in the

sense in which the surveyor knows it.

What I refer to is the discovery of the

possibilities of each part of the earth for

supporting the life of man and for sub-

serving human industries.

It is extraordinary how much has.

been aQComplished of late years in that

direction. Take your own country:
There were large tracts of your western
regions which were supposed to be un-
profitable. You have succeeded in utiliz-

ing those waste tracts in three ways, one
of them an old way, but two of them
new. The old way was that of irriga-

tion, which 3'ou have conducted in your
West upon a grand scale, both in results

and in example. The results have very
much benefited a large population by
enabling them to use what were once

useless deserts. The example is stimu-

lating Australia and South Africa.

The process of dry farming has made
available tracts which were previously

considered useless, and now we all trust

that by the application of those methods
a happy and prosperous population may
grow up in parts of your territories and
in ours where formerly the want of rain

forbade tillage. Speaking as a Briton,

I desire to tender to you and those of

your scientific men who have worked in

that field our thanks for your discover

ies, which promise to be of the utmost
service to arid tracts of the British Em-
pire dominions in India, as well as large

parts of Australia and South Africa.

The third method, not so fully de-

veloped, but which I believe has a great

promise for the future, is that of dis-

covering the plants which are fit for

growing in dry regions and for support-

ing live stock there. I believe the

botanical surveys going on under the

auspices of your Agricultural Depart-

ment open up a prospect of making
available for the support of live stock

large tracts now unprofitable, simply by
finding plants that can live in dry re-

gions and furnishing" food for animals in

deserts previously barren. That is an
illustration of what is being done in this

country. The same thing is true of

Canada, where we have discovered that

grass can be grown and large cereal

crops raised on regions that were hith-

erto considered incapable of producing
any growth.
What I wanted to mention to you

particularly was a very interesting and
scientific study which presents prac-

tically the opposite problem, the prob-

lem of a country where there is not too

cold a climate, but too hot a climate
;"

where there is not too dry a sky, but too

wet a sky, and where the question is

whether man will be able to resist the

tremendous forces of nature, and so to

turn to account the appliances of mod-
ern science that by their help we may
render useful to man a vast region,

which a torrid sun and torrential rainfall

have hitherto rendered unavailable.

The region which I speak of is almost
the last part of the surface of this globe
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which remains unutihzed. You have
all noticed how rapidly the population
of the globe has expanded and how
rapidly it continues to expand, and how
it looks as if before very long, within the

course of a century or two, there will

hardly be upon many parts of the world
comfortable standing room left for the

population.

THE vast unexplored REGIONS OE
SOUTH AMERICA

It therefore becomes of greatest im-
portance to ascertain what regions can
be made available for producing food

and for the habitation of man that have
not been touched as yet. The largest of

those, I suppose, is to be found in the

vast central area of South America,
which consists of the basin of the great

River Amazon and the basin of the

Purana and other tributaries of the Rio
de La Plata. You have there a region to

be measured by many thousands of

square miles, which is at present in-

habited only by a few wandering Indian
tribes, most of them in the very lowest

stage of savagery. Latterly the bands
of rubber gatherers have been pene-
trating into some of the districts, and it
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is to be 'feared in some districts working
Tnuch evil upon these helpless tribes,

whom they have forced into a sort of

slavery. Rubber has become an article

of great commercial value, and, as the

owners of automobiles know, it has be-

come a commodity in which there is a

great deal of speculation and of which
the price has latterly tended to rise.

This enormous area is traversed by
gigantic rivers, but the navigation of

these rivers is interrupted at some
points, and at some of the important

points where it is interrupted engineers

are at work constructing railroads. A

year ago I had the pleasure of meeting

an American engineer in Bolivia who
was at work on the shore of one of these

rivers for the purpose of opening up its

territory by making a line from the lower

navigable parts to the upper. This

enormous region, almost as large as the

United States, leaving out Alaska—for

it includes a very large part of Brazil

and large parts of Bolivia, Peru, Ecua-
dor, Colombia, Paraguay, and Argen-
tina—is very hot and it has a very wet
climate.

In the rainy seasons the great rivers

that traverse it rise so that they flood
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their banks for fifty, or one hnndred,

or two liundred miles on each side, and
it has been usually supposed by those

who have explored this country along

the rivers that, owing to these floods and
owing to this climate, it would be im-

possible to turn the country to account,

because the amazing energy of nature,

making things grow faster than they can

be cut down, renders it impossible to

keep the land open for the service of

man. I have been told there have been

recently discovered all through this area

elevated grounds which are perfectly fit

for human habitation and cultivation

and where settlements can be established.

When that has been done it will be pos-

sible to consider the still larger problems
of reclaiming the lands below and mak-
ing them also available.

I suggest this to you as one of the most
interesting and remarkable problems
which will remain to be solved during

the next fifty years. With all the re-

sources of geographical science, includ-

ing those branches allied to it, such as

botany, geology, and meteorology, it will

be the task of geography and those allied

sciences to consider this South Ameri-
can region from the point of view of its

adaptability to human use, and there

will be nothing more interesting for

those of you who are still young than

to follow and to watch during the next

fifty years the process of seeing what
human science can do to reclaim these

lands for the service of man. I suggest

this to you, ladies and gentlemen, as one

of the new fields into which geographical

science will advance, one of those direc-

tions in which our powers of invention

and application will be tested. I say that

with particular pleasure to you here, be-

cause you belong to the nation that has

completed the greatest work man has

ever attempted upon the surface of this

planet.

PANAMA CANAL

Nobody can visit the Isthmus of

Panama ; nobody can look at that canal

and its immense locks, and at that won-
derful cutting through Golden Hill at

Culebra ; nobody can think of the his-

tory of that Isthmus and the results

which the opening of the canal may have
on commerce, politics, and international

relations of the great peoples of the
world, without feeling that you have
done a work such as has never been
done before, and such as can never be
done again, for there is no other isthmus
whereon to do it.

As this may be deemed to be an ap-
propriate opportunity for me, I would
like, if I may presume to do so, to say
on behalf of my countrymen, who have
also had a great deal to do in exploring
the outlying parts of the world and in

helping to carry forward civilization and
to open up commerce along many lines

—

how much we appreciate and how much
we admire what American energy and
skill prompted by an altruistic regard
for the interests of the whole world has
been doing at Panama. It is with high
ideals before your minds that you have
undertaken this work, trusting that all

mankind will profit by it, and when the

Isthmanian Canal has been opened to

the commerce of all nations on equal

terms the world will feel that you have
done for it a service never to be for-

gotten.

the: toastmaste;r, dr. bell

I am sure we were all interested in

His Excellency's remarks about the

great work done by our agricultural de-

partment. Before introducing the next
speaker I would direct your attention to

one of the products of plant immigra-
tion into the United States. You will

find upon the table in front of you a

souvenir of American-grown dates, and
if you think that it is an easy task to

introduce plants from abroad into this

country read the little story of explora-

tion that shows the history of those

dates (see pages 278-279).
There is no part of the earth's surface

that is attracting more attention at the

present moment than Persia. We are

all interested in Persia, the land of ro-

mance of the past, and now our heart

goes out to Persia in her troubles I am
sure that we shall listen with great in-

terest to the remarks of the present rep-

resentative of the Persian people in

America, Mirza Ali Kuli Kahn.
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mirza ali kuli kahn, charge
d'affaires of pfrsia

Mr. Bell, ladies and gentlemen of the

National Geographic Society: It is in-

deed a high honor conferred upon me by
this Society to invite me to say a few
words to you this evening. It may be
because I belong to a nation which is

one of the oldest occupants of a geo-

graphical situation on this earth that I

have been called upon to contribute a

word or two to the discussions of this

evening.

What may be looked upon as most ap-

propriate to touch upon in the course of

the remarks I am going to make would
be the inner side of the activities of this

Society itself. The outer and scientific

side of it has been so thoroughly repre-

sented by the speakers before me that

you might perhaps be interested now to

hear something of my understanding of

the inner aim of this Society. To me,
the chief duty and activity of this So-
ciety is its moral and spiritual efficiency

—

chiefly the work it is doing for the peace
of nations.

From time immemorial there have
been here and there men who have been
seeking knowledge by travelling through-
out the world, believing that by so doing
they would be able to secure knowledge
and diffuse it among their own people,

and thus make the knowledge of one
nation common to another, and prepare
the way for a day when a better under-
standing shall exist between the nations

of the world.

Belonging to an ancient nation, I may
call your attention to the records of our
history, which starts from a remote an-

tiquity. As far back as 260 years before

the deluge of Noah, there lived in Persia

King Tahmooreth the Div-band, the

king who subdued the demon of evil.

He is famed for having transformed it

into a horse and ridden upon its back,

and the old records affirm that as long

a? he lived and rode upon the back of

that horse evil had no activity and peace

reigned. He is also looked upon as the

first man who gave us the alphabet, the

letters, and bestowed the arts upon the

people of my country.

Later on in our history we find other

instances of men who, actuated by the

spirit of search for higher knowledge,
journeyed far in order to secure and
introduce it among their own people for

the enlightenment of their own race.

Among such men three stand lofty,

especially before the eyes of the western
world, because of their connection with
the spiritual history of the Christian na-
tions. I refer to the "Three Wise Men"
who went over from the southern city of

Kashan, 120 miles south of Teheran, led

by the stars of guidance into that land
and into that humble village wherein the

greatest Prince of Peace was born to

illumine humanity.

Another instance preceding that period
by over four centuries is that of the

great Kings Cyrus and Darius, the first

beneficent act of whose reign, in order
thereby to express to the world their love

for peace, was to give liberty to the

people of Israel whom they found in

the Chaldean captivity, and to send them
back, under their own leaders, to the

land of their fathers, and to defray the

expenses of the restoration of the glor-

ious temple of Solomon, which was de-

stroyed by Nebuchadnezzer some seventy
years before.

Thus they demonstrated to the world
their love for peace, because one might
almost take that act of generosity by
Cyrus as due to a prophetic insight into

the future of that race which was to

produce the Prince of Peace for the

world. It was for this consideration

that the prophets of Israel spoke of
Cyrus as the "Anointed of the Lord"
in the Holy Writ.

Even in the introduction into Persia

of the religious movement of the Ara-
bian Prophet we find a further trend to-

wards search for higher knowledge and
a reaching of the hand for the higher,

the better. For the Persians carried out
the saying of the Arabian Prophet, "Seek
ye for knowledge, even though it be
necessary to go to China." You have
this statement of the Arabian Prophet,
which clearly contradicts the saying at-

tributed to Kaliff Omar in connection
with the reported burning of the Alex-
andrian library.

It is not to be considered that this
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spirit, ir the people of Persia, of search

for knowledge ended with the old Per-

sians. No ! It is due to this same spirit

of desire for the knowledge of the pres-

ent times that we find the Persians of

today seeking with the utmost humility

the highest things of modern civilization.

Yea, it is this spirit which has compelled

them to kneel before the principles of

the grept fathers of western liberty, and
eagerly absorb those liberal ideas, which
has enabled them, not in the course of a

century, not in the course of fifty years,

but in the course of six years, to estab-

lish amongst themselves a free form of

government which has commanded the

respect, the sympathy, and the admiration
of the liberty-loving and truth-seeking

nations of the world.

There was a time in the world's his-

tory, my friends, when peace, in a uni-

versal sense, was the furthest point

from the mind of man. We see that in

about seven or eight hundred years be-

fore Christ the wisest among the Greek
philosophers, called Thales, would boast

of the fact and pray to the gods that he

was born a "Greek" and not a "bar-

"barian." They were so set in their ideas,

those ancients, that they glorified in a

magnificent aloofness from the rest of

the world.

Today, on the contrary, the highest

thinkers and exponents of the moral en-

ergy of humanity advocate the brother-

hood of men. Such earnest advocates

are not fanciful dreamers, but they are

the great law-givers, law-makers, and
executives of the human race. Among
those great executives you people of this

great country are to be especially con-

gratulated, because among the noted

executives of the world the great Presi-

dent of the greatest republic the world
has ever seen is the chief exponent and
standard bearer of the cause of interna-

tional arbitration. Not only an inter-

national arbitration in the sense that the

ancients understood it, to wit, that two
strong nations would come together and
become friends in order to crush their

weaker brother, not at all in the sense

of the survival of the strongest, by which
"the strongest" was often meant the one
who could further weaken his weak

brother, but in the sense of the lordly

man whose strength lay in his ability

to strengthen his weaker brother into

higher strength.

It is for this positive nature of your
activity that you and your great Presi-

dent are exalted and praised among the

people of this world, for you are the

standard bearers of that noble cause,

which is the chief aim of this enlightened
century. I thank you.

the; toastmaster, dr. bijll

A message from one of our most dis-

tinguished members. President Taft.

The President had intended to be with
us this evening, but owing to the very
inclement weather and a lingering cold

his physician has forbidden him to go
out. He wishes the Society continued
success in its splendid work, and exceed-
ingly regrets not being able to be with
us. President Taft has honored the So
ciety by attending three of our gather-

ings since he became President of the

United States, and our disappointment is

great that we cannot again welcome him
tonight.

As we cannot afford much time for

introductory speeches, I shall merely say

that our next speaker is one who is

abundantly able to speak for himself.

I must confess that it is with some fear

and trembling that I venture to introduce

Doctor Harvey W. Wiley. However he
may comment on our dinner and the

pure food ofifered for our consumption,
let me assure Doctor Wiley in all seri-

ousness that we look upon him as one
of the great benefactors of our country.

DOCTOR harve;y w. wile;y

Mr. SymposiarcJi, Your Excellency the

British Ambassador, Ministers of For-
eign Countries and Angels of Grace of
Washington: I can assure you, Mr.
Toastmaster, that your fear and trem-

bling was by no means equal to mine.

This I may say is my debut as a speaker

on geographic subjects. I rely upon
that great rule of oratory, ignorance,

which has always been such a "present

help" to the orator. Just in proportion

as our knowledge increases our eloquence

diminishes, and I am ambitious, in so
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far as mere oratory is concerned, to be
one of those, as was said of anotlier

speal^er, who depends on his imagination

for his facts and on his memory for his

eloquence.

I was particularly impressed with the

delicacy of the invitation which I had to

speak here tonight when Mr. Grosvenor
told me I might have six minutes. As I

am known as an after-dinner speaker

who never uses over four or five minutes,

I consider that a compliment and an in-

vitation to extend my remarks. The
story of the growth of the Society as

told by the toastmaster touched me
greatly, because when this Society began
to grow a very intimate friend of mine
who resides in New Orleans sent me a

letter and enclosed in that letter a num-
ber of postal cards, and asked me to take

the matter up with the Post-Office De-
partment. He said a certain organization,

which he was certain was a fake organi-

zation, was trying to secure two dollars

from him under false pretenses.

I followed with great interest the re-

marks of the Ambassador from Great
Britain and the story which he gave
you of the discovery of the interior of

South America, in a country where he
says there are only a few wild bands of

Indians. I have just read a story of

that country and am sorry to say those

Indians are what you would call col-

lateral cannibals ; their chief food is

monkey.
I am glad that I live in an age when

it is not necessary longer to wander into

distant regions to learn geography. All

we have to do now is to sit still in easy
chairs and our great men bring the world
before us. Last year I had the great

pleasure of hearing Admiral Peary lay

bare the secrets of the North Pole in

such vivid language and with such per-

fect satisfaction that I at once gave up
my desire to visit that locality. A short

time ago I sat in a comfortable seat in

a theatre and saw the whole of the

gorgeous parade of the coronation of
King George the Fifth, all for the small

sum of five cents. One week ago to-

night I went with Professor Nitobe over
the whole of that beautiful Island of
Formosa and saw it in all its beauty and

grandeur, at a smaller sum than five

cents. So all that we have to do is to

sit still and let the world come to us.

Do you know that the first wanderings
of man, the first geographical explora-

tions were caused by that universal need,

food? If man had not needed food he
would have still been an animal in situ

and would have never moved from his

domestic realm. It was the desire for

food that first led man to wander, and it

is that same desire that impels most of
the exploration today. Just as the Am-
bassador said, we do not go into Brazil
for the fun of it, but go there to get a
greater supply of food for mankind.

However, we only have to sit down
to a banquet, as here tonight, to have the
geography of the whole world unfolded
to us. We have olives from Italy, we
have tea from Japan, we have coffee
from Arabia, we have wine from the
Rhine and the Gironde, we have meat
from Chicago, we have butter—no, we
have no butter because the small price

of five dollars per plate would not permit
it. But, thanks to Mr. Burleson, we can
have low-taxed oleomargarine next year.
And so the whole world passes in re-

view. I was struck with the delicate

compliment to me that my name was
printed right on the program, though
pronounced wrong. I was pleased with
the fact that at least one of the dishes
we have had tonight was safe and sound,
namely the "sound oysters." I hope that
is no reflection upon the rest of the pro-
gram. But even a meal like this is

nothing but an exploration, and we are
all on voyages of discovery.

We sit at a table delightfully spread
And teeming with good things to eat,

And daintily finger the cream-tinted bread.
Just needing to make it complete

A film of the butter so yellow and sweet,
Well suited to make every minute

A dream of delight, and yet while we eat
We cannot help asking "What's in it?"

O maj^be this bread contains alum and chalk,

Or sawdust chopped up very fine,

Or gypsum in powder about which they talk

Terra alba just out of the mine

;

And our faith in the butter is apt to be weak,
For we haven't a good place to pin it,

Annatto's so yellow and beef fat so sleek,

Oh, I wish I could know what is in it

!
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The pepper perhaps contains cocoanut shells,

And the mustard is cotton-seed meal

;

The coiTee in sooth of baked chickory smells,

And the terrapin tastes like roast veal.

The wine which you drink never heard of a

grape,

But of tannin and coal-tar is made,
And you could not be certain, except by the

shape,

That the eggs by a chicken were laid.

And the salad that bears such an innocent look,

And whispers of fields that are green,

Is covered with germs, each armed with a hook,

To grapple with liver and spleen.

No matter how tired, and hungry, and dry.

The banquet how fine, don't begin it

Till you think of the past and the future and
sigh,

, . . ^
Oh ! I wonder, I wonder, what s m it?

the: toastmaster, dr. bell

Our next speaker is our own Vice-

President, Mr. Tittmann, the head of

the Coast and Geodetic Survey of the

United States, and he surely needs no

introduction to his own Society.

VICE-PRESIDENT O. H. TITTMANN

Mr. Toastmaster, ladies and gentle-

men: It is the plan of the managers of

this Society to have at its annual dinner

at least one address which shall present

some important aspect of geographic

science.

Descriptive geography has readily

commanded the attention of the reader,

whether he lived in the time of Herodo-
tus, of Humboldt, or of the National
Geographic Magazine. My theme,

however, relates to certain fundamental

operations concerning geography which

are not well known and the importance

of which is not as well understood,

though they mark the progress of civili-

zation. These operations furnish us

with our knowledge of the size and fig-

ure of the earth, which is the very foun-

dation of geographic science. Through
them it will ultimately be possible to

introduce uniform accuracy in the map
of the world, now being constructed by
international cooperation on a uniform
scale. They are of far-reaching impor-

tance in many fields allied to geography.
Through them we measure the distances

of the heavenly bodies by means of a

yard-stick.

In the absence of our accustomed lan-

tern slides, let me ask you to picture to

yourself a globe on which you will note
that three-quarters of the surface repre-
sented is water and only one-quarter
land. The trigonometric surveys con-
ducted on this one-quarter of the globe
by the various governments of the world
are the basis of all mensurational geog-
raphy. Picture to yourselves the net-
work of existing triangulation depicted
on the globe and you will find all Europe,
excepting Turkey and the Balkan States,

well covered. Russia has extended a
thread of triangulation eastward into

Asia. The great trigonometrical survey
of India has covered that vast country
with a monumental survey. The Feder-
ated Malay States are extending their

triangulation. Holland has covered
Java. The United States is at work in

the Philippines. Japan, as usual, is not
behind in the extension of its triangula-

tion. The French, in cooperation with
the Spaniards, have crossed the Mediter-
ranean with long triangles, and have
done remarkable work in Algiers. You
have all heard of the Cape to Cairo Rail-

road, but few know that the British are

triangulating southward through Egypt
and northward from Cape Town and
through Rhodesia, and the Germans will

doubtless fill the link which extends
through their sphere of influence. The
Australians are also at work.
Coming to our own hemisphere, we

find that the United States has an ex-

tended trigonometric survey. Canada
has but lately organized one, and has

already begun to fix its geographic co-

ordinates by the trigonometric method.
Mexico has a commission for the same
purpose, and has extended a triangula-

tion through about lo degrees of latitude

and will connect with the triangulation

of the United States. Central America
is a blank. In Peru a small triangula-

tion, famous as having been measured by
the French in the i8th century and re-

measured by them with greater refine-

ment a few years ago, serves but to show
how much remains to be done. The
Argentine Republic and Chile are just

beginning operations.

The upshot of the review of these

activities is that accurate or dimensional
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geography is only in its infancy, and that

by far the greater part of the globe is

from this point of view still in the class

of exploratory surveys.

Permit me to return to our own coun-

try for a moment. The needs of the

government required surveys from time

to time in separate parts of the country.

We may instance those of the coasts, the

lakes, the Mississippi River, and of the

interior in general. The only way in

which the detached surveys could be

properly related to each other was by
joming them with a network of triangu-

lation, which has resulted in a uniform
system of geographic coordinates which
may be extended over Canada, and in

fact over the whole of the North Ameri-
can continent, by the governments con-

cerned.

How fortunate we are in respect to

this matter will appear if we consider

the conditions under which the Euro-
pean triangulations were developed. In

each of the autonomous governments of

continental Europe independent systems
were carried on, and, what was v/orse,

they were based on incommensurable or

at least different units of length. This
condition resulted in the formation,

about 50 years ago, of the European
Geodetic Association. One of the first

fruits of its activities was the creation

of an international bureau of weights and
measures, which was designed, among
other things, for the intercomparison of

different units of length. This inter-

European Geodetic Association soon
broadened its scope and invited other

than contiguous nations to join it for the

avowed purpose of furthering the meas-
urement of the earth.

All the great powers of Europe, by
formal conventions, now recognize this

association and support its undertakings.

But not only the great powers of Eu-
rope, for Canada, the United States,

Mexico, and Argentina have joined it,

and Japan has set the example for Ori-

ental nations by very active participation

in the deliberations and execution of the

projects of the association. It assem-
bles every three years, and delegates

come from all parts of the world to study
and report on the progress made ; to dis-

cuss methods and to recommend things

which are desirable or necessary, and to

cooperate in those things which are be-

yond the power of any one nation to

achieve. And wherever there is inter-

national cooperation one may look for

great progress.

The nature of the scientific questions
discussed may be illustrated by the case
of the Cape to Cairo triangulation, in

which various nations are concerned.
The association declared that it is most
desirable that it should be accomplished.
Another case is the junction of the sur-

veys in India with those of Russia. Fif-

teen or tv/enty years ago it was thought
that this highly important work was an
unattainable ideal on account of political

considerations. At the present time
these particular difficulties have disap-

peared ; but, to make the junction of
these surveys, it would be necessary to

establish stations in Chinese territory.

It is therefore hoped that that ancient
country will join the International Geo-
detic Association, and thus help in the
great work to be accomplished and which
is of such vast interest to geodesy and
to geography in fixing on the maps the
boundaries in their existing geographical
relation.

The time will come when existing po-
litical boundaries will be defined by their

geographic coordinates, and future gen-
erations will then be able to reproduce
the political geography of the past with-
out relying on the speculations of the
archeologist or the historian, and I trust

that when such boundaries, which the

science of the day has fixed, are changed,
it will be done only with the approval
of the enlightened people of the whole
world.

the; toastmaster, dr. bell

If there is any question on which I

should like to expand, if it were not for

the lateness of the hour, it is the great

work of the American Red Cross So-
ciety. But it is unnecessary for me to

expatiate upon the subject at all, for we
have with us tonight no less a person
than the Chairman of the National Re-
lief Committee of the American Red
Cross, Miss Mabel Boardman.
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MISS MABEL BOARDMAN

Mr. Toastmastcr, ladies and gentle-

men: An affinity exists between the Geo-

graphic Society and the Red Cross of

which you may not have been aware.

Were you asked to bound the territory

of the former Society would you not

bound it on the north by the North Pole,

on the south by the South Pole, and on

the east and west by itself? So, too,

you may bound the territory of the Red
Cross.

I have noted in the National Geo-
graphic Magazine, that delightful pic-

ture book for us "children of a larger

growth," that the Society has a fond-

ness for rambling far afield, and so fol-

lowing its "wanderlust" spirit I am
tempted to ask you tonight to take a

httle journey with the Red Cross into

foreign lands. The Red Cross cars, do-

ing their splendid work of teaching first

aid to the great industrial army of our

country, cannot carry us to these distant

fields
;
good old Hans Christian Ander-

sen's moon would be too slow a fellow-

traveler, and I fear Dr. Bell might think

us too weighty a body for the tail of one

of his famous kites. Let us, therefore,

all turn aviators for the nonce, and with-

out fear of any Darius Green mishaps

borrow that safest and most ancient of

aeroplanes, the Flying Carpet of Sulei-

man, and the wind will waft us whither

we will.

Rising from this banquet hall, our

green and jeweled monoplane soars away
to the southwestward to give us a pass-

ing view of the Mexican border. A
perplexing problem met the Red Cross

there. Insurrections bring parties into

existence which are not signatory

powers of the Treaty of Geneva, yet par-

lies without an organized medical per-

sonnel. Under such conditions the Red
Cross must exercise extreme care not to

grant the use of the insignia to many
who may express the desire to carry on
a humane work on foreign soil. Let the

emblem once be discovered in such an

abuse as protecting the transportation

of ammunition and its value is seriously

impaired if not completely nullified. But
caution did not mean inactivity.

In southern California we watch the

women and children driven across our
border by a state of anarchy, comfort-
ably cared for in a camp settlement

;

funds are sent General Bliss to provide

for the wounded ; in Douglas we find a

temporary hospital established, and at

Juarez, where some hundreds of sick and
wounded are in dire need of aid. Gen-
eral, now President, Madero welcomes
the American Red Cross, with its doc-

tors and nurses, until the Mexican Red
Cross can itself take charge

A wish, and the pilot-wheel of our

aeroplane turns us to the southward, to

hover for a moment over those mighty
locks, those immense dams, the vast

Culebra Cut—over that most wonderful
feat of engineering ever undertaken by
man—until gazing down we thrill with

justifiable pride. Had we reached there

two weeks ago we could have heard the

fine, inspiring spirit of that Titanic work.

Colonel Goethals, give a report on our
Canal Zone Chapter, so ably organized

and carried on under Colonel Devol's

chairmanship—a report given before not

only the President of the Panama Re-
public, but before a host of those men
who are building the canal, and who, as

Colonel Goethals said, without rich men
or millionaires among them, are capi-

talizing the charitable instincts of the

American colony and enabling it to act

as a unit in any emergency at any mo-
ment.
Look down below us, at Colon, where

last March a fire left some 3,000 home-
less and destitute, and listen to Colonel

Goethals tell of the relief the chapter

gave these poor people with the funds

raised not only by itself from its gener-

ous members, but with the $5,000 the

Panama government appropriated and
entrusted without restrictions to this

chapter to administer.

When some tall, young constructionist

in the Culebra Cut tells you he belongs

to the Red Cross, or some strong, manly
foreman stops his car in the Gatun locks

to half shyly inform you he is a Red
Cross member, you will feel the glow of

honest pride that these men are working
not only with American brains and
American hands, but giving with the
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warm American heart for human suffer-

ing; that the makers of this great canal

are putting some of the earnings of their

labors into work for their fehow-men.
But we may not hnger, for the wind

sweeps us onward to the east, and our
Flying Carpet hardly pauses for us to

glance below at Tripoli, where last win-
ter the Red Cross helped many Jewish
victims of cholera and famine, before
again it wings its flight to Montenegro
to show us for a moment the Albanian
refugees, for whose relief our Red Cross
sent funds to the Montenegrin Red
Cross, which did so much in their behalf.

Again our winged steed hurries us
onward to the land of its own beloved
Koran and lingers over Stamboul to

recall to us that here our Red Cross lent

a friendly hand to the suffering Mussul-
men when the fire last year laid so much
of their city in ashes. Neither race nor
creed does the Red Cross know ; only
suffering humanity.
A word to the wind, for our time is

brief, and it carries us swiftly away to

the far eastern isles, where floats a flag

we know and love. There from the pic-

turesque lake in southern Luzon rises

that strange but deadly little volcano of
Mt. Taal.

Only last March, like some monstrous
dragon, it quivered and muttered, and
then early one morning poured forth

with blasts of fire and ashes its venom-
ous fumes to overwhelm the people of a

score of tiny villages clustered along the

shore. Over 1,300 were destroyed in a

moment's time, and the green and trop-

ical hills and valleys turned into a bar-

ren waste of gray desolation. Accepting
only $1,000 from our Red Cross treasury

here, the Philippine Chapter raised four-

teen thousand more, with which it cared
for those who escaped the fury of the

devastating volcano.

Turning, now, northward in our flight,

let us stop for a moment at Manila to

gather up Dr. Strong and his assistant,

Dr. Teague, that we may see at Mukden
the field of their labors for the Red
Cross. We, safely up aloft, may watch
them in the heart of the pneumonic
plague district, dressed like misericordia

brothers, moving through hospital and

laboratory, studying at the risk of their
own lives this most fatal pestilence

—

studying it so well that when the inter-
national commission meets Dr. Strong
proves its leading member in the suc-
cessful suppression of the epidemic.
Does the wind with a moaning note

warn us of sorrow and despair as it

drives us southward? Creep to the cen-
ter of our jeweled carpet that you may
not glance over its gold-fringed borders,
or else steel your hearts to the saddest
scene of all, so appalling in its vastness
of human misery, in the depths of human
suffering.

Once more last winter famine stalked
through central China, and again today
its deadly grasp is laid upon hundreds of
thousands of men, women, and children.

Up and down the highways wander a
starving multitude. Here a man wasted
by hunger, carrying a dying mother from
some distant village, stops to beat his

head on the doorstep of a house as he
begs in vain for work or food. There a
gaunt, hollow-eyed woman holds a fam-,
ished baby to her breast, while clinging
to her skirts are pitiful children, whose
little legs tremble as they walk, in the
weary search for aid. Think of the
mental agony of such men and women
who must witness helplessly the suffer-

ings of those they love. In desperation
some of these honest farming-folk have
become robbers and plunderers ; hun-
dreds of them every month forfeit their

lives for their crimes. The children that
survive are growing up to lives of beg-
gary and vagrancy, so often has famine
succeeded famine.

Not content with its efforts to alleviate

some of this untold suffering, our Red
Cross last spring offered to the Chinese
government the services of an expert
engineer on river conservancy to study
and report on the prevention of the
floods that cause those oft-repeated fam-
ines. For six months Mr. Jameson, the
Red Cross engineer, with 30 bright Chi-
nese assistants provided by the Chinese
government, has been at work on the
Yellow River, or Hwai River.

It is satisfactory to learn from his

preliminary reports that he believes the
building of power dikes and the deep-
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ening of water-courses can prevent any

usual floods and, moreover, reclaim great

quantities of land for cultivation and

provide work for thousands of famine

sufferers.

In the meantime Mr. Jameson, Consul

General Wilder, and Bishop Graves, of

the Relief Committee, send tne same ter-

rible story of conditions in the famine

district. Last year the Chinese govern-

ment gave a million dol'ars for relief,

but internal confusion and consecjuent

business depression will prevent public

and private contributions. Consul Wil-

der writes hundreds of thousands are in

desperate need and the worst is yet to

come.
Were it not for two new hopeful fac-

tors he would not repeat his cry to feed

these hungry people. First, the relief

funds will be expended for labor, ac-

cording to Mr. Jameson's plans, provid-

ing work and at the same time repairing

the dikes, both factions in China prom-
ising protection for the famine relief.

The second reassuring feature is the fact

that in the future the Chinese govern-

ment will be in a better condition to care

for its own, and an example of what can

be accomplished will have been given it.

But after all—in the presence of need,

sufifering, starvation, and death—in the

presence of facts like these, the wise

saws of political economy, the deductions

of the well-fed dinner company go fly-

ing to the winds. The man who loves

his fellow-man, whose heart goes out to

helpless, innocent children, cries, 'T give

what I can," and conditions only that it

be applied to the best of human wisdom.
Has our little flight carried us among

scenes too sad for an after-dinner story?

Were it only to see the misery it would
be so ; but remember we fly the Red
Cross flag, and under it the duty is not

only to know the sorrow, but to know
also the joy of helping those who sufi^er.

Even though our hearts are saddened,
ere we turn homeward over the wide
Pacific, we may smile on a passing pic-

ture in Wuchang of hordes of distracted

Chinamen carrying all their portable

goods to place them under the protec-

tion of some Red Cross flag.

And now that the Flying Carpet of

wise old SuUiman has brought us safely

back to this good land, will you not agree

with me that the flag under which we
made our flight—the flag to which the

poor Chinese fled for protection, which
has meant so much of help and comfort
to our suffering fellow-men throughout
the world—is a flag to which every one
of us tonight, no matter what his race,,

no matter what his creed, may pledge
his loyal fealty?

TllJi TOASTMASTER, DR. BELL

Japan has sent to America a great
many students, who have gone to our
universities and carried off our highest

honors, and now she sends teachers to

us, from whom we may learn. We are

honored tonight by the presence of the

great educator of Japan, Dr. Nitobe, of
the University of Tokio, who is well

known to us all as the author of Bushids,

the work which has made known to us

the high code of morality possessed by
the Japanese.

DR. INAZU NITOBE.

Mr. Toastmaster, ladies and gentle-

men: We are well aware under what
obligations the toastmaster of the even-

ing has placed the world, but the un-

abated admiration and confidence, as

well as the curiosity, of mankind are

still looking forward for further reve-

lation of his genius, and I for one wish
to ask a little favor of him. I wish him
to add to the long list of his inventions,

already pretty long, another : a new kind

of phone whereby when one speaks in

an unknown tongue his words, by the

time they reach the ears of his hearers,

may be so translated that all may under-

stand him.

This is, of course, nothing new in the

history of inventions. We are told, in

a book which we are instructed not to

disbelieve or to doubt, that once upon
a time good Christians, apostles and
fathers, made use of such a device on
that memorable day of Pentecost. But
ever since Christianity left the soil of

Asia this precious art seems to have
been lost. Perhaps you do not miss it

out here, but I do very badly, and espe-

cially on an occasion like this, when I
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feel promptings within my heart, when
I feel my thoughts and sentiments rising

and asking for a fuller expression in the

presence of so distinguished and so cos-

mopolitan a company as this. And then

we do miss it as a nation.

A poet of the British Isles, singing of

the freedom of the Swiss mountain-

dwellers, has written,

"Two voices are there : one is of the sea.

One of the mountains—each a mighty voice."

Now it is superfluous for me to re-

mind the members of the National Geo-
graphic Society that Japan is only sea

and mountains. Conclusion : that the

voices of Japan should be doubly audi-

ble. Yes, I believe that her voice is

audible, even at a distance separated by
half the convex world.

But sometimes, in being carried over

the wide ocean, it may sound a little

raucous, as if the speaker had caught

cold in the dampness ; or sometimes,

passing through the dry atmosphere of

this continent, it may sound husky, as

though it had proceeded from a rasping

-sore throat. Geographical conditions

certainly affect the human voice. But
the worst thing is that, for the want of

a proper kind of phone, the words which
the voice tries to convey may too often

not be clear enough, and this want may
become serious when our Oriental lan-

guage, reaching the Pacific Coast, must
first be translated by patriotic American
citizens, so called, who somehow do not

speak English themselves.

There is a term in our Japanese vo-

cabulary which is of every-day use. It

is not a new word, either. A shrill,

screeching voice is called "ki-iro-no-

koye/' which, literally translated, means
yellow-colored voice ; a voice indicative

of excitement, or lunacy. Self-respect

demands that we close our ears to it,

whether it proceeds from that or this

side of the Pacific Ocean.
I wish the American people would

listen to the normal, sane, genuine voice

of our people ; for. with or without in-

terpretation, you can easily understand
that the burden of its message is heart-

felt greetings to America, expressions

of unalloyed good will, of traditional

friendship, of respect for your country,
of admiration for the name of Wash-
ington, adoration for Lincoln, and God-
speed to the arbitration scheme of Presi-

dent Taft.

If there is no immediate prospect of
regaining the lost art of that pentecostal

day, I must beg the National Geographic
Society to clarify the atmosphere of the

Pacific Ocean, so that messages can be
transmitted unimpaired. I believe geog-
raphy owes much to language, and it

ought to do what it can to alleviate the

imperfections and inconveniences of
tongues.

It is written that with the confusion
of tongues among the builders of the
Tower of Babel, the settlement of new
countries—in other words, geographical
exploration and colonization—began.

Dr. Wiley has just told us that it was
in search of food that migration began

;

but, according to the good old Book, it

seems that migration began for another
reason, namely, simply because the peo-
ple could not understand each other. It

is not at all impossible that the two
causes of the dispersion of the race were
closely related. It often happens that
hungry people fail to understand each
other

!

If history repeats itself, I take it for
granted that it is the rules and excep-
tions of English grammar which are
largely responsible for the expansion of
the English-speaking race. But I am
afraid that geography rather delights in

setting bounds for dialects and lan-

guages, and therefore I hold geography
responsible for the present state of lin-

guistic confusion.

Pending the invention of the new
phone or the return of Pentecost, why
should not geography, national or inter-

national, put forth an effort to satisfy

the demands for universal communica-
tion and communion? And this is my
message and this is my question: What
will geography do? What will the Na-
tional Geographic Society do for the
promotion of a better understanding of
peoples and nations that do not exactly
comprehend each other's language when,
as we say, jingoes speak in yellow-
colored voices?
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Now I wonder if I have spoken clearly

-enough to be understood? If I have not,

the greater the need of a new phone. If

I have, it is largely due to the prospective

invention of our toastrnaster, to whom,
-and to the ladies and gentlemen present,

I wish to express my hearty thanks for

this instructive and entertaining evening.

the; toastmaster, dr. beli,

Japanese was the first foreign lan-

guage spoken through the telephone, and
Japan has itself supplied the instrument
for translating Japanese thought into

English—Dr. Nitobe.

I am sorry to say we come now to the

last speaker of the evening, one to whom
we would like to listen for a very long
time. We all have the interest of woman
at heart, and who can speak so well on
"the welfare of woman" as Mrs. John
Hays Hammond, the President of the

Women's Welfare Department of the

^National Civic Federation.

MRS. JOHN HAYS HAMMOND

Mr. Toastrnaster, ladies and gentle-

men: It seems a proper note to close this

harmonious and splendid geographic

dinner with the home note. I come to

you the mother of grown sons, a woman
who has known hardships, has suffered

and who has lived. For this reason I

feel that I have a right to speak to you
of woman's work.
By a natural evolution of life woman's

work today extends far beyond the

home. Not restlessness nor pampered
idleness, but necessity has forced her to

undertake such service as the work of

the Women's Welfare Department, to

protect her home. And where is her

home? A noted educator said recently,

in addressing a vast gathering of

women's clubs

:

"If your children get into the juvenile

courts, then your home extends to that.

When the child goes to school, the

school becomes a part of your home. If

the street before your house is dirty,

then that is a part of your home con-

cern. If the dairyman poisons your
child by impure milk, then the inspectors

•of dairies is a part of your home."
In spite of the fact that we no longer

brew nor bake, that our sick are turned
over to trained experts, and our infants
are brought up by formulas, the old home
instinct, that God-given instinct is still

burning in our hearts. Instead of our
own household the whole human family
now absorbs us.

Gentlemen, we have outgrown our
back yards ; the public highways and all

the environment of a great city—its fac-

tories, shops, and tenements—are logic-

ally our present field of work. Into the
dark corners of these places it is wo-
man's keen eye which penetrates. It is

woman's patient industry which is ready
to sweep and make clean those spots
which in the race of competition your
man's haste has made you forget.

We realize that your future citizens

are in the hands of the women for the
making. We nurture not only our own
children, but the welfare of every .hild

in the nation is equally our concern, be-
cause in this country even the newly ar-

rived immigrant is a possible governor
or leader. We women in our welfare
work meet the men and women of in-

dustry in the factory and mine. We
help them to better conditions in life.

We endeavor to bring about more kindly
understanding and sympathy between
employers and workers, so that they may
arbitrate their differences when the time
comes.
Woman has her place in civic life.

The responsibility of welfare work will

develop and educate her. Her task will

be to establish order, peace, and right-

eousness in the community, as she has

done for ages in the home.
We hear much in these latter days of

woman's drift into the material and prac-

tical at the expense of sentiment and do-

mestic life. It is my belief that woman
cannot and will not sacrifice upon the

altar of these new and widening duties

the sweet, solemn responsibilities that

bind her to the ancient and honorable

faith of womanhood. Rather, she brings

to the new work all the qualities which
have made her the successful mother,

wife, and home-builder. God made wo-
man the mother in the home. The stress

of present time and need is making God's
woman a vital factor in civic life. It is
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the maternal spirit of arbitration ex-

tended to the community which will

make woman the beneficent and peaceful

power welcomed by men to help solve

the world problems of today.

This is no surrender of rights already

achieved by woman, but a pledge that the

old-time woman, whom through genera-

tions you have learned to rely upon and
love, shall not be lost to you, but shall

return to you glorified in the dignity of

h.er new strength.

the: toastmaster^ dr. bell

The best of meetings must come to an
end and friends must part as well as

meet. Success to the National Geo-
graphic Society, and may we all be

spared to meet here again another year.

A STORY OE EXPLORATION

The dates which were tested by the

members and guests of the National
Geographic Society were grown in the

Federal and State Co-operative Date
Garden at Mecca, California, and were
the first American dates ever served at

a great public function.

The dates represented a story of ex-

ploration and agricultural investigation

by our government as full of fascinat-

ing detail and as thorough from a scien-

tific standpoint as any explorations ever

conducted by any government.
They were American-grown dates of

a variety which has become the most
famous date of North Africa—the Deg-
let Noor—and they represent one of the

more than 200 varieties now growing in

the deserts of our Southwest. We have
in Arizona and California more differ-

ent varieties of dates than there are in

any other one region in the world—dates

tan, brown, purple, and black ; dates

small and dates large ; dates dry enough
to be carried in the pocket like nuts,

dates so soft and syrupy that they must
be eaten on the spot, and even dates for

cooking.

The foreign-grown dates on sale in

our shops are, for the most part, the

soft, sticky varieties—just the kinds best

adapted to catch and hold the flying dust

and dirt of the Arabian villages where
they are packed, and our cleaner meth-

ods of handling will undoubtedly aid the
popularity of American-grown dates.

To get these dates into the country it-

has taken three expeditions to the Sa-
hara, two expeditions up the Nile, one
to the oases of Tunis, one to the oasis-

of Siwa—for 25 years unvisited by a
white man—one to Bagdad, and one to-

Baluchistan; while to get them estab-
lished in Arizona and California has-

meant years more of careful scientific

work.
Not only the soils of the various-

countries from which the dates came,-
but the soils in which it was proposed
to grow them, had to be studied that
they might be compared. Temperature
comparisons were necessary; experi-
ments had to be made to see how much
salt the date palms could stand in their
irrigating water. So much of the detail

of cultivation had to be studied among
the Arabs that one of the explorers of
the Department of Agriculture studied'

Arabic to facilitate his work.
Date-growing is an industry adapted

to the small grower and homemaker
rather than to the operations of stock
companies or capitalists, because the
palms are rather slow to propagate, and
need a good deal of personal attention.

The localities where the cultivation can
be successfully carried on are limited in

extent and scattered over southern Cali-

fornia, parts of Arizona, and possibly
Texas.

In an average year one tree will pro-
duce 40 pounds of commercial dates,,

which bring a wholesale price of 25
cents a pound. As one acre contains 50-

trees, the average product will probably
be worth $500 an acre. Trees in Africa
often bear for a century.
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Hon. and Mrs. John Joy Edson.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick B. Eichelberger.
Mr. W. A. F. Ekengren, The Charge dAf-

faires of the Swedish Legation.
Madame Ekengren.
Hon. and Mrs. Wade H. Ellis.

Mr. C. C. Elliott.

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Emery.
Rev. F. A. Emery.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Essary.
Mr. Frederick H. Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynden Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Fahy.
Mr. and Mrs. David Fairchild.

Mr. Kenneth Ferguson.
Mr. Guy W. Finney.
Representative and Mrs. David E. Finley, of

South Carolina.

Senator and Mrs. Duncan U. Fletcher, of

Florida.

Miss Louise Fletcher.
Miss Nell Fletcher.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Fleury.
Representative and Mrs. John C. Floyd, of

Arkansas.
Representative and Mrs. David J. Foster, of

Vermont.
Representative and Mrs. Burton L. French, of

Idaho.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. French.
Mr. J. France.
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Senator Robert J. Gamble, of South Dakota.

Mr. and Mrs. Henrj^ Gannett.

Mr. Gard.
Mr. J. A. Gaston.
Mrs. William A. Gait.

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Gilbert.

Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Gilfillan.

Mr. and Mrs. William W. Goodale.

Rev. and Mrs. Frank J. Goodwin.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Grandin.
Mr. E. L. Gregg.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert H. Grosvenor.
Mr. Edwin P. Grosvenor.
Representative and Mrs. Frank E. Guersney,

of Maine.
Senator and Mrs. Simon Guggenheim, of Colo-

rado.

Mr. Arnold Hague.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Hall.

Mrs. John Haj^s Hammond.
Mr. John Hays Hammond, Jr.

Mr. Harry Hardwick.
Mr. O. B. Harriman.
Mr. Haniel von Haimhausen, The Counselor

of the German Embassy.
Mrs. von Haimhausen.
Mr. W. B. Hadley.
Mr. Russell Hardy.
Mr. R. N. Harper.
Mrs. Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic J. Haskin.
Representative Gilbert N. Haugen, of Iowa.
Captain and Mrs. E. E. Hayden.
Miss Dorothy Hayden.
Hon. Willet M. Hayes, Assistant Secretary of

Agriculture.

Mrs. Hayes.
Lieut, von Herwarth.
Major von Herwarth, Military Attache of the

German Embassy.
Baroness von Herwarth.
Mr. Frank G. Heaton.
Representative and Mrs. Robert L. Henrv, of

Texas.
Mr. Giles F. Heilprin.

Mr. J. Edwin Hengst.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Hensley.
Dr. and Mrs. J. Frederick Herbert.
Hon. Hilary A. Herbert, formerly Secretary

of the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Herschel.
Senator and Mrs. Weldon B. Heyburn, of

Idaho.
Miss Gwendolin High.
Mr. John Hinkley.
Miss Hinkley.
Commander Tukutaro Hiraga, The Naval At-

tache of the Japanese Embassy.
Miss Katherine Hitchcock.
Representative and Mrs. Edward W. Higgins,

of Connecticut.
Representative and Mrs. Ebenezer J. Hill, of

Connecticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Hills.

Mr. Benjamin R. Hoffmann.
Mr. James M. Hoge.
Miss Julia B. Hoge.
Major and Mrs. Willard A. Holbrook.
Mr. E. T. Holmes.

Mrs. Francis M. Hosier.
Miss Louise D. Hosier.
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Howard.
Mr. George Henry Howard.
Dr. and Mrs. L. O. Howard.
Mr. Ernest Howe.
Mrs. Mary Howell.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hutchison.
Sefior Don Ricardo Huerta, Third Secretary

Mexican Embassy.
Lieut.-Colonel Inouye, Military Attache Japa-

nese Embassy.
Mr. Willey Owens Ison.

Lieut. Thomas F. Jackson, M. R. C.
Mr. Mahlon H. Janney.
Miss L. May Jasper.
Captain and Mrs. J. L. Jayne.
Lady Jebb.
Mr. Frank Edward Johnson.
Mr. Arthur Jones.
Mr. George H. Judd.
Major and Mrs. William V. Judson, U. S. A.
Representative and Mrs. Julius Kahn, of Cali-

fornia.

Mr. Rudolph Kauffmann.
Miss Kauffmann.
Mr. T H. Kearney.
Mirza Ali Kuli Kahn, Charge d'Affaires of"

the Persian Legation.
Madame Ali Kuli Khan.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kidd.
Mr. W. A. Kinney.
Miss Isabel Kirchner.
Captain and Mrs. John J. Knapp.
Judge and Mrs. Martin A. Knapp.
Representative and Mrs. Joseph R. Knowland,.

of California.

Dr. George M. Kober.
Mr. Theodore F. Krug.
Mr. Yung Kwai, Charge d'Affaires of the Chi-

nese Embassy.
Mrs. Yung Kwai.
Mr. John Oliver LaGorce.
Mrs. Elizabeth C. LaGorce.
Representative John Lamb, of Virginia.

Mr. William Harrison Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lansing.
Mr. Louis E. Levy.
Mr. William B. Levy.
Miss J. E. Levering.
Mr. Aurelio Leyva.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Livezey.

Mr. and Mrs. Colin H. Livingstone.

Mr. Homer N. Lockwood.
Miss Ruth Long.
Mr. Frank B. Lord.
Representative and Mrs. Samuel W. McCalU,

of Massachusetts.
Miss Mary McCeney.
Hon. Lee McClung, Treasurer of the United

States.

Mr. S. S. McClure.
Mr. John Quarles McComas.
Mr. M. F. McDonough.
Mr. John McElroy.
Mr. W J McGee.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Nota McGill.

Mr. Henry M. McKean.
Representative W. B. M'^Kinley, of Illinois.
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Lieutenant-Colonel McLachlan, Military At-
tache British Embassy.

Mrs. McLachlan.
Mr. L. G. McPherson.
Miss Martha MacLear.
Dr. T. L. Macdonald.
Prof, and Mrs. S. C. Mason.
Captain Joseph Matson, C. A. C.

Mr. Edward Z. Manguin.
Representative and Mrs. James R. Mann, of

Illinois.

Mr. C L. Marlatt.

Miss Abby L- Marlatt.
Rev. Arthur H. Marsh.
Mr. C. -Morgan Marshall.
Mr. Percy G. Marshall.
Miss Mattis.

Miss Mattis.

Miss Mattis.

Mrs. Stanley Matthews.
Mr. W. F. May.
Mr. J. Emmett Melton.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Mearns.
Lieut-General Nelson A. Miles, U. S. A.
Lieut. Sherman Miles, U. S. A.
Mr. Frank D. Millett.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Miller.

Mr. M. Warren Mitchell.

Mrs. H. E. Monroe.
Major H. M. Morrow.
General Charles Morton, U. S. A.
Dr. and Mrs. Willis L. Moore.
Representative and Mrs. J. Hampton Moore,

of Pennsylvania.
Representative and Mrs. Frank W. Mondell,

of Wyoming.
Mr. James S. Murray.
Representative and Mrs. Victor Murdock, of

Kansas.
Mr. William S. Myers.
Hon. and Mrs. Frederick H. Newell.
Mr. S. L. Nicholson.
Mr. Donald Nicoll.

Dr. and Mrs. Inazo Nitobe.

Dr. Edward J. Nolan.
Mr. William P. Northrup, of Buffalo.

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore W. Noyes.
Miss Elizabeth C. Noyes.
Miss Ruth Noyes.
Mr. Nagakage Okabe.
Hon. and Mrs. Victor H. Olmstead.
Mr. C. P. Orr.
Mrs. W. E. O shorn.

Senor General Pedro Ospina, The Minister of
Colombia.

Mr. Winthrop Parker.
Representative and Mrs. Lemuel P. Padgett,

of Tennessee.
Mrs. M. C. Peabody.
Mr. Justice Stanton J. Peelle.

Mr. James H. Penniman.
Rear Admiral and Mrs. Robert E. Peary.
Miss Peary.
Mr. Thornton T. Perry.
Mr. H. S. Percival.

Major and Mrs. D. C. Phillips.

Miss Ann Pierce.

Mrs. U. G. B. Pierce.

Representative Frank Plumley, of Vermont.
Miss Marion S. Pollard.
Mr. D. S. Porter.

Rear Admiral and Mrs. W. P. Potter.
Mr. George M. Potter.

Senator and Mrs. Miles Poindexter, of Wash-
ington.

Captain and Mrs. Templin M. Potts.
Mr. E. Wentworth Prescott.
Mr. George R. Putnam, Commissioner of

Light-houses.
Miss Elizabeth Putnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Randle.
Representative and Mrs. Henry T. Rainey, of

Illinois.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reeside.
Representative and Mrs. William C. Rediield,

of New York.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Reid.
Commander Retzman, Naval Attache of the

German Embassy.
Mr. F. A. Richardson.
Mr. P. S. Ridsdale.
Sehor Don Eduardo Rivero, The Cuban Min-'

ister.

Senora Martin Rivero.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Roberts.
Mr. A. A. Robbins.
Mrs. James Rockwell.
Miss H. S. Rockwell.
Hon. Cuno H. Rudolph, Commissioner of the

District of Columbia.
Mrs. Rudolph.
Mr. Hiroshi Saito.

Captain and Mrs. Charles R. Sanderson.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Schmeckebier.
Miss Eliza Scidmore.
Miss Schettler.

Miss Mary Isabel Sedgley.
Miss N. P. Sedgley.
Mr. Miles M. Shand.
Mr. Robert S. Shriver.
Hon. and Mrs. George Shiras, 3d.

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Showalter.
Dr. and Mrs. John Cravke Simpson.
Mr. C. H. Sinclair.

Mrs. Elsie McElroy Slater.

Representative and Mrs. C B. Slemp, of Vir-
ginia.

Miss Janis Slemp.
. Representative Charles H. Sloan, of Nebraska
Mr. and Mrs. E. Quincy Smith.
Colonel and Mrs. George R. Smith.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Smith.
Hon. and Mrs. Herbert Knox Smith.
Miss Julia D. Smoot.
Mr. A. H. Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar C Snyder.
Mr. W. H. Southgate.
Colonel and Mrs. David Sheridan Stanley.,

Miss Mary E. Stebbins.

Mrs. Simon Stein.

Rev. J. Macbride Sterrett.

Mr. Orville H. Stewart.
Senator and Mrs. William J. Stone, of Mis-

souri.

Prof. S. W. Stratton.
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Stuart.
Mr. A. V. Stuben ranch.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Sturtevant.
Representative and Mrs. Halver Steenerson, of

Minnesota.
Representative and Mrs. WilHam Sulzer, of

New York.
Senator and Mrs. George Sutherland, of Utah.
Mr. Frank Sutton.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Thomas.
Mr. W. H. M. Thomas.
Mr. S. A. Thompson.
Senator John R. Thornton, of Louisiana.
Hon. and Mrs. O. H. Tittmann.
Representative and Mrs. H. M. Towner, of

Iowa.
Mrs. Rosa Townsend.
Miss M. L. Trow.
Rear Admiral and Mrs. N. C. Twining.
Mr. and Mrs. William Perrine Van Wickle.
Representative and Mrs. Edward B. Vreeland,

of New York.
Rear Admiral and Mrs. Richard Wainwright,

U. S. N.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest G. Walker.
Miss Laura P. Waller.
Mr. Charles W. Warden.
Mr. John L Waterbury.
Miss Florence Waterbury.
Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Wedderspoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore L. Weed.
Dr. and Mrs. George B. Welch.
Mrs. Adrian Westervelt.
Miss Nettie Lovisa White.
Mr. George P. Whittlesey.
Mr. W. Berkeley Williams.
Mrs. George Huntington Williams.
Mr. Charles Willoug'hby.
Mr. John E. Wilkie.
Hon. and Mrs. Harvey W. Wiley.
Colonel and Mrs. M. A. Winter.
Mr. Henry D. Winsor.
General Maxwell O. Z. Woodhnll.
Mrs. F. E. Wright.
Mr. George Young, First Secretary British

Embassy.
Representative and Mrs. H. Olin Young, of

Michigan.
Mr. Rudolph de Zapp.

AMERICAN DISCOVERERS OF THE ANTARCTIC
CONTINENT

By Major General A. W. Greely, U. S. Army

"When I refuse, for any cause, the homage due to American talent, or abate the tithe of a
hair from just character or just fame, may my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth."—Weestbr.

CLOSE on the news of the Ameri-
can discovery of the North Pole

by Robert E. Peary comes by

cable from Australia the intensely inter-

esting story of the conquest of the South

Pole by that chief of the Norse vikings

of today—Captain Roald Amundsen. En-
tering the broad field of Antarctic re-

search, with keen perception and sound

judgment he has profited by the experi-

ences of his British predecessors, intro-

ducing innovations as to eciuipment

methods, field work, and lines of ap-

proach.

His wisely chosen route to the Pole

was due to a sagacious recognition of the

fact that the great oceanic ice-cap known
as Ross' barrier, flowing from the south-

east, is diverted from its course by the

mountainous coast of South Victoria

Land, whose outlying clifTs are ground
by the almost irresistible force of the

barrier.

The onward movement of this incon-
ceivably enormous body of solid ice, esti-

mated by some to have a superficial area
of 100,000 square miles, naturally pro-
duces fathomless fissures in and great
upheavals on the surface of the barrier

bordering Victoria Land, while the east-

ern sections along the coast of King Ed-
dard VII Land remain in a state of
comparative quiescence, with its surface

unbroken by pressure and unmarked by
crevasses.

Again should be noted Amundsen's
originality in locating his winter home
on the ice-barrier and his restless energy
during the autumn in establishing ad-

vance depots on the colorless, unmarked
ice-plain, with signals insuring their at-

tainment after their burial by the winter
snows.
While displaying high qualities of re-

sourcefulness and unusual powers of en-

durance, Amundsen's human attributes
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are most admirable and have won uni-

versal esteem and applause. One reads

with pleasure the plain, straightforward

story of his onward march and final suc-

cess, told with unfeigned modesty, and
further notes with intense satisfaction

the absence of any assertive superiority

over his friendly rivals, whose fortunes

he views with a manly and generous

spirit.

And so the whole world unites in hom-
age of the highest character to this Nor-
wegian sailor for his contributions to

knowledge—contributions gained by
such personal sacrifices of physical,

financial, and self-denying character.

Another page of Antarctic history

—

which, though supplementary to the at-

tainment of the pole, is of absorbing

interest, especially to Americans—was
written a week after Amundsen's return.

A cablegram from Hobart, Tasmania,
dated March 12, 1912, ran as follows:

''The Australian expedition ship Aurora,
concerning which there had been some
anxiety, returned to Hobart today, after

landing Dr. Douglas Mawson, the leader

of the expedition and of the party, Jan-
uary 19, on Adelie Land, and another

party under Dr. White (Wild ?), Feb-

ruary 19, on Termination Land, discov-

ered by the American Captain Wilkes,

in 1840, on the edge of the glacier."

Among Antarctic explorers, Amund-
sen and Mawson would be the last to fail

in homage to and in just appreciation of

the invaluable w'ork done during the past

century by their predecessors. That
work made possible the magnificent suc-

cesses of Amundsen in reaching the

physical Pole in 191 1, and of Mawson's
attainment of the South Magnetic Pole,

in 1909, in 72° 25' S. latitude, 155° 16'

E. longitude, and also his later scientific

expedition to Wilkes' Southern Conti-

nent.

ENUGHTTiNMIiNT ESSENTIAL TO

NATIONAL HONOR

History reveals many instances in

which not only individuals but also na-

tions have failed to receive, or been

temporarily deprived of. honor due for

important additions to human knowledge
01 advances in the march of civilization.

When recorded history began, there

were four continents unknown whose
subsequent discoveries have been of un-
surpassing geographic importance. As
regards the two Americas, the rightful

honor pertains to Spain, as is universally

knowm. In the case of Australia, pri-

ority is unknown, claims being made by
France, Holland, Portugal, and Spain.

With reference to Antarctica, through
misinformation and neglect in the past,

our countrymen have failed to pay "the

homage due to American talent." The
object of this brief memoir is to clearly

and concisely present such facts as may
conserve to America the rightful honor
of both the original discovery of Antarc-
tica as well as of first ascertaining and
making known its definite existence as a

continent.

Australian energy and courage, by the

recent occupation of Termination Land
for scientific research, have thus put an
end to the anti-American campaign of

many years' duration. During this

period American honor has sufi^ered

from national neglect as well as from
unwarranted assertions and disingenu-

ous representations from foreign sources,

thus beclouding the situation to Ameri-
can discredit. Moreover, claims have
been made which attribute to European
activities that priority of Antarctic dis-

coveries which rightfully pertains to

American explorers.

palmer's discovery of the ANTARCTIC
CONTINENT IN 182I.

The earliest phase of American Ant-
arctic exploration was due to the ambi-
tious energies of Connecticut whalers,

whose commercial and professional in-

stincts impelled them to seek an exten-

sion of profitable sealing grounds. As
is well known, the daring pioneer voy-

ages of American fishermen successfully

exploited in the 19th century even the

most remote seas, and thus brought into

our national coffers whaling products to

the value of 332 millions of dollars from
1804 to 1876.

The discovery of the sealing grounds
of the South Shetlands (see map, page

308) promptly attracted a fleet of New
England whalers, which established its
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base of operations at Deception Island,

where seals were so plentiful that 50,598

sealskins were taken in one season,

1820-1821. The smallest vessel of the

fleet was the sloop Hero, 44.5 tons,

commanded by a youth of 21 years,

Capt. Nathaniel Brown Palmer. While

at the lookout maintained on the vol-

canic crater near Yankee Harbor, one

of the sealing captains, Benjamin Pen-

dleton, on a clear day discovered snow-

capped peaks outlined against the south-

ern horizon.

Realizing that the wholesale destruc-

tion of seals must soon exhaust the local

supply, Captain Palmer, in an interval

of fine weather, sailed soiithward, in

January, 1821, to search for new fishing

grounds. Reaching the new and hitherto

unknown land, only some 70 miles dis-

tant, Palmer skirted its northwestern

coasts, which he found to be a moun-
tainous, snow - covered region, entered

several bays, and saw sea leopards,

though finding no seals. His farthest

point in that voyage was about 68° S.

latitude, 59° W. longitude. In his

homeward passage Palmer fell in with

the Russian exploring expedition com-
manded by Capt. F. G. von Bellings-

hausen, which, after an unparalleled

voyage through Antarctic waters, had
discovered the islands of Peter I and of

Alexander. These were possibly the first

seen, and certainly the first charted and
named, land within the Antarctic circle.

Palmer gave Bellingshausen full infor-

mation as to his own voyage and dis-

coveries.

Dr. Hugh Robert Mill, in his generally

accurate and fair-minded "Siege of the

South Pole," 1905, unfortunately follows

the British attitude of indirectly dis-

crediting Palmer's story as to the Rus-
sian admiral, saying (page 100) : "It

seems strange that if informed of the

whereabouts of Palmer Land he (Bel-

lingshausen) made no reference to that

fact in his own book."
However, Dr. Henryk Arctowski, a

Belgian professor, a Russian scholar,

and an Antarctic explorer and expert,

supports Palmer by a citation. In "The
Antarctic Voyage of the Belgica" (in the

GeograpJiical Journal, 1901, 18:353-394),
Arctowski states that "this meeting was
also described by Bellingshausen himself,

as can easily be seen by consulting the

remarkable but still little-known work of

that eminent Russian explorer (Dwuk-
ratnyja, 2:262-264)." It is to be re-

gretted that Dr. Mill failed to verify the

citation.

Mr. E. S. Balch, in his scholarly study

( "Antarctica," Phila., 1902, page 95), ad-

mirably summarizes the results of Pal-

mer's voyages. He ascribes to him, with
undoubted accuracy

:

1. Certainly the first explorer of the

land lying south of Bransfield Strait, and
extending for some 250 kilometers (over

150 miles) between about 57° 50' and
62° 20' west longitude; that is, of the

northern coasts of West Antarctica from
Liege Island to Joinville Island, both in-

clusive.

2. Discovered the northern end of

Gerlache Strait.

3. Discovered the strait since called

Orleans Channel. He also accurately

adds : "This coast or these islands were
christened Palmer Land, and they were
so first charted in England, France, and
America."

Palmer never realized that he had dis-

covered a continent, and had thus placed

his name among the immortals. Even
after the discoveries of Wilkes, he

claimed, in 1847, only the discovery of

Palmer Land and the credit of sailing

into the Antarctic Ocean to the distance

of 340 miles southwest from Yankee
Harbor.
However, Captains Edmund Fanning

and Benjamin Morrell, contemporaneous
whalers with Palmer, considered the

land continental. The former writer

says (Fanning: "A^oyages." page 476):
"From information that the author has

in his possession it is presumed that the

continent of Palmer Land does not ex-

tend further west than the looth degree

of west longitude." He adds: "It is re-

ported that an extensive bank, with from
60 to 100 fathoms of water over it, has

been discovered between the latitude of

66° and 69° south, to the westward of

140° west longitude, which may be con-
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TWO EMPF.ROR PENGUINS ON SOUTH VICTORIA LAND

nected with extensive land to the south

of it." *

Long designated as insular, the conti-

nental character of Palmer Land has

^Attempts have been made to discredit Fan-
ning, a sealer, making no claims to scientific

.accuracy in astronomical positions. His gen-

eral statements are strikingly confirmed by the

discovery by the Belgica, under Gerlache, of a

continental plateau, from 75° to 103° W. (the

Belgica s farthest), sloping gently to the south,

with soundings from 100 to 250 fathoms. Un-
questionably the plateau extends farther west.

been gradually proved through the dis-

coveries of Larsen, 1893; of Norden-
skiold, 1903, and of Charcot, 1910.

As it is now acknowledged that this

land is a northerly projection of the

continent of Antarctica, to this American

sea captain must be given geographic

credit second to the other only known
discoverer of a continent—Christopher

Columbus—who no more than Palmer

realized the greatness of his work.

301
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HOW pai.me;r land became graham
LAND

Among the curious recurrence of

parallels in history is the surprising fact

that the only men who have discovered

continents—Columbus, the unknown dis-

coverer of Australia, and Palmer

—

should each have failed in receiving that

highest form of geographical homage

—

the application of their names to the

lands discovered.

A fellow-explorer, the English sailor

George Powell, fittingly honored his

American comrade by charting "Palmer

Land" on his map of South Shetlands,

1822 (reproduced, Balch, "Antarctica,"

page 96), which nomenclature was
promptly accepted in French official pub-

lications ("Annales IMaritimes et Colo-

niales," Paris, 1824).

The just and accurate use of Palmer

Land continued on the charts of the

world until, in 1831, it was displaced by

potent authorities. The Enderby broth-

ers, of Great Britain, one of whom was
an influential Fellow of the Royal Geo-

graphical Societ/, fitted out an expedition

under command « f John Biscoe, a retired

master of the Re yal Navy, who visited

the coasts of Palmer Land, whence re-

sulted its replacement by Graham Land,

renamed after the first Lord of the Ad-
miralty, Sir Tames R. G. Graham.
The combination of the British gov-

ernment, of the Royal Navy, and of the

Royal Geographical Society was over-

powering, so that the name of the

American captain disappeared from Ant-

arctic charts, of which England then had
a practical monopoly. The potency of

the authority of the "mistress of the

seas" and the insidious efl;ect of this act

of suppression and unjustifiable substi-

tution can be traced through the geo-

graphic literature of the past 80 years.

The Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th edi-

tion, 1875, mentions neither Palmer nor

charts his discoveries.

Nor has the influence of such suppres-

sion been confined to Europe, as its

effect has been often noted in this coun-
try. In March, 191 2, one of the best-

edited and most reliable of American
newspapers published a long and detailed

summary of Antarctic explorations.

widely copied, in which neither the name
nor the work of the discoverer of Ant-
arctica is even mentioned. On the con-

trary, to the Russian explorer Bellings-

hausen is indirectly ascribed the honor
which pertains to an American sailor.

One English author. Dr. Hugh Robert
Mill ("Siege of the South Pole," 1905,
page 162), expresses the opinion that

"as a matter of historic justice it seems
to us that Powell's name of Palmer Land
ought to be retained,' an opinion insepa-

rable from any careful consideration of

the facts.

The standard British authority for

south-polar work is The Antarctic Man-
ual, specially compiled for the govern-
mental expedition of 1901, commanded
by Captain R. F. Scott, R. N. It repro-

duces on its charts the tracks and discov-

eries of all the British whalers, including

Biscoe, who appropriated Palmer's work.
It omits from the charts Palmer's name,
although the contribution of the Belgian

professor, Arctowski, to the manual men-
tions Palmer Land in text and by sketch

map.

A concession is made in the Encyclo-
pedia Britannica, nth edition, 191 1, spe-

cially Americanized for the LTnited

States, which admits in two lines that

"Nathaniel Brown Palmer discovered

the mountainous archipelago which now
bears his name.'' It then proceeds to

give a column regarding John Biscoe,

R. N., whose explorations, as above re-

cited, displaced Palmer Land in favor of

Graham Land.

Has not the time arrived when the

glorious phase of American maritime

history should receive full national rec-

ognition? Every text-book teaching

polar geography should contain the state-

ment that the American captain, N. B.

Palmer, first discovered parts of the con-

tinent of Antarctica, and on every offi-

cial south-polar map should be replaced

Palmer Land.

ANTARCTIC DISCOVERIES BY LIEUTENANT
CHARLES WILKES, U. S. NAVY

We pass now to the American who
discovered widelv separated points of

Antarctica. Realizing with scientific

acumen their interrelations, he correctly
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EMPERORS AT REST
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designated the new regions as the Ant-
arctic Continent.

The Wilkes expedition for maritime
exploration was authorized by an act of

Congress approved May i8, 1836. As
organized, it consisted of five unsuitable

and inadequately equipped ships, of
which the largest was the flagship Vin-
cenncs and the smallest the Flying Fish,

96 tons. The command was refused by
several officers, but late in 1838 the

squadron sailed under Lieut. Charles
Wilkes, U. S. Navy. Scientific work
was strictly subordinated to surveys and
explorations, it being a commercial en-

terprise.

The official instructions of the Secre-

tary of Navy, Paulding, August 11,

1838, ran in part as follows

:

"You will proceed to explore the

southern Antarctic to the southward of
Powell's group, and between it and
Sandwich Land, endeavoring to reach a

high southern latitude, making such
examination and surveys of the bays,

ports, inlets, and sounds in that region

(Tierra del Euego) as may be service-

able in future to vessels engaged in the

whale fisheries.

"From Sydney (at the end of 1839)
you will make a second attempt to pene-
trate within the Antarctic region, south

of Van Dieman's Land, and as far west
as longitude 45° E., or to Enderby Land.
The Congress of the United States, hav-
ing in view the important interests of
our commerce embarked in the whale
fisheries and other adventures in the

great Southern Ocean, by an act of the

1 8th of May, 1836, authorized an expe-

dition to be fitted out for the purpose of

•exploring and surveying that sea.

"Although the primary object of the

•expedition is the promotion of the great

interests of commerce and navigation,

y^et you will take all occasions not in-

compatible with the great purposes of

your undertaking to extend the bounds
of science and promote the acquisition

of knowledge.
"You will prohibit all under your com-

mand from furnishing any person not be-

longing to the expedition with informa-

tion which has reference to the objects

or proceedings of the expedition."

While no mention was made of Palm-

er's discoveries, tney were well known
to Wilkes, who made Orange Harbor,
Tierra del Fuego, his base of operations.
With the Porpoise and Sea Gull he ex-
plored to the east. Leaving South Shet-
lands to the north on March 3, 1839,
Wilkes reports : "Filled away at day-
light, and stood for Palmer Land. . . .

At 6:30 we made land, which I took to

be Mount Hope, the eastern point of
Palmer Land. . . . Near to us we
discovered three small islets, and gave
them the name of Adventure Islets, while
beyond and above all rose two high
mountains, one of which was Mt. Hope."

Violent gales and thick ice obliged a

speedy return.

Meanwhile Captain Hudson, in the

Peacock, and Lieutenant Walker, in the

Flyisli Fish, struggled southwestward
from February 25 to March 25. with
gales and fogs. Appearances of land
(unconfirmed) were noted from about
70° 20' S., 100° W.
The next Antarctic cruise was made

from Sydney, Australia, the designated
base. Wilkes sailed December 26, 1839,
with the flagship Vincennes, the Peacock,
the Porpoise, and the tiny pilot-boat Fly-
ing Fish.

This memoir does not concern the

dangers and privations incident to this

astonishing Antarctic cruise, from which
one ship returned almost as by miracle.

Nevertheless, unfitness of ships, insuffi-

ciency of clothing, inappropriate food,

inclemency of weather, extraordinary

ice conditions, and difficulties of navi-

gating sailing ships in the ice form a

background against which stand out
brilliantly the indomitable character of

the commander, the courage, seaman-
ship, and resourcefulness of the officers

and men. Attention is here given only

to discoveries.

This account is drawn from Wilkes'

narrative, and quotations are from the

reports of proceedings by the ships

named.

January 16, 1840. "Appearances be-

lieved to be land were visible from all

three vessels."*

*The Plying Fish was absent. The land
signs are surmised to have been the loom of
the Balleny Islands, discovered the previous

January, but unknown to Wilkes.
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January 19, 1840. "In the morning" we
(Vincennes) found ourselves in a deep
bay. Land was now certainly visible,

both to the south-southeast and south-

west, in the former direction most dis-

tinctly. Both appeared high."

At three the same morning Hudson, in

the Peacock, tacked to reach "An im-

mense mass which had every appearance
of land, seen far beyond and towering
•over an ice island. It bore southwest
and had the appearance of being 3,000
feet in height, looking gray and dark,

and divided into two distinct ridges

throughout its entire extent ; the whole
being covered with snow."*

January 22, 1840. "The Peacock stood

into the (Peacock) bay and saw the

same appearance of high land in the

distance. Sounded ; bottom was reached
at 320 fathoms ; the matter brought up
was slate-covered mud." (The bay, 20
miles deep, was surrounded by an ice-

"barrier.)

January 23, 1840. The Vincennes en-

tered an indentation in the ice-barrier,

which stretched unbroken along their

course.

"The appearance of land was ob-

served both to the eastward and west-

w^ard. . . . Reached the solid bar-

rier. This was a deep indentation in the

coast, about 25 miles wide ; explored it

to the depth of 15 miles. This I have
called Disappointment Bay ; it is in lati-

tude 67° 4' 3" S., longitude 147° 30' E"
(see map, page 308).

January 28, 1840. The Vincennes at

9.30 a. m. "had another sight of land

ahead. (ti a. m.) We had the land

now in plain view." A violent gale

-obliged the ship to put to sea.

January 30, 1840. From the Vincennes
"land was in sight. At 8 o'clock reached

the icy barrier and hove to. It was tan-

talizing, with the land in sight, to be

again and again blocked out. . . .

Admiral John E. Pillsbury, U. S. Navy,
• conclusively proves (Nationai. Geographic
Magazine, February, 1910, pp. 171-173) from
D'Urville's reports that his discovery of Adelie

Land was one day after Wilkes discovered

Cape Hudson. D'Urville used the date of

America, and Wilkes that of Europe, so that

D'Urville's January 21 was in reality Janu-
.ary 22.

This bay was formed partly by rocks and
partly by ice islands. . . . We ap-
proached within half a mile of the dark
volcanic rocks, which appeared on both
sides of us, and saw the land gradually
rising beyond the ice to the height of

3,000 feet, and entirely covered with
snow. ... I make this bay (called

Finer) in longitude 140° 2' 30" E., lat-

itude 66° 45' S. ; and now that all are
convinced of its existence, / gave the

land the name of the Antarctic Conti-
nent. . . . Sounded and found a
hard bottom at 30 fathoms."

Driven from Finer Bay by a gale,

Wilkes continued his cruise along the

unbroken ice-barrier to the westward.
This, in despite of the official report of
his*' medical officers, endorsed by a ma-
jority of his line officers, that "a few
days more of such exposure
would reduce the number of the crew
by sickness to such an extent as to haz-
ard the safety of the ship and the lives

of all on board."

February 2, 1840. The Vincennes in

137° 2' E., 66° 12' S., at 3 p. m., had
"land in sight, with the same lofty ap-

pearance as before. No break in the

icy barrier, where a foot could be set on
the rocks."

February 6, 18 |o. From the Vin-
cennes the barrier "still had the appear-
ance of being attached to the land, and
in one uninterrupted line."

February 7, 1840. The Vincennes
"continued all day running along the

perpendicular icy barrier, about 150 feet

in height. Beyond it the outline of the

high land could be well distinguished.

At 6 p. m. we found the barrier suddenly
trending to the southward. . . . This
point I have named Cape Carr, in longi-

tude 131° 40' E., latitude 64° 49' S."

February 8, 1840. The Vincennes at

noon was in 127° 7' E., 65° 3' S. "At

7 p. m. we had strong indications of

land ; the barrier was of the former per-

pendicular form, and later the "outline

of the continent appeared distinct

though distant."

February 12, 1840. From the Vin-
cennes at I p. m. : "Land was now dis-

tinctly seen from 18 to 20 miles distant.
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bearing from south-southeast to south-

west—a lofty mountain range, covered

with snow, though showing many ridges

and indentations. . . . The barrier

in places had the appearance of being

broken up, and we had decreased our
longitude to 112° 16' 12" E., while our
latitude was 64° 57' S. This put the

land in about 65° 20' S., and its trending

nearly east and west."

February 13, 1840. The l^inccnncs "in

the afternoon had the land ahead. At
6.30 p. m. it was judged to be 10 or 12

miles distant. The day was remarkably
clear and the land very distinct. By
measurement we made the extent of

coast of the Antarctic Continent, which
was then in sight, 75 miles, and by ap-

proximate measurement 3,000 feet high.

It was entirely covered with snow.
Longitude at noon, 106° 18' 42"" E., lati-

tude 65'' 49' 40" S. . . . Hove to.

Fortunately made a landing (on an ice

island). We found imbedded in it boul-

ders, stones, etc. There was no doubt
that it had been detached from the land,

which was about 8 miles distant."

Wilkes turned back when in about
97° 40' E. longitude, 64° i' S. latitude,

having traced for 1,700 miles a practi-

cally uninterrupted ice-barrier, bordering
the coast of his Antarctic Continent.

The Vincennes proceeded first to Ho-
bart Town, then to Sydney, which it

reached on March 11. Lieutenant
Wilkes immediately announced the dis-

covery of a South Polar Continent to the

Secretary of the Navy in the following

letter, dated at Sydney, New South
Wales, March 11, 1840:

"It affords me much gratification to

report that zve have discovered a large

body of land zvithin the Antarctic circle,

which I have named the Antarctic Con-
tinent, and refer you to the report of
our cruise and accompanying charts, in-

closed herewith, for full information
relative thereto."

Mr. Edwin S. Balch, in his learned

and exhaustive memoir on south-polar

explorations (Antarctica, Phila., 1902)
most concisely and justly summarized the

geographical outcome of this cruise in

the statement : "The cruise of Wilkes
will remain among the remarkable voy-

ages of all time. No finer achievement
has been accomplished in the annals of

the Arctic or of the Antarctic. With un-
suitable, improperly equipped ships, amid
icebergs, gales, snowstorms, and fogs,

Wilkes followed an unknown coast-line

for a distance exceeding in length the

LIral Mountain range. It is the long

distance which Wilkes traversed which
makes the results of his cruise so im-

portant ; for he did not merely sight the

coast in one or two places, but he hugged
it for such a distance as to make sure

that the land was continental in dimen-
sions. . . . It is only the exact truth

to assert that the honor of recognizing

the existence of the continent of Ant-
arctica belongs to Charles Wilkes and to

the United States Exploring Expedi-
tion."

DISCOVERIES OE WIIvKES DISCREDITED

On his announcement of the existence

of the Antarctic Continent, Wilkes natu-

rally expected an appreciative acknowl-
edgment and high commendation—from
his own countrymen at least. Instead

his experiences were practically parallel

with those of Columbus. Placed in ar-

rest, he was tried for his commission
under charges alleging cruelty, falsehood,

grave misconduct, and of scandalous
acts—such, for instance, as wearing the

uniform of a captain while yet a lieu-

tenant. After a long and exhaustive
trial he was fully and honorably ac-

quitted, though he suffered from the

chagrin and temporary stigma incident

to such official investigations. Though
reestablished in public opinion at home,
he was subject to attacks and innuendoes
from abroad to the day of his death.

By extending an unexpected favor
Wilkes gained an enemy. Contrary to

his stringent official instructions, he sent

to Capt. J. C. Ross, R. N., then engaged
in Antarctic research, a chart and letter

showing his own experiences and dis-

coveries. This officer of the Royal Navy
not only reflected severely on Wilkes
(Ross: "Voyage to the South Seas,"

1847, 1^272, 280, 285-299), but omitted

all of his discoveries from the admiralty

chart, on which appeared those of every

British sealer.
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His brilliant successes in Arctic and
in Antarctic explorations place Ross in

a class by himself in polar annals. But
unwisely he derogated from his glory

by unjustly attributing to Wilkes a dis-

honorable intrusion on this field of work
in 1840. As Wilkes was acting under
official orders of 1836, this was clearly

an unfounded aspersion which ultimately

resulted in the condemnation of Ross'

action by competent critics in England,
France, and America.

Wilkes, in his "Synopsis of Cruise,"

1842, clearly says that on the chart sent

to Ross was "laid down land not only

where we had determined it to exist, but

those places in which every appearance
denoted its existence," as was natural in

a chart for information. Ross declined

this explanation, and then unfortunately

charted himself the Parry Mountains,
which are non-existent (Scott: "Voyage
of the Discovery." I: 171).
Thus it was Ross, not Wilkes, who

appropriated other men's discoveries, for

three of Ross' new islands are only three

peaks of Balleny's Sturge Island ( Scott

:

"Voyage of the Discovery," 11:389).
The discrediting of Wilkes by stand-

ard English authorities has been bold,

open, and persistent for 70 years, though
occasionally in late years some able, im-
partial expert, like the Scotch scientist.

Sir John Alurray, has expressed belief

in him.

The Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th edi-

tion, 1875, s^ys of Wilkes' discovery of

the southern continent : "As a portion of

it had already been seen by Balleny and
the rest of it has since been proved not

to exist, the claim has not been ad-

mitted." Balleny's mate, John McNab,
however, when in 65° 10' S., 117° 4'

E., on March 3, 1839, records in his

journal, "To the southwest the ice was
quite fast, with every appearance of land

at the back of it, but the weather coming
on thick." And on this indefinite state-

ment British geographers locate Sabrina

Land and declare it to be knoivn land.

In 1897, in his anniversary address to

the Royal Geographical Society, its presi-

dent, Sir Clements Markham, claimed

that Sir James Clark Ross, R. N., "made
one of the greatest of geographical dis-

coveries of modern times, amid regions
of perpetual ice, including a southern
continent."

In 1899 Markham read before the

International Geographical Congress at

Berlin a paper, "The Antarctic Expedi-
tions," in which he omitted the names of

Wilkes and Palmer. Moreover, he pro-
posed to divide the Antarctic region into

four quadrants, and to name each quad-
rant after an eminent Britisher. He
eliminated Wilkes' discoveries and pro-
posed to call the region which Wilkes
had explored "Victoria Quadrant," thus
ignoring the prior and brilliant work of
the great Antarctic French explorer,.

Dumont D'Urville, as well as that of the

American.

The Antarctic Manual, 1901, compiled
for the British National Antarctic Expe-
dition of that year, omits from its official

chart all of Wilkes" discoveries except
Knox Land.
The 30-inch British terrestrial globe,

by W. and A. K. Johnson, corrected to

1903, omits all of Wilkes' work.
Capt. R. E. Scott, R. N., in his "Voy-

age of the Discovery," 1905, states of his-

own cruise : "Thus once and for all we
have definitely disposed of Wilkes Land,"
and so omits it from his chart, retaining

Sabrina Land, however, of Balleny.*

With unconscious inconsistency Scott
admits that "Wilkes' soundings still re-

main as a guide to the limit of the conti-

nental plateau," thus indirectly assuming
that Ross discovered the austral conti-

nent.

Dr. Mill, "Siege of the South Pole,'"

1905, indefinitely admits that Wilkes dis-

covered something, but does not directly

name any land. Ignoring entirely the
official chart of Wilkes. Mill gives a

misleading impression by reproducing"

without explanation the preliminary
chart sent to Ross (Balch: Antarctica,

1902). Sir Ernest Shackleton accepts.

Scott's erroneous statement about sailing

"over part of the so-called Wilkes Land,"
"The Heart of the Antarctic," page 229,
and omits it from his chart (except Knox

* Mr. Edwin Swift Balch. in his "Why
America Should Re-explore Wilkes Land," p.

39, etc., shows that Scott never reached Wilkes.
Land.
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Photo by Sir Ernest H. Shackleton

From "The Heart of the Antarctic," by E- H. Shackleton (J. B. Lippincott Co.)

KILLER WHALES SOUNDING OFE THE GREAT ICE BARRIER

Land), but sympathizingly adds, "The
question of the existence of this land in

any other position had been left open."

The first break in nearly fourscore

years of misrepresentation in British

standard works is in the Encyclopedia
Britannica, nth edition, 191 1, where
Dr. Mill admits "there can be no doubt

that Wilkes saw land along the line

where Adelie Land, Kemp Land, En-
derby Land are known to exist, even if

the positions he assigns are not quite

accurate."

THE CONTINENT OE ANTARCTICA

Probably no other standard authority

denies the existence of a south-polar

continent save the Encyclopedia Britan-

nica, nth edition, 191 1, which mentions

"Australia, the only continent entirely in

the southern hemisphere." The loth

edition, 1902, said : "The hypothesis of

a great Antarctic continent, or continen-

tal archipelago, continuously covered by
an ice-sheet, is confirmed by the obser-

vations of recent explorers, but the evi-

dence is not yet direct or conclusive."

Nearly 40 years since, a distinguished

scientist, born on the continent of North
America, Sir John Murray, of Challen-

ger expedition and fame, and one of the

eight honorary members of the National

Geographic Society, considered the
mooted extent of south polar lands and.

finally outlined their logical continental

form as the continent of Antarctica—a.

fitting and largely accepted name. This-

great feat of constructive geography de-

pended on a few-score handfuls of oce-

anic ooze from the south-polar seas and
scanty bits of rocks from scattered lands.

Whatever doubts remained as to the

accuracy of Murray's deductions have
disappeared since the cumulative dis-

coveries of Amundsen, Borchgrevink,.

Bruce, Drygalski, Gerlache, Larsen^
Nordenskiold, Scott, and Shackleton.

Indeed, a German scientist has calculated

that Antarctica is considerably greater in

area than Europe, and that the average-

elevation is more than double that of

Asia.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the primary
discovery of Antarctica and its definite-

recognition as a continent were the out-

come of American energy and prescience.

It is therefore the duty of the I20,000'

members of the National Geographic
Society to create a public sentiment that

shall honor in our literature and in our
history the achievements of Nathaniel B_
Palmer and of Charles Wilkes.
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TAAL VOLCANO AND ITS RECENT
DESTRUCTIVE ERUPTION

By Dean C. Worcester
Secretary oe the Interior of the Phieippine Islands

DISTAXCE detracts "amazingly
from public appreciation of the

magnitude of great calamities,

and as the people of the United States

have thus far gained their information
relative to the recent great eruption of

Taal Volcano chiefly, if not entirely,

from meager newspaper reports, it is not

strange that few of them even now real-

ize that in the early morning of January
30, 191 1, there occurred in the Philip-

pine Islands an appalling disaster.

The destructive eruption of Taal Vol-
cano which then took place is by no
means its first outbreak within historic

times. Taal is an old offender in this

regard and we know that it was making
trouble soon after the discovery of the

Philippine Islands.

The town of Taal was founded by
Augustinian friars in 1572, and in his

description of this event Father Caspar
de San Agustin says that in Lake Boni-

bon, on the south shore of which the

town was located, "there is a volcano of

fire, which is wont to spit forth many
and very large rocks, which are glowing
and destroy the crops of the natives."

The volcano was unquestionably very
active at this time. In fact, Father Nada
has stated that Taal was actually in erup-
tion in 1572. No details of this eruption
were recorded, so far as is now known,

but it is certain that Father Albuquerque
celebrated mass on Volcano Island with
a view to tranquil the spirits of the

panic-stricken natives.

In 1 591 Father Alcantara performed
a similar ceremony, because the volcano
had begun to belch forth extraordinary
masses of smoke.

Between 1605 and 161 1 Father Tomas
de Abreu not only said mass on the vol-

cano, but had an immense cross of hard
wood erected at the brink of the princi-

pal crater, for the reason that from this

crater there had come frequent subter-

ranean rumblings which had greatly

terrified the inhabitants of neighboring
villages.

In several chronicles there exist vague
statements concerning eruptions in 1^134

and in 1635.
In 1707 there occurred the first well-

established and authentically recorded
eruption. At this time a cone, which
still exists and is called Binintiang Mala-
qui (see page 318), "burst forth with a
tremendous display of thunder and light-

ning ; but aside from fear and tremblings
no damage was done in the towns situ-

ated on the shores of Lake Bombon." *

*The translations of the accounts of early
eruptions are taken from the Rev. Miguel Sa-
derra Maso's paper on "The Eruption of Taal
Volcano on January 30, 191 1."
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MAP SHOWING AREA Of DEVASTATION BY THE LAST ERUPTION OF TAAL VOLCANO,
AND ALSO THE TOWNS DESTROYED BY PREVIOUS ERUPTIONS

On September 24, 17 16, there occurred
a violent eruption, which has been de-

scribed by Father Manuel de Arce as

follows

:

FISHES COOKED BY THE BOILING LAKE

"On September 24, 1716, at about 6
o'clock in the evening, a great number of

detonations were heard in the air, and
shortly after it became plain that the vol-

cano in Lake Bombon had burst on its

southeastern side, which faces Lipa, so

that the whole point called Calauit ap-

peared to be on fire. Later on the erup-
tion seemed to spread into the lake, in

the direction of Mount Macolod, which
rises opposite the volcano on the south-

eastern shore of the lake. Great masses
of smoke, water, and ashes rushed out
of the lake, high up into the air, looking
like towers. Simultaneously there was a

great commotion in the earth which
stirred up the water in the lake, forming

immense waves which lashed the shores

as though a violent typhoon were rag-

ing. Their fury was such that in front

of the Convento of Taal, and in other

places of the beach, a strip of more than
10 brazas [16.7 meters] in width was
engulfed by the water, and the church
was endangered.
"On the following days, Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday, things continued
in the same way, but by Sunday all the

combustible material appears to have
been consumed. This eruption killed all

the fishes, large and small, the Vv^'aves

casting them ashore in a state as if they

had been cooked, since the water had
been heated to a degree that it appeared
to have been taken from a boiling cal-

dron. There was an all-pervading, pes-

tilential stench of sulphur which greatly

nwlested the inhabitants of the towns
surrounding the lake.

"Sunday morning the sun broke
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The inner line incloses the area of devastation. The space between it and the next outer

line shows the area of serious damage. The space included within the outermost line marks
the area over which there was a considerable fall of "ash." A light fall of "ash" extended
as far north as Manila and to a corresponding distance in other directions. The lighter

ejecta were drifted to the northeast by the wind which prevailed at the time._ The loss of

life was confined to Volcano Island and to the mainland to the west included within the zone
of devastation (see page 361).

through, but later torrential rains fell

with thunder and lightning, some of the

latter striking and the whole causing the

greatest terror. Finally, however, the

weather cleared, and of the whole
tragedy there remained no other signs

than the stench of sulphur and of the

great quantity of dead fish cast upon the

beach by the waves."
In 1729 there occurred an eruption, of

which we have no adequate description.

In 1 73 1 the volcano again burst forth.

Father Torrubia has described this out-

break as follows

:

"With terror we heard during one of

the nights a continuous fire of heavy ar-

tillery, as if two mighty armies were en-

gaged in battle. This was followed by a

terrible earthquake of long duration,

after which we heard only isolated deto-

nations, not with the former frequency,

but very much sharper. Their persist-

ency caused us to pass the following day

in considerable anxiety and fear. At
nightfall we were informed that out of

the depths of Lake Bombon, which is at

a distance of eight leagues [34 kilo-

meters, or 21 miles] there rose such a

frightful and all-devouring conflagration

that the whole region was panic-stricken.

''Curiosity led me to go and examine
the terrible phenomenon which lasted

during many days, accompanied by sub-

terranean rumblings which caused the

entire region to tremble. The moment
when a report was heard, there appeared
in the air, surrounded by sulphurous

flames and pestilential smoke, enormous
boulders, which built up an island from
the bottom of the deep lake, said island
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having a diameter of one mile, more or

less. After the conflagration had be-

come extinct, I myself saw this island

from a place near Tanauan. It is com-
posed entirely of rocks with an admix-
ture of other materials ejected during

the eruption, without any earth what-
ever. The rocks, subject to the action of

fire ever since their formation, clearly

reveal the hand which placed them there.

This all-consuming fire made the water

boil, cooked the fishes, and left the im-

press of its fierceness on the very rocks."

In spite of the violence of this erup-

tion, no damage was done to the neigh-

boring towns.

On August II, 1749, there began a

very violent outburst. It has been most
graphically described by an eyewitness,

Father Buencuchillo, who says

:

PYRAMIDS OF ASHES

"During the night of that day the top

of the mountain burst out with tremen-

dous force from the same crater which
since ancient times used to emit fire and

rocks. The course of events was this:

At about II o'clock of the night I had
noticed a rather extensive glare over the

top of the island ; but entirely unaware
of what this might portend, I paid no
special attention to it and retired to rest.

Around 3 o'clock in the morning of the

1 2th, I heard something like heavy artil-

lery fire and began to count the reports,

taking it for granted that they came
from the ship which was expected to ar-

rive from New Spain [Mexico] and
which, according to an ancient custom,

on entering Balayan Bay saluted Our
Lady of Caysasay. I thought it strange,

however, when I found that the number
of detonations already exceeded one

hundred, and still they did not cease.

This caused me to rise with some anxiety

as to what could be the matter ; but my
doubts were quickly dispelled, as at this

moment there appeared four excited na-

tives who shouted : 'Father, let us leave

this place! The volcano has burst out

and all this noise and racket comes from

it!'

"By this time it began to dawn, and

we saw the immense column of smoke

which rose from the summit of the

island, while several smaller whiffs

issued from other openings. I confess

that the spectacle, far from frightening-

me, rather delighted my eves, especially

when I noticed that also from the water
there arose enormous colunms of sand

and ashes, which ascended in the shape

of pyramids to marvelous heights and
then fell back into the lake like -illumi-

nated fountains.

"Some of the pyramids surged toward
north, others toward east, the sight last-

ing until 9 o'clock of the morning. At
the latter hour there was felt a furious

earthquake which left nothing movable
in its place within the convento. This
forced me to flee to higher ground, es-

pecially as I noticed that some of the

horrid pyramids shooting forth from the

water were coming toward the town and
pla^e where we were. When they

reached that part of the lake's shore

which was known as 'tierra destruida'

[waste land?], they ruined that tract en-

tirely, and with a second earthquake, not

less fierce than the one shortly preceding,

it sank into the lake. To this very day,

the branches of the trees buried beneath
the water can be seen from the distance.

"During these terrible convulsions of
the earth fissures opened in the ground
amid horrifying- roars, said fissures ex-

tending from the northern and north-

eastern beach of the lake as far as the

neighborhood of the town of Calamba.
Here, as well as elsewhere, the whole
shore of Lake Bombon has been dis-

turbed. The entire territory of Sala and
part of that of Tanauan have been ren-

dered practically uninhabitable : the wa-
ter-courses have been altered, former
springs have ceased to flow and new
ones made their appearance ; the whole
country is traversed by fissures, and ex-

tensive subsidences have occurred in

many places.

"During my flight I saw a great many
tall trees, such as cocoanut and betel-

nut palms, either miserably fallen or so

deeply buried that their tops were within

reach of my hands. I likewise saw sev-

eral houses which formerly, in accord-

ance with Philippine custom, had their
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floors raised several yards above ground,

but had sunk to such a degree that the

same ladder which once served to ascend

into them was now used to descend to

them. The most remarkable thing about

this is that the natives tranquilly con-

tinue .occupying them, though they find

themselves buried alive.

'Tt rained ashes in considerable quan-

tity, and that part of them which re-

mained suspended in the air formed a

vast cloud, which grew so dense as to

cause real darkness during the hours of

broad daylight."

On May 15, 1754, there began the

most violent and long-continued eruption

which has occurred within historic times.

The same good priest who so tranquilly

observed the eruption of 1749 and so

graphically recorded his observations

witnessed this eruption also, and again
his description is most interesting. He
says

:

"a living picture; of sodom"

"On May 15, 1754, at about 9 or 10

o'clock in the night, the volcano quite

unexpectedly commenced to roar and
emit, sky-high, formidable flames inter-

mixed with glowing rocks, which, falling

back upon the island and rolling down
the slopes of the mountain, created the

impression of a large river of fire. Dur-
ing the following days there appeared in

the lake a large quantity of pumice-stone
which had been ejected by the volcano.

Part of these ejecta had also reached

the hamlet of Bayuyungan and com-
pletely destroyed it.

"The volcano continued thus until

June 2. during the night of which the

eruption reached such proportions that

the falling ejecta made the entire island

appear to be on fire, and it was even
feared that the catastrophe might in-

volve the shores of the lake. From the

said 2d of June until September 25, the

volcano never ceased to eject fire and
mud of such bad character that the best

ink does not cause so black a stain.

"During the night of September 25 the

tire emitted was quite extraordinary and
accompanied by terrifying rumblings.

The strangest thing was, that within the
l)lack column of smoke issuing from the

volcano ever since June 2, there fre-

quently formed thunder-storms, and it

happened that the' huge tempest cloud

would scarcely ever disappear dvu'ing

two months.
"At daybreak of September 26 we

found ourselves forced to abandon our
dwelling for fear lest the roofs come
down upon us under the weight of ashes

and stones which had fallen upon them
during that hapless night. In fact, some
weaker buildings collapsed. The depth
of the layer of ashes and stones exceeded
two 'cuartas' [45 centimeters, or 18

inches], and the result was that there

was neither tree nor other plant which
it did not ruin or crush, giving to the

whole region an aspect as if a devastat-

ing conflagration had swept over it.

After this the volcano calmed down con-

siderably, though not sufficiently to olTer

any prospect of tranquillity.

"During the night of November i

Taal resumed its former fury, ejecting

fire, rocks, sand, and mud in greater

quantities than ever before. On Novem-
ber 15 it vomited enormous boulders,

which, rolling down the slopes of the

island, fell into the lake and caused huge
waves. These paroxysms were accom-
panied by swaying motions of the

ground, which caused all the houses of

the town to totter. AVe had already

abandoned our habitation and were liv-

ing in a tower, which appeared to offer

greater security ; but on this occasion we
resolved that the entire population retire

to the sanctuary of Caysasay, only the

'administrador' and myself to remain on
the spot.

"At 7 in the evening of November 28
occurred a new paroxysm, during which
the volcano vomited forth such masses
of fire and ejecta that in my opinion all

the material ejected during so many
months, if taken together, would not
equal the quantity which issued at the

time. The columns of fire and smoke
ascended higher than ever before, in-

creasing every moment in volume and
setting fire to the whole island, there

being not the smallest portion of the

latter ' which was not covered by the

smoke and the glowing rocks and ashes.

All this was accompanied by terrific
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lightning and thunder above and violent

shocks of earthquakes underneath. The
cloud of ejecta, carried on by the wind,

extended itself toward west and south,

with the result that we saw already some
stones fall close to our shore. I there-

fore shouted to all those who were still

in the town to take to flight, and we all

ran off in a hurry ; otherwise we would
have been engulfed on the spot, as the

waves of the angry lake began already

to flood the houses nearest to the beach.

"We left the town, fleeing from this

living picture of Sodom, with incessant

fear lest the raging waters of the lake

overtake us, which were at the moment
invading the main part of the town,
sweeping away everything which they

encountered. On the outskirts of the

town I came upon a woman who was so

exhausted by her burden of two little

children and a bundle of clothing that

she could proceed no farther. Moved by
pity, I took one of the toddlers from her

and carried him, and the little indio, who
had been wailing while in the arms of

his mother, stopped short when I took

him into mine and never uttered a sound
while I was carrying him a good piece

of the way.
"Having reached l secure place on ele-

vated ground at a distance of about half

a league [2 kilometers] from the town,
we halted in a hut to rest a little and take

some food. From this spot the volcano

could be contemplated with a little more
serenity of mind. It still continued in

full fury, ejecting immense masses of

material. ' Now I also observed that the

earth was in continuous swaying motion,

a fact which I had failed to notice dur-

ing the excitement and fear of the flight.

"Shortly afterwards the volcano sub-

sided almost suddenly ; its top was clear

and apparently calm. We therefore re-

turned on the following day, the 29th,

to the town with the intention of survey-

ing the havoc wrought during the pre-

ceding night.

"The 29th had dawned calm, but while

we were still trying to persuade our-

selves that the tragedy was over and the

volcano had exhausted its bowels, at

about 8 o'clock we heard a crash, and
then I noticed that smoke was rising

from the point of the island which looks

toward east. The smoke spread very
gradually as far as the crater of the vol-

cano, while there were many whiffs

issuing from points in the direction of

another headland. I realized that the

island had opened in these places, and
fearing that if a crater should open be-
low the water an explosion might follow

much more formidable than the preced-
ing ones, I mounted a horse and retired

permanently to the sanctuary of Caysa-
say.

The; sky was shrouded in thk bIvACk-

ness oe night for three days

"Between 3 and 4 o'clock in the after-

noon of the said 29th, it began to rain

mud and ashes at Caysasay (12 miles

from the volcano ) and this rain lasted

three days. The most terrifying circum-

stance was that the whole sky was
shrouded in such darkness that we could

not have seen the hand placed before

the face had it not been for the sinister

glare of the incessant lightnings. Nor
could we use artificial light, as this was
extinguished by the wind and copious

ashes, which penetrated everywhere. All

was horror during those three days,

which appeared rather like murky nights,

and we did not occupy ourselves with

anything but see to it that the natives

swept off' the roofs the large quantities

of ashes and stones which kept on ac-

cumulating" upon them and threatened to

bring them down upon us, burying us

alive beneath their weight. But fearing

that even these precautions might prove

unavailing, we three Europeans—viz..

Father Prior, the alcalde, and myself

—

the only ones who were at the time in

the Convento of Caysasay, took refuge

on the landing of the stairs as the safest

place, and awaited there whatever God
might dispose with regard to us. To all

this was added incessant thunder and
lightning, and it really looked as if the

world was going to pieces and its axis

had been displaced.

"During the night of the 30th we had
not a moment of repose, as every mo-
ment we heard the loud crash of houses

collapsing under the load of stones, mud.



. Photo li} iK.in r. Worcester

A PORTION OF THE CRATER WAEE OE TAAE VOLCANO SHOWING STRATIFICATION

The walls of this crater often show quite bright colors during the rainy season, but turn

dingy gray during the dry season (see page 331)

and ashes piled upon them, and feared

that the turn of the convento and church
of Caysasay would come next. Shortly

before daybreak of December i there was
a tremendous crash, as if the house were
coming down over our heads : the roof

of the apsis of the church had caved in

!

Not long afterward the roof of the

kitchen gave way with a similar thtid.

Both were tile roofs.

"The ist of December broke somewhat
clear and our eyes contemplated every-

where ruins and destruction. The layer

of ashes and mud was more than five

spans [i.io meters, or 43 inches] thick,

and it was almost a miracle that the

roofs of the church and convento sus-

tained so great a weight. We caused

the bulk of the material to be removed,

while new continued to fall on that day
and the following, on which latter the

direction of the wind changed, carrying

the ejecta toward Balayan. On the 3d
and 4th we had a formidable typhoon,

and thereafter the volcano quieted down.
''Soon afterward I resolved to visit
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as not a green blade remained
anywhere.
"The same fate as Taal has

befahen the towns of Lipa, Tan-
auan, and so much of Sala as

still existed. These towns, to-

gether with Taal, lay around the

lake, being situated within easy

reach of it and less than one
league [4 kilometers] from the

volcano. The bulk of the popu-
lation left this neighborhood and
settled in more distant places.

Thus out of 1,200 taxpayers,

whom Taal contained formerly,

hardly 150 remain in the poorest

and least respectable villages,

which suffered little from the

rain of ashes."

This eruption caused the final

abandonment of the sites of the

old towns of Taal, Lipa, Tan-
auan, and Sala and the reestab-

lishment of the first three in new
and safer places. The sites of

these old towns are shown on

the map on page 314.

In this instance the period of

activity lasted from the 15th of

May until early in December.
The titanic energies emanating
from this volcanic center were
apparently then temporarily ex-

hausted, and there followed a

period of quiet lasting until

March, 1808, when there oc-

curred an outburst which did

much damage to neighboring

towns, owing to the great quan-

tity of ejecta. In the vicinity of

the volcano there were places

where the ground was covered

with "ashes" to a depth of some

33 inches. This eruption is said

to have modified profoundly the

form of the principal crater.

The next serious disturbance

occurred on July 19, 1874, when
there was an eruption of gases

and "ashes" which killed all the

live stock on Volcano Island and
withered or burned the vegeta-

tion on the western slopes of

the crater.
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rimto by Charles Martin

TAAIv VOLCANO FROM BOMBON l^AKt THlJ DAY BJiFORE THE GRIjAT E;rUPTION

After taking this photograph, notwithstanding the fury of elements depicted in the

illustration, Mr. Martin proceeded to the brink of the volcano to photograph it at close range

(see pages 328, 333, and 334).
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- From November 12 to 15, 1878, there

was an eruption during which the entire

island was covered with "ashes."

MY FIRST VISIT TO TAAL VOI^CANO

My personal acquaintance with Taal
Volcano began in June, 1888. While at-

tempting to make the Luzon coast from
Mindoro in a small native sail-boat, in

company with a fellow ornithologist. Dr.

Frank S. Bourns, our frail craft was
caught and badly battered in tide rips,

and was ultimately dashed upon the coast

of the Bay of Batangas.
We made our way overland on foot to

the town of the same name, walking into

a quicksand after dark and having our
shoes pulled off before we could extri-

cate ourselves. When we finally reached
our destination, hungry and exhausted,

we despatched men to save such portion

of our baggage as had not been de-

stroyed, slept the clock around, and then
visited the Spanish provincial governor,
in order to secure permission to proceed
to Manila on a local steamer which was
loading with coffee at the pier.

The governor, who was a most kindly

man, assured us that we ought not to fail

to visit Taal Volcano, even if we had to

travel all night in order to get back in

time to catch our steamer. We acted on
his advice and I have always felt greatly

indebted to him for it.

We reached the volcano early the fol-

lowing morning after a rough journey
by carromata and native boat. The as-

cent began with one false start, which
ended in our being turned back by an
impassable fissure, but on our second at-

tempt we reached the rim of the large

"old crater'' at its lowest point, where it

has an elevation of only 369 feet above
the waters of the lake.

The view that opened before us was
one of unsurpassed grandeur and beauty.

We had ascended the eastern slope of

the volcano. There lay at our feet a

great depression, roughly circular and
approximately a mile in diameter. Its

walls were in most places nearly, or quite,

perpendicular (page 321). They were
beautifully stratified and brightly col-

ored. Immediately in front of us was a

lunette; - shaped fragment of a second

crater wall, the remainder of which had
long since disappeared.

On the floor of the main crater there
were three brilliantly colored lakes, of
which the northernmost was blue, the
central one yellow, and the southernmost
a vivid emerald green. The yellow and
green lakes were boiling violently, and
from an opening under the southern
point of the crater fragment above men-
tioned there arose, with a steady roar
and occasional subterranean explosions,
an immense column of steam and sul-

phur fumes. Numerous solfataras on
the floor and sides of the crater spat
forth poisonous vapors and contributed
assorted hissings to the general chorus
of strange and awe-inspiring sounds.

Immediately in front of us the slope
of the crater wall was somewhat less ab-
rupt than elsewhere, and we saw extend-
ing down to the crater floor traces of a
zigzag path (see picture on page 322),
said to have been constructed by a love-
sick governor to satisfy the caprice of
his enamorata, who desired to descend
into the crater.

Lured on by that strange impulse
which so often leads people into foolish

adventures, we scrambled down this

apology for a path, finding the main
crater floor so hot that we were forced
to stand first on one foot and then on
the other to keep the soles of our shoes
from scorching. We climbed the /'"ag-

ment of the inner crater wall, worked
along it to a point immediately above the
opening from which was steadily issuing
a great column of fumes and steam,
craned our necks over the edge and
stared down into the seemingly bottom-
less depths below.
We then retraced our steps and, like

the idiots that we were, endeavored to
approach one of the boiling lakes in order
to secure samples of the water. Soon
the ground began to ring hollow under
our feet. At this moment one of our
Filipino attendants broke through the
thin crust on which we were standing
and sank to his knees in boiling mud,
scalding his legs so that the skin came
off. We promptly retraced our steps and
climbed up the crater wall, which proved
to be a very different undertaking from



descending it. After a brief

rest on the rim we reluct-

antly turned our backs on
a view which w^as then the

grandest I had ever seen,

and which made a lasting

impression on me.

HUGE BOULDERS WERE
HUREED SKYWARD

Upon my return to the

Philippines, in 1900, I

promptly renewed my ac-

quaintance with Taal Vol-

cano, finding the crater

little changed, although the

discharge of steam and
other vapors had tempo-
rarily ceased. I believed

that a violent eruption was
likely to occur at any time,

but many others insisted

that Taal was dead, or as

good as dead. In 1904 I

began a series of photo-

graphs, which were added
to at frequent intervals up
to the time of the terrific

explosion of January 30,

191 1, and which now af-

ford a basis for a study

of the changes wrought in

the crater not only by the

191 1 eruption, but by the

comparatively unimportant
eruption of July 4-5, 1904,

as well.

In April, 1904, a new
funnel - shaped crater
formed near the base of

the southeastern portion of

the inner main crater wall.

Until July it continually

emitted great masses of

vapor and intermittently

ejected mud and rocks.
This unusual activity cul-

minated, on July 4 and 5,

in a sharp eruption, which

I was fortunate enough to

witness, having reached the

shore of Volcano Island

with a party from the Bu-

reau of Science in the
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Photo by Charles Martin

"AN EXPLOSION IN THE MAIN CRATER OE TAAE THE DAY BEEORE THE GREAT ERUPTION

This unusual photograph is a splendid tribute to the photographer's courage
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midst of a violent wind and rain storm

on the evening of the former day.

We found the ascent of the volcano

somewhat difficult, as its upper slopes

were covered with recently ejected slip-

pery mud. We struggled through this,

reaching the crater rim at dusk and be-

ing rewarded for our efforts by a mag-
nificent display. An enormous column
of steam was rushing from the new
funnel-shaped crater (see pages 323-4),

and was illuminated by constant light-

ning flashes.

At frequent intervals there were ex-

plosions, which caused the ground to

tremble violently, and huge boulders

were hurled skyward. As there was
little wind at the time, most of these fell

back into the crater and rolled to the

bottom, where they often momentarily
plugged the steam vent, with the result

that they were promptly blown into the

air again. In fact, ascending boulders

not infrequently passed descending boul-

ders in mid-air.

Now and then enormous columns of

black mud rushed upward to a height of

600 feet or more.
Long after dark we made our way

back to the shore, where with some
trepidation we established our camp for

the night. Before morning there oc-

curred an explosion so violent as almost
to throw us from our cots.

The following day was spent in ob-

serving the magnificent display, and in

an effort to secure photographs, which
was rendered comparatively fruitless by
frequent rain-squalls. From time to

time we were showered with mud, which
burned viciously, not because it was hot,

but because of the strong acid which it

contained (see pages 324-6 and 350).
When I again visited the volcano, a

few weeks later, the disturbance had en-

tirely subsided, and on my next subse-

quent visit the newly formed crater had
become converted into a lake, which ulti-

mately dried up.

TAAL AGAIN WRATHY

Taal continued unusually quiet until

January, 191 1. During the night of the

27th of that month the seismographs at

the Manila Observatory commenced to

register frequent disturbances, which
were at first of insignificant importance,
but increased rapidly in frequency and
intensity. The total recorded shocks on
that day numbered 26. During the 28th
there were recorded 217 distinct shocks,

of which 135 were microseismic, while 10
were quite severe. The frequent and
increasingly strong earthquakes caused
much alarm at Manila, but the observa-
tory staff was soon able to locate their

epicenter in the region of Taal Volcano
and to assure the public that Manila was
in no danger, as Taal is distant from it

some 37 miles.

Definite news that Taal was in erup-
tion was received daring the morning of

January 28, in a telegram to the Director
of the Bureau of Science from Mr. J. D.
Ward, who conducts tourists to the vol-

cano. Mr. Charles Martin, the govern-
ment photographer, left for the scene of

disturbance at 3 p. m., reaching the edge
of Bombon Lake at 8 p. m. Meanwhile
various other telegrams had been re-

ceived at Manila, stating that a huge
column of black "smoke" had been pour-
ing out of the crater since early morning,
and that sinister subterranean rumblings
were causing panic among the people of

the neighboring towns.

THE BRAVERY OF PHOTOGRAPHER MARTIN

As Mr. Martin was one of the few
competent observers who witnessed the

eruption at short range, and who was
not so overcome by the awful catastrophe

in which it culminated as to be unable to

give any intelligent account of what oc-

curred, particular interest attaches to his

statements.

He had been sent to obtain a photo-

graphic record of the phenomena of this

eruption, which no one anticipated would
be destructive, and he proceeded to per-

form his appointed task with extraordi-

nary coolness, and with complete disre-

gard for his personal safety. It is due
to the merest chance that he is alive

today.

Early in the morning of January 29
he crossed the disturbed waters of Bom-
bon Lake in Mr. Ward's boat and by 8

o'clock had made his way to the crater

rim, from which point he secured a mag-



Photo by Charles Martin

LIGHTNING I^IvASH^S IN THE CLOUD 01^ MUD DURING ERUPTION AT 2.3O A. M.,

JANUARY 30, PHOTOGRAPHLD AT A DISTANCE OE ABOUT ElVE MILES

^he "streams" of electricity which flowed around the lofty column of ejecta thrown out by
the great explosion were of extraordinary breadth (see pages 339, 343, and 345)
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Fhulu by Charles Martin.

A PORTION OF THE CRATER OE TAAL VOLCANO THE AFTERNOON AFTER THE GREAT
ERUPTION

To the right may be seen a bit of the opening torn in the floor of the old crater by the

explosion. This subsequently filled with water, which ran in from Bombon Lake through the:

crater walls (see page 346).
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Photo by Charles Martiu
TAAI. VOI.CANO FROM BANADERO THE MORNING AFTER THE GREAT ERUPTION:

NOTE AT THE LEFT THE BEACK MUD BELCHING EROM THE CRATER
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nificent series of photographs giving an
impressive idea of the play of titanic

forces which was then occurring (see

pages 330 and 333).
It was at once evident that every weak

^ point in the crater floor had given way.
From the former site of the green lake,

at one end of which was located the act-

ive crater in 1888, there rolled an enor-

mous column of vapor, which towered
skyward unil caught by the morning
breeze, and was then swept, black and
threatening, westward over the neigh-

I)oring province of' Cavite. The 1904
crater, which had long been choked with
mud and stones, was again in full activ-

ity, and a small new crater had formed
to the north at a point where the long-

continued existence of a large solfatara

had led us to anticipate that there would
be a break in the event of an important
eruption.

From the central and more important
of these three openings enormous masses
of black mud were thrown to a great

height at frequent intervals, boring their

way through the column of white steam.

There were frequent loud explosions of

sufficient intensity to shake the solid

earth.

The varied phases of this imposing
display tempted Mr. Martin to expose
plates until his stock became practically

exhausted, when he returned to Tanauan
with but a single plate ready for use.

the; terrific explosion

At I :05 on the following morning
he was awakened by an extraordinarily

heavy explosion and saw an enormous
column of mud rising from the crater,

which was distant some 1 1 miles. There
was a magnificent display of "chain"

lightning about the black mud cloud, and
the explosion had awakened and terrified

every one. Twelve minutes later there

was a rain of mud at Tanauan. It was
followed by a fall of fine, dry volcanic

ejecta. Shortly before 2 o'clock the sky,

which had been obscured by the black

mud cloud, cleared completely.

While Mr. Martin and his companions
were still discussing the imposing phe-

nomenon which they had witnessed, there

occurred at 2 :20 two terrific explosions,

or I should perhaps say a double explo-
sion, for the second report succeeded the

first so quickly as almost to coincide with
it, and people a little further away
noted but one concussion. We now know
that this explosion tore most of the floor

out of the main crater of Taal Volcano
and hurled it skyward. A huge black
cloud continued to rise for a long time.

Its ejection was attended by a most ex-
traordinary electrical display, which was
visible for 250 miles.

The explosion was heard over an area
more than 600 miles in diameter. In the

subprovince of Kalinga the wild men
thought that the dynamite stored at Lu-
buagan by the government for use in

road construction had exploded, and
throughout the following day delegations

from various settlements visited the town
to ask the lieutenant governor if this was
the case.

Mr. Martin says that the cloud at first

rose steadily, but "soon the wind got
hold of it and it spread out all over the

country, leaving us in total darkness.

Wet mud started to come down in Tana-
uan about 12 minutes after the explosion
and kept on falling for not less than half

an ho ir, until it covered the ground."

A WONDERFUL ELECTRICAL DISPLAY

In Manila the shock of the explosion
was so great that people leaped from
their beds in terror, thinking that there

had been some great catastrophe in the

city. Their attention was instantly at-

tracted by the glare of the electrical dis-

play, and many of them realized that

Taal must be in full eruption. The thou-

sands who witnessed the extraordinary
sight agree that it beggared description,

and few of them have even attempted to

describe it. The streams of electric fluid

seemed to be of extraordinary breadth.
With the instinct of the photographer

still alert, Mr. Martin exposed his one
remaining plate ; but, unfortunately, in

the excitement of the moment he failed

to realize that a flash of lightning makes
its own exposure ; and, fearing that the

steady glare resulting from the myriad
discharges would fog his plate, timed his

shutter to one six-hundredth of a second,

with the result here reproduced.
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When it is remembered that these

flashes were taken at a distance of some
five miles through a lens with a focal

length of 300 millimeters, and that the

photograph is here reproduced exactly as

far as regards size, some idea will be

gained of the breadth of the discharges

(see picture on page 335).
Father Jose Algue, director of the

observatory at Manila, also attempted to

photograph the flashes with some suc-

cess, but only those who witnessed the

imposing phenomenon will ever have any
adequate idea of its magnitude. Some
idea of the height of the column of ejecta

may be gained from the fact that the

electrical display about it was plainly

visible 250 miles away.
Apart from the flashes, there were

"globes of fire," which rose and fell in

graceful curves.

Father Algue, who is a close scientific

observer, has sent to the Royal Meteoro-
logical Society an account of the erup-

tion, from which I quote the following:

"The electrical display which accom-
panied the eruption added greatly to the

terrors of the phenomenon. As seen

from Manila, at a distance of 63 kilo-

meters from the volcano, it had the ap-

pearance of an unusually violent thun-

der-storm, except that there were no
clouds, the brightest stars being visible

through rifts in the huge black masses of

smoke, ashes, and mud. During the

period of greatest electric activity, which
was from 2^ 30™ to 2'^ 50™ a. m., I tried

to secure some photographs of the phe-
nomenon, but during a five minutes'
exposure, at 2^ 40™ 45^, only the flashes

of lightning made any impression on the

plate, which seems to show that the light

emitted by the globes of fire was of low
actinity. Some of the flashes recorded
appear at an angular distance of about
13° above the horizon and 17° from the

crater (toward west), which would seem
to indicate that electric discharges took
place up to a height of nearly 15 kilo-

meters above the earth and at least 19
kilometers in a slanting direction (to-

ward west) of the crater."

THE EXPERIENCES OE MR. MUNI

Mr. George J. Muni, the provincial

treasurer of Batangfas, who was at the

provincial capital during the eruption,

has given an interesting account of his

observations at that place, which is dis-

tant some 14 miles from the crater. He
says that the first earthquakes were felt

shortly after 9 p. m. on January 27, be-

coming much more severe at 11 p. m.,

and that by midnight sleep was impossi-

ble. By 3 a. m. many of the residents

had deemed it advisable to leave their

houses and camp in open places. During
the 28th the earthquakes were so fre-

quent and severe that all government
buildings and large houses of heavy ma-
terials were vacated. The ground trem-
bled constantly and steam rose from the

volcano in a steady cloud. He continues

:

"On Sunday morning, January 29, we
were beginning to feel the effects of this

trying and unusual experience and the

loss of sleep ; so, to divert our minds and
to obtain a good view of the volcano, a

number of us went by carromata to the

town of Cuenca and climbed the west
shoulder of Mount Macolod. From this

elevation, which was considerably above
the volcano, we could see into the crater,

as it is located at the end of the island

m Lake Taal, nearest Mount Macolod.
"We spent about three hours on the

mountain observing the volcano, and no-

ticed that after each earthquake a volume
of steam would belch forth from the

crater. During severe shocks we could
see the mountain on which we were move
and rock. The volcano on the whole
seemed to be much quieter than the pre-

vious day, and upon our return to Batan-
gas in the late afternoon we decided to

try sleeping indoors again.

"We retired early, worn out from the

two previous nights' loss of sleep and
our trip, and slept soundly for an hour
or two. We were then awakened, how-
ever, by a severe shock and could not

again sleep, as the quakes became more
frequent and heavy, so that shortly after

midnight my wife and I decided to again

vacate the house, and had cots taken out
to the grounds of the government build-

ing. We did not sleep, but lay with our
faces towards the volcano.

"Suddenly, shortly after i :oo a. m.,

we saw flashes of light, felt a severe

shock, and heard a loud rumble. Then a

thick, black, balloon-shaped cloud arose
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riioto by Charles Martin

PORTION OF A TRE;r; TRUNK WITH BARK
CUT TO pie;ci;s by the blast

FROM THE VOLCANO

Note that the bark is not burned

from the crater and hung over it, and
was illuminated by sharp flashes and
streaks of lightning. This lasted about
five minutes, when the wind dispersed

the cloud and the flashes of lightning

ceased.

"The earthquakes from then on seemed
to be more violent until, at about 2 :20

a. m., a great explosion occurred, and we
saw balls of fire shoot up above the crater

and an immense column of smoke and
ashes arose and formed a great cloud,

which appeared to be several miles in

height. This was lighted up by a very
vivid electrical display and accompanied
by long, heavy rumblings, all of which
lasted about 15 or 20 minutes. Then the

wind blew the cloud of smoke and ashes
in a northeasterly direction, towards Ta-
nauan, and the smoke continued to pour
forth from the crater for many hours.

No further eruption was witnessed.

"The severity of this explosion drove
most everybody out of their houses and
created great excitement, and most of the

people walked the streets or stayed in

the plaza until morning, wondering what
would happen next."

THE AWFUL SLAUGHTER OF FILIPINOS

The thousands upon thousands of
people who were awakened by the final

explosion in time to see the enormous
column of ejecta shooting up from Taal,

and to witness the extraordinary attend-
ant electrical display, little dreamed that

in the twinkling of an eye some 1,400
human beings had perished. Indeed, a
period of several days elapsed before it

was realized at Manila that an appalling
calamity had occurred. This was largely

due to the fact that there was a sharply
marked zone of devastation, within
which the destruction of life and prop-
erty was practically complete, while out-
side of this region comparatively little

harm was done. It is a gruesomely sig-

nificant fact that the known killed num-
bered 1,335, while the known wounded,
many of whom were terribly injured, and
not a few of whom subsequently died,

numbered only 199.
The fall of muJ was deep enough over

the area of complete destruction to ren-
der travel excessively difficult, and the
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vegetation, broken and tangled by the

fierce blast from the volcano, still further

impeded progress. Communication by
water along the lake shore continued for

some time to be hazardous in the ex-

treme. The only launch on the lake was
driven inland by a huge wage and badly

injured. Many of the small native boats

were destroyed.

The cloud of ejecta was seen to drift

towards Tanauan and Santo Tomas, and
it was believed that these places would
suffer most severely. They were imme-
diately communicated with and reported

a heavy fall of "ashes," which had seri-

ously damaged crops but had caused no
casualties among the people. Taal and
Lemery also reported that no important
damage had been done.

The stranded launch was put into com-
mission, although still in a partially dis-

abled state, the afternoon after the erup-

tion, and in it Mr. Martin and others

proceeded to Volcano Island, where they

found, as had been anticipated, that the

devastation had been complete.

THE HEROISM OF SCHOOLMASTER BUCK

Meanwhile Mr. H. H. Buck, the di-

vision superintendent of schools of Ba-
tangas, made his way to the west shore

of the lake, fearing for the safety of the

people there. As promptly as possible,

after discovering the terrible truth, he

pushed through to a point from which
communication could be had with Ma-
nila and sent a laconic telegram, reading

as follows

:

"Have visited barrios on west-side

lake. Five totally destroyed. Loss of

life not less than three hundred. Many
burned. Houses destroyed. Need funds.

Calamity."

This telegram, received at Manila at

7.55 p. m. on the day of the eruption,

embodied the first intimation that there

had been loss of life and served to set

the wheels moving.
Let no one think that it was a pleasure

trip that this young man took across

Bombon Lake. The volcano was still

terrifyingly active and no one knew
when there might be another death-deal-

ing explosion. No less than 88 earth-

quakes, having their origin in the vol-

cano, were recorded during that day at

Manila. Ten of them were quite severe,

and all were, of course, far more
strongly felt on V^olcano Island and on
the shores of Bombon Lake than at a
point 39 miles distant.

The waters of the lake were con-
stantly disturbed by the movements of
the earth, and were liable at any mo-
ment to rise in overwhelming waves like

those which had swept away whole vil-

lages in the early morning.

But this school teacher coolly set sail

in a frail native craft and proceeded to

visit the area which the volcano, still in

eruption, had just devastated, and when
he left took away with him not only re-

liable information as to the conditions

there, but eleven badly wounded sur-

vivors and the bodies of many of the

dead.

How often it is true that a great

emergency calls forth from the common
crowd a man ready and able to meet it.

The only man who realized and met the

emergency in this sorely stricken region

on that dreadful day was H. H. Buck.
The American treasurer of Batangas,

Mr. Muni, was in Manila when Mr.
Buck's telegram was received. He hur-
ried back to his province overland and
inaugurated effective relief measures
immediately upon his arrival, working"

unremittingly until the crisis had passed.

As speedily as possible launches were
dispatched from Manila with a detach-

ment of the U. S. Army Burial Corps
under command of Captain Metcalf.

There were also sent a physician, a

motor boat for use on the lake, and
medical and commissary supplies. Col-

onel Kingsbury, in command at Camp
McGrath, promptly ordered Dr. Ken-
nedy to Taal and later had many of the

wounded cared for at the post hospital.

Other doctors were rushed to the scene

at once. There were immediately estab-

lished a dressing station at San Nicolas,,

on Bombon Lake, and a receiving station

at Taal. From Taal the wounded were
sent to the Army hospital at Camp Mc-
Grath or to the Philippine general hos-

pital at Manila.

Captain Metcalf and his men pushed
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Photo by Charles Martin

MUD BLAST FROM THK CRATER OF TAAI. VOLCANO
This photograph was taken by Charles Martin the afternoon following the great eruption

(see pages 346 and 355)
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i'hoto by Charles Martin

THK BEGINNING OF THE EXPLOSION ON THE AFTERNOON OF THE DAY OE THE
GREAT ERUPTION

through to the lake shore with all pos-

sible speed. They could not obtain boat-

men or even paddles, but taking posses-

sion of a leaky old dugout, and using

their shovels for paddles, they embarked
on the troubled" waters of the lake,

reached the deva:tated area, and began
their gruesome but necessary task.

The force of Philippines constabulary,

which was camped near the lake at the

time of the eruption, was promptly
added to and rendered effective service

in maintaining order and assisting the

panic-stricken people. Promptly upon
request, officers and men of the U. S.

Army Signal Corps opened up commu-
nication with the devastated area by
means of field wireless apparatus and of

quickly constructed telephone and tele-

graph lines.
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A BOMB
Note the pit in the mud made by this rock when it fell. Few rocks of any great size were

ejected "from the crater during the eruption

'fH£: FLESH WAS BURNE;d BY ACIDS

The dead and the wounded were found
in most unexpected places. Not a few
persons had been fleeing in terror as a

result of the explosion which had oc-

curred at I :o5 when overwhelmed by the

final cataclysm at 2 :20, and had mean-
while been able to travel a considerable

distance from their homes. Many were
washed inland by the waves from the

lake and were buried under piles of

debris.

Most of the survivors were horribly

injured. In numerous instances their

flesh was lacerated and their bones were
fractured by stones from the volcano,

falling timbers of houses, or flying debris

driven by the dreadful blast from the

crater, while most of them had horrible

injuries the exact nature of which is in

dispute. They have been almost invari-

ably referred to as "burns," but the fact

that clothing was not charred in any ob-
served instance negatives the idea that

the dead were killed, or the wounded in-

jured, by fire.

It was noted, furthermore, that the

bark of the stumps of trees on the side

towards the volcano was often cut to

tow, when not completely destroyed, and

that the resulting fine strands of wood
fiber were not burned, and in my opinion

there is little doubt that a large majority

of the killed and wounded were injured

by what was in effect a gigantic sand
blast. This view is strengthened by the

fact that in many cases the thinnest and
most transparent fabrics sufficed com-
pletely to protect the underlying flesh.

It has been stated that a large number
of the victims were terribly scalded by
hot mild. I doubt whether the mud was
really liot enough to scald when it struck

persons living at any considerable dis-

tance from the volcano, and believe that

many of these burns were chemical, and
were due to the fact that the mud was
heavily charged with strong acid (see

also page 334).
Chemical examination had long before

demonstrated the fact that the waters
of one of the crater lakes contained
sulphuric acid in sufficient quantity

promptly to attack the skin of one's

hands. It was furthermore noted dur-

ing this eruption that the thinnest coat-

ing of mud sufficed to kill green leaves

and grass. The volcanic ejecta are still

so strongly acid that it has proved im-
possible to raise crops where they have

3SO



Photo by Charles Martin

THE EXPI^OSION ON THE AFTERNOON OE THE DAY OE THE GREAT ERUPTION

A heavy cloud of fumes settled down over the island, completely enveloping it. This
photograph shows the gases actually settling. The government photographer had just left

the island. A few minutes' delay would probably have cost him his life (see page 346).
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STUMPS OF TRKES ON VOIvCANO ISLAND

The trees were torn off by the blast from the crater. Note that the bark is cut to pieces but
not burned (see page 355)

fallen in any considerable quantity. Suf-
focation was undoubtedly also an impor-
tant cause of death.

There is strong evidence that there

were a number of extremely local explo-

sions, confined to single houses or to

individual rooms in houses, which were
apparently caused by the ignition of ex-

plosive gases from the volcano. The
victims of such explosions may well have
been burned by fire.

Red Cross funds and other relief

funds were speedily made available, and
food and shelter were immediately pro-

vided for the destitute and the homeless.

Work was provided for the able-bodied

by the inauguration of road construction

in the vicinity.

A distressing feature of this calamity

was that crops and grasses were killed

over immense areas within which no
other very serious damage was done,

with the result that a large number of

domestic animals starved to death.

There was at the outset a woeful lack

of appreciation of the magnitude of the

calamity, due in part to the causes al-

ready mentioned, and in part to the fact

that such really authentic statements as

were at first made relative to the havoc
wrought were rather heavily discounted,

both by the Manila public and by gov-

ernment officials, accustomed as they all

were to greatly exaggerated first reports

of the damage caused in the Philippine

Islands by typhoons, conflagrations, and
earthquakes.

Undoubtedly a limited number of

wounded persons, whose lives might have
been saved by quicker action, perished

miserably ; but on the whole the relief

work was efficient, in view of the great

obstacle encountered in the lack of water
transportation, a lack which should never
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i'huLu^, b\ Chark; Martin

some; of the; dijad in the; village of bignay: smothered as they slept and
buried in the ruins oe their fallen houses

scene on the mainland west of the volcano,, showing the effect of the
blast from the crater
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again be allowed to exist on Bombon
Lake.
The official figures as to the number

of dead and wounded have already been

given, but as whole villages were wiped
out of existence, and as the survivors in

other villages were scattered, it neces-

sarily follows that the exact number of

persons who perished will never be

known.

photographer martin stili,

undaunte;d

Mr. Martin and his companions set

out from Bahadero for Volcano Island

in a partially crippled launch at i p. m.

on the day of the eruption. Mr. Martin

reached the crater rim at 3 p. m. and
completed his remarkable series of pho-

tographs, although the activity within the

crater was still terrifyingly intense and
the earth was constantly shaking under

his feet. At 3 145 the party left.

Fifteen minutes later there occurred a

tremendous explosion (see pages 335,

346, and 348), which again deluged the

island with mud, while a black cloud of

noxious fumes rolled down the slopes of

the volcano to, and over, the neighbor-

ing waters of the lake.

Of this adventurous journey Mr. Mar-
tin says

:

"At the time, it was my own opinion

that absolutely no animal life could have

withstood and lived through the erup-

tion on the island ; it was completely

devastated, not a blade of grass escap-

ing. Large trees 8 inches in diameter

were broken, leaving stumps of i foot

or \y2 feet high. The ends of these

stumps were shredded like whisk-brooms
by the fall of sand and small stones

driven by the force of the eruption. A
large stone weighing not less than 600
pounds was projected clear on top of

the highest ridge.

"A rock was found with its surface

fused, giving it the appearance known as

'bread-crust' ; the greatest diameter of

this stone was one meter. But I did not

see any fire or red-hot stones thrown up.

The heat was possibly enough to fuse

rock, but of course from Tanauan I could

not see such things erupting, and while I

was on the crater's rim there was nothing

thrown up that could possibly be called

'fiery.' The eruption consisted mainly
of mud, and very wet mud at that.

"The trees on the island were broken
and were found lying in a direction radi-

ating from the crater. The fall of the

mud, though sufficient to break up all

branches, was not sufficient to break the

trunks, which were nevertheless torn off

at I to I^ feet from the ground. Such
results were caused by the terrific explo-

sions.

"The whole island had also subsided

about 8 to 10 feet. This is readily at-

tested by the trees, which used to be on
high ground and are now found several

feet in the water. Such trees do not live

in the water."

Mr. Martin subsequently accompanied
relief parties and also went with the men
sent out by the Bureau of Science to in-

vestigate the results of the seismic activi-

ties which had accompanied the eruption,

so that his series of photographs very
fully covers both the eruption and its

material effects in the surrounding coun-
try.

THE DEVASTATING BLAST PROM THE
CRATER

There has been much discussion as to

the cause of the devastating blast from
the crater, and as to the reason why its

effect was so much more serious on the

west coast of the lake than elsewhere.

There is no doubt that an immense
body of steam and gases, heavily charged
with fine volcanic ejecta, swept down-
ward and outward in all directions from
the crater rim. It stripped Volcano
Island bare of all vegetation ; caused a

huge wave to extend outward over the

surface of the lake; blew houses to bits;

broke off many great forest trees ; bent

saplings, bushes, bamboo, and tall grasses

to the ground on the mainland ; and dealt

instant death to every living creature

fully exposed to its fury. The human
beings who escaped owe their lives to the

fact that they were blown into the lake,

or were in especially protected spots.

EXPERIENCES OE PRIVATE COUCH

The few survivors within the zone of

devastation were so overwhelmed by the
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dreadful experience through which they

had passed that for the time being they

nearly or quite lost their reason, and
later could give no intelligible account
of what occurred. Special interest,

therefore, attaches to the statement of
private William C. Couch, Company
"E," 2d Battalion, Engineers, U. S. A.,

who was at Bayuyuiigan, where the de-

struction was only partial and where but

98 persons out of 800 were killed. He
says

:

"With a mapping and surveying-

party I was camped at Bayuyuhgan,
Batangas, on January 28, 191 1, when
the Taal volcano went into a state of

eruption. The camp was located about
four miles northwest of the crater and
about a quarter of a mile from the

shore of Lake Taal. About 3 a. m., Jan-
uary 28, the volcano showed signs of

eruption. There were severe reports

caused by the explosion of gases above
the crater and an electrical display

lighted up the heavens. Large volumes
of smoke were pouring out of the crater

and were carried ofif to the southward
by the wind. This condition lasted about
three minutes. Earthquakes of more or

less severity were felt throughout the

dawn of January 28. Smoke issued

from the crater and ashes fell in our
camp nearly all the day.

"On January 29 heavy volumes of
smoke poured out of the crater, accom-
panied by slight earthquakes, until about

4 p. m., when a severe quake was felt.

I was asleep under a tree and was nearly
thrown from my bunk by the violence

that ensued. The shocks then lessened
in frequency and severity until about 11

p. m., when another heavy shock was
felt. After this we went to sleep.

"About I a. m., January 30, I was
awakened by a loud rumbling noise. I

got up and stepped outside of the tent.

Looking across the lake in the vicinity

of the volcano I saw great volumes of

black smoke pouring out of the crater,

accompanied by heavy explosions, re-

sembling heavy artillery in action, and
electrical display. The smoke drifted

over our camp and there was a light fall

of ashes. The explosions ceased, and

thinking that the disturbance was at an
end we again retired and most of the
men had gone to sleep when the loud
rumbling noise was again heard, and be-

fore I could get out of bed an explosion
of indescribable severity took place.

"On getting out of the tent I saw the
smoke was coming out of the crater in

dense clouds. Thinking that there was
going to be an eruption, I awakened the
sleeping men and wanted to vacate the
camp, but we finally concluded to re-

main.

"^Thc runibling noise grezu louder and
louder and then a heavy report. I then
saw the mud issuing from the crater as

a cloud. In a fezv seconds I saw this

cloud drifting across the lake toward
our camp. Our camp was then swept
by a heavy zvind zvhich broke the tent

ropes and threzv the tent into the air.

This atmospheric disturbance threzv me
a distance of about ij feet.

"Then there was a rain of ashes

which fell to the depth of about 8 inches.

The air was oppressive and we had to

gasp for breath ; this lasted about 20
seconds. Then there was a light warm
shower of rain, followed by another fall

of ashes, which lasted about half a min-
ute. After this there was a cold heavy
fall of rain that continued for about 15
minutes.

"By this time a tidal wave from the

lake had reached our camp (a distance

of about a quarter of a mile) and we
took to a small hill about 50 yards away
to the north of the camp. The bamboo
and underbrush on this hill was so

twisted that we could not penetrate it,

but we had reached a safe elevation and
we rested and waited for day to break.

While waiting at this place a scout sol-

dier came to us. Seeing a native com-
ing across a field with a torch, the scout

hailed -him and he came to us and took

us to a native house near by, where we
remained until daylight.

"After daylight we returned to the

site of our camp to recover what articles

we could, but we found that everything

had been washed away. We then started

for Lemery, about 28 miles away, reach-

ing that place about 5 p. m., January 30,



CAYSASAY CHURCH, IN THE TOWN OF TAAL, SHOWING DAMAGE CAUSED BY EARTH-
QUAKES DURING THE RECENT ERUPTION

(See page 320 for the story of this church in the eruptions of 1754)

hungry, thirsty, and worn out by our
experience. One of the party was
sHghtly burned about the arms with hot

ashes, but otherwise we did not suffer

any bodily injuries."

The fact that the zone of greatest de-

struction was to the west may be partly

due to the lowness of the crater wall on
this side.

It has been claimed that the gentle

wind which was blowing at the time

greatly influenced the direction taken by
the devastating blast, but in view of the

fierceness of the blast I confess myself

unable to accept the theory that its di-

rection was greatly influenced by a mere
breeze.

Father Algue has suggested that the

air above the crater was heavily charged
with the matter thrown upward by the

very severe explosion which had oc-

curred a short time before, and that the

inertia of this mass was sufficient to

turn outward and downward the up-
rushing column of ejecta. Whatever
may be the physical explanation, there is

no doubt as to the fact.

The eruption spread mucl and volcanic
ash in readily perceptible quantity over
an area some 1,200 square miles in ex-
tent. Dust fell over a very much more
extensive area, especially to the north-
ward. Much of the ejected mud was
quite fluid and ran into ravines and
other low places, thus creating misap-
prehension in the minds of careless ob-

servers as to the depth of the deposit.

On the western slopes of the volcano,

where the fall was heaviest, it reached a
depth of 6 feet or more in ravines, while
ridges were often left nearly bare. Mr.
Pratt considers the average depth here
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NORTHEAST- SOUTHWEST
CROSS SECTION OF THE CRATER

OF

TAAL VOLCANO
Dotted linz shows old cratir floors

Solid line, shows nzw crater floor:

Scale
I07S 215 430 M

N.E.
230 M^

Whitz Lake Feb 17, 1911.

CROSS-SECTIONS OF TAAI, VOLCANO BEFORE; AND AFTER THE GREAT ERUPTION

to have been 8 to 12 inches. On the

neighboring- mainland it was shghtly

less.

Newspaper reports, to the contrary

notwithstanding, there was no flow of

lava during this eruption, nor is there

evidence that there has ever yet been a

lava flow from this volcano.

While a number of observers report

having seen a bright glow in the cloud

overhanging the crater, and while Father

Saderra Maso has suggested that this

may have been due to the reflection of

light from a mass of exposed lava, which
was soon afterward blown to fragments

by escaping steam, the fact remains that

no particles of fresh lava can be detected

in the mud or ash thrown out, and this

theory must therefore be abandoned.

The glow observed was doubtless caused

by incandescent gases or by electrical

discharges.

It is certain that incandescent rocks

were ejected, although in comparatively

small number. Most of the rocks thrown
out, whether glowing or not, were of

small size.

Attention has already been called to

the fact that the ejected mud was
strongly acid. It burned every living

thing on which it fell and, driven by the

force of the great explosion, tore the

bark from trees and the skin from hu-

man beina:s.

THE AREA OF DEVASTATION

The area materially affected by the

seismic disturbances caused by this erup-

tion was some 200 miles in diameter.

The number of such disturbances which
occurred before, during, and soon after

the eruption was extraordinary. From
January 27 to February 7, inclusive, there

were recorded at Manila 472 disturb-

ances of intensity I, 97 of intensity II,

76 of intensity III, and 62 of intensity

IV, with sufficient additional micro-seis-

mic disturbances to bring the total up to

the unprecedented number 995.
The more violent earthquakes greatly

alarmed people as far north as Manila,

but actual damage was practically limited

to the land area inclosed between the two
fissure lines shown on the map on page

315. Along- these lines there were ver-

tical displacements of i to 2 or more
yards. The highway along the sea near

Lemery sunk so that it was under water

at high tide.

At Sinisian, where the westernmost of

the fissure lines intersects the coast line,

there formed on the sea beach a little

crater, from which mud was at times

ejected to a height of 100 feet. Puffs

of gas were in a number of instances

discharged with considerable violence

when the fissures opened. A great part

of the region between the two fissure

lines settled materially. Volcano Island
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settled from 3 to 6 feet and parts of it

much more than this.

Some persons beheve that the wave
extending outward from the volcano,

which swept the lake shore and caused

such serious loss of life and damage to

property, was caused by the sudden sub-

sidence of the island, but such an occur-

rence would probably have been at-

tended by a severe earthquake, and there

was no earthquake at this time. Indeed

there is very definite direct evidence that

the settling was gradual. When Mr.

Martin first visited the island after the

eruption, the floor of Mr. Ward's house

was just awash. When he returned later

the house was completely submerged.

COMPARISONS WITH MONT PEIvEE

It is interesting to compare the results

of this eruption with those of the erup-

tion of Mont Pelee, which occurred in

Alay, 1902. The area devastated by

Pelee was approximately 52 square

miles; that devastated by Taal was ap-

proximately 142 square miles. Pelee

killed some 30,000 people, while Taal

killed only about 1,400, but this com-
paratively small number of casualties

was due solely to the fact that the terri-

tory devastated was very sparsely inhab-

ited. The village of Gulad was the same
distance from the crater of Taal as was
St. Pierre from the crater of Pelee. In

Gulad 116 out of 120 inhabitants were
killed outright and the four survivors

Avere dreadfully injured. Had there

been a large city at this distance from
Taal the mortality would have been hor-

rible.

The force of the eruption from Pelee

would seem to have been greater than

that from Taal, as Pelee spread ashes in

one direction for a distance of 100 miles,

whereas the greatest distance to which
Taal sent any considerable fall of ashes

was 32 miles.*

Why, then, was the zone of complete

destruction around Taal so much larger

than that around Pelee? The probable

explanation is a simple one. In each in-

stance the expanding mass of gases from

*See National Geographic Magazine, 1902.

the crater tended to extend itself in all

directions. The crater of Pelee was some
4,002 feet above the sea, while the crater

rim of Taal was in places less than 400
feet above the lake.f

Mr. Pratt has called attention to the

fact that this eruption of Taal may be
accurately described in the following
words applied by Hovey to the eruptions

of La Soufriere and Mont Pelee in 1902:
'Tt is evident that there was a blast or

a series of blasts of hurricane violence

from the crater ... as a feature of

the eruptions. . . . The overturned
trees constitute the principal evidence.

They all point away from the

crater except for slight modifications due
to local topography. The blast extended
radially in all directions from the crater,

suggesting the explanation that some
great volume of steam, rising from the

throat of the volcano, could not find room
for expansion upward on account of the

column of steam and ashes which had
preceded it and the ashes falling there-

from, and that it expanded with explo-

sive violence horizontally and downward,
following the configuration of the moun-
tain."

TODAY TAAL VOIvCANO SLUMBERS PEACE-
FULLY

Today Taal Volcano slumbers peace-
fully. The great gap recently torn in its

crater floor is filled by the shimmering
waters of a placid lake, from which there

hardly rises so much as a whiff of steam

;

but somewhere below that smiling sur-

face titanic energies are again slowly but

surely gathering. Sooner or later they

will once more rend the solid earth asun-

der in an explosion which will blow rocks

and earth to powder and drive that pow-
der in a death-dealing blast across the

neighboring country. What precautions

should be taken to prevent future great

loss of life?

The reason why the last eruption of

Taal killed more people than have any
of its known predecessors is that the

territory in the vicinity of. the volcano
had become more thickly settled. The
rich soil of this region tempts the Fili-

t Philippine Journal of Science, Vol. VI,
No. 2, p. 83.



pino farmers, who will rebuild many of

the obliterated villages if allowed to do
so. The inevitable result will be that

sooner or later they or their descendants

will be hurled into eternity, when the

volcano again rouses from its sleep.

How are such conditions to be met?
Shall residence within the danger zone

be prohibited? And what is the danger

zone? No one can say with certainty.

Stretching across Cavite province to and
beyond Manila are thick deposits of vol-

canic tuff believed to be composed of

ejecta from the crater of a great volcano

which once stood where Bombon Lake
now lies. A new crater may form at any
time along either of the fissure lines

hereinbefore mentioned.
After the recent eruption the waters

of Bombon Lake flowed slowly into Taal
through fissures in its walls, forming the

present crater lake. Should a seismic

shock crack the earth's surface at this

weak point and allow these waters to

reach the fires underneath, what would
be the result? It is certainly well within

the limits of possibility that the map of

Batangas Province might be suddenly

and materially altered, and that the peo-

ple of New England might again be fa-

vored with some of those wonderful red

sunsets which followed the blowing up
of Krakatoa.

One cannot travel fast or far in a
country buried in mud, but the waters of

Bombon Lake can be navigated except
when they are being swept by typhoons
or by giant waves due to profound seis-

mic disturbances. It is certain that re-

lief can best reach most points on the

lake shore by water, and in my opin-

ion the Philippine insular government
should therefore maintain there, and
keep ready for instant use in case of

emergency, suitable and adequate ecjuip-

ment for water transportation. The es-

tablishment on Volcano Island of a small

and very strongly constructed observa-
tory, properly equipped with a universal

seismograph and with apparatus for

studying subterranean sounds, would be

a wise precaution. There should also be

established on the neighboring mainland
a larger and more complete station,

where an observer would reside and be
on duty except when visiting the station

on the island, which he should do daily.

The seismic disturbances which precede
an eruption would then be noted and
timely warning given.

It would be a wise precaution to allow
no one except scientific observers to re-

side within the known danger zone. So
far as concerns Volcano Island, the pro-
hibition should be sweeping and abso-
lute.

From "In the Heart of Africa," by Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)
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A LAND OF GIANTS AND PYGMIES

By the Duke Adolphus Frederick of Mecklenburg

No section of Africa is so crowded ivith variety of interest as the large province

of German Bast Africa. Its neighbor on the north, British East Africa, has been

traversed by many big-game hunters and colonists, and described in scores of
hooks, but the German possession is comparatively unknown. The Diike Adol-

phus Frederick of Mecklenburg has recently published a large volume describing

two years' explorations in the German province. His book is packed with graphic

and 'poiverful descriptions of the strange peoples and remarkable group of active

volcanoes in the territory. Through the courtesy of the American publishers,

Cassell & Company, we are able to publish the following chapter from the book.

RUANDA is certainly the most in-

teresting country in the German
East African Protectorate—in

fact, in all Central Africa—chiefly on
account of its ethnographical and geo-

graphical position. Its interest is fur-

ther increased by the fact that it is one
of the last negro kingdoms governed
autocratically by a sovereign sultan, for

German supremacy is only recognized to

a very limited extent (see map, p. 388).
Added to this, it is a land flowing with

milk and honey, where the breeding of

cattle and bee-culture flourish and the

cultivated soil bears rich crops of fruit.

A hilly country, thickly populated, full

of beautiful scenery, and possessing a

climate incomparably fresh and healthy

;

a land of great fertility, with water-
courses which might be termed perennial

streams ; a land which offers the brightest

of prospects to the white settler.

Ruanda is doubtless, with the exception

of Urandi, the last sultanate or "king-

dom" in Central Africa which is gov-
erned today, as in centuries gone by, by
a prince clothed with absolute and illimit-

able powers. There is only one ruler,

and no rival sultans are allowed.

To any one with an intimate knowl-
edge of African afifairs it seemed a sheer

impossibility that so powerful a sover-

eign, the ruler over some one and a half

million people, would voluntarily submit
to the new regime and agree to enter

upon no undertakings within his vast,

thickly populated, and unexplored realms
except by permission of the European
Resident.

To compel him to do so would have
meant bloody wars and an enormous
sacrifice of human life as the inevitable

consequence. The sudden change of

existing conditions, too, would have in-

volved a heavy pecuniary sacrifice, as the

government would have found it neces-

sary, with such a large population, to

appoint a relatively large number of

European officials. As such measures
would have proved impracticable, com-
plete anarchy would have followed.

So the country was therefore allowed
to retain its traditional organization, and
the Sultan was given full jurisdiction

over his fellow-people, under control of

the Resident, who was to suppress cruelty

as far as possible. In one word, the gov-
ernment does not acknowledge the Sul-

tan as a sovereign lord, but fully recog-
nizes his authority as chief of his clan.

Kindred tribes, non-resident in Ruanda,
are therefore not subject to the Sultan's

jurisdiction, but are under the adminis-
tration of the Resident.

The fundamental principle is the same
with all Residents. It is desired to

strengthen and enrich the Sultan and
persons in authority, and to increase

thereby their interest in the continuance
of German rule, so that the desire for

revolt shall die away, as the consequence
of a rebellion would be a dwindling of
their revenues. At the same time, by
steadily controlling and directing the
Sultan and using his powers, civilizing

influences would be introduced. Thus
by degrees, and almost imperceptibly to

the people and to the Sultan himself, he
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eventually becomes nothing less than the

executive instrument of the Resident
(see pages 373 and 374).
The people hold their "Mami," which

is the official title of the Sultan, in the

greatest awe and reverence. It is ex-

tremely rare for any one to venture to

thwart his will, for the Sultan is the

owner of the land and all the stock, oxen,
calves, goats, pigs, etc. The people cer-

tainly enjoy the use of them, but the

Sultan retains the power of demanding
at his pleasure the return of his property
from his subjects.

The population is divided into three
classes—the Watussi, the Wahutu, and
a pygmy tribe, the Batwa, who dwell
chiefly in the bamboo forests of Bugoie,
the swamps of Lake Bolero, and on the
island of Kwidschwi on Lake Kiwu.
The primitive inhabitants are the Wa-

hutu, an agricultural Bantu tribe, who,
one might say, look after the digging and
tilling and agricultural economy of the
country in general. They are a medium-
sized type of people, whose ungainly fig-

ures betoken hard toil, and who patiently
bow themselves in abject bondage to the
later arrived yet ruling race, the Watussi.

THE LONG-LIMBED WATUSSI

- The immigration of the Watussi is,

without doubt, connected with the great

tribal movement which brought the Ma-
sai race to East Africa. The same argu-

ments which have led observers to believe

that the Masai came from the north and
from Egypt, or perhaps even from
x\rabia, may also hold good in the case

of the Watussi. As a matter of fact,

many features common to both races

may be discerned.

The Watussi are a tall, well-made
people, with an almost ideal physique.

Heights of 1.80, 2.00, and even 2.20

meters (from 5 feet 11^ inches to 7 feet

2,y2 inches) are of quite common occur-

rence, yet the perfect proportion of their

bodies is in no wise detracted from.

Whilst the shoulders are generally power-
fully built, the waist is at times extra-

ordinarily slender. ' The hands are ele-

gant and delicate in form, the wrists of

an almost feminine grace.

They possess that same graceful indo-

lence in their gait which is peculiar to

Oriental peoples, and their bronze-brown
skin reminds one of the inhabitants of

the more hilly parts of northern Africa.
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Their heads are eminently characteristic.

Unmistakable evidences of a foreign

strain are betrayed in their high fore-

heads, the curve of their nostrils, and the

fine oval shape of their faces.

The affairs of the country are adminis-

tered by a number of subordinate chiefs

{zvatnales), also ivatiissi or ivahima, who
are superintendents of districts, yet are

always subject to the supreme control

of the ruler, who springs from the old

Watussi race, the Bega. Frequent inter-

views with the Sultan necessitate many
journeys to his residence, and it seems
that at such times great quantities of

nsoga have to be consumed, to facilitate

the unraveling of awkward problems and
to determine the measures to be taken.

This is a brew concocted from bananas
with malted red sorghum (Chinese sugar-

cane), and manufactured at Kinjaru-
anda. The Sultan's court is at such
times often the scene of wild orgies,

tumult, and beating of drums, which on
occasion continue all night.

Similarly to their sovereign ruler, the

chiefs are descended from various dis-

tinguished families or clans. These clans

hold land, pay taxes to the Sultan, are

keen to avenge the bloodshed of kins-

men, and possess a totem—some object

of adoration, which usually takes the

shape of an animal or a plant.

THE PECULIAR TOTEMS

Every clan reveres a totem, which in

Kinjoro is called wnusimu. Should the

totem take the form of an animal, it is

forbidden to kill or to eat such animals.

This interdiction is closely connected
with the widespread belief of transmi-

gration of souls, for their creed teaches

that the spirits of departed relatives enter

the body of their object of adoration.

The uncertainty obtaining as to which
special totem the spirit of the deceased
has entered makes it appear more pru-

dent to the natives to abstain from slay-

ing or eating any animals revered as

totems ; and doubtless this consideration

gave rise to the prohibition.

In Ruanda the souls of the deceased
rulers are believed to dwell in the leop-

ard and to continue to torment their

people in that shape.

The following are a few clans of the
Wanjaruanda, with their totems

:

The most widely distributed and most
feared of the clans is that of the Bega

;

they have taken the toad as their totem.
Another, the Wanjiginga, reveres the
crested crane. The Bagessera worship
the wagtail, or dish-washer. Farther
away there is the clan of the Wankono,
whose totems, I understand, are sheep
and goats. The totem of the Bakora is

the chameleon ; the Wasinga's sacred ob-
ject is a particular species of ox,with a,

dirty brown-patterned hide ; that -of the-

Batwa, in the Bugoie forests, is the man-
ape, and so on.

AN IDEAL CLIMATE EOR THE WHITE MAN
The high degree of civilization exist-

ing among the Watussi is assisted by
climatic conditions. These are nearly
ideal for an equatorial country. Intense
heat is excluded by virtue of an average
altitude of some i,6oo meters. The tem-
perature prevailing generally is some-
thing like that of a warm summer day
in Germany. It is refreshingly cool in

the mornings and evenings, which is con-
ducive to healthy sleep.

As the malaria - carrying mosquito
(Anopheles) does not exist in this dis-

trict, such a thing as an outbreak of fever
is of rare occurrence. It is true that iso-

lated malaria parasites are found in the
blood of Ruanda natives, but these have
doubtless been imported from less healthy
regions, where the Anopheles is an ac-

knowledged pest. According to Raven's
researches, cases of malaria in Ruanda
are insignificantly few in proportion to

the density of the population.

The tsetse-fly, so destructive to man
and beast, is non-existent, and this fact

has, so far, protected the territory from
the ravaging sleeping sickness which, as

is well known, is disseminated by the

tsetse-fly (Glossina palpalis).

The Watussi make the best use of
their very favorable climatic conditions.

The country possesses a fabulous amount
of wealth in its herds, to the breeding of
which this pastoral people are particu-

larly devoted. Day after day immense
herds of broad-horned oxen and small
stock of all kinds may be seen grazing
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on the mountain slopes, for whom pro-
vision is made by continually burning
away the dried-up grass. The young
grass which shoots up from these burnt-
out tracts forms a special delicacy.

Stock-raising and the productivity of the

country are greatly aided by the extra-

ordinary number of small watercourses,
which never run dry, even in the dry
season.

From what I have written it will easily

be seen that the greater part of Ruanda
is eminently adapted for colonization by
white men, and that cattle-raising on a
large scale, and also agriculture, may be
carried on in a remunerative way, for

the quality of the cattle itself is as excel-

lent as that of the milk they yield. As
to the quality of the soil, it simply leaves

nothing to be desired, so that it is evident
that there is a splendid opening here for

the establishment of business on a vast
scale.

The entire region, however, is one
which is quite unknown to the German
government, and so it would be a very
desirable thing if the state would decide
upon sending out a commission, com-
posed of agricultural experts, to examine
into the conditions that exist. It would

be necessary that an experienced
forestry expert should be of their

number, as the woods and forests

question is an important one in

K.uanda.

Ruanda, in conjunction with
Urandi, is the most thickly peopled
region of Central Africa. Its popu-
lation has been estimated at one and
a half millions. The great area of

forest land has, however, been en-

croached upon by the increasing

population, so as to provide sufficient

space and pasturage for the cattle-

rearing Watussi and for the agricul-

tural activities of the Wahutu.
At the present day Ruanda pos-

sesses only two large tracts of forest

on its boundaries : that of Rugege, to

the southeast of Lake Kiwu, and
the Bugoie forest country, which
stretches from the northern end of

the lake eastward. The remnants of

ancient forests may be seen here and
there on mountain tops ; and, as these

groves are regarded as sacred, they

are therefore carefully maintained.

They evidently mark the abodes of an-

cient tribal chiefs. The finest specimens

of ficus are chiefly met with at these spots.

Smaller groups of Acacia abyssinica—
which, however, are very rare—may,
says Mildbraed, be regarded as remains
of pristine vegetation.

The great central portion of the coun-
try is entirely bare of trees. The ques-

tion of fuel being one of the most im-

portant, as regards colonization, this

matter should be inquired into at once.

Time should be seized by the forelock

and a judicious afiforestation undertaken
of those parts which most require it ; for

there is no doubt that we should not rest

content with the railway systems already

established at Lake Victoria—the gleam-
ing rails must be pushed still farther

ahead, so as to insure that we are not

robbed of those rich territories lying

westward of the lake.

OUR TROUBLES UNDER A BEE-TREE

On the 14th of August we set out from
Lake Mohasi toward the west, our road
leading us at first through the swampy
end of the lake. To accomplish the pas-

sage, a huge quantity of papyrus stalks

were cut and placed in layers. On this
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swaying but reliable foundation
even the mules were able to pass

across safely. Then the usual load-

humping recommenced, which was
a painful and laborious business

at first for our carriers, after their

lengthy rest.

Near the village of Katschuri,

on a hill overlooking the surround-
ing country, there stood a mighty
tree whose colossal crown of foli-

age seemed to invite us to a shady
resting - place. Some beehives
peeped out here and there between
the branches, full of a promise of
sweet gifts. The place seemed
made for us, so we were soon
lying at our ease beneath the tree's

friendly shade in full anticipation

of a pleasant rest after our fa-

tigues, while the Askari set about
pitching the tents.

On a sudden I jumped up,

startled out of my slumber by a
painful sting behind my ear, fol-

lowed quickly by another on my
nose. A moment later Schubotz,
who had just been watching my
antics with a broad grin on his

face, set up a cry of woe. Wiese.
muttering maledictions, fumbled
about in the air with his hands,
striking out suddenly this way and
that.

Then arms and cloths were
waving and whisking about in

every direction. "Nyuki! nyiiki!"

("The bees! the bees!") was
heard on all sides; and, just as if

the swarming insects had waited
for the battle-cry, the air was
simply darkened by the vindictive

little creatures. "Nyuki, angalia !

("Lookout!") nyuki I" The war-
whoop resounded all over the camp. A
fierce conflict raged for a few minutes,

and then all was over.

Cries of pain were heard on all sides,

and there was nothing but hurrying and
scurrying and indescribable confusion.

Those who endeavored to get their bur-

dens into a place of security abandoned
the efifort and threw them down any-
where, and in a trice the whole crowd
were flying down the hillside with the

angry bees in hot pursuit. Others, and
more shrevv^d, threw themselves down in

From "In the Heart of Africa," by Adolphus Frederick,

Duke of Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)

THE SULTAN OF RUANDA AND CAPTAIN VON
GRAWLRT^ THi: RESIDENT

"The Sultan exceeds two meters in height (6 feet 6}^
inches)" see page 377

the grass and remained motionless, and
they alone were spared.

Greatly disconcerted, stung all over,

and decidedly "taken down" at this

shameful defeat, we met together again

on the lower hillslope, where the enemy
was still disputing the field. Wiese had
the excellent idea of getting the Askari
along and shielding their faces and hands
with woolen blankets, so that the might
get the loads away.
What a sight our camp presented I

The loads scattered about, individuals
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lying about here and there stretched out
in the grass, the dogs howHng and hmp-
ing about on three legs, the fowls dead

!

The air was still filled with myriads of

bees ; they flung themselves angrily in

dense droves upon the disturbers of their

peace. The thick woolen armor, how-
ever, was almost sting-proof, and it was
possible in a little while to bring the

loads into a place of security. Yet it

meant five hours' laborious work before

a new camp was set up at a respectable

distance from the first one. This little

adventure gave us a lesson for the fu-

ture. We never pitched our camp again

under a bee-tree. The evening finished

up with a violent thunder-storm, the first

we had encountered in our wanderings.

AMBASSADORS FROM THIv SULTAN BRING
HUGE presi;nts

Next morning the exhausted and suf-

fering caravan met with a very strange

surprise. A procession was descending
the slope with such solemn gravity and
in so calm and imposing a manner that

the chattering of our carriers ceased as

if by magic, and we all gazed upward,
mute and spellbound.

Surrounded by a large staff of young
men, two ambassadors from Sultan
Msinga were slowly approaching our
camp. They strode along with an inde-

scribable self-possession and dignity, like

apparitions from another world, clothed

in the exceedingly picturesque gala cos-

tume of the Watussi. Bussissi and Nan-
turu were fine upstanding men of great

height, over two meters (6 feet 6^
inches). They brought the Sultan's

greetings, and presents of numerous
oxen, calves, sheep, goats, pigs, etc., and
were commanded to escort us to their

sovereign's residence.

The whole style and manner of their

address and speech was very striking.

One received the impression of being in

the presence of an entirely different class

of men, who had nothing further in

common with the "niggers" than their

dark complexion. The demeanor of our
carriers, who appeared equally impressed,

confirmed our view. Having received a

goodly number of presents in exchange,

the two emissaries placed themselves as

leaders at the head of our column.
By the afternoon we reached the Nia-

warongo, a tributary of the Kagera, and
finished our march for the day, for the
crossing of the small cattle caravans,

which had now increased to the size of
several hundred animals, and the trans-

port of the numerous loads lasted until

the darkness fell. As the water scarcely

rose above a meter, the work was simpli-

fied by forming a chain of men across
the river. In this way all the loads and
animals were safely passed from hand to

hand, and so to the opposite bank.
We carried commissariat stores in

abundance, and it was with a certain de-

gree of anxiety that we observed day by
day the increase in the number of live

stock. The approach of a fresh com-
missariat caravan shortly after our ar-

rival, with another reinforcement of
about 30 goats, which had to be assimi-

lated with the main body, increased our
anxiety. But it would be difficult to

describe our irritation when we saw yet

a third caravan coming down the hill-

slope with another string of 30 goats,

which of course made a further inroad
on our stock of barter goods. All pro-
tests against our acceptance of the gifts

were quickly met with "Amri ya Msinga"
("By order of Msinga").

"the GREAT ox ARRIVES WITH HIS
CALVES'"

The nearer we approached the Sultan's
residence the larger grew the number of
Watussi marching at the head of the ex-
pedition. We soon became aware that
the Sultan was preparing a grand recep-
tion. In all the villages we passed the
chiefs were absent, and to our inquiries

as to their whereabouts we were an-
swered by "Niansa." From all sides of
the country commissariat caravans and
herds of small cattle, led by Watussi,
were heading in the same direction. It

seemed as though the Sultan had sum-
moned all the leading men of the king-
dom to his residence. Many approached
us and fell in at our van.

When acquaintances met, they greeted
one another by putting their arms lightly
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Duke of Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)

THU AUTHOR, THE DUKE OF MECKLENBURG,, WITH THE
TUSKS OF THE EEEPHANT KH.EED ON THE SEMEIKI

Height of tusks: 2.53 and 2.51 meters (8 feet ZV2 inches and
8 feet 234 inches). Weight: 98 and 94 pounds

•around each other's waist or seizing each
"Other's elbows. They remained in this

position for a few inoments. "Amasho/'
•one would then say ("I wish you cat-

tle"). "Amasho ngurre," replied the

other ("I wish you women").
It can therefore easily be understood

that expectation became more eager daily

in our caravan. Every one looked for-

ward to some remarkable and memorable

incidents, and was impa-
tient for the moment when
he should be able to see the

man whose name was a
household word in Ruanda,
whose word was law, and
by whose sovereign will

every one in the wdiole wide
realm of Ruanda existed.

At length we reached the
high-lying residence. Hun-
dreds of Watussi advanced
in front, increasing the al-

ready imposing dimensions
of our caravan. A few
high-born subjects were es-

corted by a number of car-

riers, bearing on their heads
large baskets containing ap-
parel and necessaries of life

for the "inaster." Others
even led a cow along with
them, in order that a supply
of fresh milk should be
forthcoming.
Our arrival was watched

from a distance, from the

hill summits and elevated

spots, by thousands of peo-
ple, quiet in demeanor. No
loud noise and clamor, no
crushing throngs, as had
been usual elsewhere, sig-

nalled our entrance. The
behavior of the people com-
pared most favorably with
that of their kindred on the

coast.

The intense eagerness
with which the inhabitants

of Niansa watched us, how-
ever, had also a special rea-

son. The imagination of the

people had been strongly

stirred by the display of

power which had been
made, and which must par-

ticularly have been associated with my
own personality. The immense supplies

of provisions, the vast herds of cat-

tle, which formed the presents from the

Sultan, and the presence of Resident von
Grawert, who cama Id meet us in full

uniform—all this had made a treinendous
impression on the minds of the people.

"The great ox arrives with his calves,"

flew the message from summit to sum-
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mit. "He has four arms and six legs,"

which was meant less as a description of

my personal appearance than the impres-

sion upon the pastoral mind of my power
and might.

Thanks to Captain von Grawert's good
offices, my camp was now most carefully

and excellently laid out in a broad space

not far from the Sultan's huts ; for we
were awaiting a visit from the "Mami."

THE SUI^TAN CALLS

Before "the mighty one" appeared,

however, we were witnesses of a highly

diverting scene. Great crowds of Wa-
hutu had gathered round the camp.
Their curiosity being aroused, they had
ilocked around and stared hard at the

new arrivals. It was evident, however,
that Msinga considered these masses of

people would spoil the effect of his ap-

proach, for suddenly two forms clothed

in red togas appeared upon the scene,

staring fiercely at the crowd and swing-

ing long staffs round their heads with
very unmistakable intent, and they

whirled them recklessly, with their full

strength, into the midst of the people.

But the latter were apparently familiar

with this maneuver, for at the same mo-
ment that the staff-bearers began to

swing their weapons over their heads the

whole mass was off in wild flight, and
only a few laggards were struck. The
square was empty in a trice. A few of

the most curious, who ventured to re-

turn, had stones flung at them to drive

them away.
A moment later the rolling of drums

was heard from the palace, and then we
were spectators of a unique drama, such
as could only be enacted far from the

beaten path of the ordinary traveler.

The splendid figures of the Ruanda
princes, with their sons, marching in

pairs, headed the procession. Msinga's
palanquin, which then left the gate of the

residence, followed slowly. Every one
wore festive apparel, similar to that in

which Nanturu and Bussissi had ap-

peared. Their bodies were naked, but
their hips were wound round by a nar-

row loin-cloth of tanned cowhide in two
transverse folds, from which a number
of strings of otter-skin or cowhide fell

down to the ankles, which in their turn

were adorned with various metal rings.

On their heads were hair-combs reach-

ing from ear to ear, in which a thin pearl

chain lay gleaming. Long yellow strings

of banana hemp hung down in a copious

mass from their necks to their breasts,

on which pearl ornaments of varying
sizes, called mitako, were fastened.

Their wrists were encircled with brace-

lets of copper wire and glass beads of

various color.

Thus the train approached my tent

with measured steps and quiet, dignified

demeanor. Our guard of honor for the

Sultan—a non-commissioned officer and
two men—presented arms. The Sul-

tan's litter, a long, simple basket, the

bamboo rods of which rested on the

shoulders of Batwa people, was carefully

lowered, and with the German words
''Guten morgen, Euer Hoheit," Msinga
stretched out his hand to me.
The Sultan's figure, a little rounded in

contour in consequence of his easy man-
ner of life, exceeds two meters in height

(6 feet 6% inches). One searches vainly

at first for an expression of his vaunted
intelligence, and an eye defect, coupled
with strongly protruding upper teeth,

emphasizes the unfavorable impression.

Yet the questions which he addressed to

me, and to those standing round, while
reclining near me in a long chair, touched
on the most various spheres of interest

and bore witness to his keen, logical

power of thought.

AN ENDLESS SUCCESSION OE GlETS

After a lengthy conversation, which
was carried on in the Suaheli tongue, and
which touched on many topics, Msinga
begged to be allowed to deliver his pres-

ents to me. This was a moment of great

political importance and keen suspense to

Msinga and his friends, as well as to his

enemies, as the refusal of any portion of
such presents would be a sign on my part

that I was desirous of assisting the pre-

tender to the crown, a relative of Msin-
ga's, and that I wished to overthrow the

reigning "Mami."
A tremendous gathering of people had

therefore assembled behind the chairs on
which we were sitting with the Sultan,
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as well as opposite them, forming a lane,

and awaiting the appearance of the gifts

with painfully subdued excitement. And
they came—came in endless successio'-".

In front was a milch cow, whose calf

was carried behind. She was intended

to represent the greatest honor that could

befall me. She was followed by lo oxen,

with immense horns, and then a never-

ending herd of goats. Flock followed

flock, fresh contingents constantly roll-

ing up and overflowing the cantonment.

They were succeeded by an endless chain

of heavy-laden Wahutu, with hundreds

of loads, consisting of meal, milk, honey,

butter, beans, and bananas.

After them appeared other trains bear-

ing firewood, which was rare in the

neighborhood and therefore particularly

valuable. All these treasures were stored

away in the camp, but the stock were

driven into a hedged enclosure and

placed under the guardianship of an

Askari patrol. The procession had taken

nearly an hour to pass by. Von Gra-

wert himself, in spite of his lengthy term

of office as Resident, declared that he

had never before witnessed such an im-

posing spectacle.

we: de;light thk sultan with a saw

The great and overwhelming fear of a

refusal of the gifts having passed, Alsin-

ga's court breathed freely again. The
visit was at an end, and with solemn

farewells the sovereign entered his litter

and was borne away, followed by a forest

of 500 spears. An inefi^aceable impres-

sion !

The return visit in the afternoon was
conducted with as much splendor as it

was possible for a traveling caravan to

offer. In addition to the ordinary gifts

of stuffs and beads customary in the

country, others were specially selected

with the hope of "lightening up the coun-

tenance of the ruler" and rejoicing his

heart. Any real equivalent to his own
gifts was of course impossible.

Preceded by Askari with flying flags,

followed by all the "boys," each carrying

a present in his outstretched arms, and
with horns blowing, we entered the Sul-

tan's courtyard, which is brightly and
cleanly kept, and passed on to the palace,

which is bordered round by a hedging

of wickerwork and papyrus. After an
interchange of the customary greetings,

and when we had taken seats, the presen-

tation of our gifts took place. In order

to heighten the effect, we ordered the

"boys" up singly with their presents, so

that they might be displayed to the best

advantage.

The ordinary presents did not in the

least excite the attention of the poten-

tate ; they were put aside with indiffer-

ence or divided immediately amongst his

head men. The clanging of an alarm
clock, which had to be explained in every

detail, pleased Msinga rather more, and
his satisfaction grew into rapture when
I handed him my hunting knife and a

cartridge pouch filled with ammunition
to fit the sharpshooter rifle which had
been lent him.

But his enthusiasm reached its climax

when I. with much solemnity, presented

him with a saw. for which he had spe-

cially asked. After a few failures, he

succeeded in sawing away the legs of my
chair and operating upon everything else

within reach with fairly good results.

The "ministry," too, watched the experi-

ments with the liveliest interest. The
Askari, who were put through their drill

and evolutions, gave considerable satis-

faction, and this was heightened by the

firing of a few rapid volleys.

the; remarkable jumping of thl
WATUSSI

The following few days were devoted

to sports and athletic exercises, of which
the high jumping of the young Watussi
was a most remarkable feature.

A line, which could be raised or low-

ered at will, was stretched between two
slender trees standing on an incline. The
athletes had to run up to this and jump
from a small termite heap a foot in

height. Despite these unfavorable con-

ditions, exhibitions were given which

would place all European efforts in the

shade. The best jumpers—slender, but

splendid figures, with an almost Indian

profile—attained the incredible height of

2.50 meters (8 feet 5 inches), and young
boys made the relatively no less wonder-



From "In the Heart of Africa," by Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)

tre;e;-fe;rns in the; virgin forest: kwidschwi island, in lake; kiwu
The most attractive phenomena in the whole green shrubbery presented by the African,

virgin forest are the tree-ferns, which are found chiefly in clumps close to small watercourses.

They are perhaps the most beautiful children in Africa's flora; with their slender stems, ten

meters and more in height, and beautiful crowns, they are more like palms than ferns, and no
layman would recognize in them a relation of our common bracken fern. The luxuriance of

the undergrowth corresponded with the richness in species and variety of the lower animal
world. . . . Earthworms of more than 40 centimeters in length, and fully as thick as one's

thumb {Benhamia spec), were extremely common. . . . The most striking feature, how-
ever, was the wealth of butterflies in this forest.
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From "In the Heart of Africa,' by Adolphus Frederick,

Duke of :Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)

CICATRISATIONS ON A MKONDJO WOMAN

The study of the tattooings and skin-markings found in the

whole of Central Africa is an extremely remarkable one. It de-

mands very great diligence and very special and detailed mvesti-

gation to trace the origin and significance of the custom. For

instance, Wiese found patterns which constantly recurred, but

were frequently accompanied by changing side-marks among the

hundreds which he copied. According to the statements of the

natives, they betokened signs of lineage by which the various

races recognized their own folk. The ornamental scarrmgs are

brought about by an inflammation or artificial irritation of the

skin, which is scratched or incised with a knife, according to the

pattern desired. The wounds are smeared over with vegetable

matter and dirt, which causes them to swell up to an extraordi-

nary extent. We saw skin-puffings on the foreheads of the Ban-

gala, the chief race of the Middle Congo territory, swollen up to

about two centimeters Countless variations may be found

among which the half-moon shape occurs most frequently.

fill performance of 1.50

to 1.60 meters (5 feet).*

With Weidemann's as-

sistance, I was enabled

by means of an excellent

cinematograph apparatus

to obtain a few capital

pictures of these note-

worthy performances,

and their reproduction in

Germany aroused great

interest.

Prizes in the shape of

"gold" chains and simi-

lar objects were then dis-

tributed. The "Tait dia-

mond" ornaments, which

I had brought with, me
as special gifts of honor,

found great favor with

the trinklet-loving Wa-
tussi. Rings, stars,
brooches, etc., were at

length so coveted that

my tent was in a con-

tinual state of siege, and

I was obliged to keep my
admirers at arm's length,

so as not to exhaust

completely my stock of

"precious jewels."

We were also given an

opportunity of seeing a

set of dances, which dif-

fered in no material re-

spect in their character

from those I had watched

in the Masai steppe and
among the coastal tribes.

There was no musical

accompaniment to the

majority of the 11 dif-

ferent kinds of dances

which we observed, such

as is usual with all the

terpsichorean exercises

of the negro people. In

spite of this, however,

there was no lack of

rhythm. These dances

were based on ideas bor-

rowed from the animal

kingdom, and were exe-

cuted singly or in groups

accordingly.

*The world's record for a

running high jump is 6 feet

55/^ inches.
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From "In the Heart of Africa," by Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)

CONICAL HUTS OF THE WANGILIMA, OX OXE OF THE HIGHER TRIBUTARIES OF THE
COXGO

I remember one dance, which was de-

signed to illustrate the movements of a

crane. We smile, no doubt, at these

naive native customs, but quite unjusti-

fiably. We come across the same ideas

in our highly cultured Europe, for what
is the clog dance of the Upper Bavarian
peasants but an imitation of the song and
motions of the blackcock?
The war-dances, however, were of a

different nature. These were carried out

in groups, and we were able to distin-

guish different phases. Two parties

would rush to attack each other, bran-

dishing long rods and spears. Then a

number of warriors would dance in a

circle around a man who was bounding
into the air with his arms held close to

his body. Yet the movements were never
wild ; they never degenerated into those

grotesque leapings and war-cries, or ca-

denced groans, so often met with among
savage native tribes, but were always
measured and dignified.

Each of the dances had been well

practiced in the presence of one of the

ereat chiefs. The Sultan himself had

assumed the stage management of the

joint dances of the chiefs. At the con-
clusion of each new phase, he never
omitted to question me as to which group
had best satisfied me, and I took good
care that my replies should be as agree-
able as possible to the ears of the ruler.

JAVEEIN AND ARCHERY COXTESTS

Then a number of young Watussi ex-

hibited their remarkable skill in javelin

throwing. Taking a run of ten steps,

bending backwards almost to the ground,
they hurled their javelins up to almost
prodigious heights, and with such im-
petus that two of the spear-shafts broke
in the air from the vibration. It was the

same with the shooting - matches with
bow and arrow, in which the trunk of a
banana tree was used for the butt. The
shooting average at 50 meters was really

good.

Great strength is required to bend the
bow correctly, and to draw it to its

fullest extent long years of practice are
necessary. The elasticity of the bow,
which is from 1.30 to 1.50 meters in
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OARSMEN ON ONE OF THE UPPER TRIBUTARIES OF THE CONGO (FIRST POSITION)

These men were recruited from the Wabudu and Wangilima tribes—fine men, whose
splendid display of muscle afforded evidence of perfect training. Their naked bodies shone
with grease. They wore caps on their heads, made from the long-haired skins of apes, or
tightly fitting bonnets smeared with grease and camwood, something like those used by our
ladies at home when bathing.

height, is extraordinarily great, and with
the bow-string drawn to its fullest extent

the arrow flies a distance of 200 paces.

Running races, too, were organized,

but owing to the lack of the necessary

measuring instruments I am, unfortu-

nately, not in a position to give the times.

I have no doubt, however, that in this

department, also, the European records

were at least equalled.

IT IS NOT GOOD FORM TO EAUGH

The effects of a gramophone perform-
ance were curiously varied. Some lis-

tened and presented a most stoical indif-

ference ; others opened their eyes till

they were as large as saucers, and the

faces of others, again, were convulsed
with delight. We had occasion here to

confirm our former impressions namely.

that our military marches aroused no in-

terest, that unintelligible interlocutions

caused general amusement, and that

songs in a female voice, especially when
they attained the higher notes, excited

screams of laughter.

Laughter, however, was a slight source

of trouble to the Watussi. It was not
supposed to be "good form" to laugh,

and it was intensely diverting to watch
the frantic efforts made to conceal it,

hands being placed quickly over mouths
in order to hide any indiscretion. Then,,

after the merriment had passed, the de-

linquents would gaze quite gravely at the

gramophone horn, until a suspicious-

twitching at the corners of the mouth
rendered a fresh maneuvering of hands
necessary.

The crowd continued to grow denser
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WANGILIMA OARSMEN (SECOND POSITION)

Bending down low, the rowers dipped their finely carved copper-decorated paddles deep
into the water, pulling them out again with a peculiar rapid jerk which made the canoe
vibrate a little. The men are excellent, hardy river boatmen, who, with some encouragement,
will persevere untiringly for hours at their work. While paddling they usually sing melo-
diously and with a purity and harmony of tone that I have seldom met with elsewhere. We
all found this agreeable mode of traveling an indescribable relief after our exhausting
marches through the primeval forest. Lounging in dolce far iiieute style, stretched on a com-
fortable chair under the protecting awning, we saw most luxuriant sylvan scenery pass before
us in an ever-changing panorama. The boat we used was the common dugout canoe, and
bore 20 oarsmen.

round the instrument, for the safety of

which I was beginning to become nerv-

ous, when his serene highness suddenly
hurled his long staff into the arena, mak-
ing the splinters fly and ending the seance.

The Sultan being also desirous of see-

ing the white men do some shooting, an
iron pot was placed on a stake and set up
at a distance of 150 meters. As I, as

well as others of my company, was suc-

cessful in hitting this tolerably easy mark
several times in succession, the plaudits

from the crowd were great, and innu-

merable hands were stretched out in

congratulation.

The Sultan, fearing that he would be

beaten if he tried his skill from the same

point, approached within 50 paces of the

mark. His efforts were not exactly bril-

liant, yet every company captain would
have been delighted with the faultless

way in which he made ready and the

precision with which he carried out all

the movements. He was like an infantry

man at the rifle butts.

The Sultan made me a further present

of several objects of native industry.

Yet the purchase of ethnographical mate-
rial met with obstinate opposition. How-
ever, after some persuasion, Msinga gave
his permission for goods to be bartered,

and forthwith the whole population has-

tened from all quarters to enrich them-
selves by high prices for their wares. It
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From "In the Heart of Africa," by Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Mecldenburg (Cassell & Co.)

HIGH JUMP BY A WATUSSI (St^ PAGES 378 AND 382)

was principally through Wiese's efforts

that we were enabled to get together a
Ruanda collection such as has never be-

fore been seen in Europe.
At Niansa we received a visit from

Father Class and Father Dufays, of the

mission station of the White Fathers,

who came along in company with Dr.
Czekanowski. Long years of intimate

intercourse with the natives enabled them
to give us much valuable information
relative to the inhabitants of Ruanda.
The day before they had paid us a very
delicate attention in the shape of a most
welcome parcel of fresh tomatoes and
vegetables. This was a great treat, our
enjoyment of which could not be ade-
quately appreciated save by Europeans
who had suft'ered, like ourselves, from
long deprivation of such luxuries.

If we were going to fulfill satisfac-

torily the various tasks we had set our-
selves, it was now high time that we
were once more on the move. So we
resolved upon an early departure.

The most singular fact associated with
our visit was that we never once came
face to face with a Watussi woman. It

appeared that they had been carefully

guarded in their huts the whole of the

time, so that they might not meet the eye

of any of the "whites."

When we took our leave of the Sul-

tan, at early dawn on the 12th of August,

it was with a certain amount of satisfac-

tion. We had been afforded an insight

into the court life of a negro prince and

favored with a display of his power such

as no one had ever experienced previ-

ously or would probably ever experience

again. When the illimitable power of

this Sultan has receded before European
influence, and when busy throngs of

traders encroach upon the haughty aloof-

ness of this most aristocratic of all negro

tribes and the white man's herds graze

in its pastures, then we shall be able to

appreciate to the full the value of our

remarkable experience.
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From "In the Heart of Africa," by Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Mecklenburg (Cassell & Co.)

the: champion high jumper of AFRICA (SEE PAGES 378 AND 382)

"A line, which could be raised or lowered at will, was stretched between two slender
trees_ standing on an incline. The athletes had to run up to this and jump from a small
termite heap a foot in height. Despite these unfavorable conditions, exhibitions were given
which would place all European efforts in the shade. The best jumpers—slender but splendid
figures, with an almost Indian profile—attained the incredible height of 2.50 meters (8 feet 5
inches), and young boys made the relatively no less wonderful performance of 1.50 to 1.60
meters (5 feet)."
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EAST AFRICA

OUTLINE MAP OF RUANDA, "THU LAND OF GIANTS AND PYGMILS

North of Ruanda rise eight gigantic volcanoes, which bear testimony to the mighty sub-
terranean forces concealed beneath. Namlagira and Ninagongo are still active, and are the

most interesting of this remarkable group. Dauntlessly their colossal forms tower up to the

skies, 14,500 feet above sea-level, and not infrequently one sees the dazzling snow on their

highest peaks gleaming under the tropical sun, only 100 miles from the Equator.
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THE CORONATION OF HIS MAJESTY KING
MAHA-VAJIRAVUDH OF SIAM

By Colonel Lea Febiger, U. S. Army

LAST December I had the pleasure

of visiting Bangkok, the capital of

jI Siam, as the military representative

of the United States at the coronation

of His Majesty King Maha-Vajiravudh.
From nearly every nation of Europe
there were special representatives. Mem-
bers of the royal families of England,
Denmark, Sweden, and Japan headed
the legations from those countries. Our
own Minister and those of several other

countries were created ambassadors ex-

traordinary for the occasion.

The actual coronation occurred Satur-

day, December 2, but was preceded the

day before by a most interesting and
gorgeous function at the Wat Phra Keo,
the holy Buddhist temple within the

palace grounds (see illustrations, pages

396 and 397). All woodwork inside and
out of this temple was covered with gold

leaf, and the walls were a glittering mass
of colored bits of glass set in the stucco

in designs. This ceremony was the bless-

ing of the holy water to be used for the

coronation, and was attended by all the

court and diplomatic corps in full regalia.

The inside of the temple was so filled

with priests that only members of the

royal families, native and foreign, and
heads of legations could be accommo-
dated within, so the suites had seats on
the entrance portico. They made a most
resplendent aggregation of foreign uni-

forms and rich native costumes, those of

certain native princes having over them a

filmy lace coat heavily embroidered with

gold.
_

This was our first view of the King.

He wore a general officer's uniform, and
was preceded by a number of lictors, or

gentlemen in waiting, clad in quaint uni-

forms of light blue and silver, with a

head-covering shaped like the ancient

Tyrian cap. He was followed by a full

hundred aides-de-camp in various glit-

tering uniforms, the guards remaining
outside the portico.

The coronation t6ok place in the Dusit
Maha Prasath Hall of the Chakkri Pal-

ace. This hall is shaped like a Maltese
cross. The throne was at the intersec-

tion of the arms, all the foreign and
native notables being assembled therein.

A few minutes before 12 o'clock His
Majesty appeared, conducted by court

chamberlains, and took his seat upon the

throne, and at high noon, amid salvos

of artillery and cheers from the populace
outside, placed the crown upon his head
with his own hands, having received it

from his uncle, the Patriarch of the

Kingdom.
After prayers by the Brahmin priests

present, he received the homage from the

various classes, each being represented

by one member—the royal family first,

then the military, civil officials, and mem-
bers of the household. He then pro-

ceeded to the balcony to receive the

homage of the lesser officials assembled
without in the courtyard.

The King was dressed in a red uni-

form, profusely decorated with orders,

and covered with cloth-of-gold draperies.

The filagree golden crown was in the

shape of a "prachidee," the tapering

steeple with broad, round base, seen all

over the land in connection with "wats,"
or temples (see illustrations, pages 394
and 395).* His Majesty then proceeded
in state to the Wat Phra Keo, where he
declared himself defender of the faith

(Buddhistic) in the presence of the 80
chief high priests of the Kingdom. The
priests presented an address and again
blessed His Majesty.

This state procession was a most gor-

geous, oriental, and dramatic pageant,

well shown in the photographs, except
that the startling and effective combina-
tions of colors cannot be reproduced.
The musicians were grouped by instru-

*See also illustrations in March, 1912, num-
ber of The NationaIv Geographic Magazine.
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THE GOLDEN DRUMS AT THE HEAD OF PROCESSION CONDUCTING HIS MAJESTY TO

THE WAT PHRA KEO AFTER THE CORONATION (SEE PAGE 394)
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THE five; and seven-storied royal umbrellas immediately preceding the
KING IN THE PROCESSION TO THE WAT PHRA KEO
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the; king borne in royal progress through the city, seated on a goeden
palanquin

ments, dressed in dull red, with Tyrian
caps. First came the golden drums (see

page 392), followed by trumpets of an-

cient form, then those with conch shells.

The noise was not music to foreign ears,

but served to give the time. The dull

thud of the drums, given every fourth

step only, was weird in the extreme.

These were followed by a number of

royal five and se/en-storied umbrellas

(see page 393), in various colors, pre-

ceding and following His Majesty, who
was borne seated on a golden palanquin

surmounted by the usual "prachidee"

canopy, with 16 chamelion-looking bear-

ers, who could barely shuffle along on
account of the weight of their burden.

On the day after the coronation there

was a royal progress through the city in

grand state procession, in accordance
with ancient custom. In addition to the

various royal attendants, a division of

about 11,000 troops took part. There

were two gorgeous pavilions erected

along the route, where His Majesty re-

ceived addresses from the people and the

European community before proceeding
to Wat Bavaranives, where the King
worshiped before the Phra Jina Siha, the

ancient image of Buddha.
On Monday afternoon, December 4,

there was another royal progress on the

Menam River, in accordance with ancient

custom. His Majesty proceeding to Wat
Chang with offerings (see pages 402,

403, and 404). This was a most unique
and impressive and charming sight. The
quaint Oriental costumes—gorgeous red,

blue, and cloth-of-gold uniforms of the

guards and gentlemen at arms—made a

perfect rainbow of color.

The King appeared squatting a la

Buddha, on an uncovered golden palan-

quin, dressed in native costume of cloth-

of-gold, wearing a very large broad-

brimmed gray felt hat, caught up on one
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HIS MAJESTY LEAVING THE PAVIIJON OE THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

side with a superb aigrette, and sur-

mounted by a miniature copy of the

"prachidee" crown (see page 399).
A double column of state barges, black

lacquered, some with golden patterns,

and propelled by paddles, manned by the

navy in ordinary sailor's uniform, were
a full hour in passing, all stopping to

salute the King. Fifty paddlers were in

each barge, with an officer and his guard
under a red canopy amidships.

The King's own royal barge (see page

401) was of solid gold lacquer with fila-

gree effect ; the prow was the head and
neck of a most remarkable-looking beast,

a combination of a snake and a griffin,

though it was called the "golden swan."
There were 60 paddlers, in solid red,

with queer close-fitting caps, with a cape
behind and in front of the ears. As the

King entered and left the barge, they in

unison placed their hands in the position

of Buddhist prayer and bowed over until

they were doubled up and moaned. This
they repeated three times.

The paddles were covered with gold

leaf, and after each stroke they threw
them up in the air, where the brilliant

sun on the silver of the dripping water
made a most beautiful effect. They all

chanted at the same time.

Two similar barges, with large droop-
ing white plumes instead of the swan's
head, bore gifts to the wat they were en
route for, under a scarlet canopy in the

middle of the barge. It was very digni-

fied and impressive. All the ships in

the river were dressed, and the usual

booming of salutes and music by various

bands on the men-of-war in port were
heard.

The afternoon of Tuesday, the 5th,

the King received an address from the

students of all the schools in a temporary
pavilion at Thong Sanam Suang. This
pavilion was a beautiful structure, with
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red and cloth-of-gold hang-
ings, the exposed woodwork
following the same color

scheme.
There were thousands of

children, both boys and girls,

grouped by schools. After
the address the boys marched
past in rcAaew. Most of

them belong to Boy Scout
organizations and wore the

appropriate uniform, as much
is being made of this move-
ment in Siam.
That evening there was

held a gala performance at

the Theater Royal by the

Royal Company of Masked
Players in honor of the coro-

nation fete, which only in-

vited guests of His Majesty
attended. It began at lo

p, m. and ended at 3 a. m.,

with an hour's intermission

at midnight for an elaborate

buffet supper.

I have never seen a more
fairyland-like interior or a
prettier house, the various-

colored costumes of the la-

dies and brilliant uniforms
of the men all spread out

before one. The stage was
lower than with us and ex-
tended way out into the

audience, so that the parquet
was on both sides as well as
in front. The ceiling was
composed of heavy white
clouds of cotton, with open-
ings for the electric lights to

shine through.

Two plays were given, or
rather acts from them. The
action was entirely a ballet

performance o f Siamese
dancing or posturing and
slow, deliberate movements.
The actors or dancers never
spoke, but the tale was told

by a sort of chanting Greek
chorus behind the scenes.

Both plays were allegorical,

one an incident from their

mythology and the other of

the wars between the monkey
people and the demons.
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COURT IN THK GRE;aT TEMP^e; of WAT CHANG

The Siamese claim that Buddhism is found in its purest form in Siam. It is the Bud-
dhism of the southern school, which extended through Ceylon, Burmah, Siam, and Indo-

China, and is comparatively free from those corruptions of the faith which are found in the

Buddhism of the northern school, or Llamaism, as it might better be called. It must be

acknowledged, however, that a great deal of Brahmanism has crept in through past ages,

bringing in its train the superstitions which especially show themselves in the employment of

astrologers to determine upon auspicious times for important events, and the part played by
Brahman priests in all semi-religious festivals.
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A DETAIL OF The: temple of WAT CHANG
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A staircase; oi? the: temple;: wat chang
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ANOTHER SCENE IN THE WAT PHRA KEO : BANGKOK
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GATE TO one; Q-P THTi MANY QUAINT Ti;mPI.E;S IN BANGKOK, SIAM

Siam has in the priesthood about 88,000 priests, 38,000 novices, and 71,000 boys in attend-
ance, or a total of 197,000 devoted to religious work in a population of 6,750,000. The
Siamese g-overnment is very progressive and is utilizing this great band of religious workers,
which_ might otherwise be injurious, to educate the people in modern lines. Schools are being
established in the temples with priests as teachers of elementary modern education, and
normal schools are also being founded to prepare the priests for this work.
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On Wednesday, the
6th, the ceremony of

the presentation of new
colors by the King to

the various regiments of
the army was held in the
pavilion at Thong Sa-

nam Luang. Each regi-

ment was represented by
a company. There was
first a long chanting by
the priests in blessing

the flags, and then each
colonel, supported by his

color-bearer, moved for-

ward and formed on
three sides of a square

directly in front of the

King.
The colonels advanced

one at a time, saluted,

dropped on one knee,

and received their colors

from the King's hands,

and then returned to

their places. When all

had been thus delivered,

at a signal the colonels

turned and gave the

colors to the color-ser-

geants in their rear. All

rejoined their organiza-

tions and marched past

in review, with the colors

on the review flank of

each supporting com-
pany.

On Thursday was held

the grand review in the

Thong Sanam Luang
field. It is not a very
large space, yet 26,000
troops of all branches
were massed in it in

closed formation.

After the King had
ridden around the lines,

they were faced to the

rear and, impossible as

it seemed, still more
densely massed to give

space in front for the

march past. This was
very well done indeed,

with beautiful align-

ments. They had a sort

of modified "goose step"

when passing the re-

viewing point, evidently
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A PAIR OF ROYAL MASKE^D PLAYERS
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CORONATION OF THE KING OF SIAM 413

taken from the Germans, and an exag-

gerated swinging of the disengaged arm
to accentuate the time ; they also took a

very long step and marched very fast.

It could not be kept up for any length

of time.

After the march past, all the senior

officers assembled, mounted, in front of

the King, when the Minister for War
(a prince of the blood) was promoted
to the rank of field marshal and pre-

sented with a gold baton. The King's
younger brother and heir apparent was
at the same time made a full general of

the army. Three hours were taken up
by the ceremony.

That evening a reception was given

by the head of the Ministry for War at

the War Department building. About
4,000 troops marched past in a torchlight

procession, and then filed into the inner

court, where they performed various

evolutions, making complicated figures

of light, ending with an enormous out-

line of the royal crown.
In the early morning of Friday, the

8th, there was an excursion by rail in the

King's luxurious private train, for such
official visitors as desired to see the an-

cient capital atAyuthea, some forty miles

up the Menam River, and to Bang-Pa-In,
the royal country palace. The appoint-

ments of the train and royal launches

that met us were of the usual lavish and
luxurious type, with every detail of hos-

pitality.

In the evening a reception and exhibi-

tion of fireworks were given by the

Ministry of Marine at the royal landing,

near the palace, on the river. All the

ships on the stream were decorated with
electric lights. The daylight water pa-
rade was practically repeated, with the

royal barges outlined in electric lights of
various colors. The crews chanted a
lauditory welcome to their ruler as they
passed. The exhibition closed by there
suddenly appearing from out the gloom,
a mile or more down river, a beautiful
white temple (Wat Chang), illuminated
by colored Bengal fires.

On Saturday, the 9th, a grand muster
by the Honorable Corps of the Wild
Tigers was given on their club-house

grounds. This corps is a sort of grown-
up Boy Scout aggregation, and was in-

stituted by the present King. They wear
a similar uniform to the Boy Scouts. It

is composed of office-holders and others
who are not subject to conscription for
the army, and is a purely volunteer asso-
ciation, with the King as its head. Wild
Tigers was the native name for the an-
cient militia of the land, revived for this

organization. There were fully 5,000 on
the field, and as they would mass up at
a run suggested, in their black uniforms
with yellow trimmings, the swarming of
a lot of bumble bees. A mounted de-
tachment of them acted as special escort
to the King, and were very effective,

with tiger-skin saddle cloths and long
lances with drooping white plumes mid-
way of the shaft.

Next evening there was a reception at
their club-house. The extensive grounds
were beautifully decorated, a veritable
dream of fairy-land. Each company

—

and there must have been at least fifty—-

had a booth where they dispensed drinks,
food, and souvenirs to all their friends
who called. The mounted companv's
booth represented a bivouac camp, with
their ponies under nipa shelters. An-
other booth was an enormous prone
papier-mache tiger, one hundred and
thirty feet long. Entertainment inside.

Another, just the head of a tiger, teeth,
eyes, and claws, containing electric lights
The lake was covered with paper lotus
flowers, electric lighted, and the drives
and paths were a mass of lighted lan-
terns and bunting hangings.

This function closed the fetes in honor
of the coronation. During the whole
gala week there was a continuous suc-
cession of elaborate dinners, luncheons,
and receptions by the various officials.

Two dinners were given at the palace
by the King, with two hundred plates at
each. The service was perfect.

Bangkok is situated thirty miles up the
IMenam River from the coast, and is hot
at all seasons, though near the 15th par-
allel of latitude. It is in the center of
an immense "paddy" (rice) field, ex-
tending in all directions to the horizon.
This great extent of paddy country ac-
counts for the nation, as rice is their
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THE TEMPLE OE WAT CHANG, ON THE BANKS OF THE MENAN RIVER, A MIEE EROM
BANGKOK

main source of wealth, one million Hvo
hundred thousand tons being the annual

average crop, of which they export about
one-half. The teak-wood industry from
the forests in the north also add greatly

to the country's wealth.

Bangkok is not unlike our own Manila,

with the ancient city surrounded by a

wall, only much of the wall has been
•demolished to make way for modern im-
provements. The inner wall around the

palace grounds is, however, still intact.

The crenellations on the top of the wall,

instead of being the conventional square

pattern, are shaped like the ace of
spades.

The city is full of "klongs," or esteros,

in former times the only mode of com-
munication between sections, though now

there are over one hundred miles of wide
macadamized streets, constructed within
the last ten years, where automobiles are

much in evidence. I was told that the

King has fifty- four for his own use and
his entourage.

"Wats," or temples, take the place of

convents and churches, and "prachidees"
the place of spires. The "^prachidee" is

used almost as a national crest. The
royal crown is designed from it, it is a
part of the coat of arms, and is used like

our eagle on their uniform ornaments.
The erection of one near some temple is

the favorite way of "acquiring merit," so

dear to the Buddhistic heart.

Men and women both, in all walks of
life, wear the "panung," a piece of silk

or cotton cloth about three yards long
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and one broad, which is wound round

the hips, the slack then rolled up and
passed between the legs and hitched up
behind. It gives the appearance of a

pair of loose knickerbockers. The men
wear a white or colored coat of European
cut, and the women a jacket or blouse.

Though Siam is "The Land of the

White Elephant," that animal was not

at all in evidence in the various parades,

though he is quite numerous in the upper

or hill country, where he is used as a

beast of burden. The only elephants in

Bangkok were the five sacred white ones

stabled inside the palace grounds, and
they were not white—at least not to the

casual observer—though when attention

was called to it they had a sort of moth-

eaten appearance around the head and
ears, which was a lighter gray than the

body, and they were reported to have
some white hairs on back and tail. But
they are not amiable, so were not closely

inspected by me.
Practically all the royal family and

many of the upper class are educated in

Europe. All speak English perfectly,,

and many in addition French, German,
and Russian.

A more courteous or charming people

I have seldom met. Never having been
a subject race, they have not that per-

ceptible cringe observed in some Oriental

people where the white man has been, or

is, the dominant power. Their native

name, "Thai," signifies "the free."

outune: map showing field of work of thf pfruvian ExPFDiTioN OF 1912,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF YALE UNIVERSITY AND THE NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY (SEE PAGES 4I 7-422)



EXPLORATIONS IN PERU

THE National Geographic Society

has subscribed $10,000 to the

Peruvian expedition of 1912, to

which the friends of Yale University

have made an equal grant. The expedi-

tion is directed by Dr. Hiram Bingham,
of Yale University, who was also direc-

tor of the remarkably successful Yale
Peruvian expedition of 191 1, and will be
known as "The Peruvian Expedition of

1912, under the Auspices of Yale Uni-
versity and the National Geographic So-
ciety." The researches and explorations

of last year will be continued, the work
centering in the Vilcabamba Valley and
around Cuzco.

This region was the cradle of the Inca
race, which became an empire 2,000
miles long, and reached a very high de-

gree of civilization and culture. Com-
paratively little is known of its origin or

of the wonderful Megalithic people who
preceded them, and who built vast palaces

and temples, which have endured to this

day (see page 421).
In addition to the discovery of eight

Inca and pre-Inca cities and temples,

Professor Bingham found (1911) in a

gravel bank in Cuzco the bones of the

thighs, hip, ribs, and a portion of the

skull of three human beings. The bones
appeared to be interstratified with gravel

of glacial age and may be the remains of

men who lived 20,000 to 50,000 years

ago. Other bones were also found, one
of which appears to be the bone of a

bison, the first recorded evidence of bison

south of Mexico.
"The proof of the antiquity of this

man," says Richard Swann Lull, Profes-
sor of Vertebrate Paleontology at Yale
University, in the Yale Reviezv, "lies

... in the geological evidence offered

by Professor Bingham that the remains
lay at the bottom of a mass of stratified

gravel, which covered them at one time
to a depth of not less than 125 feet, a

fact which, he rightly argues, points to

glacial origin. Just what that means in

the light of man's antiquity in Europe is

not so clear, for it is not yet possible to

correlate with any assurance a glacial

deposit in South America with the meas-
ured advances and retreats of the great

ice-sheet of the Old World.

"A conservative estimate of at least

20,000 years has been given as the

probable age of the Cuzco man, a mere
fraction of the duration of time since

the appearance of Pithecanthropus (ape-
man), or the man of Heidelberg or

Neandertal ; but whether the age be
20,000 or 60,000 years, if this discovery,

which should be amplified by further ex-
ploration, will bear the test of time, its

importance is paramount as the first

authentic physical record of man's exist-

ence in the prehistoric western world."
Where did the bones come from?

This question can be answered only by a

careful geographical and geological study
of the Cuzco basin and its vicinity, with
special reference to the age of the gravel

deposits where the human and other re-

mains were found. Seldom do we find

geographical and historical problems so

intertwined as they are in Peru. Only a
careful geographical study of the region
can solve the many mysteries which are

now puzzling the historian, the anthro-

pologist, and the archeologist.

The Peruvian expedition consists of
Hiram Bingham as director ; Herbert E.
Gregory, Silliman Professor of Geology
in Yale University ; Dr. George F. Eaton,
Curator of Osteology in the Peabody
Museum of Yale University ; Albert H.
Bumstead, for seven years topographic
engineer in the United States Geological
Survey ; three assistant topographers, a
surgeon, and three general assistants. A
topographic map on the scale of two
miles to the inch, with a contour interval

of 100 feet, of the Cuzco basin, and also

a detailed map of the entire Vilcabamba
country, will be immediately made.

Dr. Bingham will continue the work,
so successfully inaugurated in 191 1, to

discover and identify the places men-
tioned in the Spanish chronicles and in

the early accounts of Peru, particularly

the places connected with the 35 years of
Inca rule after the advent of Pizarro.

As many of these place names have
changed, it will be necessary to identify

the places by a careful comparison of
their situation and surroundings with the
itineraries and descriptions given in the

chronicles. An attempt will be made to

penetrate still further into the jungles of
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Photo from Hiram iiintrliam

ANOTHER VIEW OE COROPUNA
The mountain was ascended by Hiram Bingham in igii. A careful survey and triangu-

lation of the mountain from its vicinity to the seacoast by the Yale expedition showed that
its real height is 21,703 feet— 1,000 feet less than had been previously credited to it.
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Photo from Hiram Bingham

A VOLCANIC BOULDER COVERED WITH PICTOGRAPHS IN THE VALLEY OE THE MAJES :

PERU
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Pliotos by Hiram Bingham

the; ruins of macchu pichu, a city probably built by thl me;galithic racl,

WHO precede;d thl incas: discovlrEd by hiram bingham on
HIS I9II LXPLDITION to PERU

The ruins are on an almost inaccessible ridge, 2,000 feet above the Urubamba River.
They are of great beauty and magnificence and include palaces, baths, temples, and about 150
houses. The huge blocks of white granite, some of them 12 feet long, were so carefully cut
that they match perfectly. Though no mortar or cement was used to hold the stones together,

the walls have withstood the elements for at least 2,000 years. The stone against which the
man in the upper cut is leaning is 13.2 feet in length and about 2.8 feet in thickness.

A VIEW OP THI: INTERIOR OF THE TEMPLE OE THE THREE WINDOWS, LOOKING NORTH :

MACCHU PICHU
The monolith is grooved at its top, evidently to support a wooden rafter
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INCA POTTERY AND STONEWARE RESCUED FROM TPTE JUNGEE AND NOW USED IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR

The notebook was put in the picture to give the pots a sense of proportion. It measures
4^ inches in width and 79^ inches in length. The stone on the left with a round hole in the
middle was found covering a grave, bottle shaped and lined with stone, in which nothing else
of importance was discovered.

the Pampaconas Valley and beyond, to

see whether any more remains of Inca
occupation can be found.

Mr. Bingham has made a specialty of
South American researches. In 1906
he explored the route of the great Gen-
eral Bolivar, in his famous campaign
of 1818, from the heart of the llanos of
Venezuela across the plains and the
Andes into the heart of Colombia. A
four months' journey on muleback car-

ried the party from Valencia, in northern
Venezuela, across Venezuela and Colom-
bia to Bogota. The return trip was made
by way of the Magdalena River. The
journal of this expedition has been pub-
lished by the Yale University Press
under the title "The Journal of an Expe-
dition across Venezuela and Colombia."

In 1908 Professor Bingham made an
overland journey from Buenos Aires to
Lima, following the route of the Spanish
traders in the colonial period. The ac-
count of this expedition was published
by Houghton-Mifflin Company under the
title "Across South America: An Account
of a Journey from Buenos Aires to Lima
by zvay of Potosi, zvith Notes on Brazil,
Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, and Peru."
The chief interest of this trip lay in its

being an exploration of the most historic

highway of South America. The more
difficult parts of the road had been used
by the Incas and their conqueror Pizarro

;

b}^ Spanish viceroys, mine owners, and
merchants ; by the liberating armies of

Argentina ; and finally by Bolivar and
Sucre, who marched and countermarched
over it in the last campaigns of the wars
of independence. Information was col-

lected regarding the South American
people, their history, politics, economics,
and physical environment.
On this journey, at the invitation of

the Peruvian government. Professor
Bingham explored the ruins of Choq-
quequirau, an Inca fortress in the valley

of the Apurimac. His study of these

ruins in a region hitherto unexplored led

him to desire to penetrate still further

into this country, which is one of the

most inaccessible in the Cordillera.

Vilcabamba was chosen by the last

Incas as the safest place in which to rule

without being disturbed by the Span-
iards, who had conquered the larger part

of Peru. This almost inaccessible laby-

rinth of grand canyons, tropical jungles,

and glacier-clad mountains is the scene
of his present work.
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THE WHITE SHEEP, GIANT MOOSE, AND
SMALLER GAME OF THE KENAI

PENINSULA, ALASKA

By George Shiras, 3rd

Author op " Photographing Wild Game with Flashlight and Camera,"
"One Season's Game Bag with the Camera," and "A Flash-

light Story of an Albino Porcupine," etc., in

the National Geographic Magazine

FOR a number of years the writer

had in view a trip to northwestern
Alaska, to study the big-game ani-

mals and certain varieties of non-migra-
tory birds, and where the camera, rather

than the rifle, was to capture the perma-
nent trophies of the hunt.

Experience had shown, long before,

that it was not how far one traveled

away from home, or how extensive and
primitive the country, which necessarily

meant success in the pursuit of wild life.

Well illustrating this are the virgin for-

ests and the burnt-over, second-growth
country immediately north of Lake
Huron or Lake Superior, now largely

deserted by the fur traders, the Indian
trappers, and numerous camp-followers.
Here one may find a greater variety

and abundance of big game in a week,
and sometimes in a single day, than might
be encountered during an arduous canoe
journey of several months on any of the

many open streams leading from the lake

country to Hudson Bay. All these water-
ways have been traveled for centuries

and the remaining game driven back into

distant quarters. Because of the inhos-

pitable winter climate, the lack of proper
food conditions and shelter, most of the

big game in Ontario, except caribou, is

found on the southern watersheds drain-

ing into the Great Lakes.

So with Alaska. The reports of

miners, trappers, government explorers,

and sportsmen, covering many years of

persistent research, have shown very
clearly that the mere distance traversed

in this vast country often meant but little

in regard to big game, since it was a mat-
ter of ordinary occurrence for persons

to travel a thousand or more miles on
the Yukon and some of its tributaries

without seeing a single specimen of the

larger animals.

One might also journey for a month
with a pack-train into the interior, cross-

ing the rough and sodden tundra, the

willow-tangled swamps, climbing over
the rock slides of disintegrating moun-
tains, cutting out trails along the thicket-

rimmed banks of the larger streams, or
wading waist deep the swirling, ice-

chilled waters flowing from the melting
snowbanks and glaciers of the upper
valleys, and during all these long days
of unremitting toil and miles of steady

progress only a few grouse or an occa-

sional porcupine might fall to the rifle of

the weary and ever-hungry traveler.
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This because the caribou is a wander-
ing and uncertain animal to find in such
a Hmitless country ; because the moose
frequently remain concealed for months
during the summer in thickets of alder

and willow at the edge of the timber

line ; because the bears, besides being
largely nocturnal, hide most of the time

in the densest jungles or feed high up
the slopes on the tender grasses and wild

berries until the coming of the salmon;
because the sheep and the goats habitu-

ally occupy the higher ranges beyond the

valleys of the larger streams.

Thus unless a side hunt is made back
and up into the game country, one might
often think that interior Alaska was a

barren and tenantless waste, did not the

old tracks in the clay bottoms and higher

sandbars faithfully register the former
visits of the hoofed and clawed animals
of this mysterious and little-known wil-

derness.

AN immi;nse; coastline

To one who has not followed a portion

of the Alaskan coast, with its tens of

thousands of islands, deep bays, exten-

sive promontories, and countless chan-
nels, where the main shore for miles is

walled in with precipitous glaciers or by
the highest mountains, and who has not

also penetrated sufficiently into the inte-

rior to understand the changes wrought
by the difference in climate and topogra-

phy, it is difficult to present a clear and
adequate outline of this great area and
its diversified conditions.

The general contour of the coast is

known to many and its devious channels

to a lesser number of experienced navi-

gators. Where the interior is opened up
by navigable streams or where the val-

leys and low divides allow the use of the

pack-trains or the sleds and the adjacent
mountains permit an unobstructed view,

sometimes exceeding a hundred miles in

circumference, it naturally follows that

sufficient data has been obtained to dot

and trace the small scale maps with an
imposing array of mountains, lakes, gla-

ciers, well - defined river - courses and
tributary streams.

But, excluding the coast survey, less

than 20 per cent of the interior is mapped,
and detailed surveys represent a very
minor portion of this (see map, p. 424).

Until a permanently organized topo-
graphic corps is permitted to plan and
pursue its work in a continuous and sys-

tematic way, instead of hurrying from
one part of the country to another, as the
mining camps or other interests seek
assistance, the interior of Alaska can be
known only in a fragmentary way from
the early surveys of the War Department
and the later records of the Geological
Survey, which in recent years has done
such splendid work in locating and ap-
praising the mineral wealth and possi-

bilities of the country and in suggesting
the most feasible routes for its develop-
ment.

One main difficulty in presenting a
general geographic view of our last re-

maining continental Territory is not be-

cause it exceeds 600,000 square miles, or
on account of its remoteness, but because
Alaska is the most complex and irregu-

larly shaped area of the size in the world,
A good example is the Kenai Peninsula,
which, with a total length of 150 miles,

has a shore-line of more than 1,000—and
a glance at the map, pages 428 and 429,
will explain the reason.

Alaska lies on either side of the Arctic

circle, is in both the Western and East-

ern hemispheres, by reason of its west-

erly extension, and possesses a coast-line

of 26,000 miles, exceeding the aggregate
of the United States on the Atlantic,

Gulf, and Pacific shores if we include in

such survey the deeper indentations and
the various groups of islands, one of

which, the Alexander Archipelago, em-
braces more than 11,000 islands. The
narrow chain of the Aleutian group ex-

tends, at right angles, more than 800
miles and within eyesight of Russian ter-

ritory, where when the sun is setting in

June it is rising on the Maine coast.

PHYSICAL AND CLIMATIC DIVISIONS

There are two comparatively distinct

ocean areas on the Alaskan coast, sepa-

rated by the Alaska Peninsula and its

segmented extension, the Aleutian chain,

which, largely intercepting the northerly

flow of the Japanese current, also create

marked climatic differences.

South of this barrier the warm cur-

rent keeps the subarctic harbors open all

the year ; the humid air, coming in con-
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tact with the snow-covered coastal

ranges and the glacier-fihed valleys, pro-

duces a most extraordinary precipitation

in rain or snow according to the season.

To the north, Bering Sea remains

clogged with floating ice well into sum-

mer, and when the open water finally

permits navigation to the Yukon delta

and beyond, the warm moist air of the

Japanese current, passing freely over

the Aleutian chain, comes in contact witli

the cooler waters beyond and creates a

dense and almost perpetual summer fog.

Sometimes it may take several days to

find and effect a landing on the Pribilof,

or fur-seal islands, and then, like as not,

the islands are finally located by the cry

of the seal pups or the pungent odors

from the breeding rookeries.

In a similar way the land area of

Alaska has two distinct divisions. To
the south and the east of the Alaska

Range the country is rugged and moun-
tainous, with valleys great and small and

rivers swift and numerous, as necessary

incidents, while to the north and north-

east it is low and rolling, the streams

more sluggish and separating into many
channels on approaching the Pacific and
Arctic coasts. Climatically the interior

cannot be divided so readily. At the

same altitude and period it is warmer in

summer than on the coast and much
colder in winter, the local variations oc-

curring in the mountainous country, as

might be expected, where the elevations

range from 2,000 to 20,000 feet.

Of the two big-game animals particu-

larly sought on this trip, one, the moose,

was to furnish, if successful, a vale-

dictory chapter of its many years' obser-

vation, and in the most westerly and

northerly of the five districts into which

the writer had endeavored to divide the

continental range of this animal,* and

the other was the beautiful white sheep

of the subarctic mountains, a variety

w^ith which I had no personal acquaint-

ance, but now desired to cultivate in an

entirely friendly way.
To. stalk, study, and photograph for

the last time the largest, most unique,

and impressive of our antlered animals,

*See articles by George Shiras, 3rd, in the

Nationai, Geographic Magazine, 1906 and

1908.

and then when this was accomplished to

seek out on the rough mountain tops the

snowy descendants, or perhaps in reality

the progenitors of the Big Horn sheep
of the Rockies, constituted a program
sufficient in itself, though plenty of sen-

sitive plates were in reserve for any
other animals or birds worthy of por-
traiture.

To obtain satisfactory results from a
first and rather brief exploration into a
new and unsettled country, I think as

much depends upon the comparative ac-

cessibility of the game field as upon the

comparative abundance of the game
itself.

The Kenai Peninsula, lying between
Cook Inlet on the west and Prince Wil-
liam's Sound on the east, distant 1,500
miles from Seattle, was selected as not

only the most accessible in territory and
in the abundance of its game, but be-

cause in this favored region the moose
and mountain sheep reached their high-
est perfection in physical development
and, what was of equal importance, were
to be found with certainty in well-de-

fined ranges in this semi-island home.

THE KENAI PENINSULA A MINIATURE
ALASKA

It is seldom that a small, semi-de-

tached portion of a large and diversified

country can satisfactorily portray the

whole, not only in the romantic history

of its discovery and early explorations,

but in those present-day conditions,

where the climate, topography, and eco-

nomic resources excite attention and
comparison. Were all of Alaska erased

from the map except the Kenai Penin-

sula and its immediately adjacent waters,

there would yet remain in duplicate that

which constitutes the more unique and
that which typifies the whole of this won-
derful country.

This is true of its tribal races and
mixed descendants, of the hardy pioneers

in well-governed settlements, where with

the best of harbors, a railroad leading to

the interior, steamships and cable lines

to the outer world, they enjoy nearly all

the advantages of modern civilization.

It is true, too, of the forests, herbage,

wild fruits and flowers, the game and
commercial fish, the native and migra-



HEAD OF RESURRECTION BAY, SHOWING THE TOWN OE SEWARD

The cross to the north indicates the position of upper Kenai Lake, and 40 miles to the west-

ward was the hunting ground of the author (see map, pages 428, 429)

RESURRECTION BAY, SEWARD PENINSULA: STEAMSHIP DOCKS OF SEWARD, WITH

TRAIN LEAVING FOR KENAI LAKE AND TURNAGAIN ARM (SEE PAGE 430)
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MAP OF KENAI PENINSULA, SHOWING THE; BEST PORTION OF THE SHEEP COUNTRY
(enclosed in a black LINE AND MARKED "s")
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tory birds, the big-game animals and
smaller fur bearers, the minerals and
methods of mining, and in the magnifi-

cence and variety of the scenery, repre-

sented in well-defined mountain ranges

and isolated peaks, the foaming cascades,

the giant glaciers and ice fields, the

rivers and intervening lakes, and the

hundreds of unexplored fiords of the

eastern and southern shore.

Here and there snow-capped moun-
tains drop to plateaux, rough and shaggy
in crimson coats of moss or yellow-

barked willows, and further down the

green coniferous forests touch the tun-

dra, dotted with glistening ponds, the

feeding place for moose and the home of

the black fliy and mosquito.
Here during the summer solstice are

weeks of brilliant weather and periods
of wet and fog, while the frequent seis-

mic disturbances give notice how super-

ficial are the ice fields and the blizzards

in a country of great volcanic energy.

Here is a mid-year season, when the

calendar days are separated by an hour
of twilight, and again when the trapper,

in his sheltered winter cabin, cannot see

the sluggard sun above the horizon of

the surrounding mountains.
Here are tidal waves and rip-raps of

Turnagain Arm, like those of the Bay of

Fundy, and here so rare the atmosphere
that at times Mt. McKinley, distant 200
miles to the north, can be seen from the

higher mountain tops.

So many accurate and graphic accounts
have been written of trips along the

Alaskan coast that any effort to duplicate

or vary the same may be dispensed with
here.

On leaving Lake Superior and at the

last moment I was obliged, owing to

sickness in his family, to get a substitute

for my old Michigan guide, John Ham-
mer, who for 25 years had accompanied
me on various trips. Charles Anderson,
who took his place, had frequently been
employed by me in various capacities,

and possessed a fair knowledge of the

woods and waters.

On July 8 we left Seattle for Seward,
and had pleasant weather throughout
most of the voyage.
Toward sunset on the evening of July

14 the steamer entered Resurrection Bay,

which penetrates deeply into the Kenai
Peninsula, forming the most wonderful
harbor on the Alaskan coast and open,

throughout the winter, when the Great
Lakes and connecting rivers are closed
for many months.
After a run of ten miles between two-

snow-covered ranges paralleling the bay,

we reached the town of Seward, and the
first responding to the shrill and echoing
whistle were a hundred or more dogs, of
every breed and color, who amicably
ranged themselves in several compact
rows along the edge of the dock, in hopes
that some portion of the garbage saved
by the kindly steward would fall to their

lot (see page 431). In their home
grounds or street fronts these shaggy
beasts maintain a dead-line against all

canine intruders, but at the wharf there
was no distinction based upon race, size,

sex, or relationship. Whenever a steamer
whistled at night, or any unusual noise

aroused them, the wolf-like howl, rising

and falling in chorus, told plainly of the

near kinship of many of these to the
gaunt and ravenous creatures of the

forest and rocky gulches.

On disembarking we were met by an
obliging inn-keeper and soon were in.

earnest confab with our local guide,

Thomas B. Towle, who had just come in

from his mining camp, on the upper
Kenai River, with the information that a
launch would meet us at the lake, two
days later, on the arrival of the motor
train.

At Seward so varied and reasonable
are the supplies needed on a camping
trip that little need be brought from the

outside, while the courteous and reliable

character of the inhabitants, private and
official, makes the entry and return to

this little town a source of pleasure and
kindly recollection. In fact this may be
said of most Alaskans, for their trials

and struggles, like placer mining, have
removed the rough and undesirable from
their midst.

On the morning of July 17 we boarded
a gasoline car of the Alaskan Northern
Railroad, en route to the upper Kenai
Lake, 22f miles to the north, while the
canoe and bulk of the provisions were to

be forwarded by freight several days
later. The railroad in question extends
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WINTER SLEDGE DOGS LOITERING EXPECTANTLY AROUND STEWARD'S PANTRY (sEE
PAGE 430)

to the end of Turnagain Arm, half way
to the Matanuska coal fields ; but, lack-

ing sufficient capital and by reason of

the withdrawal of the coal lands, is now
in financial straits. However, it is a most
convenient highway for hunters and
miners, and if either of these lack the

cash to pay the tarifif of 20 cents per

mile or are of an economical turn of

mind, the roadbed afifords a fine trail to

the interior.

On arriving at the lake it took but a

few minutes to load our stufi:' on a com-
fortable launch, and soon we were trav-

ersing a portion of the longest water-

course of the peninsula, which from the

head of Snow River to Cook Inlet is 117
miles in length. The upper lake is 23
miles long, has a maximum width of 1.5

miles, and is 460 feet above sea-level.

The upper Kenai River is 16 miles long,

while the lower lake, usually called

Skilak, has a length of 15 miles, is four

or five miles wide, and 150 feet above
the sea, its waters reaching the inlet after

a tortuous run of 53 miles.

At the outlet of the lake we trans-

ferred the outfit to Tom's big flat-bottom

skifT, and, dropping down the river sev-

eral miles, went into camp at the mouth
of Cooper Creek, to await the arrival of

the canoe and provisions. The maximum

temperature was 80 degrees at noon, fol-

lowed by 87 degrees the next day—

a

most unusual record.

Seeing that the half-embedded boul-

ders were sweating vigorously along the

river trail, I predicted a big thunder-
storm, and was warned that they were
very rare in this region. But shortly

after the rain came down in torrents and
thunder echoed for hours throughout the

valley; so I gained that distinction which
comes with a lucky hit. This proved to

be the only heavy rain of the entire trip,

and thereafter clear days and a high tem-
perature pleased and astonished us all.

STERN EIRST, DOWN THE RAPID KENAI
RIVER

As usual on expeditions of this kind
and where the supplies could be carried

by water, my outfit was varied and heavy,

for it is the height of bad management,
when visiting a remote and unsettled

country, to economize in money, time, or

labor at the expense of a proper equip-

ment or an ample supply of provisions.

Several hours were spent in loading

the boat and canoe, with just a sufficient

separation in kind to leave a complete

but temporary outfit in case either craft

was capsized on the run to the lower

lake.
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THE ALASKA (?) OR CANADA JAY: THIJ MOST TYPICAL NON-GAMK BIRD OF THK
NORTHERN WILDERNESS

The above is a photograph of a non-migratory and Northern jay, taken on Skilak Lake,
and which, as a species, is indigenous to the upper wilderness from Newfoundland to Bering
Sea and southwardly to the lower provinces and most of the border States. While tame and
fearless to a degree toward casual visitors, it dislikes and avoids permanent human habita-
tions, single or collective. It is a bird, too, of many local names—whiskey jack, moose bird,

camp robber, and meat bird. Originally classified as the Canada jay (Perisoreus canadensis),
the effort now to differentiate the Alaska bird, on a minor if not a variable color phase, is

regarded as a mistake by most lovers of the North woods. If there is any bird on the Ameri-
can continent of similarly extended distribution and localized environment which retains a
greater and more remarkable uniformity in color, size, shape, habits, basic notes, diet, and
disposition, the writer is ignorant of such. The sub-species, Labrador jay, ought to be the
limit in this direction.

The clear, warm weather, with an
unusual amount of winter snow remain-
ing on the mountain ranges, had caused
the river to overflow its banks. The
rapid current now luade it possible to

cover the i6 miles to the lake in a few

hours, and this condition had prevented
any boat coming upstream for several

weeks. It may be stated in advance that

the hot weather continued until the first

week in September, and so, on our re-

turn, it required four days of the hardest
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OTTER SWIMMING IN A BAY OF SKILAK LAKE, SEEKING SALMON: THE OTTER SWIMS
WITH HEAD HIGH OUT AND BODY SUBMERGED

kind of work to line up the skiff, the

canoe having been abandoned in order

that the three men might devote their

energies to the larger boat.

And even at that date we were the

first to get up the river, due wholly to

Tom's skill and the energy of all.

On the short trip from the outlet of

the upper lake to our first camp, at the

junction of Cooper Creek and the Kenai
River, I found that it was the invariable

practice for all boats, big or little, to go
down this stream stern first, and to me
this was a new method of navigating

swift and dangerous waters. Heretofore
I had boated on many such Northern
streams, originally in the frail and buoy-
ant birch-bark canoe, in dugouts, and,

later, in the modern canvas-covered cedar

ones, or at times in the knock-down type,

as well as having occasionally used the

big, strong, sharp-pointed batteaux of

the Hudson Bay and Newfoundland
kind, which could plunge with impunity

into the roughest water ; or, when sul^-

ciently manned, could be lined up any
stream, irrespective of inshore rocks and
snags.

But whatever the craft or the charac-

ter of the water, bow first was the rule,

except when a mishap in the breaking of

an oar or the slipping of a rope decreed

otherwise.

Therefore, to load down a small, frail,

flat-bottom, square-stern skiff with i,ooo

pounds of stuff' and two occupants, and
then start down the river wrong-end
foremost, where every lOO yards or so
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Photo by George Sliiras, 3rd

A HOARY MARMOT
The northern type of the American woodchuck—a good example of protective coloration.

Photographed on mountain at head of Benjamin Creek

the combers in the narrower channels, or

cross-currents, throw the waves a foot or

two higher than the stern of the boat,

seemed inviting catastrophe, had it not
been proven otherwise, seconded by the

fact that Tom had the reputation of be-

ing the most capable and experienced
riverman in the Kenai Valley.

Grave concern was expressed, how-
ever, over the safety of our canoe, and
so the feeling of distrust was mutual.
Tom said that he would rather take his

chances on a saw-log, "Because it never
took in water, and the part above the

surface was always the top, no matter
how often it rolled over." So here was
a chance to try out the efficiency and
safety of each boat, running practically

side by side.

The explanation for this method of
handling such a skiff soon became plain.

No ordinary boat can safely run a swift
and tortuous stream when floating at the
same speed as the current. It must go
either faster or slower, in order to re-

spond readily to the rudder or paddle
when steering. In a canoe the occupants
of course face ahead, wdiile by letting the

skiff' run down stern first the oarsman,
and in this particular instance the steers-

man, also faced down the river, the full

advantages of which I learned later.

Since the river was unknown to my
Michigan guide, who was to manage the

canoe, it was arranged that I should sit

in the stern of the skiff, facing upstream,
and, with the canoe keeping 50 yards
or more in the rear, I could signal the

character of the water at each bend and
which side the canoe should take when
necessary.

The first proof that the different

methods were based upon the character

of the boats came a few minutes after

starting. On rounding a bend we found
in the middle of the stream, less than 30
yards away, an immense rock, over
which the water was breaking with great

force and against which we would have
drifted broadside, as the current divided.

Tom pulled vigorously to the left, quar-

tering upstream, and althottgh he could

not quite stem the current the boat

slowly worked inshore, with a good
margin to spare when we dropped past

the rock. Had the boat been going
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AN0THE;R view of the IIOARY MARMOT, RAREEY FOUND BEEOW TIMBER EINE

They have a remarkable system of signals on the approach of an enemy. This marmot
had just signaled our approach with an almost human whistle, which was as clear as a bell.

The whistle often confuses hunters who have been separated.

faster than the current, with the oars-

man's back to the danger, a smash-np
would have been a certainty. Charlie,

on the other hand, in the light and easier-

handled canoe, took the inshore channel

with a few strokes of his paddle.

Thus the lighter boat depended upon
speed and ease of propulsion, while the

-clumsy and heavily laden skiff, with Tom
facing downstream, could be kept in the

middle of the river or pulled to either

side in time to avoid rocks or rough

water.

I must concede, however, that there

were times when the skiff thus handled

had the advantage over the canoe, for

when entering certain rapids, where the

breakers extended from bank to bank,

by pulling at the oars, and thus slightly

checking the descent, the great curling
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TOWING OUR BOAT UP KENAI RIVIjR ON
THE RETURN TRIP

The two men in front devote their strength

to pulling on a rope, while the one in the rear,

by the use of a lo-foot pole bridled to the bow,

steers the craft in and out around snags and
rocks in shallow water.

waves fell away harmlessly from the flat

stern, because they were recedmg" with

the same speed as the current. At such

times the canoe, drifting rapidly with

the stream and often g'oing" much faster

in order to keep its course, would be

deluged with spray, and occasionally a

large wave would overlap the bow.

To those who have occasion to run

swift and crooked streams, where the

backwoods craft is apt to be one of the

easily constructed, box timbered kind,

this method can be highly recommended
as safe and comfortable. Were such a

method in vogue on other Alaskan rivers

many a miner's life would have been

saved and many a valuable cargo carried

safely to its destination.

At a box canyon, some three miles

above the lake and wdiere the river runs

like a mill-course between high and per-

pendicular clilts for nearly a quarter of

a mile, we portaged over the canoe and
our more valuable stuff, since I was un-

willing" that any risk be ta^en. A week
before a large boat, containing govern-

ment supplies, was nearly lost at this

point and, half filled, floated helplessly

down the stream.

When making this portage it became
apparent that we had reached the first

great fall and winter range of the moose,

for the numerous and well-worn run-

ways, the trees denuded of their bark

and lower branches, together with an oc-

casional shed antler, told the story.

Here we camped for the night, near

one of the few sloughs connected with

the river, in hopes of a moose picture or

two, but the high stage of water and the

fact that the most of these animals were
then at the edge of the timber line or in

the great swamps west of the river val-

ley only resulted in giving the mosqui-

toes an unexpected but welcome meal.

Shortly after starting the next after-

noon the canoe, in making a quick rush

to avoid going" under a log jamb, got

ahead of us, and when overtaken, ten

minutes later, we found Charlie clinging

to a bush with one hand and bailing out

with the other, having kept to the middle

of the stream when rounding" a sharp

bend, thereby running" into what the na-

tives call "smoky water," wdiich adven-

ture might have been avoided had we
been in advance or had he known the

river better. AMien asked about the mat-

ter, he cheerfully remarked that it was
now plain why Tom had given him all

the canned goods—"because they were
water-proof."

PICTURESQUE SKILAK LAKE

Finall}', the boats came to the first

slack water and the next turn showed
the lake, kiigher by several feet than

usual at this season, but smooth and

glowing in the quiet hour preceding" sun-

set. For the first time the oars and pad-

dles became necessary for locomotion

and, relieved from tl:e continuous strain

of watching for rocks, log jambs, rough

water, and tumultuous whirl-pools, we
enjoyed the placid surroundings to the

utmost.

Dividing" the mouth of the river was a

low sandy island ablaze with a solid body
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of crimson flowers, while

a semi - circular shore,

with a yellow ribbon of

sand, was backed by a

green fringe of spruce,

and on either side tow-

ered snow-capped moun-
tains, extending half way
down the lake, where
rounded and rolling hills

sank into a great flat,

extending to Cook Inlet

on the west and Turn-
again x\rm on the north.

A wide valley on the

left, with a muddy floor,

resembling a for m e r

river-course, and through

which there trickled sev-

eral small streams, Tom
said was the outwash
plain of a great glacier,

beginning a few miles

back and extending, he

thought, 65 miles to the

southwest, b u t about
which little was known
or at least recorded.

His statement imme-
diately aroused my in-

terest, and during the

succeeding days I learned

much about the great ice

field from which the

Skilak glacier flowed

;

so that on my return to

Seward, and later to

Washington, I was able

by dint of much inquiry

to learn something fur-

ther of its history, with
a view of suggesting in

a general way the possi-

bilities of its origin and
its probable status among
the great ice fields of the northern conti-

nent.

Contmuing" down the lake, Tom pointed

out what he called a "low divide" in the

southern range, saying it was the gate-

way to the sheep country, 10 miles or so

in the interior. In the setting" sun the

distant patches of alders and matted for-

ests looked like smooth greenswards on
gently sloping sides and the climb ap-

peared easy—an impression, however,
which changed considerably when we

Photu liy Ccurgc Miira^, .ivd

rilK WORST PART OF TRACKING: RKOUIRIXG THE MEN TO
WADE IN SWIFT WATER OF UNCERTAIN DEPTH TO

A\'OID I.OG-TAMS AND OVERHANGING TREES

AN
Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

EASY PIAI.F MILE, WHERE THE ORIGINAL FORESTS O'-'i

THE BANK WERE CUT DOWN BY RLISSIANS IN 1857

came to struggle for 3,000 feet up the

])recipitous sides, where the feet became
imprisoned in gnarled limbs and the

packs were continually catching in t/.e

stifle and unbreakable branches of the

dwarf hemlock.

GULLS AND CORMORANTS

On reaching- the lake we had studied

its general contour, and estimated the

distance to our first permanent camping
site to be some 10 miles to the south-
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

NEST OF CORMORANTS ON A PINNACLE OE THE ISLAND: THE MAIN SHORE BEHIND
SHOWS THE SNOWFIELDS CLOSE TO THE SHORE OF SKILAK LAKE

west. j\Iy desire to remain for one night

at the upper end of this fine body of

water was strengthened by observing

two rocky islets ahead, over which g'ulls,

terns, and cormorants were flying' in con-

siderable numbers. When passing by
these, many nests were seen, and in a few
minutes the boats were beached in a shel-

tered bay just opposite the islands.

Here, growing in the shallow waters,

we collected our first wild onions and,

erecting a single tent on the sandy shore

in order to escape a hoard of mosquitoes
buzzing in the forest behind, we spent a

rather uncomfortable night, but enter-

tained by the shrill cries of the gulls and
the weird grunts and groans of the black

cormorants. Shortly after sunrise the

bird islands were visited, being escorted

to a landing place by a great flock of

protesting parents.

While the gulls and terns continued to

circle just overhead, the cormorants flew

a short distance on heavy wings, drop-

ping into the lake to watch with anxiety

our visit to their nursery. Some of the

scenes are recorded in the accompany-
ing pictures, with explanatory foot-notes.

THE GIANT MOOSE OF THE KENAI
PENINSULA

Continuing along the high and rocky

northern shore seven miles, and finding

the direction of the wind favorable,

though a considerable sea was running,

we crossed the lake, where it was about

four miles wide, to a beautiful little beach

flanked by a grove of open pines, the site

selected for a two weeks' camp, and situ-

ated at the end of the longest and most
sheltered bay on the lake (see page 447).
The distance across the base of the

western promontory was less than 75
yards, so the canoe was carried over, and
during the remainder of the stay we had
boats in adjoining bays, thus saving con-

siderable time, according to the direction

taken in our trips by water, besides af-

fording a lee shore for one boat or the

other, an important feature in a country
Avhere furious gales suddenly spring up
in response to local conditions and seldom
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riioto by C.cui-ge Sliiras, 3rd

TWO YOUNG FEATTIKRLESS CORMORANTS IN NEST, ABOUT 8 DAYS OLD: THE SMOOTH
AND SHINY BACKS AND THE BLUNT LIEADS MAKE THEM RESEMBLE TURTLES

forecast by the barometer. For the then

and future identification, we called this

Double-bay camp.
The erection of the tents, the manu-

facture of camp furniture, and the set-

ting up of the light sheet-iron Klondike
stove took the remainder of the day.

Towards evening I ventured back into

the forest to look for signs or the sight

of a moose, for we were now in the home
of the Alec gigas, and the several large

runways on either side of the tents

showed that we were then trespassing

upon one of the main thoroughfares

around the lake. Hut no fresh signs of

any kind were found.

At dusk the guides saw, from a near-by

knoll, five moose wading in the shallow

waters of a pond a mile and a half dis-

tant. This sight went far to sustain the

information upon which the present

camp was located.

Selecting a good game country does

not of itself imply individual success,

thou eh of course the main element in

such. All wild animals of the larger kind

have a particular range, or cover, in an
extensive region, and quite often change
these systematically, according to the

season, or arbitrarily, according to the

conditions of the weather and food
supply. Therefore, before starting for

.Vlaska, it was deemed no more impor-

tant to go to a good game region than it

was to go to the best part of it, for the

allotted time was too limited for deter-

mining the latter by personal investiga-

tion. It is the too frequent lack of this

kind of foresight which so often brings

bitter disappointment to hundr' Is. who
feel assured of success simply because of

tb.cir entrv into a country reputed to be

swarming with game.
Tf my advance information were cor-

rect—and it came from several sources

—

it meant that I would find, to a certainty,

more or less moose in an area of less

than a square mile, and at a period of

the year when they were hardest to lo-

cate, while the white sheep were to be
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HOW THE SAME TWO CORMORANTS LOOKED ONE MUNTH LATER

looked for in several converging ranges,

all under easy scrutiny from a single

point of observation. And. in regard to

the moose, this requires an explanation.

In all my journeys to the wilderness

home of hoofed animals, I have only
occasionally found an extensive region

without animal licks, those resorts where
the mineralized waters or soil attract

ruminant quadrupeds. True, many of

these spots are unknown, even locally

;

but nevertheless some hunter or explorer

frequently knows of such places. And
here the game photographer should lo-

cate for a while, however much a true

sportsman may decry the destructive

custom of killing the visiting animals at

a lick, be it natural or artificial.

Some day I hope to summarize the

result of an extensive investigation of

hundreds of these licks, many of them
thousands of miles apart, and frequented
at different times by deer, caribou, elk,

moose, sheep, goats. bufTalo, and ante-

lope. Just what elements attract and
how each mineral affects them, physically

and in their habits, presents many inter-

esting phases (see pages 443 and 448).
It will suffice here to say that salt,

soda, iron, and sulphur, in the order

given, either singly or in combination,

cover practically the attractive qualities

of these licks. It is certainly very strange

that such an interesting subject has never

received any serious and comprehensive
treatment by sportsmen or scientists.

An Eastern sportsman had informed
me that a mile or so west of the present

camp there was a good-sized lick, and,

from the signs about it, he judged that a

number of moose visited it, even in the

summer time. As Tom had been his

guide, I knew there would be no trouble

finding it. However, I was told, on
reaching Seattle, by a member of the

])arty first attempting the ascent of Mt.
McKinley, of a large lick less than 100

yards from the south shore of the lake,

and in the same general direction as the

other one. It was therefore apparent

that; while neither of my informants

knew of both licks, they were evidently

in the same drainage basin and not more
than a mile aoart.

Feeling satisfied it was near the shore

lick the guides had seen the five moose,
and as it would be accessible by canoe
and less disturbed by tramping about on
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i'hoto by Gciiigc Sliira.-.

ANOTHER NtSr OF THREE CORMORANTS, 10 DAYS OLDER THAN THE TWO IN THE
PRECEDING PICTURE

Unlike young gulls of a much younger age, they do not leave the nest when alarmed, but
groan and disgorge the contents of their stomachs. The cormorants in this picture disgorged
two quarts of fish from their pouches when the author appeared to photograph them.

land, I made up my mind that this would
be the place where the spruce blind

should be erected and my first efforts

made in getting pictures.

OUR FIRST SIGHT OE THE GIANT AEASKA
MOOSE

What happened the following day is

described in extracts from my notebook

:

"July 24, igii— Ther., 68-50.

"At 9 a. m., in a bright sun and a dead
calm, we started to look for the moose
hck near the shore, and situated, accord-
ing to directions, at the westerly base of

a long point, which I took to be the one
heading towards the lower end of Cari-

bou Island. In half an hour the canoe
entered the channel between the island

and the point, and in a few minutes we
swung around towards the bite of the

bay. Tom said that the previous winter
he had run 14 moose, principally bulls,

off the island while crossing the ice with

a dog-sled carrying provisions from Cook
Inlet to a mining camp, but he did not

think we would see any bulls now, as

they were all hiding in the thickets well

up towards the mountain-tops.
"-\ moment later he whispered, 'Gee

!

there's a bull, and a big one, too.' What
I had taken for the brown soil on the

roots of an overturned tree was a large

moose with antlers that excited attention,

but no more so than the tawny color of

its coat. I had never seen such horns
before nor such a color. The moose was
solemnly watching the canoe, with the

greater portion of the antlers shoved up
into the lower branches of a spruce.
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After examining him carefully through
a powerful field-glass, I was about to

prepare for a picture when Tom, who
had been gazing about, said, 'Gee ! Two
more bulls ! Look to the left.'

"And there, coming in file towards us,

were two big brown-coated beasts with
antlers that would tickle a Maine hunter,

but somewhat smaller than those of the

first. Sinking back into the bow of the

canoe, I got the camera ready for the

pair.

"But with that perversity with which
providence is well supplied, the bulls

turned towards the bigger one and for

a moment or two rubbed noses in a

friendl}^ way—the climax of my oppor-
tunity, but missed by overcaution—when
they passed to the rear and soon out

of sight. They had doubtless been dis-

turbed by us further down the shore.

But the big fellow, motionless as an
image, still gazed at the three heads peer-

ing over the edge of the grass."

And here it may be interpolated that

no antlered animal of the earth is more
obtuse and stolid than the moose, and no
animal, when finally alarmed, is a greater
victim of an increasing and progressive

fear than this. At times it seems almost
impossible to alarm them, and then,

when this is accomplished, one wonders
whether they ever recover from the

shock.

Twenty years' association throughout
their general range, with dozens of pic-

tures by daylight and a hundred taken
under the blazing, roaring flashlight

—

some only 20 or less feet away—make
such conclusions irrevocable in the wri-
ter's case, whatever others may say re-

garding the supposed sagacity of the

moose and the alleged skill required in

accomplishing its undoing.

"Getting out of the canoe, I counted
on a picture as he swung clear of the

tree ; and, walking slowly, got within 50
feet, when he backed a few yards and
then peered under the branches from the

other side. Taking a picture in this un-
satisfactory position, I again advanced,
when he slowly turned about and walked
away with the spruce intervening.

"Somewhat disappointed, I returned
to the water, and, when about stepping

into the canoe, noticed the bull was com-
ing back, and in a minute he was gazing
once more through the branches of the
spruce ; but as it was now time for his

noonday rest, and since he evidently was
determined to see the thing out in a com-
fortable way, he unconcernedly lay down,
and then for the first time I was able to

see, in all their symmetry, the great horns
just above the top of the high grass.

"This led to a change in my plans, and,
detaching the smaller and faster lense, I

got out a big telephoto for the purpose
of obtaining, by a slower exposure, a
picture of the great antlers. Armed in
this way, I began a slight advance to
where the footing would be firmer, when
he got up with considerable energy, and
all I could see on the focusing mirror
was his slowly retreating rear—an unat-
tractive target for the camera, however
vulnerable to a ball projected by a mod-
ern rifle.

"Thus three big bulls had, in the course
of ten minutes, ofifered easy shots to the
veriest tyro, while a picture, worthless
beyond its power to recall the scene, was
the result of my first encounter with the
giant moose.

"Pleased by the prospective and disap-
pointed somewhat by the retrospective, a
search for the lick was then begun, which
I felt sure was not far away.

THE BIG MOOSE EICK OE SKIEAK EAKE

"A short distance beyond the canoe,
in the left-hand corner of the little bay,

we found a mud-hole around which the
grass had been trampled for some weeks,
and the riled condition of the water
showed that one or more moose had been
there within a few hours. Looking be-

yond and through a fringe of trees, I

could see a big bare field, the surface of
which was plainly several feet below the
surrounding marsh. Familiar with simi-

lar conditions. I felt certain that this was
one of the greatest resorts of its kind I

had seen in many years, for every inch
of soil removed was either eaten or swal-
low^ed in the process of guzzling the
mineralized water, oozing out here and
there and covering a considerable part of
the surface (see page 448).

"It was plain, too, on closer inspection,

that the long drought had begun to affect



Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

COLONY OF C.rJLLS ON ISLAND ADJOINING THL CORMORANTS

Here the protective coloration makes them difficuU to be seen, whether on skyline or rocks.

Contrast with the cormorants on page 438

Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

GL'LLS

As it was hnpossible to photograph the gulls on the foreground shown in this picture,
because of their protective coloration when crouched low, the author gradually compelled
them to walk to the skyline. In this respect these young gulls possess an obliterative colora-
tion quite m contrast to the young cormorants on the adjoining island.
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YOUNG GULLS WHOSE LATER COLORING HARMONIZED WITH THE ROCKS AND GRAY

BRUSLI SO CLOSELY THAT IT REQUIRED A SKYLINE PHOTOGRAPH TO SHOW THEM

See writer's opinion on protective coloration in first part of sheep article

the surface flow, for much of the ground
was hard and dry, which accounted for

the moose opening up a new lick near

the lake by tapping the springs at the

base of the sloping shore.

"The number of fresh tracks and the

variation in size finally convinced Tom
that a good many bulls were regular pa-

trons. The surrounding country had all

been burnt over many years before, and
this was somewdiat unfavorable for day-

light photography, since bull moose are

largely nocturnal, unlike the caribou and
elk, especially when visiting licks or ex-

posed feeding places. The ones we had
just seen were early morning visitors,

and the little patch of spruce would have
sheltered them until afternoon or even-

ing but for our unexpected arrival.

''While talking over the location of

the blind in reference to the position of

the sun at dififerent hours and the prob-

ably prevailing winds—the two vital ele-

ments in this kind of photography—we
saw the big bull a mile away, tearing

along the top of a bare ridge leading to

the mountain forests. His gait showed
that stolidity had at last given way to a

belated but overpowering fear. We
never saw that animal again in the weeks
spent on the lowlands. When cutting-

some brush a good-sized cow moose
walked up within a stone's throw, trot-

ting away unmolested.
"Anxious to know the number and

course of the runways and the character

of the country immediately back of the

lake before taking up the daily vigil at

the blind, we went inshore half a mile to

the pond where the moose were seen the

evening before. Here several acres of

pond lilies in shallow waters were un-

touched—not a leaf or root had been

eaten or disturbed—in striking contrast

to the moose of Elaine, New Brunswick,

central Canada, and [Minnesota, which
always considered such aquatic plants

the choicest of summer food. Yet I no-

ticed the same lack of appreciation in the

moose of higher altitudes in Wyoming
and elsewhere. Going a mile further,

Tom recognized a high mound as the

lookout for the other lick, and this was
examined with great care. While used to

some extent, it was only a brief stopping

place for the moose en route to the shore

lick—indicated by the runways, but more
particularly by the condition of the soil"

Whenever the wind was favorable and

the weather clear I went to the blind, but

usually between 9 and 4 the breeze came
from the lake, cutting oiT the principal

runways, so that in a few days a number
of moose suspected, though unjustly,

that a foe was in ambush near the lick.

Altogether I saw some 30 moose in

the immediate neighborhood, many of

them the same animals, returning on dif-

ferent days. One big moose came within

easv rifle shot, got the scent and retired.
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

ARCTIC TERN e;nJOYING A RIDE ON A DEAD LIMB FLOATING IN THE CENTER OE SKILAK
LAKE: THE BIRDS ARE LOATH TO LEAVE WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED AT SIX EEET

and two others, equally big, were at the
lick one morning on arrival, but could
not be photographed from the water. All
the others, with one exception, were
cows or bulls ranging from one to five

years of age. The exception noted was
an enormous bull that came down wind
on an unused runway to the rear of the
blind just when I was eating lunch. He
gave a loud grunt behind my back and
I nearly choked with surprise. In the

excitement he got away, leaving only a

mental picture of a frightened moose
and a flustered photographer.

I saw no calves and only their tracks

in some of the heavily forested valleys

about the lake. Occasionally large moose
could be seen a mile or two away feed-

ing in and out of the willows near the

summit of the mountains.
The light-brown color, noticeable the

first day, was repeated in the case of all

the other moose, the shade approaching
very closely that of the great brown bear
of the inland. Judging from the shreds

of the spring-shed hair and that of sev-

eral abandoned hides near hunting
camps, the winter pelage must be a light

buiT-brown in color. In the extreme
southern range most moose are dark-

colored in summer, looking almost black

at a distance, with a somewhat lighter

shading on the legs and flanks.

Some of the pelts examined show that

all the hair of the narrow abdominal
strip was glossy black, while that of the

side and back had buff-brown tips, with

a pure white body to the root, so that,

with the darker tips clipped, the animal
would appear to be white from the ven-

tral strip upwards.
The present classification of the giant

moose depends chiefly upon skull charac-

ters and colors of the male, as shown by
Mr. G. S. Miller, Jr., in the original de-

scription of the species, but it will doubt-

less prove that a careful examination of
the pelage colors, superficial or otherwise,

as in the case of Ovis dalli and Ovis
stonei, will afford even better grounds
than were originally supposed for recog-

nizing the Alaska moose as a distinct

form. The greater average size of the

horns should also form a distinct char-

acter.

Several encounters with regular pa-
trons permitted observations somewhat
out of the ordinary and may be quoted
in part

:
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Photo by George Shii'as, 3rd

VIEW OF SKILAK lake; FROM OUR CAMP (SFE PAGE 439)

A COW MOOSE THAT BECAME SELF-

EDUCATED

"Caribou Island Camp,
"August 17

—

Ther.j, 74-38.

"Just before noon the wind veered to

the south, coming" well offshore. Char-

lie paddled me across the bay to the

blind and then went after a mess of

partridges.

"I was hardly in ambush before the

old cow moose was at a mud hole op-

posite, drinking" a gallon or two of the

muddy mixture. So active was the ef-

fect upon the salivary glands that long

strings of saliva drooled to the ground
(see also pages 443 and 448).
"Determined to try for a close picture

and to test her disposition when thus

interrupted, I boldly walked in view,

crossing the bare and much-trampled
field to within 50 feet. She stood broad-

side, head up, and unquestionably look-

ing at me out of one eye, but to all ap-

pearances utterly indifferent to my ap-

proach (see page 451). Taking a pic-

ture, I went a little closer, when she

turned away without looking, and again

the camera recorded the scene.

"While changing plate-holders, I was
surprised to see the moose turn about

and come toward me on a slow trot. To
the uninitiated this would probably have

meant a bold charge, and to the nature
faker sufficient grounds for an exciting

story. The animal was now so close

that I could notice the nostrils working
convulsively, and could see that if let

alone she would pass to my leeward

about five feet—the first position in

which she could get the scent without

coming at me directly (see page 453)-

"Wishing to avoid alarming her so

soon, I backed across the field to the

edge of the marsh, but she still followed.

Turning my back to the animal, I walked

ahead, and upon reaching a place where

the ground was almost impassable with

fallen timber, I stopped. By this time I

noticed that she had crossed my tracks,

and thinking perhaps I was mistaken

about her wishing to get the scent I

awaited developments. The cow imme-
diately came up, circled almost within

reach, and then was struck by the scent.

"The effect was instantaneous and

remarkable. Sinking back on her

haunches, I noticed that the shoulders

trembled violently, just as though a rifle

ball had penetrated her through and

through, and then, with a quick awk-

ward plunge, she made off at her fastest

gait. And thus this innocent and impas-

sive animal suddenly revealed its in-

herited dread of human scent."
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A LiTTlvE BUIvIv MOOSU THAT WAS
FORCIBLY KDUCATKD

A few days later there occurred an-

other scene in the same locahty and with
a somewhat amusing sequel

:

"August 2/— Tlier., 38-j 4.

"One of my favorite visitors was a

little bull moose. At first he always
came in company with a five-year-old,

but the latter got too much scent once
and ran off, with the smaller one trail-

ing wonderingly behind. On this occa-

sion he was alone. The way he kept
eyeing the blind rather indicated that a

visit had been made there during my
absence.

"Today he came from the long point,

where the flies were scarce, and after

filling up nearly to the bursting point,

laid down in the middle of the lick for

a nap. As this was to be the next to

my last day in the blind, I concluded to

try some more experiments. Coming
out of the blind, he saw me at once, but
did not get up—simply turning his ears

my way and expressing great astonish-

ment in his big, round eyes.

"When I got very close he arose and
walked to the edge of the marsh, when,
getting the sun behind me, I took his

picture (see pages 455-458). And later I

tried to force him down toward the lake

in order to get a more effective back-
ground. This he objected to, but ran
about playfully, showing no concern
.whatever over the scent.

"After taking a few more pictures, I

concluded that I would be doing a very
poor service to leave him in this unso-
phisticated state of mind. It was plain

he now no longer feared the sight or
scent of man, and would doubtless soon
fall a victim to a party of hunters camp-
ing half a mile down the shore.

"Selecting a good-sized club, I got as

close as possible, partly accomplished by
grunting like a bull.

''Throwing the missile with all my
force at his well-covered ribs, I gave a
piercing yell at the same time. The
marksmanship was poor, for the stick

struck the ground just this side and one
end flying up hit him in the pit of the
stomach. This probably had greater ef-

fect than a drubbing on the ribs—how-
ever much it violated the ethics of strik-

ing below the belt—for he jumped up
into the air with his back arched like a
scared cat. When he came down there
was no doubt about his intention or
ability to get out of that part of the
country. Before I could pick up the
camera he had vaulted over and beyond
the fallen timber."

Only once, when I blew up a huge
grizzly bear with a flashlight machine,
have I known an animal that got its edu-
cation quicker, and never, as later events
proved, to better purpose.
The following day I came to the blind

at an early hour, hopeful that one of
the big bulls from the hills would come
within photographic range. Just what
occurred becomes a necessary part of
the diary entry of the previous day.

"August 28—Ther., 72-^8.

. . . "From the start the wind was
variable and so light that the mosquitoes
became annoying for the first time.
Twice I saw a cow moose wandering
about, but she was wary. As the hours
passed I was satisfied that the little bull

had made his valedictory appearance and
was not disappointed by the thought.

"Precisely at 2 I heard the sound of
a heavy animal running, then a splash
down toward the lake, where I could see

the little bull struggling out of a mud
hole, his feet working Hke the blades of
a water-wheel, and then out he got,

rushing on without a stop or a glance
to the rear. Evidently something was
after him—possibly a grizzly bear that

looked now almost as big as a locomo-
tive.

"Getting out the field glass I covered
what was likely his back track for a long
distance, finally noticing the figures of

two men coming down a hillside, and as

each was armed with a rifle I knew they
were not my guides. On their approach
I arose, and after a greeting found that

the larger and heavier of the two was
Jim Jeffries, the ex-heavyweight cham-
pion of the world. He explained in sub-

stance that they were out after a supply
of fresh and tender meat, preparatory
to hunting big bulls for their heads : that
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they had seen in a dense cover the flanks

of a small moose, and to make sure it

was not a cow, the killing of which was
prohibited by law, they crept up very

close, when, making a slight noise to

bring the head in view, the animal gave

a quick glance out of the corner of one

eye and then put down the hill as though

the devil was after him. Not till he was
beyond favorable rifle shot did the glass

disclose the small horns. They were

now pursuing it in hopes of a shot. The
man of muscle trusted that they had not

interfered with my getting a photograph

of the little bull. Assuming a slight dis-

appointment, I indicated that it was
fully overcome by the opportunity thus

presented of getting a photograph of a

homo gigas and snapped him instanter."

That this latter picture does not ap-

pear herewith is due to the conservative

attitude of the Editor, who "was uncer-

tain whether some of the readers of this

Magazine would stand for that kind of

wild game." Hence the omission.

A month later I heard that the little

bull had apparently gone through the

hunting season unscathed. This year he

is proudly growing a pair of Y-shaped
horns, and who knows but what in the

course of time he will be seen stalking

across the ruddy tundra or standing like

a sentinel on a granite ridge wearing a

polished and serrated crown, so remark-

able in size and symmetry that the Alee

gigas of the Kenai shall have in him
that type which will represent in the

future as in the past the largest of the

antlered race since the days of the pre-

historic Irish elk,

A NKW SPORT FOR OLD SPORTSMEiN :

HUNTING FOR SHKD ANTIvI;RS

When a sportsman visits the distant

wilderness and shoots a big bull elk,

moose, or caribou, especially in the rut-

ting season, when they are most easily

found and killed, it is seldom that any
of the rank flesh is used at all, and the

horns afford the only trophy, while the

great carcass, weighing from 400 to 1,200

pounds, according to the species, is left

for the ravens and the coyotes to feed
upon. And even though such big beasts

are killed at a time when the meat is un-
tainted, its toughness or the great dis-

tance from civilization prevents much of

it being used.

On one of my photographic hunting
trips to Newfoundland, I met, tar in the

interior, three Eastern sportsmen who
had just killed nine big caribou stags,

the three apiece allowed by law. Only
the heads were removed, for the 3,500
pounds of meat was then unfit fer food.

As fully 100 non-resident sportsmen
were there on the island, the abandoned
carcasses might better be estimated in

tons than pounds. With the smaller

varieties of deer, killed usually in the

neighborhood of settlements and gener-

ally free from a seasonal taint, such
wastefulness seldom occurs.

To a sportsman controlled by the most
ordinary sense of propriety, it must
necessarily follow that after getting a

fine head or two of the larger game, he

ought then to discontinue their pursuit

with a deadly weapon. To one who uses

from the start, or later supplants the

rifle with the camera, there exists every
corresponding incentive in this more
harmless method and a much better op-

portunity of studying the life of wild

animals.

Yet it is easy to see how there may be
those who desire, in addition to pictures

or lantern slides, some more tangible

evidence of their visit to the remote
homes of our antlered monarchs, and
this is to suggest a way of getting such
trophies without shedding blood or wast-

ing mountains of flesh.

Between November i and Mareh i the

larger bull caribou, moose, and elk shed
their horns, and in the order given. Un-
like the white-tail deer, which usually

drop their antlers each fall in the dense
coniferous forests and swamps, where
porcupines, rabbits, red squirrels, and
mice soon destroy or disfigure the same,
the caribou, when feeding in the winter
time on the moss of the wind-swept bar-

rens, the elk upon the dry grass in the

open parks and rolling hillsides, and the

more northerly moose upon the bark in

the willow thickets or second - growth
hardwood forests, usually cast their ant-

lers in places harboring few if any form



Photo by George Shnas, 3rd

THE LARGE COW MOOSE THAT EDUCATED HERSELF (SEE PAGE 447)
She stood broadside, head up, and unquestionably looking at me out of one eye, but to all

appearances utterly indifferent to my approach

of rodent life, and hence in stich locali-

ties one may find many horns and most
of them in perfect condition.

Such as have become bleached from
long exposure can be stained to their

natural color, and, when mounted on a

w^ooden base the fac-simile of a frontal

"bone, resemble in all respects those of a

freshly killed animal. While it has long
t)een the custom in this country to mount
the head and neck, in time the shrinking

skin, the twisted ears, and the ravages
of the moths greatly impair the work of

the ordinary taxidermist, so that the old

English method of simply using the

liorns and part of the skull has much to

recommend it ; for such ancient speci-

mens after untold centuries are often

superior to those in this country after a
lapse of a few years.

Of course, in the mounting of shed
antlers, only the largest and most sym-

metrical should be used, in contrast to

the habit of mounting many inferior

heads ; but a great deal of pleasure can
be had and much information obtained

by collecting in the wilderness all sizes

and shapes of horns, and it is immaterial

that in many cases only a single antler

can be found.

During explorations covering three

seasons in the Rocky Mountains, I dis-

covered along the upper Yellowstone
River, partly in the park and partly in

Wyoming, a very large number of moose
occupying a valley four miles wide and
thirty miles long, at an elevation of 8,000
feet, where, isolated in the wildest and
least frequented portion of the country,

they had thrived unknown to the public.

A'ly notes and photographs, covering ob-

servations of more than 500 moose and
in a country where they were then sup-

posed to be practically extinct, was most
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I'hoto by C.eoigc bhuas, jid

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE COW MOOSE THAT EDUCATED HERSELE

"I went a little closer, when she turned toward me, and again the camera recorded the scene"

(see page 447)

impressively corroborated by the fine col-

lection of moose horns, found along the

river bottom in willow thickets, where
the absence of pine forests and the

annual overflow each contributed to the

scarcity of rodent life. These horns
were later presented to the Biological

Survey and constitute its only collection

of the mountain type of this animal.

During the several weeks spent in

studying and photographing moose near
Skilak Lake, the network of runways
throughout the poplar and birch thickets

showed very plainly that this was one of
the great winter feeding: ranees of these

animals, and that a systematic search

would doubtless reveal many fine antlers.

In this we were successful from the

start, and nearly every afternoon, on
taking the canoe for camp, one or two
big or oddly shaped horns were a part

of our cargo. And if the camera failed

in its quest on such occasions, here were
the discarded crowns of the giant moose,

many of them worthy of portraiture and
many of permanent preservation.

By carefully noting the course of our
rambles, in less than a week a square

mile was pretty well covered and brought

to view 26 nearly perfect antlers, aside
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Photo by George Shu as, 3rd

THE SAMi: COW MOOSE COMING TOWARD THE AUTHOR
"While changing plate-holders, I was surprised to see the moose turn about and come

toward me on a slow trot. To the uninitiated this would probably have meant a bold charge,

and, to the nature-faker, sufficient grounds for an exciting story. The animal was now so

close that I could notice the nostrils working convulsively, and could see that if let alone she

would pass to my leeward about five feet—the first position in which she could get the scent

without coming at me directly" (see page 447).

from nearly an equal number found in

the bordering spruce forests, which the

porcupines had, with few exceptions,

badly gnawed (see pages 460-461).
The members of two hunting parties

who visited our camp were surprised and
pleased at this collection, and could not

understand why they had only seen a

few worthless horns in their long jour-

neys afoot. This was because the more
open country was usually watched from
a knoll with the aid of field-glasses, or

they failed, when moving about, to de-

tect the prong or two of some great horn
nearly hidden in the soft moss, or did not

know the meaning of the great white

slabs here and there on many an exposed
hillside. In one case I located the best

antler of the trip at the distance of over

a mile, the glass showing that the ser-

rated edges could not be other than the

outer rim of a fine horn.

Three distinct types of horns were
found : First, the so-called normal, or

broadly palmated kind ; second, one of

great length and narrow beam, and third,,

a small fan-shaped variety (see picture,

page 465).
The first type was represented at times

by two rather unusual modifications: (a)

great thickness of the lower beams with
a second set of brow antlers beneath,

and (b) broadly palmated horns with
no divisional separation of the so-called

brow antlers (see page 464).
In no other range of the moose have

I found such a variety except in the

highest mountain valleys of the Rockies,

and it suggests the conclusion that the

northern latitudes affect and vary the
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horn growth as do the higher altitudes

further south.

The writer earnestly contends that it

is a false pride which always leads a

sportsman to pass by a beautiful antler

and a false standard which always re-

quires their removal from the head of a

personally slaughtered animal. To the

public, for the use of museums and in

the comparison and differentiation of the

various types of horns, shed antlers are

just as valuable and just as interesting

as many having a narrative of blood and
wastefulness in their taking.

Photographing wild animals requires

all the skill and endurance demanded by

the most ardent and experienced sports-

man, and the finding of the discarded

antlers of a giant moose adds a zest to

the photographic hunt and a valuable

trophy for the trip, and surely not less

sportsmanlike because its former owner
is still permitted to roam the wilderness

as the largest antlered animal of modern
times.

Fortunately for this branch of sport,

it requires patience, persistence, a fair

knowledge of the animal's habits and

range, and when the best horns only are

selected the collection will represent

quite as much skill and value as when
secured by killing the unfortunate owner
thereof.

the; ALASKA PTARMIGAN AND HOW
CLEVERLY THLY PROTECT THEIR

YOUNG

To the mountain climber of the north-

land there are no birds more interesting

than the ptarmigan. One species, the

willow grouse, or willow ptarmigan, oc-

cupies the thickets bordering the tree

limits, and a hardier and more humbly
plumed kind, the rock ptarmigan, lives

on the rocky slopes and snow-clad sum-

mits of the higher ranges. This interest

is largely due to the ease of observation,

for the birds are tame and numerous,

and again because they can be counted

upon to supply the larder with a port-

able and well-flavored article of food.

For several weeks we were in the

midst of these birds, and when making
daily rounds to the grassy plateaux,

where the sheep were apt to be found, I

spent a good deal of time following up
the smaller streams in order to study

and photograph the birds in their nat-

ural surroundings.
Familiar with many other species of

grouse, I was particularly impressed by
one characteristic of the cock willow
ptarmigan, which differed so from the

conduct of male grouse of the forest and
prairie, in that he almost invariably re-

mained with or accompanied the female
during the entire breeding season and,

moreover, was the most aggressive par-

ent of the two in times of peril.

One's proximity to the family was
usually foretold by the sudden fluttering

out of the cock, which, with a limp and
trailing wing, employed the usual de-

vices of most ground-breeding birds in

the effort to coax in futile pursuit any
known or suspected enemy, and then, if

successful in leading such away from
the spot where the young crouched by
the side of their silent mother, the cock

would take wing, uttering loud and rau-

cous notes, finding concealment in a

near-by thicket.

But if one persisted in trying to locate

the yovmg, then the female would renew
the effort to distract attention, and if this

did not succeed she would utter a pecu-

liar note signaling the male to return, and
then between the two of them some plan

would be devised to prevent the discovery

or injury of the young birds.

In a hundrecl or more observations

the cock was apparently absent only half

dozen times, which might be accounted

for by his untimely death in defense of

his family or by a temporary absence in

search of a particular kind of food.

Two instances of this strategic co-

operation of the parents may be quoted

from my notebook

:

"August p.

"Following the creek bottom for nearly

a mile, we found the ptarmigan un-

usually abundant, for the day was warm
and quiet and the birds were sunning
themselves on the gravel bars or dust-

ing their feathers in basins hollowed out

in the sloping banks. One brilliantly

colored cock rushed out at us from a

patch of dried grass and I followed him
down the stream a few rods with the
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I'huto by (cor.L^c Sliira-, jrd

THE YOUNG BULL MOOSE THAT WAS FORCIBLY EDUCATED (SEE PAGES 449-450)

camera, but his gait increased until he
took wing, SO I returned to the spot

where the rest of the family were doubt-

less concealed and could faintly see the

hen outlined in the thin grass, while the

five or six young, almost at my feet,

were not noticed until the old bird took

flight, when they, too, popped up into

the air, and with their short wings man-
aged to fly out of the creek bottom and
tumble into a willow thicket a few yards

away.
"Going to the lower end I had one of

the guides walk through the willows,

but before the family were driven out

the cock returned in response to the call

of the hen, and I finally got a picture

of him standing boldly on a rock in the

middle of the stream. The parents then

led the young into a blue bed of flower-

ing peas, and when the two returned to

guard tlie retreat I got a portrait of the

pair" (see pictures, page 466).

Agaia, under date of August 27

:

"While sitting in the spruce blind

waiting for moose, I noticed a large

hawk circling the marsh in search of

prey. As it passed behind me there was
a roar of wings, and turning I saw a

brood of willow grouse in the air with

the hawk poised above, apparently un-

certain which victim to swoop down
upon, but before this was determined

the cock shot up straight as an arrow in

front of the hawk and then the race was
on. For the first 50 yards the two were
separated by only a few feet, but the

Vv^ay the cock suddenly increased its

speed showed very plainly that flight was
under check until the hawk was lured

away far enough to give the surprised

family a chance to find some sort of

concealment.

"In a minute or so the hawk returned

and carefully circled over the hummocks
of moss, looking intently for the slight-

est trace of one of the covey. Down it

suddenly dropped for a distance of 20

feet—undoubtedly seeing the brown
feathers of a partly concealed bird—but

with equal speed the hen darted up, ap-

parently hitting the body of the hawk
just below the tail, and either because

the talons could not clutch it in such a

position or because unable to strike with
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE YOUNG BULE MOOSE WHO WAS FORCIBLY EDUCATED (sEE
PAGES 449 AND 450)

accuracy, the daring mother escaped
with the hawk in fierce pursuit. Here,

again, the slow speed enticed the hawk
some 50 yards away, when the hen
dropped Hke a plummet into a bunch of
alders, while the hawk seated himself

on a near-by limb to plan anew his

breakfast.

"But the defeated aviator knew very
well that two from eight left a substan-
tial balance, however deficient the math-
ematical process, and once more he re-

turned for a survey of the tangled moss.
This time he was met by a shout and a
waiving hat from the spruce blind, and,
much disgruntled, soared away, doubt-
less wondering at the intervention of a
third party, a wonderment that would
have been still greater had it known the
deadly relation between man and every
bird and every animal possessing tooth-
some qualities, or whose plumes, pelage,

or antlers had a monetary or trophy
value."

In such efforts to save the young it

was clear that the parent birds possessed
the same bravery and the same cunning

methods in misleading an aerial enemy
that they did a terrestrial one.

In the Kenai Peninsula the timber line

is about 2,000 feet, and only twice were
willow ptarmigan noticed below it, where
they were feeding in an open glade upon
the earlier growth of swamp huckle-

berries. The usual abodes of this bird

are the tablelands along upland streams
terminating in ravines, where the w^illows

and small bushes succeed the limit of

arboreal growth. The rock ptarmigan
either stays at the very crest of the

mountains or on the sloping sides, where
the lichens and patches of grass denote
the limit of all vegetation. On the other
hand the spruce partridge remains well

within the forested area and is usually to

be found in river bottoms or in the

second-growth, burnt-over portions of
the lowlands (see pages 467 and 469).
Thus these three species of Northern

grouse, while occupying adjoining ground,
are largely if not wholly controlled by
the distribution of plant life rather than
that of any given altitude.

One afternoon I saw a small and ap-
parently young red fox coming rapidly
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Photo liiras, 3rd

THE SAMK BULL MOUSL

"After taking a few more pictures, I concluded that I would be doing a verj- poor service

to leave him in this unsophisticated state of mind. It was plain he now no longer feared the

sight or scent of man, and would doubtless soon fall a victim to a party of hunters camping
half a mile down the shore" (see page 449).

down a rock slide, evidently trailing but

not seeing his quarry. With a field-glass

I could make out a brood of rock ptarmi-

gan scurrying ahead. When the birds

reached the bank of a small ravine, filled

nearly to the surface with snow, the hen
flew up about ten feet, alighting on the

snow, and the little ones with an efifort

did likewise ; and, thus concealed from
the immediate vision of the fox, they ran

a short distance and squatted, resembling

very much the detached rocks and soil

dotting the edges of the snow.
When the fox reached the bank he

looked intently about and, seeing noth-

ing, descended, snifling along the sur-

face of the snow below where the birds

alighted. Evidently thinking that they

had flown across or gone further down,
he climbed up the opposite bank. Here
a large fat marmot, extracting a root

only a short distance away, attracted his

attention, and although they were about

the same size, the sudden flight of the

latter induced pursuit, which ended un-
successfully a few yards away, at the

opening of the burrow.
So little time was spent on the moun-

tain summits that I had small chance to

observe the habits of the rock ptarmigan.

In no case did the cock accompany the

brood, and it seemed as though these

birds had no fear whatever of the

larger forms of animal life. The hen
had two warning notes for the young,
one causing them to remain stock still or

crouch wherever they happened to be

—

and so faithful was the obedience that I

could pick the young up—and another
note, which caused the young to immedi-
ately seek an overhead protection, either

beneath the broken rocks or under the

rims of snow or ice.

Once I saw seven small ptarmigan run
beneath the edge of a block of ice, and
all I could see was the projecting row of
small black bills ; and in another case the

young bird, alarmed by the mother's note,

squeezed in between my shoes and re-

mained there until relieved by a reas-

suring call. Hawks and foxes are the

principal enemies, while moose, caribou^

sheep, or man seem to be regarded in

the light of friends.

THE ALASKA SALMON AND THE TRAGEDY
OE THE SPAWNING GROUNDS

]\Iany know that the salmon industry
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

"Throwing the missile with all my force at his well-covered rihs, I gave a piercing yell at
the same time. The marksmanship was poor, for the stick struck the ground just this side
and, one end flying up, hit him in the pit of the stomach. This probably had greater effect
than a drubbing on the ribs, however much it violated the ethics of striking below the belt,

for he jumped up into the air with his back arched like a scared cat. Only once, when I blew
up a huge grizzly bear with a flashlight machine, have I known an animal that got its educa-
tion quicker, and never, as later events proved, to better purpose" (see page 449).

of Alaska is one of its best and certainly

its most reliable producer of wealth, but
few in the eastern portion of our coun-
try realize that, unlike the Atlantic

species, the salmon of the northwest
coast, male and female, always die fol-

lowing the spawning season in the fresh

waters of the interior.

Of course this means that the salmon,
of which there are five species, spawn
but once, on reaching maturity, and
therefore their perpetuation depends

upon a reasonable protection for the

brooding fish.

From the middle of July into October
the swift rivers are carrying towards the

sea millions of dead and dying fish. As
practically all of these lodge on sandbars
or sink to the bottom of the ice-chilled

streams, the air becomes polluted and the

waters defiled to such a degree that a

good many who witness these repulsive

scenes acquire an unconquerable distaste

for salmon thereafter, be they fresh or
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

A FAIR-SIZED BULL AT EDGE OF EICK

Note the long, remarkable "bell," which dangled for 18 inches from its neck and looked
exactly like a broken halter end, swinging freely as the animal walked

canned. This should excite no prejudice

elsewhere, since all the fish for commer-
cial purposes are taken before or shortly

after entering the fresh-water rivers,

when they are in fine condition.

Comment has been made upon the

mutilated bodies of the stranded fish, and
many seem to think that this was entirely

due to battling upstream amid jagged
rocks, whirlpools, and rapids. The writer

saw no indication of this, but did find

there existed a strange and fierce enmity
between the fish, under conditions now
described, which surpassed any contest

between kindred species that he had ever
witnessed.

This impulse to seek the uppermost
waters of a particular stream, be it a
mile or a thousand miles in length, ap-

parently continues after the spawning
period, and so each salmon, weakened
from spawning and the refusal or in-

ability to eat on leaving salt water, still

instinctively struggles against the swift

waters, gradually drifting back, tail first,

until a pool behind a log-jamb, the en-

trance to a slough, or the slower waters
of a side channel afiford a temporary
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

A NKW SPORT FOR OLD SPORTSMEN : A BOAT LOAD OP ANTLERS GATHERED ON THE
OPEN MARSHES ON A SINGLE AETERNOON (SEE PAGES 45O-454)

harbor, and here they collect by hundreds
before making another effort to ascend
the stream, only to be carried further

down each time, until the death par-

oxysm seizes each, when, after a few
mad dashes with the head out of water
gasping for air, they die with surprising

suddenness.

The salmon most abundant in the in-

terior streams of northwestern Alaska
is the sockeye, or red salmon.

Investigations by the Bureau of Fish-

-eries have shown that "this species is pe-

culiar in that it rarely or never ascends
a stream that has not one or more lakes

at its headwaters, and the spawning
grounds are usually in small streams
tributary to such lakes or rarely in the

lakes themselves." The average weight
is about seven pounds, varying accord-
ing to sex or condition. While dead,

king salmon were occasionally seen float-

ing down the Kenai River, some of
which must have weighed 60 pounds,
the kind coming under the writer's par-

ticular observation, were the red salmon,
the most graceful and active of the west-
ern salmon.

When these fish first come from the sea

they are plump and vigorous and their

silvery forms often gleam high above

the surface of the waters in the slow
advance to the spawning ground. Grad-
ually the colors change to a light pink
and then by degrees to a deep, blood red,

splotched with yellow, when they resem-

ble gigantic gold fish. At a later period

the body becomes gaunt, the head nar-

row and dark green, exhibiting gleam-
ing rows of shark-like teeth, and then

this once beautiful salmon of the high
seas becomes reptilian in form and dis-

position.

It was in the quiet, shallow pools

of the inside channels of the upper Ke-
nai River, between long islands and the

shore, where the milky glacial silt was
precipitated to the bottom and the waters
became clarified that the writer was able

to observe and study for a number of

days the action of the imprisoned fish.

One hardly realizes in traveling on or
along a glacial stream how beclouded
are such waters. At the junction of the

Kenai and Russian rivers this becomes
strikingly apparent, where the latter, fed

by the springs from the lower hills, is

unusually clear, even though hundreds
of dead salmon covered its bottom when
we saw it. The photograph on page 470
gives a fairly good idea of this contrast.

Between August 29 and September 3
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I'huto by George Sliiras, 3rcl

A SPLENDID PAIR OF ANTLERS, WITH THE SKULL ATTACHED : FOUND ON THE BANKS
OF THE UPPER KENAI RIVER

It is impossible to tell whether the animal died of old age or from wounds. Spread,

ZVi feet. Note extraordinary brow antlers, which have a spread almost equal to the main
branches (see page 453).

the gradually falling river had in many
cases separated these pools by interven-

ing bars, SO that the fish, varying from
two to a dozen, could be watched and
the individual relations of each easily

determined. While it was at once seen

that the salmon were carrying on a con-

tinual warfare, it was not until the close

of the first day that I found that the fish

were paired apparently by hate and not

by any ties of affection.

Whether this was a sexual antipathy

I could not then determine, although as

a rule only one fish was the aggressor,

the other spending its time trying to

elude the attack. Continuously and re-

lentlessly they struggled in couples,

rending and tearing the fins and tails,

scoring with their sharp teeth the some-
what smoother sides, and occasionally

seizing, with wide-open mouth, the nose

or lower jaw of their victim.

On the four days spent returning up
the river, and while the men toiled at

the tracking line, I walked slowly along

the banks, carr3dng a pack containing

the more valuable part of our outfit, and
so there was plenty of time to observe

the salmon. From my notebook the fol-

lowing extracts depict what was happen-
ing much of the day

:

'"In one pool, separated by shallow

water from the others, there were ten

salmon and all in a state of fierce con-



Photo by George Shiras, ard

yeixow-haire;d or northwestern porcupine, which had come to gnaw one
oe our shed anteers

It became necessary finally to suspend these horns on wires from trees to escape porcu-
pine and squirrels. "During the several weeks spent in studying and photographing moose
near Skilak Lake, the network of runways throughout the poplar and birch thickets showed
very plainly that this was one of the great winter feeding ranges of these animals, and that

a systematic search would doubtless reveal many fine antlers. In this we were successful

from the start, and nearly every afternoon, on taking the canoe for camp, one or two big

or oddly shaped horns were a part of our cargo. And if the camera failed in its quest on
such occasions, here were the discarded crowns of the giant moose, many of them worthy
of portraiture and many of permanent preservation. By carefully noting the course of our
rambles, in less than a week a square mile was pretty well covered and brought to view 26

nearly perfect antlers, aside from nearly an equal number found in the bordering spruce

forests, which the porcupines had, with few exceptions, badly gnawed."
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MALE OF WILLOW PTARMIGAN ON POCK IN ROARING STREAM

Photos by George Shiras, 3rd

PARENT BIRDS OF WILLOW PTARMIGAN GUARDING RETREAT OF THEIR YOUNG
The birds show remarkable cunning in enticing enemies away from their young. For the

story of these pictures see pages 454 and 455
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tention. Two of these pairs

were so uniformly persistent

in their movements that I

noted the same carefully.

"In one case the attacking"

iish would drive its unresist-

ing companion half out of the

water on the lower bar by
biting" vigorously at the tail,

and then leaving it stranded

in the scorching sun would
return to the upper end of the

pool until the other fish, after

slowly wriggling its body
around, would re-enter the

pool, when the attack would
be renewed in precisely the

same manner. This continued
during two hours' observa-

Pliolo by George Sliiras, 3rd

Fi;maLE of WII.LOW PTARMIGAN STANDING e;rECT,

AND WITH the; young STANDING IN
INSTINCTIVE IMITATION

Photo by George iliua.^. 3rd

FEMALE OF SPRUCE PARTRIDGE
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fe;mai.e and three young oe the rock ptarmigan

The subdued and grayish-brown plumage make a photograph of the four birds difficult

without a background of white

Photos by George Shiras, 3rd

FEMALE ROCK PTARMIGAN, PHOTOGRAPHED AT ElVE EEET

"The hen had two warning notes for the young, one causing them to remain stock still or
crouch wherever they happened to be—and so faithful was the obedience that I could pick

the young up—and another note, Avhich caused the young to immediately seek an overhead
protection, either beneath the broken rocks or under the rims of snow or ice. Once I saw
seven small ptarmigan run beneath the edge of a block of ice, and all I could see was the

projecting row of small black bills ; and in another case the young bird, alarmed by the

mother's note, squeezed in between my shoes and remained there until relieved by a reassur-

ing call" (see pages 456, 457).



Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

JUNCTION OF THE KENAI AND RUSSIAN RIVERS, SHOWING THE MIEKY, GLACIAE
WATERS OE THE EORMER COMMINGLING WITH THE CEEAR, SPRING-EED

WATERS OF THE OTHER (SEE PAGE 461)

tion, and in that time the victim of this

relentless pursuit was driven on the bar

about one hundred times.

"In the second case the pair swam
side by side in a circle and seemed ami-
cable enough until the inner salmon
gradually crowded the other on to a
shoal, when it would drop back and
seize the tail of its helpless mate and,

after rending it for a moment or so, the

two would begin circling again.

"The remaining salmon in the pool

were carrying on contests more or less

similar. In no case did they interfere

with another fish except when it got in

the way or tried to occupy a position re-

served by the others."

The possible explanation for this strange

conduct—and the subsequent suggestions

come largely from those better informed
upon the habits of these fish than the

writer—is this : ( i ) That the imprisoned
fish had not yet spawned (corroborated

by the fact that I saw no dead or dying
ones in these pools) ; (2) that the fe-

male, restrained by the instinct from de-

positing her eggs except in small streams
tributary to lakes, refused to spawn, even
though the period was about over; and

(3), that the male fish, mated from the

time of leaving the sea, had not only
become infuriated at the conduct of the

female, but likewise angered by confine-

ment, was venting his rage upon a mate

in no wise responsible for the situation-

—

a trait not always confined to the male
of the fish tribe.

I found it difficult, if not impossible,

to get satisfactory photographs of these

battles, for the lens loses its power to

penetrate the water whenever the sur-

face is broken or ruffled from any cause.

The pictures accompanying the text illus-

trate this, where a slowly moving salmon
is plainly to be seen below the surface

;

while where the two pair were fighting,

only the portion out of water is visible

(see picture, page 471).
In the main channel of the river and

its tributaries, where there was plenty of
water for the fish to move about freely,

I saw only an occasional fight, possibly

near the spawning beds, and the nervous
energy of certain fish seemed directed

against the swift current, with which
they struggled desperately until repeated
inhalations of air above the surface pro-
duced a delirium and death apparently
by drowning; and that this was confined
to those which had already spawned now
seems likely. At tidewater, where swift

and short mountain streams often bore
many of the weaker fish into the bays, I

saw one salmon tear to pieces seaweed,
and in the final dash its teeth locked on
an upturned strand of vegetation and
thus it died. The next day I could see

it, head down and tail up, swinging in
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SALMON FIGHTING IN K^NAI RIVER
Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

In the upper pair the rear fish is rending the tail of the other; in the lower couple the fish

to the right has just bitten a piece out of the dorsal fin of the other (see page 462). "Con-
tinuously and relentlessly they struggled in couples, rending and tearing the fins and tails,

scoring with their sharp teeth the somewhat smoother sides, and occasionally seizing, with

wide-open mouth, the nose or lower jaw of their victim. In one pool, separated by shallow

water from the others, there were ten salmon, and all in a state of fierce contention."

Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

THE IMPRISONED SALMON OF THE UPPER KENAI

A gaunt and fierce male, the under portion of the body deep red and that above the surface

of the water a dirty and festering yellow (see pages 457-466)
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the tide. Thus even the brine of the

ocean had no restorative effect.

In such bays, owing to the higher tem-

perature and the greater buoyancy of the

salt water, the dead and dying sahnon

usually floated on the surface, and it was

a gruesome sight to see hundreds of

gulls, poised on wing, awaiting the mo-
ment when they could alight safely upon

the body of a fish and pluck out both its

eyes, as it rolled over and over in the

final struggle.

That death should be the penalty of

parentage for all the salmon of the Pa-

cific is generally regarded as one of na-

ture's mysteries, and deepened by the

safe return of the North Atlantic salmon

to the sea.

But in this number of this Magazine

appears an article by one of the leading

fish experts of the country. Dr. Hugh
M. Smith, Deputy Commissioner U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries, and therein is ex-

plained why the salmon of adjoining

oceans meet a different fate in the rivers

of the North.

the; white; sheep of kenai peninsula

Before taking up the narrative of the

happenings in the sheep country, it may
be wel' to state the plans arranged in

advance.

On examining game pictures from
Alaska, I was struck by the scarcity of

those representing the wh: •:" sheep, either

singly or in flocks. As hundreds of the

most experienced sportsmen, from nearly

all countries, had pursued these animals,

I had considerable doubt of success, even

though having a marked advantage in a

better equipment and in making my main

object what in the case of the others was
largely incidental.

Therefore I decided to locate and study

the animals first, with the purpose of

securing information about their habits

and then, if possible, making use of the

knowledge thus acquired to get within

photographic range. Otherwise it might

happen that were I to immediately begin

harassing the sheep with the camera at

close range I would get neither pictures

nor information.

Ten days were spent in the mountains,

four of which were entirely used in going

and coming; and, while the six days de-

voted to sheep, and incidentally to ptar-

migan, resulted in a fair collection of

pictures, the results, I think, fully justi-

fied the procedure laid out in advance
and mentioned now specifically with the

view of aiding those who, in days to

come, may wish to visit the scene of

these brief but strenuous efforts.

Several days before starting for the

interior, my old Michigan guide, John
Hammer, joined us. His long-continued

trips into the wilderness, and in this

instance reinforced by his Norwegian
blood, made the call of the North irre-

sistible. The addition of a third man,
just as we were about to undertake the

hardest part of the journey, proved for-

tunate, and greater still when the swift

waters of the Kenai River had to be

overcome on our return to Seward.
At 6 o'clock on the morning of August

5 we were ready to leave Double-bay
camp for a ten days' trip to the sheep

country ; and, with Tom and John in the

heavy skiff and Charlie and the author in

the canoe, the start was made for the

southeast corner of the lake, just oppo-

site the bird islands. The weather was
bright and the barometer still predicted a

continuation of the fine weather, so ex-

ceptional in weeks past.

On rounding the point we saw, in the

morning light, the black and frowning
features of volcanic Redoubt, and, a little

further seaward, Iliamna's snowy peaks,

loo mile? distant and on the other side

of Cook Inlet. Our immediate destina-

tion, Cottonwood Creek, was reached in

less than two hours, where, after placing

our surplus outfit on a porcupine and
bear-proof platform, made by Tom the

previous season, a start was made up the

mountain creek. This stream originates

in a big snow field just beyond the divide,

over which we had to pass on the way to

Benjamin Creek, the location of Tom's
cabin, where he lived during a long and

vain search for gold. Though no valu-

able metals were found, the locality is

memorialized on the map by calling the

creek Benjamin, the Christian name of

his eldest brother.

The ascent was a hard one, for the day
was hot, the underbrush a nuisance, and



A TYPICAL He;aD of WHITE RAM

In 1884 E. W. Nelson first described a pure white species of mountain sheep inhabiting

Alaska and northwestern Canada, naming it Oz'is dalli. in honor of Prof. Wm. H. Dall, the

well-known scientist and Alaskan explorer. While the horns of this species are not as

massive as those of the Rocky Mountain Big Horn, or the base circumference equal to that

of the Big Horns or to those of the southern California species, the extensive spread and
graceful symmetry, in connection with the beauty of the head, makes it the most-prized

trophy of its race.

the packs heavy. Gradually I shed all

extra clothing and then lightened my
pack, the guides good-naturedly picking

up the discards as they fell by the way-
side. At noon the tree-limit was reached,

half a mile this side of the divide, and
there on a rounded knoll, with plenty of
stunted hemlock for firewood, a small

tent was erected for me to spend the

night in, while the three men returned
to the lake to bring up another load in the

morning (see picture, page 474).
On their departure I lay on a cushion

of moss and for many hours swung the

field-glass, now into the valleys, then

upon the foothills and peaks, then down
upon Skilak Lake and across the great

untrodden tundra, with its many glisten-

ing ponds—the summer nursery of the

moose. Most interesting of all this limit-

less scenery was Cook Inlet, looking like

a giant river and banked on the western

side by the mountains of the Alaska

Range, the great cordillera of the Terri-

tory, with Mount McKinley as the key-

stone in the semicircular swing of this

great upheaval.

But later my interest became centered
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

i;ntrance; to the she;e;p country: low divide; 3,000 fe;et above skilak lake,

where the author camped alone the first night (see page 473)

in the animals and birds which, in the

shadows of the dechning sun, came out

of thickets of evergreen and willow.

At one time I could see a dozen porcu-

pine—black-haired and of the Canadian

species—feeding stolidly as sloths on the

fresh vegetation bordering the receding

snowbanks.
A cock spruce partridge came within

five feet of the tent, evidently mistaking

it for snow ; a brood of willow ptarmi-

gan were seen in the willows just above,

while higher up a fox brought to view a

covey of rock ptarmigan, heretofore de-

scribed (see page 457). Moose signs

were plentiful, but no moose were seen.

The air about resounded with clear notes

of the hoary marmot, the mountain wood-
chuck of the North (see pages 434, 435).
"Then came the mosquitoes, the post-

season crop of the higher altitudes, when
the insect-proof tent became a place of

refuge for the night.

On the following morning I had hardly

finished breakfast when along came the

men, red-faced and tired in the fight

against gravity and the worst of moun-
tain trails. An hour later we were

climbing over the broken rocks littering

the floor of the divide, and thence enter-

ing a great plateau sloping southerly to

Benjamin Creek. For the re^t of the

day we struggled through bushes, stum-

bling into grass-covered cracks, leapiiig

from tussock to tussock, and circling

about swamps and mud-holes.

In the midst of all this turmoil Tom
pointed out round dots of white on a dis-

tant ridge which looked like weathered
boulders or snowballs from the frozen

fields above. These were the white

mountain sheep of which we were in

search.

When I asked Tom, somewhat hope-

fully, whether it would not be wise to

begin the camera hunt at once, since it

made no difl:"erence whether we fright-

ened these sheep or not, he politely con-

cealed a negative answer by saying that

if I would circle two miles to the left,

ascend the mountain top from the rear,

he would drive the sheep toward me be-

fore dark. This didn't seem like getting

to Benjamin Creek on schedule time;

but as Tom assured me, in a sympathetic

tone, that I would see four or five sheep
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Photo by George Sliiras, 3rd

THE MOUNTAIN SLOPES OE THE SHEEP COUNTRY

"Big Pond camp" in the foreground, situated midwav betv/seri the cabin on Benjamin
Creek on the west and the great ice cap on the east. The author camped alone here several

nights while photographing the white sheep. Two Alaska bear visited the tent one night

(see page 477).

near his cabin to one here, the march was
continued, and at six in the evening the

cabin came suddenly in sight, 200 feet

below a terrace bordering the valley of

the creek. John and I were quite used

up, the former still suffering from the

after-results of typhoid fever, contracted

on our trip the previous 3^ear to Mexico,
and I on general principles.

But soon the restorative effect of a

hearty meal and the inspiration of the

surroundings gave me sufficient energy
to climb a hill behind the cabin, and
there, at 8 p. m., I could see, at the head-
waters of Benjamin Creek, three differ-

ent bands of sheep, all preparing to spend
the night on little open benches not much
above the meadows. Such a sight told

the story of a country seldom visited by
man and where these aboriginal pastoral

flocks felt secure by night and day.

BIG POND CAMP

At 8 o'clock the next morning we were
ready to start after sheep, leaving John
in charge of the commissary department.

Following the creek east half a mile, we
then went up over a series of sloping

meadows for a distance of three miles.

A little above the cabm three small

streams come together and, in combina-
tion, form Benjamin Creek One flows

in a zigzag course from the snow fields

just this side of the low divide above
Skilak Lake, where the melting snow
is likewise the source of Cottonwood
Creek ; another carries the overflow wa-
ters of a big pond, in the highest meadow
to the east, and the third drains several

large valleys in the southeast.

The two latter streams, lying between
the highest and steepest mountains in

the neighborhood, cut deeply into upland
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meadows, which harbored not only the

band of sheep I had seen the night be-

fore, but many others.

On the way up the valley we came
to the last timber, consisting of spruce,

mountain ash, and a considerable num-
ber of Cottonwood trees, intermixed with

willows and alders. At this terminus of

the forest growth there were many moose
trails and numerous fresh beds made by
these animals in patches of grass between
the willows. It was plain that the head
of this high valley and the smaller ones
containing willows were the summer re-

sorts of the bull moose. Only two shed
antlers were found in our extensive wan-
derings, one many years old, confirming

my view that all the moose at such eleva-

tions returned to the shores of the lake

and adjoining lowlands during the late

fall and midwinter months.
On the few occasions that Tom had

hunted sheep here he had always re-

turned to the cabin at night ; but, as this

meant a waste of time and energy, it was
deemed best for my purpose to erect a
tent in the midst of the sheep range, so

that I could have a chance to watch them
almost continuously during the i8 hours
of daylight.

An hour after starting we came to the

pond, which seemed to be the best and
most convenient location, commanding
as it did three of the best sheep valleys,

and yet not too close to interrupt the

movement of sheep from one district to

another.

The tent was placed on a little knoll,

close to a fine spring, and where a great

b)lack mountain rising from the opposite

shore of the pond afforded a striking

background (see picture, page 475).
Numerous adjoining knolls covered with
glacial rocks were the homes of many
marmots, who viewed my canvas home
with surprise and protestation (see pages

434,435)-
After lunch we made a reconnaissance,

locating an unusually large flock of sheep
up a valley to the north which drained
into the pond, and there we spent the

remainder of the afternoon, with the

sheep brought within easy inspection by
the use of a powerful field-glass.

The wind was blowing straight up the

valley toward the flock, but there was no
indication that any of the sheep suspected
our presence. Not only before coming
north, but later, I knew of the conflicting

views held by sportsmen and guides in

reference to the alleged inability of sheep
to detect the near-by presence of man
through scent, and it was one of my pur-

po3es to make every possible experiment
in this direction.

Late in the afternoon Tom and Charlie

returned to the cabin, leaving me to spend
the night in the tent. Before dark I

watched scattered bands of sheep leave

the meadows for the higher slopes, where
gradually they gathered into several

good-sized bunches.

At 9:30, when distant objects became
obscure, I went into the tent, and while
slipping into the sleeping-bag I happened
to look out the wire ventilator in the rear

canvas wall, noticing two large animals
coming down a ridge a hundred yards
back of the tent.

My first impression was that they were
sheep, or possibly caribou, but when one
rose on its hind legs and looked about,

I could only conclude that a pair of the

big brown bear of Alaska had come to

the meadow for the purpose of digging

out marmots or ground squirrels.

These animals have a bad reputation
among miners and explorers, due I think

to their immense size and their near re-

lationship to the grizzly, around which
many of the blood-curdling tales of this

country have been woven. Based upon
my own experience and the carefully

sifted experience of others, I had long
ago come to the conclusion that there

are no dangerous wild animals whatever
in the northern hemisphere, except the

grizzly, and this only occasionally when
molested.

Having no intention of interfering

with these visitors, I felt little concern,
although quite appreciating that it might
be a dearly paid experience if I neglected
taking such precautions as were then
possible. So the little automatic revolver

was placed by my side, the opening of
the tent closed, and, when too dark to

see anything further, I crawled into the

canvas sleeping-bag. Once there seemed
to be something sniffing behind the tent,
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but there was no way of determining the

question without going outside. Gradu-
ally my nerves quieted down and the next
thing I knew was the buzzing of the

mosquitoes in the morning, brought into

activity by the early rising sun.

Several hours later Tom arrived with
cooked food sufficient for three meals,

and, after sampling some of this, we re-

turned again to the valley where the

sheep were seen the afternoon before.

The big band had broken up again into

small flocks and were feeding on the

same meadows, some of them working
down our way. The wind still continued
to blow up the valley, but as I now
wished to get some views of the sheep
grazing here and there on the meadows
and at the same time determine with pre-

ciseness just how close one could get be-

fore the scent created alarm, we cau-

tiously approached.

MANY FLOCKS OF SNOVV-WtllTF SHEKP

When 400 yards away from the nearest

flock, a little blind was made by cutting

out brush in the edge of a thicket on the

top of a mound, and there we went into

concealment for a number of hours. All

the sheep were gradually working down
wind, and the prospects for pictures and
of determining their scenting power be-

came excellent.

The nearest flock, when 300 yards
away, began showing some uneasiness.

The old ewe in front, and which had
charge of this particular flock, several

times raised her head, sniffing the air

suspiciously. At 200 yards the leading

ewe stopped, looked directly our way,
and I felt sure the limit of the approach
had been reached, so several pictures

vv'ere taken of the band.

And none too soon, for the leader

then turned back, and in a stiff-legged

and peculiar way strode through the

flock, with her little lamb following obe-

diently in the rear.

All the other sheep, some of which
were grazing and some lying' down,
seemed to take immediate notice of what
was going on, for when the old ewe
reached the end of the flock and began
ascending the steep slope instead of con-
tinuing up the valley meadow, the rest

fell in behind and in a few minutes a

great long file was zigzagging up the side

of the mountain.
And here occurred another strikirig

result. Four large rams that had been
reclining on the top of a flat rock 200
3'ards beyond the rest of the sheep all

stood up and began looking about, first

at the line of sheep ascending the moun-
tain and then down the valley. Whether
their restlessness was wholly due to the
flock of sheep leaving the valley at that
hour or to the manner or peculiar ac-

tions of the ewe or whether they had
gotten a trace of scent was hard to tell.

Soon the other sheep began working
away from us, finally dropping into a

meadow walled in by a stone ridge run-
ning across the head of the valley ex-
cept where broken by a narrow opening,
through which a little stream dashed in

a series of cascades.

During this and all successive days we
saw none of the sheep drink water either

from the streams along which they
grazed or from any of the pools of
water in the green meadows. Whenever
the sheep became thirsty they always
went to a snow field, and so noticeable

was this that I spent a part of one day
getting into a position where photo-
graphs could be taken of sheep coming
to the snow banks for that purpose (see

pages 484 and 487).
A little later I saw a band of about 20

sheep coming down the side of a distant

mountain toward the meadow and on the
dead run, jumping rocks, slipping and
sliding down the steep sides of the bare
mountain, hurrying across little terraces,

over which they leaped and continued
their rapid and downward course.

So striking was this sight and so cer-

tain was I that these sheep were badly
alarmed that I aroused Tom, who was
dozing in the sun a few feet away, and
pointed to the sheep. Looking at them
for a moment he said. "Why, those fel-

lows are just coming to the meadow for

their afternoon meal, and seeing all the
others at work are losing no time in

doing it."

"Just v/atch them," he continued, '"and

you w' 1 fee that on reaching the bottom
of the hill they will begin butting one
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another and cutting np all kinds of

capers" (see picture, page 478).
And that is exactly what happened,

for on coming' to the edge of the little

creek butting matches began, while some
of the lambs jumped entirely over their

mothers. At the creek it was a pretty-

sight to see them leap from bank to mid-
stream, where rocks amid swirling wa-
ters gave a footing, and thence again to

the opposite shore.

But the bunch of sheep which had
come down the mountain in such haste

either saw or smelled me when I photo-

graphed them, and immediately departed

by the same route they had come. Also
every sheep in the meadow behind the

stone ridge left immediately for the

mountain top.

I was curious now to know just how
this little meadow looked, so we walked
up and crossed over the top, looking

down into a beautiful spot. Below was a

circular meadow, containing a small but

beautifully clear pond, and the trampled
condition showed that every day the

sheep came there for grass, which was
unusually green and abundant. Whether
at one corner of the pond a good-sized
mud hole indicated the presence of a lick

I could not tell at the time and was sorry

not to have investigated it later.

This seemed an ideal place for close-

range pictures, so we immediately began
the construction of a blind on the face

of the cliff, looking down upon the

meadow. A narrow ledge allowed the

piling up of flat stones until there was
room for three of us to squeeze in be-

hind and point the camera downward.
We then left, but returned the following

day. The experiences of our day in the

blind are given in the following extracts

from my notebook

:

A MORNING IN THlJ SHEEP-BLIND

"August 12—Thcr., 75-^2.
"Today was selected for a visit to

the stone blind above the little basin

meadow, regardless of wind or weather.
The three of us had spent a rather un-
comfortable night in the small tent, and
at an early hour I heard the men break-
ing the stunted willows for a fire and a

cup of hot coffee. But the fog for the

first time had descended into the valley

and no object could be seen more than

5.0 yards away. This resulted in a later

start and in the end proved a mistake.

"When half a mile below the blind,

the fog lifted suddenly and the warm,
bright sunlight illuminated the valley

and the mountain sides in a way to ac-

centuate the heretofore restricted vision

of man or beast.

. "Above us on the left, near the sum^
mit of the mountain, was a band of

about 40 ewes and lambs, all lying down,
but evidently looking at us. Two hun-
dred yards above the blind, and on the

same side as the others, were two big

rams a little distance apart. One was
watching us most intently, and in a mo-
ment began the ascent, while the other,

apparently alarmed at his companion
going up instead of down at the feeding

hour, began to scan the bottom, where
he soon saw us, though standing mo-
tionless. Instead of retreating he walked
to the edge of a cliff and, standing like

a marble image, gazed in our direction.

"Soon our positions became irksome
and we started for the blind, while the

ram immediately trailed after his more
cautious companion and disappeared

over the mountain top. Had we ar-

rived an hour sooner none of these sheep

would have been disturbed and, in addi-

tion to getting their pictures in the little

meadow, probably others would have
been attracted from more distant points.

Entering the blind, everything was soon

ready for an instant or continuous bom-
bardment. But an hour passed and noth-

ing came down any of the many run-

ways, radiating like gray ribbons from
the green meadow.

"Finally Tom, who thought that the

big flock of ewes was past due, climbed

cautiously to the top of the cliff' behind

the blind, and on his return said that not

a single sheep was in sight. Among this

flock were many that had seen us slip-

ping up the valley, besides having addi-

tional warning in the hasty departure

of the rams. This inferential power of

sheep is remarkable.

"The 'sure thing' counted upon, like

most predetermined results, had missed

a cog somewhere, and when noon ap-
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A large; band of shije:?, near the mountain top, crossing a snow field for

THE purpose of climbing THE ADJOINING CLIFFS FOR THE NIGHT

proached the principal object of interest

was the lunch-box. Finally, four sheep

were seen on the skyline two miles away,

and down they started on one of the big

runways leading to the valley. They
came rapidly and were soon standing on

a bare plateau a quarter of a mile above

the meadow. Here they stopped and

looked below, but in a few minutes be-

gan grazing on the sparse grass. After

remaining half an hour they took a trail

toward the head of the valley, where
there were doubtless a good many other

sheep.

"It was then that the idea suggested

itself of a light and portable set of life-

sized profile decoys, made of white cloth,

which could be set at any angle and

where they could be seen broadside at a

long distance. The day before, as al-
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ready stated, we noticed how quickly and
unsuspiciously small and scattered bands
of sheep descended and joined flocks al-

ready feeding- in the valley.

HOW the; big ram was photographed

"At noon the lunch-box was opened,

but before we had fairly made a start I

saw a big" ram approaching- along a ridge

from the direction of our camp. He
came rapidly, with head up and mincing-

steps, looking- ver}^ much like a small and
sturdy caribou stag'. When in sight of

the meadow he stopped and looked down
for fully five minutes, occasionally scan-

ning- the mountains on our side.

"We feared that, like the others, he
would turn away at the sight of the de-

serted meadow. Tom, however, thought
that the ram was most anxious to join a

band of his fellows and might cross to

our side in order to look for such be-

yond. At any rate he soon started down
toward the creek and we were in doubt
as to his final destination. .Vt the edge
of the bank he disappeared, and we then
felt sure he would come along our ridge,

but on which side was the question.

"Several moments passed, and I feared

he was then passing behind the blind,

cut off by a wall of rock against which
our backs were resting. Slipping the

rtrap over my neck, which supported the

heavy camera, I was just in the act of

climbing over the top of the blind when
Tom seized my arm. whispering: 'Good
Lord, here he comes right at us.'

"And there, stalking along most un-
concernedly, was the ram, not 40 yards
away, and, if not interrupted, would
soon be gazing down into the blind.

"The several portholes made for the

camera all faced the meadow, for an in-

vasion from any other quarter had not
been looked for. When he got within

75 feet I was in a quandary. To rise up
nearly full length above the low wall of
the blind meant his instant alarm, with
no time to obtain the sharp focus neces-

sary with such a big lens.

"Holding my fire, I trusted to fate.

At 50 feet he stopped, turned broadside,

and nibbled at a sprig of vegetation. Si-

lently and quickly, in one steady motion,
I arose, with mv eves fixed on the focus-

ing mirror instead of looking at the ram
directly. On the ground glass I saw his

head raised suddenly and turned my
way. Quickly the milled head of the

focusing screw brought him in focus and
the focal-plane shutter clanged harshly.

"But his white form had vanished
when I raised my head, and, to Tom's
and Charlie's inquiring glances, I could
only sa}' that the effort was successful,

provided the ram was not in air when
the shutter revolved."

It was two days before I went to

Tom's cabin, and when darkness be-

grudgingly came at 10 p. m. I dropped
the negative into the developer and in a

few minutes sav/ on the plate the big-

ram, broadside, head up, gazing at the

camera (see page 492).

PECULIARITIES OF THE SHEEP

The next and final day at the head of

Benjamin Creek was reserved for study-

ing and photographing a large flock of
sheep, heretofore occupying the end of a

ridge west of our tent and which always
fed on a large circular meadow, nearly

surrovmded by small canyons.

At no time did the daily program vary.

By 7 o'clock the entire flock of about 50
descended the mountain, crossed a little

creek, and then in bunches of six to a

dozen scattered out over the meadow,
feeding- not only on grass, but small
bushes. Quite often some of these
bands, containing many lambs, would
work their way out to the edge of the

meadow, fully three-quarters of a mile
from the base of the mountains, so that

their retreat could readily be cut ofl: by
the intervention of a man with a rifle or
by any fleet-footed predaceous animal.
This, of course, meant an entire absence
of molestation during- the season and
probably for years.

In the daily movement of the sheep on
the stee]:»er mountains I noticed that in

coming down they usually took an earth

trail, however loose the soil or treacher-

ous the shaly rocks. On their return

the steepest clift's, if aft'ording a good
foothold, were ascended in preference to

the near-by trails used on their descent.

The probable reasons, if my brief ob-
servations warrant an opinion, were
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these: (a) On the descent the loose soil

and tumbling" rocks accelerated instead

of retarded the progress of these sure-

footed animals, while returning" such

conditions had the opposite effect, and
' (b) in the jumping down from ledge to

ledge of animals weighing from loo to

250 pounds, a slip or the breaking of the

ledge was much more likely than when
ascending a cliff, because each upward
jump was made with the lightness and
accuracy of a bird.

I had noticed, moreover, that at noon
some of the sheep often returned for a

rest on a lower slope of the ridge. There
was no way of making a blind on the

meadow without alarming them all, ex-

cept during the night, and this would
have been a difficult undertaking, so 1

planned getting on the ridge during the

morning and after all the sheep had
gone to the meadow, when there would
be a chance for pictures in case any re-

turned at noon and, with a greater cer-

tainty, as they assembled toward night

in the vicinity of the blind.

After breaking" camp in the morning,
Charlie continued on clown the valley

with his pack to the cabin, while Tom
and I left ours near the pond, where we
intended wading the outlet stream, so

as to reach the base of the ridge at a

point where nothing could see us from
the meadow. This stream proved much
deeper and swifter than it looked at a

distance. While not objecting to a wet-
ting, we feared being carried off our
feet, with the resultant injury or loss of
the photographic outfit. It is in just

such cases that a rifle will stand much
more ill-usage than a camera. Nearly
an hour was spent gathering and throw-
ing" flat stones into the swift water until

a secure footing was obtained.

On reaching the edge of the ridge, at

a point about 200 feet above the meadow,
we could see many scattered bands of

sheep ; but, to our disappointment, a

dozen sheep were now coming along in

s>ingle file toward the ridge, and were
then too close for us to pass around and
get in a position to meet them on their

ascent, so there was nothing to do but
to await developments.

In a few minutes they had jumped the

Creek, one lamb falling over backward
into the water, much to the indignation

of its mother, who stamped her feet vig-

orously as her bedraggled offspring" en-

deavored to climb the steep bank. With
a single and later exception, this was the

only time any sheep, big or little, proved
awkward or careless.

PHOTOGRAPHING THE SENTINEI. tW£,

When the band finally came up the

slope they were soon lost to sight and
we waited until they had time to reach a
resting place. On climbing to the rim I

saw the flock about 200 yards to the left

and on the same level. All were lying

down but one, evidently the sentinel.

After carefully studying the approach
and figuring" on the possibilities of re-

maining concealed, Tom assured me
"that with ordinary crawling" agility one
could get within 50 feet." But as Tom
could crawl like a serpent, climb like a

squirrel, and had the equipoise and
jumping" ability of an ibex, his encour-
agement was of a doubtful character.

Experience had taught me, however,
that while it was important not to be
seen approaching, it was equally im-
portant, when armed with a camera, to

know the exact position of the animals
in relation to the last cover sought.
Having determined this I started on

all fours, a mode of travel rendered
more difficult by being compelled to push
the heavy camera ahead. When the final

rock was reached, I very slowly pushed
a piece of small brush to the top of the

rock and then raising my head looked
through it. This method, if observed by
animals near at hand, might excite a puz-
zled interest, but even so is safer than
the appearance of a human head a few
yards away.
The sheep were lying in a row, less

than 20 yards off, and the sentinel ewe
was standing, with a little lamb at her
feet, while to ths right was a large ewe
lying down and the rest near by. I could
see that it was impossible for the plate

to cover them all and be in proper focus.

Then came the idea of getting the sen-

tinel ewe and lamb, thus supplementing
the picture of the big ram and complet-
ing the family group. In a moment the
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camera was arranged and at a focus

probably requiring no further change

when brought to bear upon the sheep.

Lowering my eyes into the hood sur-

rounding the focusing mirror, I slowly

arose, and when the camera cleared the

top of the rock I found the sentinel

looking directly at me and in sharp fo-

cus ; so, without a moment's hesitation,

the button was pressed and the shutter

revolved. What the camera saw is now
reproduced on page 490.

Before the frightened sheep had a

chance to gather their wits I had reversed

the plate-holder and caught the band as

they struggled in a disordered way over

the broken rocks above me (see photo-

graph, page 491).
We then set about constructing a com-

fortable blind between rocks concealing

us from animals coming from below or

above, and where we could remain the

rest of the day watching the scattered

bands of sheep on the meadow below.

It seemed that practically every such

band had a leader, and in moving from
one locality to another or when feeding,

one could readily pick it out. And this,

today, is the surviving and predominat-
ing characteristic of domestic sheep. A
dread, growing out of their exposed posi-

tion and distance from the mountain, was
noticeable, too, and manifested by the

way the sentinel sheep continuously sur-

veyed the country (see page 489).
And here there may be interposed

some general observations on the above
subject. Mr. Charles Sheldon, who is

accepted, and properly so. as the lead-

ing authority on northern sheep, inclines

strongly to the belief that such bands of

sheep have no sentinel in a strict sense,

Lut rather that the more alert or experi-

-enced of the members at times give the

appearance of prearrangement for guard

duty. Such a conclusion is undoubtedly
true of caribou and elk, but in the case

of sheep, where gregarious ties are very

strong, it seems to me t':at the assump-
tion or selection of a leader, covering

days and perhaps seasons, means the

necessary assumption of lookout duties,

tmless such a leader is thoroughly satis-

fied that every condition is favorable to

the security of the flock (see pictures,

pages 489, 490).

During my observations Tom was de-
voting himself to watching the moun-
tains above, where he finally discovered
a ewe coming down towards us, and
which he thought was one of the sheep
that might not have seen us clearly when
the stampede took place and was anxious
now to join the other sheep feeding in

the meadows. Its course would bring it

some 20 yards to the left and well out of
way of the quartering wind blowing up
the side of the mountain.
At 75 feet the sheep turned to the

right, and. as we knew that the wind
would bring it across the line of our
scent, I was most anxious to note the
results, even if I lost the picture. W'hen
between two rocks, with only the head
and shoulders showing, the scent struck

it suddenly. The animal winced as if

shot and dashed upward again with the

speed of a deer.

This showed pretty conclusively that a

sheep at close range had a good nose, at

least when previously alarmed.
Finally the animals on the meadow

turned toward us, and we thought that

the time had now come for a series of

pictures, as band after band came up our
side of the hill.

The leader of the first flock began
watching the side of the mountain, com-
ing 10 or 15 feet and then stopping for

a minute or two, during which intervals

the rest of the band continued to graze
and often laid down. On reaching the

creek the leader had apparently become
very suspicious for some reason, and
stood e}'eing the entire side of the moun-
tain, but finally lay down with the others,

but with head turned toward the moun-
tain side. Unquestionably the absence of

sheep where they were accustomed to

gather in the afternoon, and possibly the

ascent of the first flock, had something to

do with the uncertainty of the leader.

Meanwhile another band had come
within 50 yards of the others, also led by
a ewe, which acted very much like the

first. In a few minutes the two bunches
commingled, and, to our regret, soon
began retreating towards the meadow,
where they stood in an uncertain kind of
way for a long time. Then the two bands
separated, one continuing up the little

creek. The manner of the leader, look-
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THE SAME BAND OF SHEEP AS SHOWN IN THE PRECEDING PICTURE, STILL EATING
SNOW : PHOTOGRAPHED IN THEIR OWN SHADOWS, THEY APPEAR

UNUSUALLY CONSPICUOUS ON THE SNOW

ing steadily at a distant i)oint on the side

of the mountain, led me to turn the glass

in that direction, where I saw four sheep

on the edge of a cliff, and towards which
the band was evidently going. Soon the

others were on the move across the

meadows, all headed, with the exception
of one distant flock, for the same spot,

and we saw our chances fading away.
In a short time these flocks had joined

the four at the other end of the ridge, a

portion doubtless of the flock which we
liad previously photographed, and which
liad sought out a new place for the night.

At 4 o'clock the little band of sheep
that had been fading at the extreme
western end of the meadow came trot-

ting back on a well-defined trail border-

ing a canyon, and I felt almost certain

that none of these sheep would come to

our blind, although on five previous days
all the sheep had gathered every after-

noon just above it. Now, more than

ever, I was convinced that a set of sheep

decoys, as suggested previously, would
have brought most of these sheep within

photographing range. Tom even thought

that a white linen night-shirt would have
answered if he could have been permitted

to trot about in it in front of the blind.

As the last flock continued to approach

it seemed best to slip down the side of

the slope as close to the creek as possible

and try for a picture as they went by.

When a third of the way down I found
they were coming more rapidly than ex-

pected, and, in an effort to pass an
exposed place between two rocks—and
which should have been done by crawl-

ing very slowly—I carelessly jumped
across, and in landing behind the shelter-

ing rock I heard Tom's warning whistle.

Looking down on the meadow, I saw
that all the sheep had reversed ends and
were rushing back again. Since these ani-

mals were more than a quarter of a mile
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Photo by George Shiras, 3rd

these; sheep fed For hours without looking about, except the sentinel

ABOVE, on the LEET(SEE PAGE 486)

The keen vision of these sheep is practically their sole reliance for detecting danger.

They always feed or rest on open ridges or hillsides devoid of bushes, from which they can

have an unhampered view in every direction. They also possess unusual power of inference,

detecting danger from the actions of other sheep, however distant the latter may be.

away, it was a good illustration of their

acuteness of sight and their quickness in

realizing the character of the danger. Not
knowing how these sheep could escape in

the direction they were going, I called to

Tom for advice. He yelled that they

were now headed for an ice-bridge across

the canyon (which I did not know of),

and, after crossing this, he thought they

would swing around our way again for

the purpose of ascending the mountain
slope just behind, and that if I hurried

there would be a chance for a picture.

But after exercising all the energy at

my command the sheep won, and I could

see them 200 yards below quartering up
the mountain. In a few minutes they

reached a ledge of rock within a hundred
feet of the crest of the great black cliff

opposite the site of our former camp.
This was our last view of the white

mountain sheep until two days later, when

we entered the pass of the low divide

above Skilak Lake.
Our visit had made the sheep consider-

ably wilder, and the flocks which for-

merly rested each night on the lower

benches now whitened the ledges of many
a high cliff; but no red had dyed the

white and woolly sides and no flock no-

ticed an absent one within its ranks.

The next morning we left for Skilak

Lake, camping a half mile this side of

the low divide and giving the men a
chance to make a second trip to the cabin

that day.

OUR LAST view OE THE WHITE SHEEP

At an early hour the next morning the

little tent was taken down and cached

with other articles, to be called for the

following day, and then with heavy

packs we began trudging along the slight

rise to the low divide, through which
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THE SKNTINEL EWE
After a long stalk on all fours the author got within 50 feet. Note the extremely long

legs of the ewe. The short black horns and white body have led many of the Alaskan miners
from the Rock}- Mountain States to mistake the ewes of these sheep for white mountain goats
(see pages 485 and 486).

Cottonwood Creek ran on its short and
rapid career to Skilak Lake, 3.000 feet

below.

It was here that I got my last photo-

graphs of rock ptarmigan, and as we
climbed up on the broken mass of rock,

littering the pass between the cliffs of

the divide, I ])nt away the lenses and
boxed the camera in case of a fall

through such insecure footing. Half
way through the pass some one noticed

seven or eight sheep, almost overhead,

lying on a narrow ledge, with a peri)en-

dicular drop of nearly 300 feet below
them. To those who have seen large,

Avhite gannets, nesting here and there

upon the face of a maritime cliff', the re-

semblance was a striking one. Before
I could get the camera out and arranged,

the sheep, noticing that we had stopped
and were gazing upward, became
alarmed, and in a series of awe-inspiring
leaps took ledge after ledge until the top

was reached, when, getting in line, they
all looked over. And that constituted

my last but still lingering picture of

these graceful creatures, poised on the

highest summit above Skilak Lake.

Lnpressed once more with the agility

and self-confidence of these nomads of

the skies, I asked Tom whether he had
ever seen the remains of any indicating

that sometimes life paid the forfeit of a

careless gambol or in the desperate ef-

fort to avoid pursuit. He replied that

during nearly 16 years in the sheep

ranges of Alaska he had never seen a

single case of the kind, though several

times having found carcasses at the foot

of a snow avalanche.

And then occurred within a few short

hours and at the same spot a tragedy
constituting" a most remarkable sequel to

my inquiry.

After returning to the lake and re-

maining over night, Tom and Charlie

started back in the morning" for the tent

and the remainder of our outfit. In

passing through the same divide Tom
saw, hanging partly over a ledge and
midway between top and bottom, the

crumpled body of a large, fine ewe,

while running about below was a little

lamb, which, whimpering and bleating,

continued to look up toward the spot no
feet could scale.
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BUNCH O]? SHEEP, WHICH WERE BADLY FRIGHTENED WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED,

RUNNING UP A ROUGH MOUNTAIN (SEE PAGE 486)

How this accident happened is, of

course, a matter of surmise ; but not un-

likely the mother had rushed in between
her young- and the edge of the great cliff

as it gamboled recklessly near, and slip-

ping over left her offspring wondering at

the audacity of the leap. But be this as

it may, we know that when time passed

and the mother failed to return the little

fellow by a circuitous trail reached the

bottom of the pass, to be no nearer than

before to the only one it loved.

Let us trust that before the long hours

of the summer day had passed the little

lamb saw a white line zigzagging into

the valley, which he dimly knew was the

pastoral range of his mother's clan, and
approaching found a welcome within the

ranks, and no less so because he came
alone.

SUMMARY OE GAME CONDITIONS ON THE
PENINSULA

On our return from the mountain
country the camp was located at the fur-

ther end of Caribou Island, a. few miles

west of Double-bay camp, and opposite

the moose lick.

This island is about three-quarters of

a mile long, with a maximum width of

a third, and, excepting a few acres of

pine, is covered with a vigorous second

growth and some swamp land, the result,

probably, of the same fire which cleared

so much of the shore opposite.

And here it may be remarked that,

however wasteful in a commercial sense

may have been many of the forest fires

in the wilder portions of our continent,

they nevertheless have often been of

corresponding benefit to the game and
range stock. The replacement of dense

and often stunted and useless conifers

with poplar, birch, cherry, oak, beech,

maple, and the subsequent appearance,

also, of meadows and glades covered

with grass, moss, bushes, and small herb-

age, has done much in the way of sup-

plying an abundant and nutritious vari-

ety of winter and summer food, valuable

alike to the larger game animals, domes-
tic stock, pack horses, many game birds,

and small quadrupeds, few of which re-

sort to or can thrive throughout the year

in the dense, dark evergreens of the

North.
In recent 3^ears hundreds of thousands

of acres of such second growth have

sprung up in Alaska, and nowhere has

it been of greater advantage to game and
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A BIG RAM PHOTOGRAPHED AT 50 FEET FROM AMBUSH
He jumped the instant after the shutter revolved, but left his picture behind him (see page

483). Note the fine and graceful horns

the pack trains than throughout the inte-

rior of the Kenai Peninsula. Caribou
Island, subjected to easy examination,
showed that on the coming of the ice it

was visited by many moose, while the

abundance of spruce partridges indicated

their appreciation of the berries and
swelling buds, just as the rabbits thrived
on the tender bark and great variety of
smaller plants.

In its isolation the Kenai Peninsula is

a great Presque Isle, allowing a marked
segregation of northern game, favorable
alike to their previous existence and now
much improved by physical changes, the
ease with which the game laws can be
enforced, the concentration of Indian
settlements near the canneries, and the
practical extermination of the wolf.

Reports of those best acquainted with

present conditions show that the moose
have been increasing steadily in recent

years, that the white sheep are thriving,

and all other game animals except the

small fur-bearers and the caribou are

holding their own. Just why the caribou

has approached extinction no one seems
to know, but I am glad to report that a

good-sized stag was seen south of Benja-

min Creek by a party of surveyors dur-

ing last July. As much of the peninsula

is well adapted for caribou or their near

relatives, the Siberian reindeer, an effort

should be made for their introduction,

since the interior will readily support a

herd of many thousands. As they feed

upon a form of ground vegetation now
going largely to waste, their presence will

not prove a detriment to the other game
animals, but on the contrary will afford
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an additional supply of meat for visitors

and natives, besides largely decreasing

the drain upon the moose and sheep.

On several occasions it has been sug-

gested that the peninsula was just the

place to establish a national park, but its

remoteness and the need of developing

such resorts nearer home make such a

plan impracticable at the present time.

Neither should this country be set aside

as a permanent game refuge, because the

narrow base connecting it with the main
shore is traversed by a great glacier,

practically cutting off the egress of the

animals, and it thus lacks the essential

prerequisite of every such refuge, where
the surplus animals should have a chance

to populate the surrounding territory.

The district, defined on the map fac-

ing page 428, is. the most accessible and
probably the most populated sheep range

on the continent. Here on a few of the

more northerly mountains I saw some
500 sheep, and here, too, is the summer
range of many moose and the home of

the great brown bear. In many other

localities big game is plentiful, and it

may prove on investigation that in the

great stretch of unexplored mountains
facing Prince William Sound there are

white mountain goats and some speci-

mens of the glacier bears.

THE GREAT ICE-CAP

The sheep country, between Skilak

and Tustumena lakes, is walled in on the

east by an immense ice field, the history

of which has never been written, and
only of late has its true character been
determined. Marked on the older maps
as the Kenai Glacier, it is in reality a

great ice-cap, probably tmsurpassed on
the northern continent except by that of

Greenland and the well-known Malaspina
ice field at the base of Mount Saint Elias.

Unlike a true glacier—created by ice

streams flowing from the higher lateral

valleys—this great ridge of ice, towering

4,000 feet above the sea, fills the lower
valleys with hundreds of glaciers, some
of which are active and still topple great

masses of ice into Resurrection Bay,
while others are stationary, or receding,

but contributing to the flow of nearly all

the streams originating south of Skilak

Lake.
No one has ever crossed it at the

widest point, and no one has ever trav-

eled its entire length. Computations
from various sources show this ice field

to be 70 miles in length with a maximum
width of 20 miles.

Whether originally formed by local

precipitation, now insufficient to maintain

its present bulk, or whether this ice ridge

is a great keel of a mighty ice field which
once bore down upon the peninsula, is a

problem for the geologist rather than the

casual visitor.

The first week in August Skilak Lake
suddenly rose a foot in a single night.

and the only explanation was that the

ice stream below the cap had become
clogged for days and, when the pressure

became too great, burst its bonds. The
milky and turbid condition of the lake

corroborated this view.

The weather conditions during the trip

were most favorable for game, although

we were undoubtedly fortunate in being

there during an unusual season.

In 55 days rain fell during 19 hours

—

practically a drouth. We were wind-
bound three days and experienced a num-
ber of violent squalls lasting an hour or

so. There were three entirely cloudy

days and half a dozen partly so. This

resulted in unusually high water in all

the mountain streams—an anomaly dur-

ing dry weather further south, where
rain and not melting snowbanks main-

tained the streams. As a secondary re-

sult the mosquitoes were scarce, with the

swamps dry ; but the black flies, beginning

in September, were the worst I ever saw,

nearly devouring the men alive as they

toiled at the tracking line on the return

up the Kenai River.

The maximum heat the last two weeks
in July was 87°, on the 19th instant, and
the minimum 40°, on the night of the

2 1 St. The average maximum for that

period was 70° and the average minimum
45°. 5. In August the maximum was 83°,

on the 7th instant, and the minimum 32°,

on the night of the loth. The average

maximum for the month was 69°. 2, and
the average minimum 46°. 5. The first
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week in September the maximum was
67°, on the 1st, and the minimum 28°,

on the night of the 2d. Part of this

time we were in the mountains, but the

weather continued so warm that the alti-

tude did not materially affect the average.

Undoubtedly we were in the most fa-

vored portion of the peninsula, and there

during an unusual season besides. Often
rain and fog encompassed the higher

mountains, and frequently we could see

storms moving up and down Cook Inlet.

Moreover, the great mountain range on

the east undoubtedly cleared the wind of

moisture before reaching us.

Hunting parties coming out later re-

ported bad weather during the last of

September and in October, so the above
data must be taken rather as an evidence

of what the weather can be than what it

is apt to be.

In the winter months the snow is not

deep in this region, and for causes al-

ready suggested. Last winter, when the

middle and easterly States were experi-

encing the severest weather in 40 years,

it was unusually mild on the Kenai
Peninsula, because during the fall and
winter a continuance of southeasterly

winds held the Japanese current close

against the Alaskan shore, and at a time

when the Arctic cold waves were sweep-
ing over the central and Atlantic coast

States. Whether these counter-currents

were correlated or whether they were co-

incidental and of no significance is a

matter for the expert meteorologist to

investigate.

In conclusion, let us hope that those

interested in the permanent prosperity of
the Kenai Peninsula appreciate the value

of an abundant and available supply of
game-food animals and fish, and under-
stand how much the presence of this

game has contributed to its fame through-
out the world.

The shipment each fall of thousands
of pounds of moose and sheep meat from
the Kenai Peninsula to the mining towns
of Valdez and Cordova is only of a tem-
porary and trifling benefit to a few mar-
ket hunters, and will some day prove a
costly loss.

Long after the last flake of gold has
been panned from the sands and the last

blast has fractured the veins of quartz,

the Kenai Peninsula should continue to

be the home of the giant moose and the

place where the sheep, the grouse, and
the salmon are worth more in dollars and
more in life than all the visionary or
fleeting fortunes beneath the soil.

AMERICA'S MOST VALUABLE FISHES

By Hugh M. Smith

United States Deputy Commissioner of Fisheries

rnr^iI
HE answer to the question. What
are the most important fishes in

American waters ? is likely to vary

wdth the geographical distribution of the

persons addressed.

The average citizen who lives within

the sphere of influence of the sacred

fish effigy hanging in the Massachusetts

State-house will undoubtedly name the

cod and its allies that frequent the in-

shore waters and the great submerged
"banks" lying off the coasts of Ncav Eng-
land, the British maritime provinces, and
Newfoundland.
From the Hudson to the St. Johns, a

primary vote would probably favor the

shad and herrings among river fishes,

and the bluefish and squeteague among
marine species.

Along the 1,700 miles of low-lying

coast that extends from Key West to the

Rio Grande, the fishermen and the fish-

eating public can hardly conceive of any-

thing more important in the way of food

fish than the mullets and snappers.

Throughout the Great Lakes the white-

fishes, trouts, and pike perches are so

abvmdant and support such extensive

fisheries that they would undoubtedly be
awarded front rank by millions of people

in the States abutting on these waters.

In the vast region drained by the Mis-



Photo by Shirley C. Hulse

AN UNUSUALLY FINB MALE CHINOOK SALMON : WEIGHT, PERHAPS 6o POUNDS. THIS
IS THE MOST MAGNIFICENT OF ALL THE SALMONS

sissippi and its tributaries, such homely
species as the catfishes and buffalo-fishes

attain their greatest development, and
originally contributed more than any
others to the income of the fishermen and
the food supply of a score of States ; but
these natives have now been supplanted
by an Asiatic alien which, having re-

ceived a course of cultivation in Ger-
many, came to our shores because of
inducements held out by our government,
and now, under the inaccurate name of
German carp, has become the most im-
portant inhabitant of our interior waters.

Finally, practically every person on the

Pacific seaboard will, without hesitation
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or fear of contradiction, assign the fore-

most place among fishes to the sahiions,

which, entering every stream from Gol-

den Gate to Bering Strait, constitute the

most conspicuous element of the fish life.

The last estimate is the correct one,

for the Pacific salmons are the most
valuable fishes not only of the United
States, but also of the entire western

hemisphere, and, with the single excep-

tion of the sea herrings, are commercially
the leading fishes of the world.

the; Five; specie;s of pacific salmons

The Pacific salmons constitute a dis-

tinct group, closely resembling the At-

lantic salmon, but separated by marked
anatomical and physiological peculiarities.

There are five distinct species, which,

having many characters in common,
nevertheless difi:er strikingly in size,

color, habits, distribution, food value, and
economic importance. All of the species

occur on the California coast (to San
Francisco Bay or a little further south),

and range thence to the far north, cross-

ing to Siberia and reaching southward
into Kamchatka, while three of them ex-

tend to Japan.
These fishes were first christened in a

scientific way by the German physician

Walbaum, who, in 1792, invested them
with the vernacular names by which they
were known among the Russians. The
rules of nomenclature require that these

names be retained, and hence these beau-
tiful creatures must bear for all time
such outlandish names as kisutch and
tschaivytscha. It was as late as 1861 that

Dr. George Suckley, the naturalist of the

Pacific Railroad Survey, recognizing the

generic distinctness of these fishes from
the ordinary salmons (Sahno), gave
them for the first time a clan name of
their own, Oncorhynchus, meaning hook
snout.

The largest of the genus, and the most
magnificent of all the salmons, is the

chinook, quinnat, king, spring, or tyee
salmon. It has an average weight of
nearly 25 pounds in the Columbia, and is

often caught weighing 40 to 60 pounds,
while occasionally examples of over 100
pounds are taken. While found from
California to China, it attains its greatest

abundance in the Sacramento, Columbia,
Yukon, and other large streams.
The species called blueback salmon on

the Columbia, sockeye on Puget Sound,
and redfish or red salmon in Alaska,
averages only five pounds in weight and
never exceeds twelve. It attains greatest

abundance in the Columbia, the Eraser,
and in various streams throughout
Alaska. Its meat is rich in quality and
deep red in color, and the fish is there-

fore in great demand for canning. While
a beautiful fish when in salt water, with
bright blue back and silver sides, after

entering fresh water it deteriorates

rapidly in food value and appearance,
the head turns to olive green, and the
entire back and sides become crimson
and finally dark blood red.

The silver or coho salmon, with a gen-
eral distribution in the coastal streams,
averages 6 pounds in weight and rarely

exceeds 25 or 30.

The smallest species is the humpback,
so called from the well-marked nuchal
hump developed by the male in fall. The
extremes of weight for mature examples
are 3 and 11 pounds, with 4 pounds as
the average. The region of greatest
abundance is Puget Sound to southeast
Alaska.

The remaining species, the dog or
chum salmon, averages 8 pounds in

weight. It is generally distributed and
abundant, but, owing to the poor quality
of the flesh, is the least important of the
group. The distortion of the jaws in the
male during the breeding season, while
characteristic of all the species, is par-
ticularly marked in i\-2 dog salmon.

INEVITABLE DEATH AFTER SPAWNING

The differences in spawning times and
places of the different species of salmon
are most interesting. After spending
most of their lives at sea, sfrowins", ac-

cumulating fat, and storing energy, the
salmons move inshore and ascend the
streams. After once beginning their up-
ward journey, they take no food, and in

fact are physiologically incapable of di-

gesting and assimilating food.

The quinnat salmon begins to run in

spring and pushes its way to the head-
quarters of the larger streams. In the
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Photo from Dr. H. :M. Smith

SIGNING SPAWNING SALMON IN THE SACRAMENTO RIVER, IN CONNECTION WITH
A HATCHERY.

perishes after a few hours' existence, and

in the annual plants. We can only say

of such that they have served their pur-

pose and are no longer needed.

The death habit of the salmons was
doubtless developed to prevent the over-

stocking of streams, the exhaustion of

the food supply of the young while in

fresh water, and the consequent danger

of the wiping out of species by mere ex-

cess of numbers. This wise precaution

of nature has become a positive detri-

ment by the appearance of the human
factor on the scene and the resulting de-

struction of a large proportion of the

run of each species each year in prac-

tically every stream before the spawning
act has occurred.

PERIODICITY OF THE RUNS

While the Pacific salmons run with
more or less regularity, year after year,

two of the species exhibit, in particular

streams or regions, a marked periodicity

in abundance which is so well established

that it can be predicted with certainty

years in advance.

The blueback, or sockeye, in certain

streams shows a climax in abundance
every fourth year. This is especially

marked in Puget Sound and Fraser

River, where the years 1905 and 1909,

for example, were characterized by im-

mense runs, while in 1906 and 1910 the

abundance, as shown by the catch, was
only one-fourth or one-fifth as great.

The quadrennial periodicity in Puget

Sound is strikingly shown by the fish

caught and canned during the years 1903

to 1910, as follows

:

1903 167,21

1

cases

1904 109,264

1905 825,453
"

1906 178,748
"

1907 93,122
"

1908 170,951
"

1909 1,09/,904
"

1910 248,014
"

The case of the humpback salmon in

the Puget Sound region is perhaps the

best marked example of periodicity. The
species there is biennial in its appearance.

One year it comes in incalculable num-
bers, crowding the streams, filling the
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THE CAZADERO DAM, ON THE COIvUMBIA RIVER, OREGON

Note the fish ladder just to the right of the dam. The fish attack the fall along its entire

length, but the best place from which to photograph them is in the corner under the head of
the ladder. The Cazadero Dam is 40 feet high, so of course it is impassable, but the fish

never seemed discouraged. Morning and evening, all during the run, they leaped at the foot

of the apron, apparently undaunted by the heavy blows received in landing on the bucket or
the rocks (see photos, pages 506 to 515). The hatchery is located in a curve of the big

flume leading from the dam, and about a quarter of a mile downstream. Photo and note by
Shirley C. Hulse.

nets, and giving' canners all the raw ma-
terial they can use. The next year the

species is so scarce as to be practically

absent.

In 1907 the Pnget Sound canners pre-

pared 433,423 cases of humpbacks, but

in 1908 they were able to secure only

enough fish to make 6,075 cases. In 1909
the pack was 370,993 cases, while in 19 10

only 108 cases could be filled. During
the six even years immediately preceding"

1908 the statistics show no humpbacks
whatever canned.

This periodicity is an indication of the

age of the fish when mature. In the case

of the blueback, a large run, with the

deposition of a large quantity of spawn,
has its major eftect four years later in

the same region—that is, the normal life

of this species, from its birth as an egg
to its death as a parent, is four years.

The humpback, on the other hand, is a

biennial species, a heavy run, with a cor-

responding egg crop, having its effect

two years later. Dr. Charles H. Gilbert,

who has made prolonged studies of the

Pacific salmon in the interests of the

government, announces, as a practically

accurate statement of fact, that the

hiunpback dies on its second birthday.

In view of the excellent quality of the

humpback and its growing importance as

a fresh and preserved fish, the govern-

ment now proposes to make a determined

effort to establish in Puget Sound a large

run during the off years. This experi-

ment will extend over several seasons,

and will involve the transfer from Alaska

of perhaps a hundred million humpback
eggs for hatching on Puget Sound. If

successful it will prove tremendously im-

portant commercially, and incidentally

the efiicacy of artificial propagation will

be submitted to a crucial test.
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Photo by Shirley C. liulsc

SALMON ENTERING THE FOOT OE THE ElSH LADDER

This is used as a trap, and as fast as the fish are "ripe" they are taken out and spawned
artificially (see pages 502-509)

THE SALMONS INSTINCT OE NATIVITY
AND THE PARENT-STREAM TtlEORY

One of the most deeply seated and
widely entertained theories regarding the

salmons (and other species of similar

habits) is that by virtue of a mysterious
faculty, which has been called the instinct

of nativity, these fishes return to spawn
in the same stream in which they were
hatched.

The advocates of this view find sup-

port for it in some well-known facts in

the life of the salmons, such as the oc-

currence of distinctive runs in particular

streams, the return of marked fish, re-

sponse to plants of large numbers of
young, etc. VVithout entering into a dis-

cussion of this c[uestion, it may be said

that in so far as the theory is borne out

by facts, the latter may be explained

without the necessity of investing the sal-

mon and other anadromous fishes with a

higher order of intelligence than is pos-

sessed by any other creatures.

It is true as a general proposition that

the fish hatched in a particular stream
return to that stream to spawn, but this

is largely because that is the most natural

and most accessible place to go, and it is

more remarkable when they go else-

where, as they frequently do.

The schools of salmon when sojourn-
ing in the ocean, preparing for their all-

important function, do not roam many
miles distant from the mouth of the par-
ticular stream in which they were born
and spent the early months of their life.

Having reached the proper age, they are
impelled by the spawning instinct to
move shoreward, and they eventually
come within the influence of the fresh
water discharged into ocean, gulf, or bay-

by a stream that is more likely to have
been the "parent stream" than another..

It thus happens that streams pouring a
vast volume of fresh water into the
sea, like the Columbia and Fraser, and
streams whose mouths are more or less

remote from others, like the Sacramento,
are likely to induce the return of a large
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Photo by Shirley C. Hulse

REMOVING THE EGGS EROM A RIPE EEMAEE (SEE PAGES 503, 506, AND 507)

proportion of the fish that orig-inally pro-

ceeded therefrom.

On the other hand, there is no reason

to doubt tliat the salmon spawned in con-

tiguous coastal streams or in particular

tributaries of a large river return indif-

ferently to any of those streams or tribu-

taries, depending on conditions (storms

at sea. floods, temperature of coastal or

river water, enemies, etc.), which vary
from season to season.

GOVERNMENT AND STATE EEEORTS TO
'^ INCREASE THE SALMON SUPPLY

The artificial propagation of salmon in

the streams of the Pacific seaboard be-

gan at a comparatively early date and
has continued with yearly increasing ex-

tent and importance, so that at the pres-

ent time more hatcheries are devoted to

the Pacific salmons than to any other

fishes of the Western Hemisphere. The
vast interests at stake have appeared to

warrant and to require all the money that

could properly be expended by the Fed-

eral and State governments for salmon
culture.

It was believed at the outset that de-

pendence would have to be placed on
artificial propagation to offset the tre-

mendous drains made on the supply by
man and other destructive agencies, and
it was generally maintained at a very

early period in the history of the salmon
industry that with adequate cultivation

the fisheries could increase almost indefi-

nitely.

The first salmon hatchery in the West
was established in 1872, on the McCloud
River, in California. By executive order

there was set aside a large tract for a

"piscicultural preserve," which was fit-

tingly named Baird, after the first na-

tional commissioner of fisheries; and
Livingston Stone, a pioneer fish cultur-

ist, who is still alive, was placed in charge

and continued in that capacity for many
years, overcoming many obstacles, under-
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A FIKLD HATCHERY OF THE STATE OF OREGON

Here the eggs are put in troughs of running water, in which they hatch after a greater

or less period, according to the temperature of the water. The eggs are picked over every

day and all sterile or objectionable ones are thrown out. It is necessary to screen the troughs

at this place on account of birds, which enter boldly and steal the eggs. The water ousel is

the worst of these thieves. Note and photo by Shirley C. Hulse.

going many privations, repeatedly sub-

jected to great danger from attacks of

Indians and outlaws, and devising meth-

ods which showed the possibiHties of sal-

mon culture and led to the present extra-

ordinary development of this art.

The original Baird hatchery, still in

active operation, is now supplemented by

numerous other government stations,

which may be regarded as lineal descend-

ants. Two of these are in the Sacra-

mento Valley, in California; four are in

the Columbia basin, in Oregon and
Washington ; four are in the Puget
Sound region, and two are in Alaska.

The three Pacific-coast States now main-
tain more than 30 salmon hatcheries, the

largest number being in Washington. In

British Columbia 11 hatcheries are oper-

ated by the government.

A feature of the salmon industry which
is not met with in any other branch of

the fisheries has been the establishment

and maintenance by private interests of

hatcheries on various parts of the coast.

At present this practice is confined to

Alaska, where, in 191 1, five hatcheries

belonging to canning companies pro-

duced and liberated many millions of

young red salmon.

THE VAST EXTENT OF SALMON CULTURE

The eggs of the salmons are .2 to .25

inch in diameter, and are the largest

handled by the fish culturist. They are

easily obtained by intercepting the fish

on their way to the spawning grounds by
means of racks, traps, seines, etc., and
then, when exactly ripe, by expressing

by firm pressure on the abdomen.
The size and activity of the salmons

make it necessary for two or three men
to work together in holding the fish and
relieving them of their eggs and milt,

and the largest individuals are most
readily managed by putting them in a

straight jacket.
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i'liutu by Sliulcy C. ilulsc

FISH lO FEET FROM CAMERA

In view of the inevitable death of the

salmon after spawning, an improvement
over the old method of forcible expul-

sion of the eggs is the stunning of the

fish by a blow on the head and the taking
of the eggs by abdominal section. This,

while greatly facilitating the work of the

spawn-takers, adds approximately lo per
cent to the egg yield by the saving of

eggs that would ordinarily be left in the

abdominal cavity.

Salmon eggs hatch slowly. Incuba-
tion, beginning in late summer or early

autumn, continues until the following
spring or summer, depending on the
temperature of the water. The most

protracted period of incubation thus far

coming to the notice of fish culturists is

that of the red salmon at Karluk, Alaska,

where eggs taken in September may not

hatch until the following May or June,

and in certain seasons the hatching time

has been prolonged to 270 days.

The annual deposits of young salmon
in the waters of the Pacific seaboard by
the Bureau of Fisheries, the three coast

States, the province of British Columbia,

and the private hatcheries in Alaska now
total from 450 to 500 million, of which
the largest quantity represents the work
of the Federal government.
The human effort represented by this
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This big fellow jumped directly at me as I stood near the edge of the apron, and as 1

dodged him I unconsciously snapped the camera. The fish was only three or four feet away,

and he threw water all over the camera and nearly ruined it. Photo and note by Shirley C.

Hulse.

tremendous output may perhaps be better

appreciated when a season's take of eggs

is considered as a commodity. The aver-

age number of sahnon eggs to a bushel

may be given at 125,000. The number
of eggs taken, fertiHzed, and incubated

by the United States Bureau of Fisheries

at its California, Oregon, Washington,
and Alaska hatcheries in 191 1 was equiv-

alent to 1,500 bushels. The salmon-egg
harvest of the other efficient agencies in-

dicated would bring the yearly total up
to 4,500 bushels.

HOW MAN IMPROVES ON NATURE

In the discussions of important eco-

nomic questions affecting natural re-

sources, especially animals, the conten-

tion is sometimes made that man cannot

improve on nature's methods. This plea,

which impresses many people and con-

duces to neglect of the needs of some
of our most valuable creatures, is most
emphatically and clearly refuted in sal-

mon culture.

It is a matter of general observation

that nature is most prodigal in producing

fish eggs and young far in excess of the

needs of the species, and permitting the

destruction of a very large percentage of

the progeny before maturity is reached.

With the advent of the human factor,

there is a disturbance of the nice balance

that had come to be established, and it is

then that fish culture is demanded and

justifies itself by saving a large propor-

tion of the eggs and young that are ordi-

narily sacrificed.

Just how effective are the operations

of the salmon culturist, and how strongly

artificial propagation is now demanded
because of the enormous drains that are

made on the small remnants of the origi-

nal progeny that have reached the re-

productive age, may be seen from the

following comparison

:

Under ordinary conditions of natural

propagation, a certain small percentage

of the ripe eggs are not extruded, but

remain within the body of the female,

and are therefore wasted ; from 10 to 20

per cent of the total number of eggs

escape fertilization ; a very large propor-

tion (60 to 80 per cent) of the eggs are

so?



I'hoto by Shirley C. Ilulse

SALOMON LE;aPING OVER THE SWIFT WATER NEAR THE TOE OF CAZADERO DAM AND SEEN
FROM ABOVE

destroyed by predaceoiis fishes and other

agencies ; and, while the newly hatched
young are in the helpless non-swimming
stage, burdened by the heavy yolk-sac,

they are such easy victims and such
dainty morsels to the myriads of fishes

that infest the spawning grounds, that

an additional loss of lo to 15 per cent

occurs, so that of the original crop of

eggs, only I to 2 per cent reach the age
to which the fish culturist carries the

young salmon.

Under the present effective methods
of artificial hatching, the total losses up
to the time when the young are set free

in the rivers, amply able to care for

themselves, although still liable to con-
siderable mortality before reaching the

ocean, are not more than 20 per cent, are

frequently only 10 per cent, and should
not exceed 15 per cent under average
conditions.

Therefore, as against an absolute loss

of 98 or 99 per cent in nature, the fish

culturist is to be credited with a saving

of 85 per cent.

The natural mortality among young
salmon in the rivers decreases rapidly as

the fish become stronger, more active,

and more alert. The most important ad-

vance that salmon culture can make will

therefore be in retaining the young at

the hatcheries for a longer period before

turning them loose in open waters to

shift for themselves. There is no par-

ticular difficulty in rearing salmon in

captivity ; the difficulty lies in providing

at a given hatchery the necessary arti-

ficial pond area in which to hold and feed

perhaps 100 million rapidly growing fish.

EXTENT OF THE SALMON INDUSTRY

The salmon industry on the Pacific

coast owes its origin, rapid development,
and present extent to the establishment

of canneries. During the 50 years that
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have elapsed since salmon canning be-

gan, more than 85 million cases (each

holding 48 one-pound cans or the equiva-

lent) have been packed. The fresh

weight of the salmon entering into this

output has been over five billion pounds.
Recent years have witnessed marked
changes in the relative amounts of salmon
canned, salted, and sold fresh or refrig-

erated, but much the largest proportion

of the catch is still canned, and this will

necessarily be the case for years to come.
Salmon fishing is conducted through-

out the range of the salmons, but the

industry is most extensive in or near the

mouths of certain streams, chief of

which are the Sacramento, Columbia,
Fraser, Skeena, Karluk, and Nushagak.
Most of the fishing in Alaska is in bays,

straits, and sands adjacent to small

streams.

In 1909 the aggregate catch of salmon
in the Pacific States, British Columbia,
and Alaska was upward of 400 million

pounds, which, as sold in a canned,
salted, smoked, frozen, or fresh condi-

tion, had a market value of about %2y,-

750,000. The canned product alone,

consisting of more than five million

cases of 48 one-pound cans, was worth
$25,500,000. Thirty-five thousand people
were engaged in the dilTerent branches
of the industry, and the invested capital

was fully $30,000,000.

Alaska's enormous salmon resources

Many years have elapsed since Alaska
ceased to be "Seward's Folly," because
Alaska for a long time has annually more
than repaid her purchase price in salmon
alone. The salmons have in fact been
Alaska's most valuable contribution to

the world's needs, exceeding in abun-
dance and importance those of any other
region.

The salmon industry may be said to

have began in 1878, when the first can-
nery was operated. The exploitation of
the different sections has progressed
rapidly, and in 191 1 the catch was prob-
ably the largest ever made, amounting to

about 44 million fish, weighing nearly
208 million pounds.

While all of the five species occur in

Alaska, they differ markedly in distribu-

tion and relative abundance. The red
salmon is most numeroiis in central and
western Alaska, where three-fourths of
the catch is obtained. On the other hand,
nine-tenths of the output of humpbacks
and a large proportion of the other spe-
cies come from southeast Alaska. The
preponderance of the red and humpback
species is shown by the fact that of the

44 million salmon utilized in 191 1, about
17^ million were the former and 215^
million the latter.

To have transported, in a fresh con-
dition, the output of 191 1 would have
required a train of 6,900 freight cars,
each holding 30,000 pounds of fish. If

placed end to end, the fish would have
extended in an unbroken line from New
York to San Francisco, back to New
York, and again to San Francisco.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SUPREME IN
ALASKA

Interest in the salmon fisheries of
Alaska is increased by the fact that they
are under the jurisdiction of the Federal
government. The remarkable develop-
ment of the industry and its flourishing
condition are to be attributed in great
measure to the wise policy adopted by
the government in encouraging the utili-

zation of the resources while safeguard-
ing the supply. Under the wise laws
made by Congress, supplemented by the
large discretionary powers invested in
the Secretary of Commerce and Labor,
the salmon fisheries ought to remain un-
impaired for an indefinite period.
The major key to the situation is the

authority to close to all fishing for a term
of years any stream in which the extent
of the fishing is disproportionate to the
number of fish that are allowed to reach
their spawning grounds.

Although the fishery force available
for patrolling the Alaskan coast is woe-
fully inadequate, yet even in the most
remote and seldom visited parts there is

a wholesome sentiment for salmon pro-
tection, and violations of the law are
surprisingly few.

The large fishing companies, with im-
mense vested interests, are vitally con-
cerned in the perpetuation of the salmon
supply, and are willing to meet the gov-
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ernment half way in inaugurating and
enforcing measures for the prevention of

overfishing or other destructive methods.

One of the most novel and interesting

pieces of work conducted by the Bureau
of Fisheries in connection with the ad-

ministration of the Alaska salmon fish-

eries is the taking of a census of the

spawning salmon moving up one of the

principal streams in the territory. The
results and the purport of this effort are

most important, and a brief account is

not out of place here.

Since 1907 Nushagak and Wood rivers,

which flow into Nushagak Bay, in west-

ern Alaska, have been closed to commer-
cial fishing by virtue of the power con-

ferred by law on the Secretary of Com-
merce and Labor. In 1908, through the

liberal cooperation of two salmon com-
panies operating in, the region, the Bu-
reau at great expense and labor placed

across Wood River an intercepting rack,

which compelled all migrating salmon to

pass through narrow tunnels or gates

provided for the purpose and so arranged

that the fish would be readily visible to

persons on watch.

Men provided with an automatic count-

ing and registering device were stationed

on the rack night and day and kept a

tally of the salmon as they passed up-

stream. The run continued during all

of July and part of August, and on one

day over 324,000 fish were recorded, and
on another more than 402,000. The total

tally was 2,603,655 salmon, all of the red

species.

These were fish that had escaped the

very active fishing in Nushagak Bay, and
in addition to them several million other

fish are known to have gone up other

tributaries of the bay to their spawning
grounds, the data available indicating

that the total run of red salmon in the

Nushagak basin in 1908 was as many as

13,600,000, with 10,100,000 as the mini-
mum, of which 6,400,000 were caught
and utilized at the local canneries.

Therefore, under the most favorable

conditions for reproduction, nearly 53
per cent of the run escaped, and under
the most unfavorable 37 per cent.

During each of the three following

years the rack was reconstructed at the

same place, and the census of the run

was taken in the same way, with the fol-

lowing results: 1909, 893,244 fish; 1910,

670,104 fish; 1911, 354,299 fish. Ar-
rangements have been made to continue

the count in 1912, which will be a most
important year for the experiment, be-

cause affording an indication of the ap-

proximate number of fish resulting from
the run of 1908.

It is yet too soon to say what this ex-

periment will lead to, but it is the expec-
tation that it and similar trials in other

streams will afford accurate data relative

to the na^"ural increment of the fish, so

that, the c jproximate size of the run be-

ing known, the minimum number of fish

necessary to maintain the supply may be
allowed to pass to the spawning grounds
each year and the remainder of the run
placed at the disposal of the fishermen.

IMPORTANT NOTES FOR MEMBERS

The splendid picture of "The Matter-

horn," which is published as a supplement

to this number, shows the magnificent

mountain in its grandest and most im-

pressive aspect. For the convenience of

members of the Society a limited edi-

tion of the picture has been printed on
heavy artist's stock, suitable for framing.

Copies may be had, unfolded, for 50
cents each, postpaid.

Members desiring the address of the

Magazine changed for the summer

months are requested to send notice of

the desired change immediately.

Dr. Hiram Bingham has directed our

attention to a misprint in the recently

published account of his explorations in

Peru, as follows : In the quotation from
Professor Lull's article, through a cleri-

cal error. Dr. Bingham's name was sub-

stituted for that of Professor Bowman
(first column, line 44, page 417, April.

19 1 2, number).

On page 427 of this number read "Ke-
nai Peninsula" for "Seward Peninsula."



SEED FARMS IN CALIFORNIA

By A. J. Wells

IN
1820 a seed merchant of Phila-

delphia announced that he had "an
abundant supply of seeds," having

received from England "300 bushels of

garden peas and 400 pounds of onion

seed !" Today a single seed farm in

California will grow enough onion seed

in one field to supply 600 such stores,

and one seed merchant will take it all.

A single seed-house in Philadelphia now
provides floor space equivalent to the

area of 16 acres, and such a house will

contract with growers in California to

furnish seed by the ton and by carload

lots of from one to six cars.

Seed-growing has become an estab-

lished branch of California horticulture,

and from these farms the principal seed-

houses of the United States and of many
parts of Europe draw their supplies.

Seedsmen from half the world visit

California yearly to inspect the fields and
to arrange contracts, and seeds now go in

car lots even to France and to Holland.
Flower and ^ :getable seeds are gen-

erally small, delicate, thinly cased, easily

afifected by changing weather, injured by
dampness, and hard to cure where cli-

matic conditions are unfavorable. Cloudy
weather, showers, a driving rain, or heavy
wind may, as Shakespeare says, "destroy
six months' good hope." But here seeds

are grown in a maximum of sunshine
and matured without storms or rain or
artificial irrigation, faring much as a wild
plant fares, save for the constant stirring

of the soil. They are cured in the open
air, free from all dampness. Harvesting
comes on before the rain sets in. and
there is no difficulty in drying the seed
crops in the field, without the expense of
providing barns or miles of sheds for

shelter.

The crop is grown only for the seed,

and cultivation is directed to the conser-
vation of moisture at the root to main-
tain a steady but not "woody" or luxu-
riant growth. The climate of the coast

region southward from San Francisco
for 500 miles is wonderfully equable and

full of comfort for the human plant. It

is more radiant, genial, equable and re-

juvenating than the famous Riviera, with
less atmospheric disturbance and varia-

tions of temperature, and is ideal for
garden and field plants.

There are seed farms in eight counties
of the State, but for the most part the
business centers in certain coast valleys

between San Francisco and Santa Bar-
bara. Of these, the chief and oldest
section is the Santa Clara Valley, about
San Jose, and reaching down into the
extensions of this valley, locally known
as the Hollister and San Juan valleys.

The whole valley is shut away from the
sea by the Coast Range, but its climate
at the same time is modified by the prox-
imity of the sea, and is a blend of the
coast air and the warmer and drier air

of the interior.

A more marked coast climate is found
in the little valley of Arroyo Grande, 200
miles south of San Jose. This opens di-

rectly upon the ocean, but has the tem-
perature of Santa Barbara rather than
that of San Francisco. Still further
south is the Lompoc Valley, nearly due
east from Point Conception, where the
coast line turns sharply eastward, expos-
ing the whole frontage of the land to the
southern sun, and taking the west winds
at an angle.

The soil of the Santa Clara Valley and
its extensions is sedimentary, very deep,
black or chocolate brown, and rich and
moist. Vancouver described it in 1792
as "a rich, productive mold, superior to

any I have seen in America."
The soil of Arroyo Grande and of

Lompoc is of a lighter color and finer

texture, approaching the loess type in

appearance, and is enormously fertile.

Locally the latter region has been known
for its large production of mustard seed
and the former for its great vegetable
products. A large seed farm is located
in the Arroyo Grande, which has this

year, on a single contract, 300 acres of
sweet peas.
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On the seed farm in Arroyo
Grande, onions are carried as

"sets" to the head of the val-

ley and planted in the higher

and warmer soil for the sake

of a better seed crop. So
elsewhere growers, after the

tirst year, ship the bulbs to

the San Joaquin or the Sacra-

mento valleys for the sake of

a different soil and air in

which to mature the seed, and
to escape the blight, which is

at once the bane and problem
of growers of this seed in

many regions.

The delta lands of the val-

leys just named are among
the richest lands in the world,

and are known as the Cali-

fornia Netherlands. Onions
do well the first year in a

heavy black soil. Lettuce
wants a heav}^ loam, as do
sweet peas, while the radish

seeds more quickly and does

better in a lighter soil.

Plowing and preparation of

the soil goes on from Decem-
ber to February, and most of

the planting is completed be-

fore midwinter. Xeedless to

say, the seea ..cd is well stirred

and the soil made fine. Farms
of a thousand or five thousand
acres are cared for like gar-

dens. March, April, May, and
the early part of June are

given to steady cultivation and
weeding. Seeds are grown
without irrigation, save under
extreme conditions, and culti-

vation is almost continuous,

that moisture may be kept

near the surface.

Much work must be done
with the hoe, and hand-work
of several kinds is necessary.

Thus, certain kinds of lettuce

must have the head slashed

with a knife, to let the seed

stalks out ; onions as "sets"

must be placed one by one
right side up in the row and
covered; celery, before being

set out in the field, is twice

transplanted; and carrots and
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other roots must be gone over, to elimi-

nate all that are defective in shape or

color.

Harvesting is largely hand-work, and

runs from July to September, inclusive.

Work is all done and seeds are threshed

and cured before the fall rains begin.

Sweet peas are cut with a mower, and are

left in the sun for many days to cure.

Onions are topped by hand and hauled

to the drying ground, and lettuce must be

spread out, turned and dried in the sun.

Threshing is done in a variety of ways

:

by machinery, by rollers, and by the old

hand-flail. Onions are threshed and

cleaned by machinery, and the seed is

then washed, spread out, and dried, the

utmost care being taken to insure purity

and cleanliness. Special machinery is

used for various kinds of seed, electric

power being generally available, the clean

seed coming down the prepared chutes,

at the mouth of which it is sacked.

The list of seeds grown is long, and

the variety of single kinds is surprising.

"The majors," as they are called, are let-

tuce, onions, radishes, and sweet peas.

One field of lettuce is shown that is two
miles long (page 527), and sweet-pea

fields embrace from 100 to 500 acres or

more. They yield the most in pounds

per acre.

Radishes are grown in large tracts, and
nearly a dozen varieties of our common
table vegetables produce seed by the ton

on several well-known farms.

Flowers are a fashion and the demand
for seed is extremely variable, but the

list is fairly long and the various bright

colors, arranged in parallel rows over a

hundred acres—or several times a hun-

dred, if sweet peas are included—make
what has been called "a veritable carpet

of Paribanon."
The sweet pea holds its vogue year

after year, and it is a beautiful sight to

see a great field of these exquisite flow-

ers. Where the many varieties are sepa-

rated by the intervention of some other

flower or vegetable, so that the pollen

will not mingle, the bands of color gather

to a point in the distance, perhaps a mile

away, a broad belt of many hues.

In England much enthusiasm is shown
in sweet-pea culture, and the National

Sweet Pea Society holds, in London, an

annual show of immense proportions,

exhibiting but this one flower.

In that climate the growers produce
remarkable blossoms, but at the expense
of the seed, and experts and enthusiasts

come yearly to California to inspect the

sweet-pea fields, to hunt for novelties, to

buy seed, and to write of the industry.

By far the largest part of the sweet-

pea seed for the world's planting is

grown in California. Here the seed is

planted long before the Christmas holi-

days, and flowers are often at their best

by the middle of May. Making but little

growth during the colder months, they

elaborate a strong root system, and as

spring comes on, with its steady warmth,
they fairly rush up the trellis and break

into bloom.

In the fields the grower must be busy
as the season advances. The tendency

to variation is constant and demands
careful attention. Men are seen up to

their waists in flowers, on the lookout

for "sports," or natural cross-breeds, and
for "rogues," or plants which show a

tendency to revert to the original strain.

"Roguing," as it is called, is the de-

struction of all non-typical plants, but

"sports" are possible prizes, and are care-

fully scrutinized, for a fine hybrid may
be worth a thousand dollars or more.
The sweet pea will illustrate the diffi-

culty. If "roguing" this year is carelessly

done, it will "queer" the next year's crop.

Or a "break" in the strain may cost much
extra labor.

The "Countess of Spencer" is consid-

ered the most remarkable varietal break
in floriculture. The type is well defined,

but from it has sprung a family of many
shades and colors, and it has cost the

sweet-pea grower much money and ef-

fort to fix the type for trade uses and
bring this capricious beauty under the

law of descent.

Growers strive, too, to originate fine

plants, keeping skillful gardeners at work
selecting and hybridizing species, seek-

ing to create new and improved varieties.

And in California they have the advan-

tage of a climate that gives vigor to the

seed, that stimulates the growth of the

plant, and anticipates the efiforts of the

seed-farmer to produce reliable seeds and
improved types of vegetable and flower.
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OUR NATIONAL PARKS
By L. F. Schmeckebier

IN
ELEVEN western States tracts

of public land varying in extent from
several hundred to over two million

acres have been withdrawn from settle-

ment and private exploitation and dedi-

cated by act of Congress as national

parks for the benefit and enjoyment of

the people.

Within these great reserves may be

found scenery and natural phenomena
that are unequaled in their majesty and
-gTandeur.

In some of them the traveler may se-

lect his method of transportation ; he
may proceed by coach, on horseback, or

on foot ; he may stop at the hotels or

camps, or he may make his own camp in

the solitude of the forest or in the midst
of meadows gorgeous with the products
of nature's garden.

In other parks the absence of roads
compels him to travel on horseback and
accompanied by a pack train—and after

all this is the best way to enjoy thor-

oughly the beauties of the mountain and
the forest. In all of the parks one is

free to come and go as he will, subject

only to regulations that look to the pro-
tection of the forest and the wild ani-

mals.

THE YELLOWSTONE

The oldest and largest of the parks is

the Yellowstone, created by the act of
Congress approved March i, 1872. It

lias an area of 2,142,720 acres, mostly

in Wyoming, but with narrow strips on
the north and west in Montana and
Idaho. The best-known features of Yel-

lowstone Park are the geysers, the Mam-
moth Hot Springs, and the Great Falls

and Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone
River.

The geysers are located in three ba-
sins—the Norris Geyser Basin near the

headwaters of Gibbon River, and the

Upper and Lower Geyser basins along
Firehole River. Even when the geysers
are not in eruption the basins present
scenes of weird and singular beauty.

Clouds of steam rise from countless
vents ; the gaunt trunks of trees, killed

by the hot water and bleached to

dazzling whiteness, stand specter - like

around the edges of the basins ; here and
there emerald pools or a beautifully col-

ored deposit is seen in sharp contrast to

the white sinter which forms the floor.

Of the 84 geysers in the park no two
are alike in their characteristics. The
Constant Geyser, in the Norris Basin,

sends forth graceful jets of water to a

height of about 20 feet at intervals of

one minute, while the Giant Geyser, in

the Upper Geyser Basin, is in eruption

at intervals of from five to seven days.

It is Old Faithful, however, which is

most regular in its operations. In the

40 years that this geyser has been known
to the white man it has never failed to

eject its graceful column of water at in-

tervals of 65 minutes.



Photo by U. S. Geological Survey

OLD i^aithful ge;yser: Yellowstone park

'In the 40 years that this geyser has been known to the white man it has never failed to eject

its graceful column of water at intervals of 65 mmutes" (page 531)
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WHITETAIL DEER IN ACTION
Photo by W. S. Berry

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

Four miles from the northern entrance

to the park are the Mammoth Hot
Springs terraces, which have been buiit

up by the travertine deposited by the hot
waters. From below the glimmering
terraces present the appearance of a

mass of ice and snow. In places the

slope is steep, as if a large portion of it

had been torn away; at other points the

descent is broken by series of terraces of

varying height, the front of each terrace

being delicately fluted or molded into the

most exquisite tracery.

Impressive as are the terraces from
below, the scene from the summit is even
more varied and beautiful. To the east

is the escarpment of Mount Evarts ; to

the northwest the crest of Electric Peak
stands sentinel at the boundary of the

park, while around and below are the

brilliantly colored pools which form the

outlets of the springs.

The Great Falls and the Grand Can-
yon of the Yellowstone River present a

combination of color and rock sculpture

unequaled in beauty and grandeur. For
some distance below Yellowstone Lake

the river flows peacefully through
meadow and forest, but a half mile above
the Upper Falls the banks converge and
the waters are lashed into foam. At the

upper fall the drop is 109 feet. Then
follows a few hundred feet of turbulent

water, and the stream leaps 308 feet to-

the bottom of the Grand Canyon, which,,

writes Kipling in his American Notes^
is "one wild welter of color—crimson,,

emerald, cobalt, ochre, amber, honey
splashed with port wine, snow-white,,

vermilion, lemon, and silver-gray in wide
washes.

"The sides d:d not fall sheer, but were
graven by tim-e and water and air into

monstrous heads of kings, dead chiefs,

men, and women of the old time. So far

below that no sound of its strife could

reach us, the Yellowstone River ran—a.

finger-wide strip of jade green. The
sunlight took those wondrous walls and
gave fresh hues to those that nature had
already laid there. Once I saw the dawn
break over a lake in Rajputana and the

sun set over the Oodey Sagar amid a

circle of Holman Hunt hills. This time
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Photo by W. S. Berry

MOUNTAIN SHEEP IN YEEEOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

I was watching both performance3 gomg
on below me—upside down you under-

stand—and the colors were real. The
canyon was burning like Troy town ; but

it would burn forever, and, thank good-

ness, neither pen nor brush could ever

portray its splendors adequately,"

The tourist can see tne great wonders
of the Yellowstone in five and a half

days. Twice that time is none too little

for an adequate appreciation of the beau-

ties of this wonderful region, because off

the regular route are many charming
bits of scenery that would be considered

remarkable in a region not possessing so

many other wonderful sights.

THE GEACIER NATIONAL PARK

Two hundred and sixty miles north-

west of Yellowstone Park as the crow
flies and 447 miles by the railroad is the

newest of the nation's pleasure grounds,

the Glacier National Park, created by the

act of May 11, 1910. This park, which
has an area of 915,000 acres, derives

its name from the many glaciers which
glisten in dazzling white far up on the

steep slopes of the mountain. A fine

road has been built from Belton, on the

Great Northern Railway, to the foot of

Lake McDonald, a distance of two miles.

Beyond Lake McDonald the unbroken
wilderness stretches to the Canadian bor-

der and beyond.
The trail winds through the solemn

forests, redolent of pine and fir, along
the shores of the clearest of lakes, by
rollicking cascades and along the edge of

precipices. Here are peaks whose sides

have never been scaled and lakes whose
shores have never been trod by human
foot. From the summit of the conti-

nental divide one may see the lakes far

below encompassed by precipice and
forest, but no trail leads through the

tangled woods, where the dense growth
and the windfalls of countless storms
conspire to keep the traveler from his

goal.

In the entire area of this park there

are at present only 199 miles of trail, but

these enable the traveler to see some of

the grandest of mountain scenery and get

at least a glimpse of some of the 81 gla-

ciers and 132 lakes that are shown on the

government map.
From Lake McDonald one may make

a number of trips, on horseback or on
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foot, in a day. One of
these is to Avalanche
Lake, a charming body
of water, which is sur-

rounded by great chffs

and into which the melt-

ing snow pours cascades,

looking in the distance
like threads of silver.

Another interesting trip,

affording fine views of
lake, mountain, and for-

est, is to the west of Lake
McDonald, to Trout
Lake, situated in one of
the most impressive of
glacial cirques. Still an-

other trip is over the

steep slope of Edwards
Mountain to Sperry Gla-
cier, where a camp has
been established for the

accommodation of t h e

traveler. One may con-
tinue from Sperry Gla-
cier over Gunsight Pass,

amidst the finest o f

mountain scenery, to

Upper St. Marys Lake,
and thence to Midvale
on the railroad.

THE CRATER LAKE

On the summit of the

Cascade Range, in south-

ern Oregon, lies the Cra-
ter Lake National Park,
established by the act

approved May 22, 1902.

In the center of this

park, which has an area

of 159,300 acres, lies Cra-
ter Lake, unsurpassed in

the gorgeousness and
grandeur of its scenery,

unrivaled in its location

on the summit of a

mountain 7,000 feet
above sea-level, and un-
paralleled in its geologic

history.

The traveler who
stands on the rocky rim
of the lake and looks

across its limpid waters

is at a point where once
the molten lava boiled
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Copyi-ight, 191 1, by Kiser Photo Co., for Great Northern Railway

GOING-TO-THE-SUN MOUNTAIN : GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

and seethed in its efforts to find an out-
let, for Crater Lake is all that remains
of a great volcano that ages ago reared
its lofty summit high above the crest of
the Cascade Range.

This mountain in its prime rose to a

height of over 14,000 feet above the sea.

Mount Scott, which towers above Crater

Lake on the east, was only a minor cone

on its slope. The portion of the moun-
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LOOKING SOUTH ALONG THL EAST SIDE OP THE GARDEN WALL, SHOWING A 2,000-

EOOT waterfall: glacier NATIONAL PARK
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Copyright, 191 1, by Kiser Photo Co., for Great Northern Railway

CANYON CREKK : GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

"In the entire area of this park there are at present only 199 miles of trail, but these

enable the traveler to see some of the grandest mountain scenery and get at least a glimpse
of some of the 81 glaciers and 132 lakes that are shown on the government map" (page 539)'
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GUNSIGHT LAKE FROM JACKSON MOUNTAIN: GLACIEiR NATIONAL PARK
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tain that has been destroyed was equal

in size to Mount Washington, in New
Hampshire, and had a volume of 17

cubic miles.

From the crest of the rim surrounding

the lake the traveler beholds 20 miles of

unbroken cliffs, which range from 500 to

nearly 2,000 feet in height. The clear

Avaters of the lake reflect the vivid colors

of the surrounding walls, and whether

in the soft glow of early morning, in the

glare of the noonday sun, or in the rosy

hues of the dying day, the view is one

of awe-inspiring grandeur and beauty.

Near the western edge of the lake is

Wizard Island, in the top of which is an
extinct crater 100 feet deep and 500 feet

in diameter.

Near the southern shore is a jagged

rock 200 feet high, known as Phantom
Ship. Viewed from a distance it resem-

bles a great vessel, but it apparently dis-

appears when the shadow strikes it

—

hence its name.
This lake is not the only attraction of

the national park in which it is situated.

T^he surrounding peaks afford opportuni-

ties for climbing, and the extended views
from their summits offer an adequate
recompense for the effort necessary to

reach them.

THi; MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK

The largest glacial system in North
America radiating from a single peak is

situated on Mount Rainier, in western
Washington. The Mount Rainier Na-
tional Park, which was' established by
the act of March 2, 1899, and has an
area of 207,360 acres, includes the mass
of this great mountain and all the ap-

proaches to it.

Of Mount Rainier that sage of the

forest and the mountains, John Muir,

says : "If in the making of the West
Nature had what we call parks in mind

—

places for rest, inspiration, and prayers

—

this Rainier region must surely be one
of them. In the center of it there is a

lonely mountain capped with ice ; from
the ice-cap glaciers radiate in every di-

rection, and young rivers from the gla-

ciers ; while its flanks, sweeping down in

beautiful curves, are clad with forests

and gardens and filled with birds and

animals. Specimens of the best of Na-
ture's treasures have been lovingly gath-

ered here and arranged in simple sym-
metrical beauty within regular bounds."
From Puget Sound, 60 miles away,

one gets superb views of this great moun-
tain rising over 14,000 feet above the

level of the sea. Now its snowy summit
looms up sharp and severe against the

eastern sky ; now it is veiled in mist, like

some giant priestess keeping vigil over
the valley and plain ; now it is garbed in

the softest of violet-pink as it is illu-

mined by the after-glow of the setting

sun.

The traveler approaching Mount Rai-

nier passes through areas in which the

climate and the vegetation range from
temperate to arctic. The lower valley is

thickly mantled with fir, hemlock, and
cedar, the undergrowth is dense, and the

forest floor is covered with moss and a

litter of fallen branches and decayed
wood.
As the mountain is ascended the vege-

tation changes ; at an altitude of 4,000
feet the forest cover consists of moun-
tain hemlock, Alpine fir, and Alaska
cedar.

Here in the very shadow of the snow-
capped mass the valleys are literally

carpeted with avalanche lilies, asters,

anemones, rhododendrons, and other

bright flowers (see pages 591 to 613).
As one goes higher the trees become

smaller. They are gnarled and twisted,

as if they had endeavored to escape the

fury of the fierce blasts that sweep over
the upper slopes. The trees dwindle to

straggling bushes, and then the climber

is on the bare rocks, polished and scarred

by the masses of snow and ice that hj: 2

swept over them. The last four miles

to the summit is along the ridges between
the glaciers or over the ice. The way is

rough and steep, and is a dangerous one
unless accompanied by a guide.

THE YOSEMITE

California boasts of three national

parks—the Yosemite, the Sequoia, and
the General Grant. As long ago as 1864
an act of Congress granted the Yosemite
Valley and the Mariposa grove of big

trees to the State of California for public
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FOREST OF FIR IN MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK

"In the center of it there is a lonely mountain capped with ice; from the ice-cap glaciers

radiate in every direction, and young rivers from the glaciers; while its flanks, sweeping

down in beautiful curves, are clad with forests and gardens and filled with birds and animals.

Specimens of the best of nature's treasures have been lovingly gathered here and arranged

in simple symmetrical beauty within regular bounds."

—

John Muir. See page 550.
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THE WHITE GRANITE FACE OF EL CAPITAN
Photo by George iv. King

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

"From the cliffs surrounding the valley the scene is one of remarkable inspiration and

beauty. At the foot of the traveler lies the valley floor, the green trees and meadows and

the winding river giving the effect of a rich velvet carpet, over which a line of silver has been

drawn; here and there one gets glimpses of the foaming white waters, hurling themselves to

the valley below; on both sides of the valley rise the great walls of rock, sculptured by the

elements into various fantastic shapes and figures" (page 557)-
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AGASSIZ COLUMN : YOSEMITU NATIONAL PARK
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Photo by George K. King

CATHEDRAL SPIRES : YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
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Photo by J. T. Boysen

GRIZZLY GIANT MARIPOSA : BIG TRtt GROVE;,

yosemite; national park

Note the buckboard and team of horses

use and recreation. By the act of

October i, 1890, the portion of

Yosemite Park outside of the Yo-
semite Valley and the Mariposa
big-tree grove was set apart as a
public reservation, the boundaries
being changed by the act of Feb-
ruary 7, 1905. The Legislature of
California, by the act approved
Alarch 3, 1905, receded the Yo-
semite Valley and the Mariposa
big - tree grove to the United
States, and the joint resolution of

Congress approved June 11, 1906,

accepted the recession and fixed

the boundaries of the park as they

are at present, giving it an area of

719,622 acres.

The Yosemite Valley, which is

the most frequently visited place,

is about seven miles long and
three-fourths of a mile wide. In

the center of this valley is a level,

parklike meadow, through which
runs Merced River, while on
either side the mountains rise

steep and precipitous to a height

of 4,000 feet above the floor of

the valley.

Numerous streams drop from
the edge of the clifif to the valley

below. The first of these as the

tourist enters the valley is the

Bridal Veil Falls. A stream fully

30 feet wide falls first a distance

of 600 feet, then rushes over a

sloping pile of debris, and then

drops perpendicularly 300 feet

more. From the points from
which it is generally viewed it

seems to make but one plunge,

and the general effect is that of a

fall 900 feet high.

The great waterfall in this park,

however, is the Yosemite Falls.

This is a stream 35 feet wide, and

in the spring and early summer,

when the snow is melting upon the

high Sierra, its roar can be heard

all over the valley and the shock

of the descent rattles the windows

a mile away. This fall is con-

ceded by all critics to be one_ of

the most wonderful and beautiful

cascades in the world. Its first

fall is 1,430 feet sheer drop; then

comes a series of cascades, partly

SS6



hidden, in which the fall is

675 feet, and finally a ver-

tical drop of 320 feet.

From the cliffs surround-

ing the valley the scene

is one of remarkable in-

spiration and beauty. At
the foot of the traveler lies

the valley floor, the green

trees and meadows and the

winding river giving the ef-

fect of a rich velvet carpet,

over which a line of silver

has been drawn ; here and
there one gets glimpses of
the foaming white waters,

hurling themselves to the

valley below ; on both sides

of the valley rise the great

walls of rock, sculptured by
the elements into various
fantastic shapes and figures.

Beyond the valley is a won-
derful region of mountain
and forest, accessible only
by pack train.

THE LARGEST TREES IN THE
WORLD

The largest trees in the
world are found in the Yo-
semite, the General Grant,
and the Sequoia National
parks. The Sequoia Na-
tional Park, established by
the act of September 25,

1890, is located in Tulare
County and has an area of

161,597 acres. The Gene-
ral Grant Park, established

by the act of October i.

1890, is in Tulare and
Fresno counties and has an
area of 2,536 acres.

These trees grow to a

height of over 300 feet and
have a circumference of
over 100 feet at the base,

the bark sometimes exceed-
ing 40 inches in thickness.

The rings in their trunks
show that many of them
are over 3,000 years old.

For a hundred feet or more
they are clear of branches,

then great limbs the thick-

ness of large trees extend
WAWONA TREE: MARIPOSA BI

NATIONAL
G TREE
PARK

Photo by

GROVE,

J. T. Boysen

YOSEMITE
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Photo by H. C. Best

yosemite: falls, in the yosemite valley : yosemite national park

"This is a stream 35 feet wide, and in the spring and early summer, when the snow is

melting upon the high Sierra, its roar can be heard all over the valley and the shock of the

descent rattles the windows a mile away. This fall is conceded by all critics to be one of the

most wonderful and beautiful cascades in the world. Its first fall is 1,430 feet sheer drop;
then comes a series of cascades, partly hidden, in which the fall is 675 feet, and finally a
vertical drop of 320 feet" (page 556).



Photo by George R. King

VERNAL FALL FROM MIST TRAIL: YOSLMITe; NATIONAL PARK
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OUR NATIONAL PARKS 563

above the tops of the pines of the sur-

rounding forest.

Their branches are not swayed nor are

their trunks bent by the fiercest wind

;

they stand calm, silent, and majestic

—

hoary hermits of the forest—unmoved
and unaffected by the puny actions of
the youthful world surrounding theix'.

In the Yosemite Park the principal

groves are the Tuolumne, the Merced,
and Mariposa. In the last-named grove
the road extends through the base of

one of the trees, and a coach and four
are regularly driven through this tunnel

without danger or discomfort to the

traveler.

In the General Grant Park there is

only one grove, but it is in the Sequoia
Park that these trees are found in the

greatest number. There are 12 groves
in this park that contain altogether about
12,000 sequoia greater than 10 feet in

diameter. In the Giant Forest Grove
there are 5,000 such trees, in the Muir
Grove 3,000, and in the Garfield Grove
2,500.

_A bill was introduced in the last Con-
gress providing for enlarging Sequoia
Park so that it would extend to the

northern edge of the watershed of Kings
River. In this area the general topog-
raphy is similar to that in Yosemite.
The streams cut deep gorges through
the sierra, great masses of rock stand
sentinel-like on the edges of the narrow
valleys, and everywhere are forests of

pine, fir, and cedar, and wild flowers,

ferns, and mosses of superb beauty. The
boundary proposed is a natural one, be-

ing the ridge line of numerous mountain
•chains.

Practically all the new territory that

would be acquired is public land of little

value commercially and of great value

for park purposes. Its natural beauties

are great and varied ; it forms a natural

game preserve, and within its borders

are some of the finest trout streams in

world.

the; mesa VERDE NATIONAE PARK

In southwestern Colorado the dwell-

ings of the extinct race of cliff-dwellers

are preserved in the Mesa Verde Na-

tional Park, established by the act of

June 29, 1906. In the 42,376 acres in-

cluded in this park there are about 400
cliff-houses of varying size. The period
at which these clifl: dwellings were occu-
pied and the cause of the depopulation
are unknown, but there is no doubt that

ti.e buildings are prehistoric.

Unfortunately, much of the valuable

and interesting pottery and other relics

were carried off from these ruins before
the park was established. Since the cre-

ation of the park three of the greatest

of the ruins—Cliff Palace, Spruce Tree
House, and Balcony House—have been
repaired and the rubbish of centuries

has been removed. The tottering walls

have been braced and reinforced with
steel and concrete, the underground
chambers have been cleaned out and re-

paired, and drains have been built in

order to carry off the storm waters and
prevent further erosion.

The most impressive ruin in the park is

Cliff Palace, a structure about 300 feet

in length, built under the roof rock of

an enormous cave. This ruin contains

146 living rooms, including numerous
large chambers used for assembly rooms
for the purpose of worship or council.

Spruce Tree House is the next largest

ruin. The curved front wall of this

structure measures 218 feet and the ruin

is 89 feet deep. The ruin contains 114
secular rooms, eight subterranean kivas,

and a roofless kiva, sometimes called a

warrior's room.
Many of the dwelling chambers are

three stories high, several filling the in-

terval from the floor to the roof of the

cave. It is estimated that the population
of this ruin was 350 persons. Balcony
House is a smaller ruin, containing about

25 rooms.
Little is known of the vanished race

that dwelt in these inaccessible canyons.

That they were small-sized is shown by
the dwarf-like mummies that have been
found in their dwellings. They evidently

lived in communities for mutual protec-

tion, access to their dwellmgs being ob-

tained by following narrow trails along
the cliffs or by small tunnels cut through
the rock.
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Photo by Southern Pacific R. R. Co.

""FOREST 0UE;EN" : MARIPOSA BIG TREE GROVE, YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CAElEORNIA
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riiotoby Southern Pacific R. \i. ( ...

'GENERAI. SHERMAN TREe;," IN THE GIANT FOREST: SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK, CALlEORNIA

Note the two human figures on each side of the tree
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EXD Vimv OF THE DEVILS POST PILE: A WONDERFUL CLIFF OF COLUMNAR BASALT

It is on this side that the greatest free lengths can be observed. Each winter's frosts

throw down portions of the outer columns, and, from the size of the pile of fragments at

the base, this process must have been going on for centuries. How far the formation extends
below the pile of fragments is unknown, but it probabl}' extends a considerable distance. A
measurement by the writer (W. L. Huber) showed a maximum vertical length of 50 feet

standing free above the pile of fragments. On the top of the pile the ends of a number of
the posts are exposed and show unmistakable evidence of glaciation. Most of the post pile

and much of the surrounding country are covered with a layer of pumice. This is apparently
the product of a volcanic eruption which occurred after the glaciers had receded. Photo and
note by W. L. Huber.
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Photo by W. h- Huber

AN END VIEW OF THE DEVIL S POST PILE

These ruins are situated about 25 miles

southwest of Mancos, Colorado. For a

distance of a 8 miles the government has
constructed a wagon road, but the re-

mainder of the distance must be traveled

on horseback.

WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK

Wind Cave National Park, in South
Dakota, created by the act of January 9,

1903, is situated 12 miles east of Hot
Springs, South Dakota, and has an area
of 10,522 acres. Its one attraction is a

limestone cave of remarkable beauty,

containing many fantastic and peculiar

formations. Sullys Hill National Park,
in North Dakota, and Piatt National
Park, in Oklahoma, are of considerable

local interest, but present no striking

features to make them of general im-
portance. Sullys Hill Park was created

by the act of April 27, 1904, and has an
area of 780 acres ; Piatt National Park
was created by the acts of July i, 1902,

and April 21, 1904. It has an area of

848 acres.

THE HOT SPRINGS OE ARKANSAS

In the wooded hills of central Arkansas
are the hot springs of Arkansas, on a

government reservation which is not

called a national park and which does not

serve exactly the same purpose as the

other parks, but whose importance is so

great that it should be included in any
discussion of the park system.

While the parks are essentially rec-

reation grounds and serve as health

restorers only in so far as they give

opportunities for outdoor life, the hot

springs of Arkansas have been held by
the Federal government solely by reason
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Photo by W. L,. Huber

THK DEVII^'S POST PILE;^ SHOWING REGUI.ARITY OF FORM OF COLUMNS

of the value of the hot waters as reme-
dial agents. The waters of these springs,

which are highly radio-active, are ad-

ministered internally and by immersion
through the form of baths.

The attractions of this reservation are

the great therapeutic value of the water,

the fine climate, and beautiful country in

the neighborhood. Overworked business

and professional men and all who need
rest and recuperation find here forms of

recreation that have a powerful influence

in the restoration of health and strength.

By the act of April 20, 1832, Congress
provided that four sections of land ir

the Territory of Arkansas, including the

springs, a total of 2,560 acres, should b^
reserved from sale or entry in order that

the waters of the springs might be pre-

served in perpetuity for the benefit of
the sick.

\\nien the State of Arkansas was cre-

ated the Federal government still retained

the ownership of the four sections, but

did not reserve the jurisdiction. By later

acts the size of the reservation was re-

duced to 911 acres, the present area.

All of the springs are on the reserva-

tion, but there has growni up adjacent to

it the city of Hot Springs, over which the

government has no jurisdiction or con-

trol, and in which the conditions have
been such that many patients returned

home dissatisfied. Through the coopera-

tion of the government, the bath-house

lessees, and public-spirited citizens, the

conditions that caused so much adverse

comment have largely passed away.
Under the supervision of a medical

director appointed by the government,
the sanitary conditions in the bath-houses
have been materially improved. Some
of the houses have been extensively re-

modeled and others have been torn down
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to make place for new ones. Two bath-

houses, equal if not superior to any in

the world, have recently been opened,

and one other bath-house is under con-

struction ; two more are being extensively

remodeled.

The government is at present doing

everything in its power to develop those

environments which aid in the restora-

tion of health and to destroy those which
are deleterious. The wonderful results

effected by these waters bid fair to make
the Hot Springs of Arkansas one of the

world's great health resorts.

THOUSANDS 01? VISITORS

All the national parks described above

are under the administration and control

of the Secretary of the Interior. Troops
of cavalry patrol the Yellowstone, the

Sequoia, the General Grant, and the

Yosemite parks. The commanding offi-

cer, who is the acting superintendent, re-

ports to the Secretary of the Interior on
matters of civil administration and to the

Secretary of War on matters of military

routine. In the Yellowstone Park there

is a still further division of authority by
the fact that all road construction, bridge

building-, and road sprinkling are under

the supervision of the Engineer Corps

of the Army. In the other parks all the

employees are appointed from civil life

and report directly to the Secretary of

the Interior.

The number of visitors to the parks,

not including the Hot Springs reserva-

tion, has increased from 30,000 in 1906

to 93,000 in 1911, and the growth of the

park work has been such that the small

force in the office of the Secretary of

the Interior is not deemed sufficient to

cope with the increasing number of prob-

lems presented, and bills have been intro-

duced in the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives for the creation of a bureau

of national parks. The creation of such

a bureau has been urged by Secretary of

the Interior Walter L. Fisher in his an-

nual report for 1911, and by President

Taft. The latter, in a special message,

February 2, 191 2, referred to the parks

as follows

:

'T earnestly recommend the establish-

ment of a bureau of national parks.

Such legislation is essential to the proper
management of those wondrous mani-
festations of nature, so startling and so

beautiful that every one recognizes the

obligations of the government to pre-

serve them for the edification and rec-

reation of the people. The Yellowstone
Park, the Yosemite, the Grand Canyon
of the Colorado, the Glacier National
Park, and the Mount Rainier National

Park, and others furnish appropriate in-

stances.

"In only one case have we made any-

thing like adequate preparation for the

use of a park by the public. That case

is the Yellowstone National Park. Every
consideration of patriotism and the love

of nature and of beauty and of art re-

quires us to expend money enough to

bring all these natural wonders within

easy reach of our people. The first step

in that direction is the establishment of

a responsible bureau which shall take

upon itself the burden of supervising the

parks and of making .recommendations
as to the best method of improving their

accessibility and usefulness."

OUR NATIONAL MONUMENTS

In addition to the national parks, there

are 28 national monuments that have
been created by executive proclamation,

in accordance with the provisions of the

act of June 8, 1906, which provides that

national monuments may be created by
the President to include landmarks, his-

toric and prehistoric structures, and
other objects of historic or scientific in-

terest that are situated upon lands owned
or controlled by the government of the

United States. The act also provides

that private lands may be relinquished

to the United States, and that the Secre-

taries of the Interior, Agriculture, and
War may make regulations governing
the examination and excavation of ruins

and the collection of objects of antiquity.

While the act provides for fine or im-

prisonment for injury to any of the

ruins or natural objects within the

boundaries of these monuments, Con-
gress has never made an appropriation

for supervision and protection ; conse-

quently much difficulty has been experi-

enced in protecting these monuments
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from vandalism, nnantliorized explora-

tion, and spoliation. For this reason lo

of the monuments that are situated

within national forests have been placed

under the supervision of the Secretary

of Agriculture, one under the Secretary

of War, and the remaining 17 under the

direction of the Secretary of the Interior.

Of the national monuments under the

administration of the Secretary of the

Interior the most striking are the Natu-
ral Bridges and Rainbow Bridge in

Utah, El Morro in New Mexico, the

Muir Woods in California, and the Pet-

rified Forest in Arizona.

The Natural Bridges Monument,
which is located in southwestern Utah,
includes the three largest natural bridges

that have been discovered. The Augusta
Natural Bridge, the largest of the three,

is a splendid arch of solid sandstone,

measuring 335 feet from wall to wall

and having below it a clear opening of

357 feet. It is more than three times as

high and has twice the span of the cele-

brated natural bridge in Virginia ; it

would overspan the Capitol at Washing-
ton and clear the top of the dome by 51

feet.

The Rainbow Bridge is near the south-

ern boundary of Utah, and is unicjue in

that it not only forms a symmetrical

arch on its under side, but presents also

a curved surface above, and this resem-

bles in shape a rainbow. It is 309 feet

above the surface of the water and has

a span of 278 feet.

Illustrations and full descriptions of

these bridges have been published in

recent numbers of this Magazine.*
El Morro is an enormous sandstone

rock, in western New Mexico, that has

been eroded in such fantastic forms as

to give it the appearance of a great

castle ; hence the origin of its Spanish

name. A small spring of water found
existing at the rock made it a convenient

camping place for the Spanish explorers

of the 17th and i8th centuries, who
carved on its face many inscriptions that

are of great importance to the early his-

tory of the southwest. As there has here-

*Described in the NatioxaIv Geographic
Magazine. November, 1911, "The Great Rain-
bow Natural Bridge," by Joseph E. Pogue.

tofore been no local custodian, the rock
is exposed to vandalism and the inscrip-

tions are threatened with destruction by
thoughtless visitors.

The Muir Woods National Monument
is situated near the city of San Francisco
and includes one of the most noted red-

wood groves in the State of California.

The tract contains many trees more than

300 feet high, with a diameter of 18 feet

or more at the butt. It was presented to

the United States by William Kent.

The Petrified Forest in Arizona con-
tains a large c[uantity of petrified trees,

none of which stand erect in place as do
many of the petrified trees in the Yellow-
stone National Park. The most promi-
nent specimen is a great trunk, which
forms a bridge across a canyon 45 feet

in width (see page 572).
The other national monimients under

the super v^ision of the Secretary of the

Interior are as follows : The Devils

Tower, a landmark in Wyoming; Mon-
tezuma Castle, Tumacacori, Chaco Can-
yon, and Gran Quivira in New Mexico

;

and Navajo in Arizona, prehistoric or

Spanish ruins ; Pinnacles in California, a

group of spirelike formations underlain

by caves ; Mukuntuweap in Utah, a pe-

culiar and beautiful gorge; Shoshone
Cavern in Wyoming and Lewis and
Clark Cavern in Alontana, limestone

caves of great beauty ; Sitka in Alaska,

an area containing some of the finest to-

tem poles known ; Colorado in western
Colorado, an area of eroded monoliths

similar to the well-known Garden of the

Gods near Colorado Springs.

The national monuments administered

by the Secretary of Agriculture are as

follows : Lassen Peak and Cinder Cone
in California, volcanic areas of great

scientific interest ; Gila CliflF Dwellings
in New ^Mexico and Tonto in Arizona,

prehistoric ruins
; Jewel Cave in South

Dakota and Oregon Caves in Oregon,
limestone caverns of considerable ex-

tent ; Mount Olympus in Washington,
the summer range and breeding ground
of the Olympic elk ; Wheeler in Colo-

rado* and Devils Post Pile in California,

*See National Geographic Magazine, Sep-
tember, 1909, "The Wheeler National Monu-
ment."
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THE HIGH CASCADES OF CENTRAL OREGON 579

areas containing peculiar rock forma-
tions ; the Grand Canyon in Arizona, the

largest and most impressive gorge in the

world. Several bills have been intro-

duced in Congress to make a national

park of the Grand Canyon, but none of

them has become law.

The Big Hole Battlefield National
Monument in iMontana, which is tuider

the supervision of the War Department,
includes an area surrounding a stone

monument erected in memory of the men
killed at the battle of the Big Hole dur-
ing the Nez Percez Indian War of 1877.

SCENES AMONG THE HIGH CASCADES
CENTRAL OREGON

By Ira A. Williams, of the Iowa State College

IN

A GLANCE at any map of Oregon
will recall the general arrange-

ment of its surface features. The
State is separated into two major prov-
inces by the main axis of the Cascade
Range, which extends in an almost due
north-south direction from the Columbia
River to the California boundary.

This "backbone'" is marked by a suc-

cession of prominent mountain peaks,

with snow-capped Mount Hood, at 11,225
feet, standing sentinel at the northern
end of the series. At the south, and well

"beyond the Oregon - California border,

rises Mount Shasta, where the Cascades
and the Sierras unite, guardian monarch
to the northward as well as over a vast

California domain.
Between these termini the broken

crest-line of the range consists of suc-

cessive volcanic peaks, interspersed with
more or less level spaces, due either to

expansive mountain parks and meadows
or to broad, barren, lava-covered areas.

The whole range has been largely built

by the eruption and outspreading of vol-

canic materials, and every peak that to-

day appears along its picturesque sky-line

marks the site of a former opening
from which the materials of construction

issued (see map on page 626).
Chief among the prominent points of

the range, in its 250-mile stretch across

Oregon, are Mount Jefiferson, with an
altitude of 10,350 feet; the Three Sisters

peaks, each approximately 10,250 feet

high ; Diamond Peak, 8,250 feet ; Mount
Thielsen, 9,250 feet in height ; and, at

the south end of the range, Blount Pitt,

which rises 9,760 feet above the sea.

Mount Mazama should also be men-
tioned. It stands next to J\Iount Pitt, at

the south, and its crater is occupied by
the celebrated Crater Lake.

All of these and scores of others are
the broken remnants of once active vol-

canoes. Of those mentioned, the five

highest are snow-mantled and known to

bear one or more living glaciers on their

slopes.

It is an observation of considerable
interest that, south of the Columbia, no
river has yet managed to break through
this vast barrier, and for many portions
of the summit of the range but poor sur-

face drainage is provided. Barrier lakes,

formed through interference with former
drainage-ways by volcanic processes and
occasionally by glacial action, are there-

fore plentifully distributed along the
higher slopes of the range across the

State.

Few of the many prominent peaks of
the high Cascades in Oregon have been
fully explored. With the exception of
IMounts Hood and Mazama, which have
been rendered accessible through both
Federal and private enterprise, the other
conspicuous peaks of the range can be
reached only by expeditions organized
for the purpose. Rarely are they visited

by the individual.

While portions have been mapped by
the government topographers and mem-
bers of the forest service, perhaps the

most signal results have been accom-
plished among the less accessible of the

glacier peaks by a mountain - climbing
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organization, the Mazama Club of Port-

land. It is an outing club, whose advent

dates back to 1894, when its formation

was efifected on the summit of Mount
Hood. Similar in purpose to its sister

organizations, the Sierra Club of Cali-

fornia and the Alpine Club of Canada,

its principal work is the exploration of

and acquisition of knowledge concerning

the high mountains of the north Pacific

coast.

The word Mazama is adapted from
"mazame," which is popularly said to

refer to the mountain goat* (Haplocerus

iiioiitanus) indigenous to the high Cor-

dillera. The aims of the club and the

conditions of membership may be best

stated by reference to its by-laws:

"The objects of this organization shall

be the exploration of snow peaks and
other mountains, especially of the Pacific

Northwest ; the collection of scientific

knowledge and other data concerning the

same ; the encouragement of annual ex-

peditions with the above objects in view

;

the preservation of the forests and other

features of mountain scenery, as far as

possible, in their natural beauty ; and the

dissemination of knowledge concerning

the beauty and grandeur of the mountain
scenery of the Pacific Northwest.

"Any person who has climbed to the

summit of a perpetual snow peak, on the

sides of which there is at least one living

glacier, and to the top of which a person

cannot ride, horseback or otherwise, shall

be eligible to active or life membership."
The Mazamas claim credit for having

successfully ascended at least 20 of the

highest mountains of Washington, Ore-
gon, and California. Among the num-
ber are included several first ascents.

The photographs accompanying this pa-

per were taken during the 17th annual

outing of the club on and in the vicinity

of the Three Sisters peaks, in central

Oregon.
The Three Sisters region is approached

most readily by the Eugene-Prineville

trail, the long-established highway across

the range between Eugene, a point in the

*As a matter of fact "mazame" refers to the

prong-horn antelope of the plains, Antilocapra
anicricaua.

Willamette Valley on the main line of
the Southern Pacific Railway, and Prine-

ville, in the upper Deschutes Valley east

of the divide. From Eugene this trail

ascends the McKenzie River for 70 miles.

After leaving this stream near Belknap
Springs it climbs in an additional 15
miles to an elevation of about 6,000 feet,

at the summit of the range.

The McKenzie River is the largest of
the headwaters of the great Willamette,

and all of its upper course is through
the heavy untouched forests of firs, ce-

dars, pine, and hemlocks within the Fed-
eral forest reserve.

From a point in Lake Valley some 10

miles short of the divide, styled "Frog
Camp," a horse trail leads a few miles

southeastward across a barren lava flow

and White Branch Creek to the timber-

line, at 7,750 feet, and to within about
three miles of the nearest member of

the group, Middle Sister.

Long ere this point has been reached,

however, thrilling glimpses of the snow-
mantled Sisters may be caught through
opening vistas in the forest screen, but
it is only with the forest largely behind

that the individual peaks rise in their real

glory, aproned in green and gleaming
snow-limned against the eastern sky.

More pleasant and satisfactory cam.p

sites need not be sought than are avail-

able within the fringing timber border.

Here the predominating lodge-pole pines

and subalpine firs contribute an abun-

dance of fuel, and the innumerable ice-

cold streams originating in the perennial

snows above furnish a second all-essen-

tial element of physical comfort. Thor-
oughly watered and protected from the

agents that threaten removal, the forest

mold where exposed to sunlight is

usually carpeted with a sod of green. As
the snows of winter depart the green is

eax^ly decorated with an exquisite sprink-

ling of crimson "painted hats," purple

violets, and just a sufficient perspective

of unassuming buttercup yellow ta

gratify, in its setting, even the more fas-

tidious of esthetic senses.

Hundreds of mountain streams of all

dimensions make their way from the dis-

solving snows down the lower slopes, at
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A GLACIAL TORRLNT FROM MIDDLE SISTER: COLLIER GLACIER AT LEFT, RENFREW AT

RIGHT

White Branch Creek runs white with glacial sediment in the late da}' and early night, but

is clear in the morning and forenoon. Note that the flowers of sprmgtime_ are m blossom

here in August. "Hundreds of mountain streams of all dimensions make their way from tiie

dissolving snows, at times whipped into foaming turbulence as they dash over stretches ot

steep stony bed."
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times whipped into foam-
ing turbulence as they
dash over stretches of
steep stony bed, and again
placidly winding a sinu-
ous course through level

reaches of grassy mea-
dow.
Many of them come

from the tips of melting
glaciers. The latter in

their forward movement
pulverize to a "flour" por-
tions of the rock surfaces
over which they flow. As
a result the streams issue
surcharged with fine sedi-

ment, which gives to them
a strong whitish or milky
appearance.

In the smallest streams
this milkiness is most ap-
parent late in the day,
while during the early

morning and forenoon the
water runs perfectly clear,

a phenomenon due no
doubt to the influence of
the heat of the day on
the volume of the flow and
therefore on the stream's
ability to carr}^ the sedi-

ment given to it.

The Sisters peaks oc-

cupy the apices of a flatly

triangular area, the short-

est distance between an-

gles being about 5 miles,

from North to South Sis-

ter. Middle Sister stands

intermediate and but
slightly out of line to the

west.

These three points mark
the roughly curved boun-
daries of a former vast

amphitheater, i n which
the snows of ages past

accumulated to form a

large glacier that flowed

eastward down the moun-
tain slopes. The extension

of this ancient ice-stream

to a distance of at least 10

miles from its source is

today indicated by the

presence of massive mo-
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ice; FIKLDS OX THE WEST SEOPE OF MIDDLE SISTER

'On steep inclines the climbing-rope and ice-ax are essential to a reasonable degree of
safety"
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GIANT CREVASSE AND ICE-WALL NEAR HEAD OE COLLIER GLACIER

'The lower wall drops down, leaving exposed a sheer ice- face on the upper side of the opening"
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Photo by George M. Weister

AN ICe;-WALL in the COLLIER GLACIER

"A circular opening into which the water plunges to unknown depths with a muffled, ominous
roar"

raines, heaps of glacier detritus far down
the mountain side.

The Three Sisters are typical volcanic

peaks. Only the south and middle peaks,

however, have sufficiently resisted the

destructive processes to exhibit the dis-

tinctive cone profile of the volcano, and
South Sister alone possesses still a shal-

low crater in its top. North Sister is an
elongated, jagged ridge of unstable lava,

culminating in a massive pinnacle with
almost vertical creviced sides, whose loo
feet of height had, until 1910, so far as

is known, successfully daunted the en-

thusiasm of all aspirants but one, Mr.
H. H. Prouty, of Portland, Oregon, who,
unaided, made the ascent in August of
that year. This same season a commit-
tee of the Mazamas succeeded, by means
of ropes, in placing the official record-

box on the apex of the peak.

The peaks themselves are composed of

volcanic materials entirely, and the varie-

ties of rock represented in their masses
and covering large adjacent areas in

every direction suggest a succession of

eruptive periods, during different ones of

which different rock species predomi-
nated.

In general keeping with the trend of

the Cascade Range, , volcanic outflow

seems to have proceeded from vents

along a series of fractures in the earth's

crust running north and south. Evi-
dence shows that these eruptions have
taken place at intervals throughout the

long lapse of geologic time, from the

Tertiary period almost to the present.

The earlier lavas were prevailingly

andesitic, while the more recent craters

have discharged vast quantities of basalt

and other markedly basic extrusives.

Aside from the symmetrical outlines and
crater of South Sister, additional evi-
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SERACS AND ice; CAVERN AT EDGE) OF GEACIER : AN EXCEEDINGLY ROUGHENED
SURFACE IMPOSSIBLE OE TRAVEL
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dence of the recency of volcanic activity

is to be seen in the innumerable lesser,

though more perfect, cones scattered up
and down the range and the hundreds of

square miles of barren scarcely traversi-

ble broken rock surfaces resulting from
their outpourings.

Near by to the northward stand Black

and Belknap craters, a bird's-eye view of

which reveals clearly the manner of

eruption, successive gigantic tongues and
lobes of ropy, viscous, seething-hot lava

spreading, like thick molasses, from an
overflowing subterranean reservoir of

supply. At times the eruptions were vio-

lent and the ejectamenta blown into the

atmosphere in the shape of volcanic

gravel, lapilli. and dust. Enormous quan-
tities of such fragmental material have
been scattered over the region. The so-

-called cinder cones are largely built in

this way.
With the exception of North Sister,

the ascent of the peaks is not difficult.

South Sister is readily approached from
the westward, a course taking advantage
of the several snow slopes on the south

of west side having been found most
feasible. The summit of North Sister

<:an be reached by following up the

notched apex of the ridge from the south.

The entire structure of this mountain
is in such a state of decay that all of its

rsteeper slopes are occupied by unreliable

slide-rock. These are being constantly

replenished from the rapidly disintegrat-

ing ledges above, so that a secure footing

or even trustworthy hand-holds are not

-among the certainties afforded him who
essays the climb of North Sister peak.

For the average climber the ascent of

Middle Sister from timber-line is a vigor-

ous five hours' work. The early part of

the climb is chiefly a clamber over rough
boulder slopes, interspersed with long

snow inclines, interest in which in climb-

ing up is not to be compared with the

-exhilaration of tobogganing them on the

way down.
At intervals one travels over fairly

smooth areas of glass-like obsidian, dark,

"brilliantly reflecting surfaces, often stri-

ated or furrowed, or exhibiting the char-

acteristic billowy roches mouttonnees
produced by past glacial action.

x\gain, a detour is necessary to avoid
steep faces or abrupt masses of beauti-

fully columned basalt, individual speci-

mens of which show a dense black matrix
flecked with a plentiful scattering of
bright green olivine grains, and less fre-

quently of phenocrysts of plagioclase

feldspar. Emerging promontories of
porphyritic andesite of towering propor-
tions, displaying conspicuous structural

peculiarities, are also objects of interest.

These features all lend support to the

fact that the process of eruption in the

formation of Middle Sister was predomi-
nantly a quiet one. From an unknown
number of breaks in her sides vast cou-
lees of molten lava stiffly flowed down
her slopes and deluged the surrounding
country. The extensive work of the

glaciers and the ceaseless action of the

weathering agents have so far obscured
the original course of events here that

only the keen, interpretative eye of the

geologist is able to decipher the moun-
tain's life-history.

About a mile of the ascent of Middle
Sister can be made over the ice and snow
fields of the Renfrew Glacier. Its sur-

face is not badly interrupted by crevasses,

and rarely is it so steep as to render re-

course necessary to more rigorous means
than a safe, dependable alpenstock. The
last i,ooo feet to the summit is again a
clamber up an increasingly steep incline,

covered for the most part with alternat-

ing loose slide-rock and coarse boulders
of all shapes and dimensions. Over the

latter hands and feet about divide honors
in facilitating ascent.

The view from the top of Middle Sis-

te-T is one of surpassing interest. To the

westward the undulating forest green
blends dimly, through the August haze,

into ;hc darkened outline of the distant

Oregon Coast Range. Down the Cas-
cade Range looms South Sister, with her
guardian ramparts, the Husband and
Broken Top, to the right and left respect-

ively. Beyond, Diamond Peak is within

the range of vision, and, somewhat be-

dimmed. Mount Thielsen, 75 miles away.
At all angles to the westward the placid

blue of nestling mountain lakes is a

pleasing relief in the monotony of forest

landscape (see page 584).
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At one's very feet, to the east, repose

Hayden and Diller glaciers, their ghsten-

ing white not out of harmony with the

verdant forest fringe, which in this di-

rection is of less importance than to the

west. Farther out, the geometric out-

lines of cultivated fields in the fertile

valley of the Deschutes River are faintly

discernible.

At the north. North Sister, Collier

Glacier, and a deployed series of lesser

volcanic craters are for the moment quite

overshadowed by the transcendent array

of magnificence against the northern

horizon. In all the splendor of their

frigid though summer garb appear Mount
Washington, Three Fingered Jack, the

glacier-scored snow pyramid of splendid

Mount Jefiferson, Mount Hood, lOO miles

distant, and, in a favorably clear atmos-

phere, Mount Adams, 50 miles beyond
Hood, in the State of Washington.

Fed by the snows which accumulate in

a well-developed cirque at the northwest
foot of Middle Sister, the Collier, in its

mile and one-half of length, exhibits all

the characteristics of a full-fledged Al-

pine glacier.

The Hayden and Diller glaciers at the

east side likewise afford the student of

glaciology most excellent opportunities

to observe many features of glacial

movement. Progress over their surfaces

is easy or difficult, depending upon the

slope of the different parts and the ex-

tent to which the ice has been fractured

and crevassed by irregularities in the bed
over which it flows.

As a rule the snow-fields at the head
are comparatively level and passable. In

the lower portions, where the deep s.i'^w

has been largely compacted into solid icc,

however, the variations in the rocky sur-

face on which they lie often produce
breaks that appear at the surface as par-

tially covered ice-bound clefts or wide-

open fissures, travel across which is

either dangerous cr impossible.

On steep inclines the climbing rope
and ice-ax are essential to a reasonable

degree of safety. Where the glacier

proper starts down the steeper slope of

the mountain, giant open cracks, called

crevasses, are formed.
As the ice-stream slowly settles down

the slope, the crevasses continuously ,.

formed above are in large part sealed

again into firm ice. On the lower part

of the glacier, however, where the bare
ice is exposed free from snow, the sur-

face is often deeply corrugated by what
appear to be the accumulated remains of

former open fissures. These are wide at

times and their edges rounded by melting.

Travel is difficult across such a surface,

and possible only when footwear is prop-
erly equipped with ice-calks to prevent
dangerous slipping.

The movement of a stream of glacial

ice conforms in general to the laws of

liquid flow. Contact with the sides and
bottom of the channel retards movement,
but ice, being- a brittle solid where not

under heavy pressure, gives evidence of
this drag by the appearance on the gla-

cier surface, and especially near its bor-

ders, of a network of joints or joint

planes.

The motion of the ice and its exposure
to active melting so exaggerates the

presence of these intersecting lines of

weakness as to develop exceedingly

roughened surfaces impossible of travel.

The roughly angular blocks that are thus

marked out in the ice-mass are termed
"seracs," and to the resulting pinnacled

surface the same name is applied.

During the day the effect of insolation

is seen in the many streams of water, in

size from the trickling rill to the torrent,

running on the t<~.p of the glacier. Few
of these streams -proceed far before they

drop into a cre-asse or other opening in

the ice. The repeated daily work of such

a stream often forms an "ice-well," a

circular opening into which the water
plunges to unknown depths, with a

muffled ominous roar, to add its volume
no doubt to the main stream that issues

from the ice-cave beneath the snout of

the glacier.

The Three Sisters' region is not diffi-

cultly accessible, and affords on the

whole unexcelled opportunities for the

study of varied phases of volcanic action

and of the movements, character, and
work of glaciers. With it all, the chance

to exercise one's mountain-climbing pro-

pensities is an item to be regarded as of

first importance.
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COWSLIPS ON THE SLOPES OF MOUNT RAINIER (SEE PAGE 607)

THE GREAT WHITE MONARCH OF THE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

By a. H. Barnes

Author oe "Our Greatest Mountain and Alpine Wonders''

JVith Photographs by A. H. Barnes

MOUNT RAINIER is wonder-
fully associated with the far-

famed Puget Sound. In com-
pany with the lesser peaks of the Cas-

cade Range and Olympic Mountains
further to the west, it stands as the great

white monarch of the Pacific North-
west, the pride of Indian lore and myth.

It overlooks the vast prairie empire of

eastern Washington and westward the

timbered region to the slice of the

Washington coast, and in fav-^r.ble

weather is seen from considerable dis-

tance at sea.

It was less than two years ago that :.

prominent New York magazine pub-
lished an article, wherein it was stated

that the glaciers of Glacier National

Park were the only living glaciers in the
United States, when in fact the State of
Washington contains six glacier-covered

mountains, besides many detached sec-

tions of perpetual ice and snow regions
among the Olympic and Cascade ranges
not indicated by general maps. Mount
Rainier alone probably has more bulk of

glacier than the whole State of Montana,,
for it is estimated by our best geographic
authority that Rainier radiates more vol-

ume and .- rea of ice than any other one
mountain in the world. The area of gla-

cial rurface ir. estimated at 52,000 acres.

Mount Rainier, ''our greatest moun-
tain, " ;-, the high jt (?) and largest gla-

ciei'-covered mountain in the United
States. To the stranger in Puget Sound
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A BRANCH STRE;AM OE* UPPER PARADISE RIVER IN THE MORNING, SHOWING MOUNT
RAINIER IN THE DISTANCE
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Photo by A. H. Barnes

GLACIERS OF THE SOUTHWEST SEOPE OE MOUNT RAINIER
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it appears to be less than lo miles away,

but on further inquiry the tourist learns

that it is more than 40 miles distant, di-

rect line from sea-level at Puget Sound,
from where mountain survey measure-
ments are made and all Rainier Park
travel starts.

Studying it more in detail, he begins

to comprehend its size and rugged anat-

omy. But the scene is beginning to

change ; the sun is low in the west ; the

lower end of the glaciers, white a few
minutes ago, become a graded tint of

rose pink ; the blue has changed to a pur-

ple, but the summit is still white, for it is

7,000 feet higher than the snow-line and
projects up into the white rays of the

setting sun. The red rays are slowly

moving up the mountain ; the summit
has changed to rose hue, the last color-

ing of day, which it holds for some min-
utes after the sun has left the landscape,

and then changes back again finally

from warm to the cold purple afterglow

that generally precedes a summer night

on Puget Sound. Many yards of canvas

and photo film have been used on this

distant subject, and even the best pic-

tures but belittle the mountain's ever-

changing grandeur and magnitude.
Viewing Mo/.nt Rainier after the

weather has been fair for some days, it

is common to see the summit covered

with a cloud. This cap is very interest-

ing and is always looked at for a fore-

cast of a change of weather, especially

when it forms immediately in contact

Avith the summit, hugging down closely

like an inverted saucer. When the cap

forms suddenly, like the sudden drop of

a barometer, the change of weather is

not long coming. The cap does not al-

ways touch the mountain top, but is oc-

casionally some distance above and holds

its shape during a whole day or more.
Erom a far distance this cap appears

to be a still cloud with no motion, but in

studying it from close range one will

observe that at the west edge the cap de-

velops rapidly, dissolving to invisible

condition at the east edge. Evidently it

is a stationed point of condensation, but

not a stationed accumulation of mois-

ture. I have studied the philosophy of

this cap at close range during 16 sea-

sons' visits and never have seen a still

or real calm condition on the mountain's
summit at the time ; there is always some
wind and most generally a gale (p. 504)

.

Another caplike cloud often forms
some distance to the northeast of the

summit and considerably higher. What
relation this one has to the mountain is

much more difficult to explain. It is

probably due to the condensation in an

eddy or junction of wind currents that

on their coarse come together some dis-

tance beyond the mountain top, which
has disturbed the wind like an island

divides a river into two streams that join

again in one some distance beyond.
In places among the higher mountains

on lee slopes, where snow is not dis-

turbed by wind, the pack of one season's

fall is sometimes 50 feet deep as late in

the season as September. The snow gar-

ment of the mountains is their chief fea-

ture of attraction, for but few people

would visit these piles of lava were it

not for the great ice fields.

The crater of Rainier, concerning
which many questions are asked, is not

dangerous, but rather a life-preserver,

and has been so used during storm.

There are no openings within the crater

large enough to be dangerous. The
whole circle of 1,600 feet diameter is

filled with fallen black lava and covered
with a thick pack of snow the year

round, except at the edges near the cra-

ter's rim, which are kept melted by con-

tinual warmth. The main crater was the

mountain's principal vent of eruption,

but there is one other place called the

little crater ; it and a few other spots

near the top are also warm.
The first parties to the summit always

made the crater their inn, where they

stayed at night, warmed by the steam
that issues from the small fissures just

within the crater's rim ; but of late the

plan has been to reach the summit from
Camp of the Clouds (elevation, 5,500),
starting about i a. m., reaching the sum-
mit just after noon, and, after some hours'

rest returning to camp the same evening.

In making a trip to the mountain's

summit, August, 191 1, the writer took
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along a thermometer to ascertain the

steam temperature, and found the steam
of the main crater in places to be about
150° F. There are other places where
the heat is about boiling point.

Professor Flett boiled ice water in a

tin cup over a steam jet in less than 10

minutes.

The steam is evidently snow water
that seeps down to where it comes in

contact with the internal heat, returning

in vapor through the same general open-

ings. It seems to contain no gas or

fumes, and is of feeble force and little

volume, soon disappearing in the high,

dry atmosphere.

It is not seen from a far distance and
is not a factor in producing the cloud

cap that forms on the summit previous

to storm. Some have advanced the

theory that the steam makes the cap, but

there is nothing in the study of the phe-
nomenon to warrant it. Heavy barom-
eter pressure would not force out an
extra amount of steam (as some have
expressed) ; it would tend to hold steam
in ; and, besides, the steam is of very
small quantity. None of the summit
visitors have ever seen a large volume of

steam coming from the crater openings.

Publications stating that smoke and
fire ccme from this volcano during seis-

mic disturbance have no foundation of
fact, for it is evident that no civilized

man ever witnessed such a sight, and
that volcanic action in this section is a

phenomenon of the long past. People
have been misled in seeing a cloud that

appears like smoke, and hurry to an-

nounce their delusion.

Since 1870, when the first ascent was
made, hundreds of people have stood on
the summit of our great white ''Templed
Hill." A climb to the summit and re-

turn the same day is a long, wearisome
undertaking, slightly dangerous, espe-

cially at one place rounding the upper
part of Gibraltar rock (see page 600),
from which there is an occasional shower
of small pieces of rock that thaw loose

from the snow patches above. So far

as is known, there has been but one life

lost in climbing the mountain, due to

natural cause ; the few others were lost

owing to recklessness and lack of judg-
ment. The crevasses are very bad if one
gets into them, but they have generally

been cleverly avoided.

The chief official guide, who made 17
trips to the mountain top during one sea-

son, found the temperature near freez-

ing point each time except on one occa-

sion, when the w^arm belt of air extended
to the mountain's summit, which is very
unusual and in mid-summer only. The
moisture of these coast mountains keeps
it from seeming as rarefied as would
be the same altitude in the Colorado
Rockies.

From almost any close or distant po-

sition the glaciers are looked at so
obliquely that one never fully compre-
hends their area as well as when making
a climb to the summit. Patches of the

glaciers are apparently very small from
lower views, but when favorably seen

from a near eminence become vast arc-

tic fields carved by wind and sun into

weird spires and domes.
Studying the crevasses and the actinic

blue coloring they reflect will repay any
one who has a day to devote to the climb.

The higher up, the more curious are the

carvings of the snow surfaces, which
w^ould indicate that the winds are the

chief factor in making the peculiar

whittlings.

This great pile of lava, heaped to an
elevation of nearly 15,000 feet, is char-

acterized by several features deserving

of special individual study. The geolo-

gist, geographer, botanist, poet, painter,

landscape gardener, and specialist all

find a wealth of interest throughout this

324 square miles of reserve, besides

much adjacent territory comparatively

unexplored. Since the original stage and
pony day travel has given place to rail-

way and auto, the autoist finds a new
territory, and now in the winter the

skeer and snow'-shoer are beginning to

look toward the Rainier Park for their

sports.

To a w^oods-dweller the timber is a

matter of course, but to those who have
not been amid large forests it is one of

the very special features of the reserve

and an educator in forestry of the best
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'fUb, 1,200-FOOT WALL OF GIBRALTAR ROCK: MOUNT RAINILR (SLF PAGE 599)
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CREVASSE ON DIVIDE OF THE PARADISE AND LITTLE COWLITZ GLACIERS: MOUNT
RAINIER
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cave;rns along the; way, above; camp muir, on mount rainier (see page 599)
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A PARTY LEAVING CAMP MUIR IN THE EARLY MORNING FOR SUMMIT OE MOUNT
RAINIER (see page 599)
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A SPECIMEN OF ROSE-COLORED HEATHER ON MOUNT RAINIER (SEE PAGE 607)

kind. From the dense forests of the val-

leys and on the lower slopes, where trees

grow to a height of over 300 feet, some
with a diameter of 12 feet, the forester

can trace the diminution of growth as

the ascent is made to the scrubby brush-
like trees at timber-line, struggling", as it

were, for their existence.

To a landscape gardener the park is

the best natural teacher. The promiscu-
ous style in which nature has planted
the shrubbery is ever a wonder. \Miere

plant growth seems impossible, one finds

the most thrifty flowers adorning a rock

wall, on top of which grow clumps of

alpine fir, hemlock, and Alaska cedar,

dwarfed and miniatured by high altitude

and lack of substance. Where seemingly

no vegetation can live, they have been for

generations rooted into the fissures of

the high cliffs, eking out an existence on
but a few bushels of soil.

The unvisited portions of the Rainier

Park without doubt contain, yet unseen.
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BASKET-GRASS FEOVVER ON MOUNT RAINIJ^R (SEE PAGJ; 6o8)
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such features as hot and cold springs,

falls, small lakes, and botanical rarities.

High on the ridges and slopes of the

neglected corners of the park the wild

goats make their home. Sometimes they

have been seen in numbers of 30 or

more together. The deer, which are

more abundant than any other of the

large game, are occasionally seen from
along the Government road. The black

and brown bear are also seen, and at rare

intervals the stealthy cougar or puma.
The tourist season is generally from

June to the last of September, and some-
times after the first snows of autumn
have melted favorable weather is pro-

longed to November. In staying through
the whole season the visitor will experi-

ence a gradual change from the early

summer, green with flowers and melting

snow banks, to rich coloring in the leaf

foliage of autumn, enveloped in hazy at-

mosphere of purple gray.

Between 5,000 and 8,000 feet elevation

the botanist finds Rainier Park his para-

dise, wherein there have already been

found over 250 varieties of plant life, a

•dozen or more kinds belonging to this

region alone. The majority of the flow-

ers are of light tint, but there are a lib-

eral quantity of blue, red, and yellow,

so deep and pure of color that artificial

pigments fail to imitate them. The dis-

tribution of several species of heather is

a technical touch of finish in the ever-

green, tipped in summer with clusters of

small bells in colors purple, pink, yellow,

and white.

The white heather

—

Cassiope mcrten-
siaiina—though not so abundant as the

red, because of its winsome, delicate,

pure white bells, with red sepals and fine

stems, delicately attached to its fine ever-

green foliage, is the general favorite of

the heather kinds (see page 607). This

species also grows the highest, being

sometimes found at 8,000 feet altitude.

\\'hile the shrub is hardy, the flowers do
not appear until some days after snow is

gone and last but a short season. This

heather is also tlie choice of the Scotch-

man, being nearer in style of flower and
foliage to his native heather than the

other forms here found.

The red heather, by some people called

purple, more accurately speaking is deep
pink of purple tint. Its growth is abun-
dant between 5,000 and 6,000 feet eleva-

tion (see pages 604-5). Its thick clusters

of bell-like flowers display pleasing con-

trast to the rich green landscape. The
sepals and stems of this bell have a very
unusual color, being of a light sienna

brown. The pollen at one stage is dark
gray, another singular feature. The
heathers are favorites with the bees.

The cowslips— Caltha leptosepala —
like several of the mountain flora, is

scarce, especially in some localities, and
not seen much by the vacationist in gen-
eral (see page 593). Growing mostly in

wet places and now and again partly

covered with overflow from a near-by
torrent, this flower appears to the casual

tourist as belonging to the water-lily

kind, but it is not so classed by the bot-

anist. The flowers are medium size,

with petals of dull yellow, almost white,

harmonizing well with its stamens of

deep yellow. This plant is very hardy
to cold and moisture and comes early,

ending its season before some of the

late flowers have made their appearance.

The mountain meadow aster

—

pidchcl-

his—not noted for its great abundance
over a large area, is thrifty and plentiful

in patches in moist flats where grass is

thin (see pages 614-615). Its intense

golden yellow center, encircled with a

liberal number of light-purple petals, is

its special feature. The short stems are

greenish and graded to dull dark purple

and wine color. It has seldom more
than one head. The perfume is very
mild and pleasing. The flowers are sen-

sitive to cold, moisture, and darkness,

with great tendency to close after the

heat of day.

Anemones of luxuriant growth come
early, and sometimes force their way
through the edges of lingering snow
beds. The blossoms appear first, but

their carroty-like foliage is out in full

fledge by the time the flowers are fully

developed. The flowers are about two
inches across, of a dull cream gray tint,

nearly white, grading to dull purple hue
near the lower ends of the petals as they
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grow older. The centers are full of long
yellow stamens.

The anemone is especially deficient in

perfume, a common failure with the

mountain flora. Though the plant ends
its blossom season early, its seed pods
are covered with a spectacular flume of
light brownish gray that attracts atten-

tion to the end of summer (see pages
612 and 613).

Mountain rhododendron

—

Albiflontin.

How flowers derive common names is

not always traceable ; the mountain peo-

ple took to calling this the snow brush.

Its waxy one-petal bell flowers of cream
white, about three-quarters of an inch

wide, are very delicately fastened close

to the stock, tucked away under its can-

opy of glossy light green leaves. Flow-
ers are easily shattered from the stock,

but for further protection nature seems
to have planted this shrub generally in

the shelter of other woods. The sta-

mens and pistels are of same tint as the

petal ; the odor is slightly unpleasant.
This plant deserves much attention as a

flowering bush (see page 610).
Basket grass flower, or mountain lily

—

Xerophyllinn tenax. The Indians dig up
this plant, bleach its long fibrous leaves,

dry them and weave them into small bas-

kets, cups, and ornaments. Some people
call it squaw grass. At 4,000 feet alti-

tude, scattered over thickly wooden
slopes, this evergreen bunch grasslike

plant grows most thrifty. After several

years a number of stocks shoot up from
one set of bulbs ; after then the plant

rests a few seasons.

In t>he more abundant places the stock
grows three to four feet tall, covered
with its hundreds of tubelike flowers

of waxy cream tint, almost white. This
is the most spectacular flower of the

mountain. It grows prettiest at an alti-

tude of over 5,000 feet, where it has
shorter stem and better form, but is very
scarce. The stock then assumes a wine-
color ti-nt on sunny side. On close ex-
amination as well as at a distance, this

plant is always a winner (see pages 606
and 6og),

Gentian

—

Gentiana calycoso. If there
is a favorite blue flower in the Rainier
Park, it is the gentian—blue, blue. blue.

It comes to full bloom about the last of
August. It is not of great abundance,
but is a plenty, and often puts forth 15
to 20 flower stocks in one bunch. The
stems are about eight inches long, but;

like all plants it varies in size according
to surrounding conditions.

The color is light cobalt at the top
ends, the petal grading to deep purple
blue toward the stems, which are often
green, but usually of a dark wine color.

The ends of the green leaves are also

tinted the same as the stem, completing-
a scheme of wonderful color harmony.
Partly hidden by other herbage, this

flower is not conspicuous and sleeps late,

opening in full only during the heat and
light of day, but its season lingers on
through the first light frosts.

Castellira areopala. Indian'pink paint-

brush, painted cup, are the common
names of this wonderful, showy plant.

While its perfume is scarcely noticeable,

it is undoubtedly the most conspicuous
of the park flora. Abundantly scattered

over the meadows and slopes in separate

clusters and thick patches, this species,

in its deep magenta red, displays won-
derful contrast to the rich greens. It

varies some in lighter tints of the same
pigment ; some flowers are of scarlet, and
rarely is seen a freak nearly white. The
flowers flash into full bloom all about
the same time and hold out fairly well

to the middle of August. It appears best

at short distance and coarse on close

examination, but with nearly every one
this flower lists with the favorites.

The few flowers described are but a-

mere introduction to the subject. Na-
ture was bountiful and gave Rainier
Park many kinds and colors. The ava-
lanche or deer-tongue lily

—

Brythroniiim
montaniim—ranks among the best and
most showy (see pages 616-617). It

comes very early and in abundance. Fol-

lowing its season comes the light rose-

colored mimulus, growing always close

along the ice-cold streams.

The delicately scented valerian, scat-

tered over knoll and slope, can be seen
for some distance. The heads, on stalks

two feet or more in length, are made up
of many flowers of pure white (see-

page 611). The mountain phlox, grow-



Photo by A. II. Barnes

ANOTHER CLUMP OF THE) BASKET-GRASS (SEE PAGE 6o8)
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Photo by A. H. Barnes

SNOW-BRUSH, OR MOUNTAIN RHODODENDRON (Rhododendrou albiHorum) on

MOUNT rainier

A Dush flower that grows in company with other woods. Flowers pale lemon, cream, nearly

white (see page 608)
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Photo bv A. H. Barnes

VALERIAN ON MOUNT RAINIER (SEE PAGE 6o8)
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Photo by A. H. Barnes

ANIJMONE SEIJD PI.UM15S (SEE FAGliS 607-608)
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i'hulo by A. H. Barnes

ANIJMONE IN MOUNT RAINIE;r NATIONAL PARK

ing close to the ground, adorns the rocky
ridges with small flowers of white and
delicate lavender. One other form of

the aster, with its deep yellow centers

and delicately tinted petals, grows in

abundance o'er vale and slope, like a

pleasant smile in an Alpine wild ; and
also many other mountain beauties with

all the splendor of a Burbank master-

piece.

The first white man to visit the moun-
tain was Dr. Wm. F. Tolme, of the

Hudson Bay Company, from Fort Nis-

qually, who in 1833 closely approached
some of its glaciers. Gen. A. V. Kautz,
in 1857, made an attack of the mountain,
but it has never been affirmed that he

reached the true summit. In 1870
Messrs. Van Trump and Stevens suc-

ceeded in reaching the summit of the

highest peak.

The Rainier Park was not much visited

until the last three seasons. In 1911 up-

wards of 11,000 tourists registered at the

park entrance. Since the days of early

travel by pony and stage have given

place to railway and auto, the tourist can

make the journey from Seattle or Ta-
coma to the mountain snow-line in a

few hours' drive.

A look at the great white mountain,

rosy at early dawn, white at noon, chang-

ing back to warm glow at the close of

day, has ever been a power to uplift ; but
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Photo by A. H. Barnes

A SPECIMEN OF THE MOUNTAIN ASTER (SEE PAGE 607)
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the students of nature, like the

musician, experience more than

they express.

The first writer to give detailed

expression of enthusiasm about

the mountain was Theodore Win-
throp, in his book "Canoe and
Saddle." After a voyage of more
than lOO miles in a canoe paddled
by Indians, Mr. Winthrop, in

1853, rounded a point at the en-

trance of the present Tacoma
Harbor in full view of the moun-
tain.

"We had rounded a point and
opened Puyallup Bay, a breadth
of sheltered calmness, when I,

lifting sleepy eyelids for a dreamy
stare about, was suddenly aware
of a vast white mountain dome
of snow swelling and seeming to

fill the aerial spheres as its image
displaced the deeps of tranquil

waters. . . . Kingly and alone

stood this majesty, without any
visible comrade or consort, though
far to the north and south its

brethren and sisters dominated
their realms, each in isolated sov-

ereignty rising above the pine-

darkened sierra of the Cascade
Mountains. . . . Of all the peaks

from California to Frazer's River,

this one before me was royalest.

Mount Rainier, white men have
dubbed it, perpetually the name of

somebody or nobody ; more melo-

diously, the Indians call it Tacoma."
Again Mr. Winthrop expresses

himself from his saddle, while

riding toward the mountains : "I

Tiad been following thus for hours

the blind path—harsh, darksome,

and utterly lonely—urging on
with no outlook, encountering no
landmark. ... As I looked across

the solemn surges of forests, sud-

denly above their somber green

appeared Tacoma. Large and
neighbor it stood, so near that

every jewel of its snow fields seemed to

send me a separate ray, yet not so near

but that I could with one look take in its

whole image, from clear-cut edge to

•edge."

Mr. Winthrop pictured almost exactly

the condition of the world-old fires, at

the present day not entirely lifeless. "If

Photo by A. 11. Barnes

avalanche; or deer's-tongu]E; uly

the giant fires had ever burned under that

cold summit, they had long since died out.

The dome that swelled up had crusted

over and then fallen in upon itself. . . ,

Only the thought of eternal peace arose

from this heaven-upbearing, monument-
like incense, and, overflowing, filled the

world with deep and holy calm." . . .
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Photo by Charles Bedford, from "The Mountain That Was 'God,' " by John H. Williams: G. P. Putnam's Sons

A PERII^OUS POSITION ON THE EDGE OF A GREAT CREVASSE : COWLITZ GLACIER, NEAR
END OP CATHEDRAL ROCKS
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Photo by B. L,. Aldrich, Jr., from "The Mountain That Was 'God,' " by John H. Williams: G. P. Putnam's Sons

MOUNT rainier: SttN F'ROM PUYALLUP RIVER, NEAR TACOMA

Photo by Asahel Curtis, from "The Mountain That Was 'God,' " by John H. Williams: G. P. Putnam's Sons

LOST TO THE world: 7,500 FEET ABOVE SEA-LEVEL, WITH AN OCEAN OE CLOUD RISING
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Photo by Asahel Curtis, from "The Mountain That Was 'God, " by John H. Williams: G. P. Putriam's Sons

CROSSING A PRECIPITOUS SIvOPE ON WHITE GLACIER: EITTLE TAHOMA IN DISTANCE
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Photo by Asahel Curtis, from "The Mountain That Was 'God,' " by John H. Williams: G. P. Putnam's Sons

THE SIERRA CLUB ON NISQUALLY GLACIER
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OUTI.INE MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF
MOUNT RAINIER

BOOKS ON MOUNT RAINIER

Two beautiful books describing the

wonders of Mount Rainier have been

published recently. Each is profusely

illustrated with photographs, some of

them being in colors, and each gives a
very vivid picture of the mountain,. The
first is by Mr. A. H. Barnes, who has
given his work the title of "Our Greatest
Mountain and Alpine Wonders," while
the second is by John H. Williams, "The
Mountain That Was 'God.' " Several of

the 200 photographs illustrating the latter

book are published in this number by
courtesy of Mr. Williams. Copies of the

books may be obtained from Lowman
and Hanford, Seattle, or from the Cen-
tral News Company, of Tacoma, for 75
cents per copy.
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Photo by Mrs. H. A. Towne, from
"The Mountain That Was 'God,' " by John H. Williams,

alpine; hemlock and mountain lilies-

In the Struggle for existence at the timber-

line, flowers prosper, but trees fight for Hfe;

against storm and snow.
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